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Preface

This volume is a collection of the written contributions of the invited speakers to the
46th Annual Symposium of the Society of General Physiologists. focusing on
molecular biology and function of carrier proteins, held in Woods Hole. Massachu-
setts. 10-13 September 1992. In addition to the keynote address and the talks
included in the five official plenary sessions of the conference. the symposium was
broadened for the first time this year by two sessions on "New Ideas. New Faces."
designed to focus attention on the work of junior investigators. Judging by the
number of posters submitted, close to 150. the symposium topic greatly interested
scientists in the field. Abstracts appeared in the December 1992 issue of The Journal
of General PAysiolog'.

The 46th Symposium owes much to the explosive growth of molecular biology.
The present volume make, i*ar that the powerful methods of molecular biologn
have allowed investigators ot transport proteins to address new kinds of questions. as
well as to ponder new kinds of answers. Although we arc far from a detailed
understanding of the structure and structure-function relationships of membrane
carriers. it must also be rccognized that during the last few years progress has been
enormous. The symposium presentations and the contributions in this volume
represent an effort to bring together examples of the best structural and functional
approaches to the experimental study of membrane carriers. We feel that during the
symposium there was a significant degree of interdisciplinary communication, and we
hope that this is reflected in this book.

We are grateful to Ron Kaback and Ernie Wright for their wise advice
throughout the planning stages of the meeting, and to the Council of the Society of
General Physiologists for continued support of our efforts. Jane Leighton and Sue
Lahr, in Woods Hole, and Olwen Hooks. in Galveston, kept everything on track
before, during, and after the meeting.

Thanks are due to the Rockefeller University Press and, in particular, to Jeanne
Bye for her untiring and reliable help in getting the proceedings published.

This symposium would not have been possible without the financial support of
the Office of Naval Research. the United States Army, the National Science
Foundation, SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals, Wyeth-Ayerst Company, and
President Thomas N. James of The University of Texas Medical Branch at Galves-
ton, to all of whom the organizers express their thanks.

Finally, we organizers recognize that the heart and soul of the meeting resided
in the speakers' participation. Coming from various parts of the world, each brought
enthusiasm, a spirit of cooperation, and a breadth of knowledge that made the
symposium a true exchange of camaraderie and ideas which was profitable for those
attending the meeting, an,; which will continue to be profitable for those who read
the printed pages of the proceedings.

Luis Reuss
John M. Russell, Jr.
Michael L Jennings
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Molecular Biology and Function of Carrier Proteins

Little is known regarding the mechanism of energy transduction in biological
membranes at the molecular level. Thus. although it has become apparent over the
past 20 years that the immediate driving force for a wide range of seemingly
unrelated phenomena (e.g.. secondary active transport. oxidative phosphorylation.
and rotation of the bacterial flagellar motor) is a bulk-phase, transmembrane
clectrochemical ion gradient, the mechanism by which free energy stored in such
gradients is transduced into work or into other forms of chemical energy (i.e.. ATP)

remains enigmatic. To gain insight into the general problem. studies in this labora-
tory have concentrated on the lactose (lac) permease of Escherichia co/i as a
paradigm.

.Accumulation of P-galactosides against a concentration gradient in E. cohi
occurs via lac permease. a hydrophobic polytopic cytoplasmic membrane protein that
catalyzes the coupled translocation of P3-galactosides and Hý with a stoichiometrv of

unity (i.e.. l3-galactoside; tH sxmport or cotransport: see Kaback. 1989. 1992. and
Kaback et al.. 1990 for reviews). Under physiological conditions, where the proton
clectrochemical gradient across the cytoplasmic membrane rAS1)is interior nega-
tive and or alkaline. lac permcasc utilizes free cneriv released from dovnhill
translocation of H to drive accumulation ot (3-galactosides against a concentration
eradient. In the absence ot AU,ý. Ohc permease catalyzes the converse reaction.
utilizing free energy released from downhill translocation of P3-galactosides to drive
uphill translocation of H' with generation of a A•.. the polarity of which depends
upon the direction of the substrate concentration gradient.

Lac permease is encoded by the lacYgene. the second structural gene in the lac
operon, and it has been cloned into a recombinant plasmid (Teather et al., 1978) and
sequenced (Biichel et al.. 1980). By combining overexpression of lacYwith the use of
a highly specific photoaffinity probe (Kaczorowski et al.. 1980) and reconstitution of
transport activity in artificial phospholipid vesicles (i.e.. proteoliposomes: Newman
and Wilson. 1980). the permease was solubilized from the membrane. purified to
homogeneity (Newman et al.. 1981: Foster et al., 1982: Viitanen et al.. 1986: also see
Wright et al.. 1986). and shown to catalyze all the translocation reactions typical of
the 1-galactoside transport system in vivo with comparable turnover numbers
(Matsushita et al., 1983: Viitanen et al.. 1984). Therefore. a single gene product. the
product of lacY is solely responsible for all of the translocation reactions catalyzed
by the P3-galactoside transport system.

Structure
Circular dichroic measurements on purified lac permease indicate that the protein is
> 80% helical in conformation, an estimate consistent with the hydropathy profile of

the permease. which suggests that - 70% of its 417 amino acid residues are found in
hydrophobic domains with a mean length of 24 t 4 residues (Foster et al.. 1983).
Based on these findings, a secondary structure was proposed in which the permease
is composed of a hydrophilic NH, terminus followed by 12 hydrophobic segments in
a-helical conformation that traverse the membrane in zigzag fashion connected b%
hydrophilic domains (loops) with a 17-residue COOH-terminal hIvdronhilic tail (Fig.
1). Support for the general features of the model and evidence that both the NH, and
COOH termini of the permease are exposed to the cytoplasmic face of the mem-
brane was obtained subsequently from laser Raman spectroscopy (Vogel et al..
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1985).' immunological studies (Carrasco et al.. 1982. 1984a,b; Seckler et al.. 19S3.
1986; Herzlinger et al., 1984, 1985; Seckler and Wright. 1984; Danho et al., 1985).
limited proteolysis (Goldkorn et al.. 1983; Stochaj et al.. 1986). and chemical
modification (Page and Rosenbusch. 1988). However. none of these approaches
differentiates between the 12-helix structure and other models containinp2 10 (Vo~ei
et al.. 1985) or 13 (Bieseler et al., 1985) putative transmembrane helices.

Calamia and Manoil (1990) have provided elegant and exclusive support for tile
topological predictions of the 12-helix model by analyzing an extensive series or lac:
permease-alkaline phosphatase (lacY-p/wA )chimeras. Alkaline phosphatase
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Figure 1. Secondary structure model of E. co/i Jac permease (Foster et al.. 1983) showine
modification suggested by King et al. (1991). Positions of putative intramembrane charged
residues (Asp237. Asp24O, Glu269, Arg3O2. Lvs3l9. His322. Glu325. and Lvs358) are
highlighted. The single-letter amino acid code is used, and hydrophobic transmembrane
helices are shown in boxes. The shaded box contains transmembrane helix V1I as proposed byN
King et al. ( 1991). and the box enclosed by the dashed line defines putative helix VII as
described originally (Foster et al., 1983). Also shown are the approximate positions of the
restriction siaes encoded by the cassette version ot the lacY cene (EMBL-X56095).

synthesized as an inactive precursor in the cytoplasm of E. co/i with a short signal
sequence that directs its secretion into the periplasmic space where it dlimerizes to
form active enzyme. If the signal sequence is deleted, the enzyme remains in the
cytoplasm in an inactive form. When alkaline phosphatase devoid of the signal

Seuneis fused tothe COOH termini of fragments of actpamcmmrn

IIn addition to circular dichroic and laser Raman spectroscopy, Fourier-transform infrared studies .II'
show that purified lac permease is largely helical (Roepe. P. D., H. R. Kaback. aind K. J. Rothschild.
unpublished work).
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protein in vivo, enzyme activity reflects the ability of the NH1-terminal portions of
the chimeric polypeptides to translocate alkaline phosphatase to the outer surface of
the membrane (Manoil and Beckwith. 1986: see Boyd et al.. this volume). Alkaline
phosphatase activity in cells independently expressing each of 36 lacY-phoA fusions
exclusively favors the topological predictions of the model with 12 transmembrane
domains.

In addition, Calamia and Manoil (19901 demonstrated that approximately half
of a transmembrane domain is needed to translocate alkaline phosphatase to the
external surface of the membrane. Thus, the alkaline phosphatase activity of fusions
engineered at every third amino acid residue in putative helices IlI and V (Fig. 1)
increases as a step function as the fusion junction proceeds from the 8th to the 1 th
residue of each of these transmembrane domains. Furthermore, when fusions are
constructed at each amino acid residue in putative helices IX and X of the permease.
the data obtained are in good agreement with the model (Fig. 1: Ujwal. M. L.. E.
Bibi. C. Manoil. and H. R. Kaback. unpublished data).

Purified lac permease reconstituted into proteoliposomes exhibits a notch or
cleft (Costello ct a_.. !984. t'i. s7 an obscr ation also documented bv Li and Tooth
(1987) using completely different techniques. The presence of a solvent-filled cleft in
the pcrmcase may have important implications with regard to the mechanism of
03-galactoside/H+ symport. as the barrier within the permease may be thinner than
the full thickness of the membrane. Therefore, the number of amino acid residues in
the protein directly involved in translocation may be fewer than required for lactose
and H+ to traverse the entire thickness of the membrane.

The remainder of this discussion deals with a few selected recent observations
with a specific membrane transport protein. lac permease: however, it should be
emphasized that the application of molecular biological techniques has made it
apparent that a huge number of proteins catalyzing similar transport reactions are
present in virtually all biological membranes from archaebacteria to the mammalian
central nervous system. On the other hand, detailed structural information is a
prerequisite for determining the mechanism, but it is particularly difficult to crystal-
ize hydrophobic membrane transport proteins (Deisenhofer and Michel, 1989).

Functional Interactions between Putative Intramembrane
Charged Residues
Recently. King et al. (1991) found that lac permease mutants with Thr in place of
Lys358 or Asn in place of Asp237 are defective with respect to active transport.
Second-site suppressor mutations of K358T2 yield neutral amino acid substitutions
for Asp237 (Asn, Gly, or Tyr), while suppressors of D237N exhibit Gin in place of
Lys358. Based on these findings, it was proposed that Asp237 and Lys358 interact via
a salt bridge, thereby neutralizing each other. Replacement of either charged residue
with a neutral residue creates an unpaired charge that causes a functional defect.
while neutral substitutions for both residues do not cause inactivation. Consequently,
the secondary structure model proposed for the permease was altered to accommo-

2 Site-directed mutants are designated as follows: the one-letter amino acid code is used followed by a
number indicating the position of the residue in wild-type lac permease. The sequence is followed by a
second letter denoting the amino acid replacement at this position.
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date a putative salt bridge between Asp237 and Lys358 in the low dielectric of the
membrane by placing residues Thr235 to Phe247 in transmembrane helix VII rather
than the hydrophilic domain between helices VII and VIII (Fig. 1).

As part of an extensive site-directed mutagenesis study with an engineered lac
permease that is functional but devoid of Cys residues (C-less permease" van
lwaarden et al., 1991), putative intramembrane residues Asp237. Asp240. Glu269.
Arg302. Lys319. His322, Glu325, and Lvs358 were systematically replaced with Cys.
Individual replacement of any of the residues essentially abolishes active lactose
transport (Sahin-T6th et al., 1992). By using the single Cys mutants D237C and
K358C, a double mutant was constructed containing Cys replacements for both
Asp237 and Lys358 in the same molecule. D237C/K358C transports lactose at about
half the rate of C-less permease to almost the same steady-state level of accumula-
tion. Moreover. replacement of Asp237 and Lys358. respectively, with Ala and Cvs or
Cys and Ala. or even interchanging Asp237 with Lvs358 causes little change in
activity. The observations provide a strong indication that Asp237 and Lys35S
interact to form a salt bridge and that neither residue nor the salt bridge per se is
important for transport. Despite the relatively high activity of the charge inversion
mutant (D237K/K358D) and the mutants with neutral substitutions at positions 237
and 358. immunoblots reveal low levels of the polypeptides in the membrane.
suggesting a role for the salt bridge in permease tolding and/or stability (Dunten ct
al., 1993). The observations also raise the possibility that Asp237 and Lvs358 may
interact in a folding intermediate but not in the mature molecule. Remarkably.
however, an inactive single mutant with Cys in place of Asp237 regains full activity
upon carboxymethylation, which restores a negative charge at position 237. There-
fore, it seems likely that the interaction between Asp237 and Lys358 is important for
folding/stability and that the residues maintain proximity in the mature permease.

To test the possibility that other charged residues in transmembrane helices are
neutralized by charge-pairing, 13 additional double mutants were constructed in
which all possible interhelical combinations of negative and positively charged
residues were replaced pair-wise with Cys (Sahin-T6th et al., 1992). Of all the
combinations of double mutants, only D240C/K319C exhibits significant transport
activity. However, the functional interaction between Asp240 and Lys319 is different
phenomenologically from Asp237-Lys358. Thus. D240C/K319C catalyzes lactose
transport at about half the rate of C-less to a steady-state level of accumulation that
is only - 25-30% of the control. Moreover. although significant activity is observed
with the double Ala mutant or with the two possible Ala-Cys combinations, interchang-
ing Asp240 and Lys319 completely abolishes active transport. Therefore. although
neither Asp240 nor Lys319 per se is mandatory for active transport, the polarity of
the interaction appears to be important for full activity. Finally, as opposed to the
double mutants in D237 and K358, all of the D240/K319 mutants are found in the
membrane in amounts comparable to the C-less control.

Importantly, Lee et al. (1992) have reached a similar conclusion regarding
interaction between Asp240 and Lys319 by using a different experimental approach.
These workers replaced Asp240 with Ala by site-directed mutagenesis and found
little or no active sugar transport. Two second-site revertants were then isolated, one
with Gin in place of Lys3l9 and the other with Val in place of Gly268. The double
mutants also exhibit little or no accumulation of sugar, but manifest significant rates
of lactose entry down a concentration gradient. Although suppression of D240A by
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G268V is difficult to explain, the properties of the double mutant D240A/K319Q
clearly indicate that there is a functional interaction between Asp240 and Lys319.

On the whole, the results suggest that charge-pairing between intramembrane
charged residues is probably not a general feature of lac permease and may be
exclusive to D237/K358 and D240/K319. However, it should be emphasized that the
charge-pair neutralization approach is dependent upon permease activity and will
not reveal charge-paired residues if they are essential for activity. In this regard, it is
noteworthy that double Cvs mutants involving residues suggested to be H-bonded
and directly involved in lactose-coupled H, translocation and/or substrate recogni-
tion (i.e., Arg302, His322. and Glu325 [see Kaback. 1989. 1992. and Kaback et al..
1990], as well as Glu269. which has been shown to be essential [Hinkle et al., 1990:
Ujwal, M. L.. B. Persson. L. Patel. and H. R. Kaback. manuscript in preparation]) do
not catalyze active lactose transport.

The modified iecondary structure model of lac permease (Fig. 1) is based on a
functional interaction between Asp2Y- and Lvs358 and on the notion that the
intramembrane charged residues are balanced. Despite the indication that Asp240
and Lvs319 may also participate in a salt bridge, the evidence for the interactions is
indirect, and other approaches are required to determine the location of the residues
relative to the plane of the membrane and to demonstrate directly that the pairs arc
in close proximity. C-less permease mutants containing double Cvs or paired Cvs-Ala
replacements will be particularly useful in this respect. Preliminary efforts to
estimate the accessibility of Cys residues at positions 237 and 358 with water- or
lipid-soluble sulfhydryl reagents suggest that Cvs residues at the two positions are
accessible to both types of reagents. although the lipid-soluble reagents are relatively
more effective (Dunten et al., 1993). Other preliminary experiments with permease
mutants specifically labeled at position 237 or 358 with paramagnetic or fluorescent
probes, as well as a series of alkaline phosphatase fusions in helix VII. are consistent
with placement of both residues near the membrane-water interface at the external
surface of the membrane, rather than in the middle of helix VII (Fig. 1). Efforts to
demonstrate disulfide bond formation directly by oxidation of appropriate double
Cys mutants are also in progress. In any event, based on the evidence currently
available, it is clear that Asp237-Lys358 and Asp240-Lys3l9 interact functionally.
and it is reasonable to suggest that both pairs of residues may be in close proximity. It
follows that putative helix VII (Asp237 and Asp240) may neighbor helices X
(Lys319) and XI (Lys358) in the tertiary structure of the permease.
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Introduction
Our basic premise is that specific side-to-side interactions of transmembrane regions
can have important roles in the formation of oligomers of membrane proteins, in the
folding of polytopic membrane proteins, and in the functions associated with folding
and oligomerization. In our studies of bactcriorhodopsin (BR) and glycophorin A
(GpA). significant progress has been made toward showing that such interactions
can provide both specificity and important interactive energy for folding and oliko-
merization.

Transmembrane Helices Can Be Independently Stable
Helical structure is known to be induced in polypeptides in nonaqucous environ-
ments (Sinmcr. 1962. 1971). as is expected given the large free energy COStS of
transferring an uinsatisficd hydrogcri bond donor or acceptor from an aqquCous Ito a
nonpolar environment or of breaking such a bond in a nonpolar environment. I is
hcretorc expected tha1t h11drIcen i I00d, musIt be satisfiCd in the transhidia\er recion.

If a polvpcptide has a sufticientl\ hydrophobic sequence of amino acid sidcchains.
the hydrophobic ctlect will favor it, partition into the nronaqueous recion of a lipid
hilaver. C(ornbining these cornccpt, Icads to the notion that nonpolar scquences \% ill
be stable as transbilaver structures in which backbone hydrogen bonds are systemat-
ically satisfied and the polar ends ot the helix are in more polar environments outside
the bilaver (Engelman and Steitz. 1981: Engelman et al., 1986: Popot and deVitry,
1990: Popot and Engelman. 1990). Experimental observation of many integral
membrane proteins shows that, with the exception of some outer membrane proteins
such as bacterial outer membrane porins. transmembrane proteins can be under-
stood as having bundles of hydrophobic cx-helices (Henderson and Unwin. 1975:
Henderson. 1977: Henderson et al.. 1990: Deiserihofer and Michel. 1991). Some
studies have shown that subfragments of polytopic proteins retain helical structure
when they are separately reconstituted into lipid bilayers. as would be predicted if
their separate helices were stai~le (Popot ct al.. 1987). Thus. it is possible that single
helices can be regarded as domains in the classical sense of being independently
stable folding units.

Helix-Helix Association in Bilayers
If hydrogen bonding of the main chain and the hydrophobic effect are largely
accounted for in forming in dependent transmembrane helices. then factors other
than these may drive their association if they interact in tertiary folding and
oligomerization. These factors may include polar interactions within the membrane.
the constraints of interactions outside the bilayer (including helix-helix polypeptide
iinks), and packing effects. These factors have been contemplated in the proposal
that folding and oligomerization of membrane proteins involve two stages. one in
which hydrophobic a-helices are established across the lipid bilayer and a second in
which helices interact to form functional transmembrane structures (Popot and
Engelman. 1990: Bormann and Engelman. 1992). Work with BR and with GpA
constructs has supported the contentions of this two-stage model (see below).
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BR Studies Show That Helix-Helix Interactions Dominate in
Folding
In BR. the seven transmembrane helices of the structure interact very closely and
some interactions of helices are also involved in forming the trimeric structure found
in membranes (Henderson et al., 1990). BR can be regenerated from two chymotryp-
tic fragments containing two and five helical transmembrane segments (Popot et al..
1987). and. more dramatically, from two separate helical transmembrane peptides
plus the five helix chymotryptic fragment (Kahn and Engelman. 1992). Since the twvo
separate helices were also studied as independent entities and found to be transbi-
laver helices (Hunt et al.. 1991 ). the notions of the two-stage concept are supported.
Calorimetric studies (Kahn et al.. 1 992) show that cleavage of the B-C link or the A-B
link. or removal of the retinal all act to destabilize the structure somewhat but do so
in independent ways and do not abolish the folding of the BR molecule. Since
reformation of BR occurs from fragments first reconstituted as separate transmem-
brane helical structures. and then introducCd into the same lipid bilamer. viewing
each fragment as a subunit :AuggCstS that helix-helix interactions are a component ot
specific oligomerization in this ,vstem.

GpA Dimerization Is Driven by Specific Interactions between
Transmembrane a-Helices
Oligomerization of transbilaver proteins in vivo is also thought to involve helix-helix
interactions. The structures of the BR trimer (Henderson et al.. 1990) and the
photosynthetic reaction center (Diesenhofer and Michel. 1991) show many helix-
helix interactions at oligomeric interfaces. Another example is the interaction
between the T cell receptor a chain and CD3 8 (Manolios et al.. 1990: Cosson et al..
199 1) in the assembly of the T cell receptor complex. In this case. potentially charged
groups appear to be important in the interaction: however, in other instances
association of transmembrane domains without charged groups is also seen (Lem-
mon and Engelman, 1992). One of these is the human ervthrocvte sialoglycoprotein
glycophorin A (GpA), which forms dimers stable under the conditions of SDS-
PAGE. and in which the interactions of its single transmembrane domain drive the
association (Furthmayr and Marchesi. 1976: Bormann et al.. 1989: Lemmon et al..
1992a). The properties of the GpA transmembrane domain were studied by geneti-
cally fusing it to the carboxy terminus of staphylococcal nuclease. The resulting
chimera forms a dimer in SDS. which is disrupted upon addition of a peptide
corresponding to the transmembrane domain of GpA. but not upon addition of
transmembrane domains from the EGF receptor. neu oncogene. or BR. Deletion
mutagenesis has been used to define the boundaries of the transmembrane domain
responsible for dimerization. and site-specific mutagenesis has been used to explore
the properties of the interactions in the dimer (Lemmon et al.. 1992a.b). This work
indicates that dimerization is driven largely by close association of the transmem-
brane portions of GpA in a parallel coiled-coil. and that the interactions are highly
specific.

Similar interactions may be important in transmembrane signaling by growth
factor receptors with a single transr.iembrane a-helix (Bormann and Engelman.
1992). For a number of these, most notably the epidermal growth factor receptor
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(EGFR). specific interactions between transmembranc domains may provide part of
the energy and specificity for dimerization. Indeed, a valine to glutamic acid
mutation in the transmembrane domain of the n'it oncogene product causes this
EGFR-like molecule to become constitutively active i Bargmann ct at... 11 S1). and
increases the proportion ot it found as dimer (Weiner ct al.. 1989).

In summary, the interactions of transmembrane helices can be hlighly specific
and can have sulficient interaction energies in a lipid context to drive oli.omeriza-
[ion.

SDS Gel Assay of Dimerization Using a Chimeric Construct
Specific. stable side-by-side interactions between transmembrane et-helices can
occur in detergent environments that. to some extent. .iintic the properties of lipid
hilavers. We have devcloped a system for the genetic and biophysical analysis of such
interactions ( Lemmon ct al.. I 99 212). The transmcmbran•e domain of interest is (Luscd
to the ('()OH terminus of staphylococcal nucleasc I SN V. The resulting, chimera can
Ic expressed at high Ic\les in I'.schertchia co/i and IS Iadil llK puritied. lInteractions can
he studied by SDS-PA(i[ and other methods. We have used this approach t•o study
tie single transmcnlbrane a-hclix of (ipA. which mediates tie S)S-,,tablc dimcriza-
lion of this protein. Vectors and methods are dcscrihed in Lcnmmon ct al. ( I )2a.h .

The chimeric protein runs as a dimer in SDS ieels. as shown in Fi,-,. 1. Lane / in
Fig. I A shows the presence of substantial amounts of dimer in the chimeric construct
in SDS. In lanes 2-4, the pure transmembrane peptide is added and shown to
compete for binding at the dimer interface, resulting in a large proportion of
heterodimer between the chimeric construct and the transmembrane peptide as
shown in lane 4 and in Fig. I B. In lanes 5-8, other transmembrane peptides are
added. and are found not to disrupt the SN/GpA dimer. Thus. the dimerization
arises from an interaction of the transmembrane part of the chimeric construct, and
is sufficicntlv specific so that transmembrane domains from the neu oncogcenc. the
EGFR. the HER-2 receptor, or helix A from BR do not compete. In Fig. 1 B. a
fluorcscently labeled pcptide was used in the competition experiment, and shown to
migrate at a molecular weight just above the monomer molecular weight of the
chimeric construct. This establishes that the band is in fact a peptide-chimera
heterodimer.

Mutational Analysis of GpA Dimerization
The behavior of the chimeric protein on SDS gels has permit>...: nitational
analysis of the requirements for dimerization. We explored COO( -0011ai trunca-
tions and deletions of the extramembraneous region proximal to th. I) • L nction
in order to define the part of the sequence responsible for the dimn oli Seen on
SDS gels. and found that the dimerization potential depends on the ti ansmembrane
region from GpA and on the presence of a flexible linker with no particular sequence
requirement.

Further experiments were conducted by saturation mutagcncsis at each amino
acid position in the transmembrane domain, using SDS gel migration as an assay
(Lemmon et al.. 1992b). The effects of sequence alterations were assigned to four
categories: no effect, a modest effect with significant dimer remaining, a stronger
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A
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4 M 0010 • --'-- I Dimner

Monomer

B 1 2 3

Heterodimer

C Sequences of Synthetic Peptides.

GpATM PEITLIIFGVMAGVIGTILLISYGIRRLI

ZNuTM RASPVTFIIATVVGVLLFLILVVVVGILIKRRRYK

LGF-RTM KIPSIATGMVGALLLLLVVALGIGLFMRRRYIVRKR

ikL-1IM RASPLTSIIVSAVVGILLVVVLGVVFGILIKRRYQK

UL~im GRPEWIWLALGTALMGLGTLYFLVKGMGVSDPOAKKr

Figure 1. (A) 12.5% polyacrylamide SDS Phastgel. Lane 1. SN/GpA. Lanes 2-4 include a I-.
5-. and 10-fold molar excess of GpATM. respectively. Lanes 5-8 contain a 10-fold molar excess
of synthetic peptides of Neu. EGFR. HER-2. and BrA, respectively. Dimer and monomer
positions are marked. (B) Competition experiment performed with GpA transmembrane
peptide labeled with Dansyl. Lane I shows SN/GpA. Lane 2 shows SN/GpA with addition of
11-fold molar excess of Dansylated TM) peptidc. Lane 3 is lane 2 under UV illumination. The
diffuse fluorescent band at the bottom of thegel corresponds to free Dansylated peptidce. (C)
Sequences of peptides.
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effect in which there remains relatively little dimer. or abolition of dimerization
altogether resulting in the migration of all protein at the monomer position. Changes
to charged amino acids produced strong effects. entirely abolishing all dimerization
in almost all cases. Such effects could result from influences on the detergent micelle
arrangement and are not easily interpreted. Terminations anywhere within the
transmembrane region likewise abolish dimerization. The phenotypes of changes to
moderately polar amino acids were more mixed. N. Q. and P substitutions generally
abolished dimerization. but G, S, Y, and T were tolerated to some extent in some
sequence locations: indeed, they are found in the native sequence.

More easily interpreted are the results of substitutions of less polar sidechains.
Fig. 2 shows the current state of these mutagenesis studies. As %%ill be readily

Glycophorin TM Sequence
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F -"- "-!
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ppeiatd.thi salag oyfwr.,Two stikn mesae emrg to th

7WW

analysis. The first is that the dimeric interaction is extraordinarily specific. respond-
ing to modest changes in amino acid sidechain structure. The second is that this
response varies along the sequence. Consideration. for example. of the three leucine
residues in the transmembrane domain illustrates these points. At L75 all nonpolar
substitutions disrupt the dimer. Many, including those to isoleucine or valine. have a
large effect. However, the same substitutions at L89 and L90 are at most only slightly
disruptive. Similarly, while all substitutions observed at G79 and G83 disrupt the
dimer significantly, G86 and G94 will accommodate a variety of different residues
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with no significant effect. Thus, these results strongly suggest the intimate involve-
ment of a subset of amino acid sidechains in the helix-helix interaction.

There is in general a periodicity in the ability of nonpolar sidechains to disrupt
the dimer. The bottom of Fig. 2 shows the average degree ot disruption hw nonpolar
substitutions at each position in the transmembrane domain. This shows that there
are four clear regions in which the disruptive potential of substitutions is strong
compared with other locations. namnelv. 175-76. G7_-V80. G83-VS4. and 187. A
.,traightfonvard interpretation of this pattern would be that these residues comprise
the interacting surfaces of ty-heliccs in a supercoil. These putative sites of interaction
are separated. on average. by almost flmur residues. ihis w•ould be consistent with the
dimer consisting of a pair of helices in a right-handed supercoil. Circular dichroism
studies in lipid bilavers and in detergent environments show that both the isolated
peptidce and the transmembrane domain of the chimeric protein have strong helical
character. Given the possibility that the interaction is between helices and that the
interaction appears sensitive to sniall details in amino acid sidcChain i ntcl actions.
additional objectives arose. We \•' icd to cNiablish \ hether the Iinter act ions arc ot

parallel helices. \\hether tihe iiclac l i s CC ll" inI 1ipid hila\crs Xi" wCel ts In
detercent environments, and w, hether theoretical descriptions can be created and
tested against the experimental omsctvlio>, so that prediction ol membilnraline proteinl
!,)ldin(,, and olii,,tomcrization can !)C 1,. ILIICd. We havc made o1rCSS III ch N
these directions.

The question of whether the dirners arc parallel was addressed based on mutant
complementation and on studies of the flexible link in the chimeric construct. When
the link was shortened excessively. dimerization was abolished. Addition of alanines
to replace the deleted residues progressively restored dimerization. This result can
be explained if steric interference of the nuclease moiety in the chimera is acting to
disrupt the dimer. which can only occur if it contains a parallel arrangement of
helices. Further. we have recently found that dimerization can be restored in a
mixture of L75V with 176A. in which dimerization was abolished for each substitu-
tion taken separately. The complementation suggests that Leu 75 and lie 76 interact
with one anether. which is possible only in a parallel dimer (Lemmon et al.. 1992l)).

Simulated Annealing Approach to Model the Interaction
We have recently turned to studies of the dimcrization of GpA using conlormationial
searches by molecular dynamics searches and by simulated annealing techniques
with restraints (Nilges and Brunger. 1991). Simulated annealing was implemented
through molecular dynamic simulations with geometric (Brunger. 1991) and empiri-
cal energy functions (Karplus and Petsko. 1990). Our assumptions are that the
transmembrane domains of glycophorin form dimers of a-helices with a parallel
chain directionality and that the helices are in contact across the lipid bilaver. In the
modeling, the helices were constrained with a half parabolic potential to prevent
them from dissociating. Several initial conditions were chosen. including one in
which the helices are straight and parallel. A search over a range of relative helix
rotational angles resulted in the identification of two global energy minima (Treutlein
et al., 1992). Modeling from initially parallel helices resulted in the surprising
conclusion that the best structure is a right-handed supercoil. To check our proce-
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x GpAsa, starting from straight helices, no screening
+ GpAsa, starting from straight helices, r-dielectric

A GCN4, starting from straight helices
U GCN4, X-ray structure
* initial structures

3 -

× 4-

-- x + A
+lA

AA A

-75 -50 -25 0 M 50 75

Crossing Angle .Q (0)
Figure 3. Scatterplot showing final crossing angles and shifts for models obtained starting
from uncoiled dimers of ideal helices.

dure. we did a similar calculation with GCN4 (Jones and Fink. 1982: Pathak and
Sigler, 1992), which is known to have a left-handed supercoiled dimer (O'Shea et al..
1991), and found that the modeling leads to the expected handedness (Trcutlcin et
al.. 1992).

Fig. 3 shows the result of a number of simulations using the glycophorin
transmembrane helix and the GCN4 helix dimers, revealing a propensity for left-
handed supercoiling (positive crossing angles) in the GCN4 and right-handed
supercoiling (negative crossing angles) in the glycophorin cases. Fig. 4 shows a
comparison of our best theoretical models with the mutagenesis data described
above and in Lemmon et al. (1992b). The agreement for these right-handed
supercoiled models is striking. We were unable to generate a left-handed coiled-coil
of GpA helices that permitted good agreement with the mutagenesis data.

Our findings support the hope of predicting tolded transmembrane protein
structure in the hydrophobic region of the lipid bilayer. It is conceivable that a more

A
0o starting from
" 6 right-handed

E 4 ' superco

2 Figure 4. Comparison of a~er-0:J L =00 age residue interaction ener-
S4'•u• gies with the mutational sensi-

44 straight helices tivitv profile of GpA.
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complete modeling of the bilayer environment and more accurate empirical energy
functions could improve the modeling, and we intend to move in these directions.

Conclusion
Our studies of the interaction of the transmembrane helices of GpA in a detergent
environment suggest that dimerization occurs through highly specific interactions to
form a right-handed supercoil of parallel helices. That such an interaction is sensitive
to very small, normally conservative changes in the amino acid structures reveals the
possibility of very high specificities in the interactions guiding membrane protein
oligomerization and folding. Further. the finding that dimerization occurs via an
extensive interaction surface in which the association is mainly through van der
Waals contacts implies that such interactions can. on their own, provide sufficient
energy for oligomerization. The fact that a single helix may act as a stable folding
domain sets the conditions for the coordination of precise van der Waals contacts.
Since the groups involved are held in a relatively fixed array in space. the coordina-
tion of interaction energies between two %cfil-rnatchcd surlaces creates a strong
summation of small energies that would not occur if the spatial correlations were not
present. Thus, for example, contacts between groups in the lipid and groups on the
protein \would not he expected to have the same additivitv. If the interaction is to be
specific and sutficicntly energetic. the surfaces must fit together well. Thus. GpA has
provided insights concerning a set of mechanisms that must be considered in
rationalizing the formation of higher order structure in biological membranes.
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Introduction
The term topology has been used in the case of membrane proteins to describe the
positioning of the different domains of those proteins relative to the lipid hilaver
(Blobel. 1980). Topological analysis defines which segments of the protein span the
membrane and which hydrophilic domains lie on either side of the membrane.
Defining these aspects of the structure of membrane proteins is essential tar
assigning function to particular regions of the protein and for understanding the
mechanism of membrane insertion and assembly of such proteins.

Many different approaches have been used in topological analysis of membrane
proteins.' While we have reviewed these in more detail elsewhere (Traxler et al..
1993). here we brieflv summarize each approach.

Prediction from Amino Acid Sequence
For certain proteins, topological models based only on sequence inspection have
proved to be correct. Frwo major features of thcsc proteins, na\ c proven sUtlicient t•
do topology predictions. First, runs of - 20 amino acids with a high hydrophobicitV
index are nearly alwavs found to be mcmbrane-spanning ,cments (Kyte and
Doolittle. 1982). Second, hydrophilic domains that arc localized to the cytoplasmic
side of a membrane are enriched for basic amino acids compared with hydrophilic
domains localized to the other side of the membrane (von Heijne. 1986: von Heijne
and Gavel. 1988). Given a protein with an amino acid sequence that shows clear-cut
membrane-spanning segments and an array of hydrophilic domains between them
that alternate in their net positive charge, a topological model can be proposed that
is highly likely to be correct.

However, many proteins do not provide such a user-friendly sequence. Hydro-
phobic regions may contain charged amino acids or may be considerably longer or
shorter than 20 amino acids. Not all cytoplasmic domains are enriched for basic
amino acids. Thus, one is not infrequently faced with sequences for which different
possible topological models can be derived.

Physical Approaches
Both x-ray and electron diffraction studies have been used to determine the topology
of membrane proteins. Presumably, NMR will be added to the list in the near future.
X-ray analysis has provided a detailed picture of the arrangement in the membrane
of the photosynthetic reaction center (Deisenhofer et al.. 1985) from certain
bacteria, including the topology of individual subunits. Electron diffraction was used
to analyze the structure of bacteriorhodopsin (Henderson et al.. 1990). While we can
expect that more such structures will appear in the near future, these approaches
have not been easy to extend to other proteins.

SFor the purposes ol this article, we are excluding from discussion the analysis of topology of outer

membrane proteins of Gram-negative bacteria and other analogous proteins that may be found in
mitochondria or chloroplasts of eukaryotic cells. Outer membrane proteins follow entirely different rules
from other classes of membrane proteins.
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Inherent Structural or Function Features of a Protein
Some aspects of topology can be deduced from inherent features of a protein. Such
modifications as glycosylation and disulfide bond formation ordinarily take place on
the extracytoplasmic side of the membrane, while protein phosphorylation is carried
out in the cytoplasm. Determining the location of such modifications in a protein
allows the placement of that particular domain within one or the other compartment.
In addition. assignment to a specific domain of a function. which is known to operate
in one or another cellular compartment. defines the location of that domain. Such an
assignment may be effected by sequence comparisons or mutant analysis.

Chemical Modification
Treatment of cells with a chemical modifying agent under conditions where only the
extracytoplasmic face of the membrane is exposed can reveal certain of the domains
on that side of the membrane. This approach is limited by the nature of the agent and
persistent questions about its membrane impermeability.

Proteolvsis
Proteolysis of vesicles (insidc-out or rightside-out) can he used to determine which
domains of a protein are susceptible to degradation. Certain external and internal
domains of proteins have been defined in this way, but to provide a complete picture.
the approach requires that each hydrophilic domain be susceptible to the protease
used. This is rarely the case.

Immunochemical Tagging of Membrane Protein Domains
Antibodies can be made to peptides corresponding to each of the hydrophilic
domains of a membrane protein and then accessibility of the protein to antibody can
be evaluated in different vesicle preparations. This approach has been used with
impressive success in predicting a complete topological structure for the 03-adrener-
gic receptor (Wang et al.. 1989). However. for certain proteins this and the two
previous approaches will be limited because of the small size of some of the
hydrophilic domains.

Gene Fusion Techniques
When certain reporter proteins are fused to different domains of a membrane
protein, the properties of the cells carrying the gene fusion can yield information on
the location of the reporter protein. The reporter proteins are chosen on the basis
that their phenotypic expression varies depending on their cellular location. Assum-
ing that the reporter protein follows correctly the topological signals of the protein to
which it is fused, phenotypic analysis of gene fusion strains can give a topological
model for the protein. The limitations of this technique. which can be severe in some
cases, are discussed below.

Gene Fusion Systems in Use for Studying Topology
The genes fusion systems that have been used in topological analysis are listed in
Table I.
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TABLE I
Gene Fusion Systems for Topological Analysis

P1henotype __________

Reprtr potin Fusion to external domain I-Lision it) iriternal domain

Bacterial
Alkaline phosphatase Enzyme active Lnzyme inactive
13-Galactosidasc Enzyme inactive Enzyme active
0-L-actamast: Ampicillin resistant Amnpicillin sensitive

)'east
Flisuidinol dchvdrogc- No growth of HIS4 multant ( rox't tito I 11S4 mutant oil

nase on histidinol histidinol
Galactokinase Glycosylated Not glveosylated
Invertase Glycosylated Not k-iveosvlated
Acid phosphatase Glycosylated Not glyeosylated

:'1C 11s %k'-L v~iuci Used is thle bacterial aikaiinlc 11nýPlat '1mc .xciN \lanloi C"
199(10. he basis for this approach derives from tile tindinu that alkaline phosphatasc:
il cilznnlaticailv inactive when localized to thle c to pia~sm. out cnlzvrnaticallv acti\%.

when translocated across the cytoplasmic membrane (Michaelis et al., 1983). Thle
dijfference results from the absence of disulfide bond formation in the protein in the
cytoplasm and its presence in the bacterial periplasm (Derman and Beckwith. 1991.
The theory behind the approach is shown in Fig. 1.

A second approach uses a reporter protein with opposite properties to alkaline
phosphatase. 13-Galactosidase is enzymatically active in the cytoplasm. but inactive
when fused to a protein export signal (Froshauer et al.. 1988). In the latter case. the

Figure 1. Theory of alkaline
,-er~I~smphosphatase fusion analysis of
Perocismmembrane protein topology.

Mnebran The membrane protein dec-
UPOPIoMM ) picted is a hypothetical one. It

N C is assumed in the theory that7' alkaline phosphatase will fol-
low thle same export signals
that promote translocation
,icross thle membrane oit exter-
nal (periplasmie) domains.
Thus, fusion to a periplasmic

N) domain of the protein (1) will
N- allow thle export of alkaline

ACTIV INATIVEphosphatase. Once localized to

ACTIVE INACTIVEe the periplasmic space. alkaline
-Aikinehos~o~ae C phosphatase will be enzymati-

cally active, even though it is anchored to the membrane. It is also assumed that the same
signals that cause retention of certain hydrophilic domains in the cytoplasm will also lead to
the cytoplasmic localization of alkaline phosphatase. Thus. fusion to at eytoplasmic domain of
the protein (2) will lead to a cytoplasmic location of alkaline phosphatase. In the cytoplasm.
alkaline phosphatase is enzvmatically inactive due to the absence of disulfide bonds (Derman
and Beckwith. 1991).
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enzyme becomes imbedded in the membrane where it cannot assembly properly.
Thus, when fused to a cytoplasmic domain of a membrane protein, the 13-galactosi-
dase is active, while when fused to a periplasmic domain it is inactive.

When 13-lactamase is fused to a periplasmic domain of a membrane protein, its
export to the periplasm confers an ampicillin-resistant phenotype on cells (Broome-
Smith et al.. 1990). When it is fused to a cytoplasmic domain, its retention in the
cytoplasm prevents its phenotypic expression and cells are ampicillin sensitive.

These three cases represent bacterial gene fusion systems for topological
analysis. Several systems have also been used in the yeast Saccharomi'ces cerevisiae.
Histidinol dchvdrogenase is an cnzvmc that carries out the last step in histidine
biosynthesis, converting histidinol to histidine. In yeast mutants missing the histidine
pathway. the presence of the enzyme allows the cells to grow if they are fed histidinol.
Only gene fusions in which the enzyme is retained in the cytoplasm, however, can
satisfy this requirement (Senstag et al.. 1990). In this way, cytoplasmic and extracvto-
plasmic domains of membrane proteins can. in principle, be distinguished.

Finally. fusion of a protein with a gtycosvlation site(s) to a membrane protein
,an htcip to distin.uinh the iocation oI its lwdrophilic domains. ihat is. the reporter
protein will only he elvcosvlatcd if it is translocated into the endoplasmic reticulum.
Several diltercnt reporter proteins have been used in this wvay (Ahmad and Bussev.
11)88: Green et aL.. I QS): Dcshaics and Schekman. I()')I) (Table I).

T'here are two obvious assumptions that are made in using gene fusions to study
topology. Since the gene fusion approach results in the replacement of carboxv-
terminal segments of a protein by a reporter protein, correct predictions of topology
would only result if the amino-terminal portion of the protein remaining in the fusion
protein can assemble properly in the absence of carboxv-terminal sequences. Anom-
alies resulting from violations of this assumption will be discussed below. A second
assumption is that the reporter protein is passive and does not itself influence
topology. In general, this appears to be true, although differences in the behavior of
P-lactamase and alkaline phosphatase fusions to be described below may indicate
some exceptions.

The Experience with Alkaline Phosphatase Fusions
There are now a variety of techniques for generating alkaline phosphatase fusions to
bacterial proteins or to proteins, the genes for which can be cloned into Escherichia
coli. including eukarvotic proteins. A transposon. TnphoA. can be used to obtain
random fusions to membrane proteins in vivo (Manoil and Beckwith, 1985). Plasmids
have been constructed that allow fusion of the phoA gene to a variety of different
restriction sites (Hoffman and Wright. 1985: Ehrmann et al.. 1990: Duchdne et al..
1992; Wilmes-Riesenberg and Wanner. 1992). Starting with the appropriate plas-
mids. polymerase chain reactions (Boyd et al., 1993) or oligonucleotide deletion
mutagenesis (Boyd et al.. 1987) have permitted the construction of fusions to specific
sites within a gene. Using nuclease digestion with the appropriate starting plasmids,
it is possible to obtain a nested set of phoA fusions to a gene for a membrane protein
(Sugiyama et al., 1991, Yun et al.. 1991).

There is enough experience now to show that the alkaliie phosphatase fusion
approach can give a complete and correct topological picture for certain membrane
proteins. Proteins for which alkaline phosphatase fusions provided a topological
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model and for which there was preexisting or confirmatory evidence f;om other
approaches include the family of chemotaxis receptors in certain Gram-negative
bacteria (Manoil and Beckwith, 1986), the E. co/i leader peptidase (San Millan et al..
1989). the E. coli MotB protein (a component of the flagellar apparatus: Chun and
Parkinson. 1988). and the L subunit of the photosynthetic reaction center of
Rhodobactersphaeroides (Yun et al., 1991). These results show that one of the major
assumptions of the approach holds true for at least these proteins. That is. amino-
terminal portions of membrane proteins can assume the correct topological structure
in the absence of carboxv-terminal sequences. Further. in the case of the L subunit of
the photosynthetic reaction center, the protein assumes the same structure in the
membrane on its own as its does in the multi-subunit complex (Deisenhofer et al..
1985).

Alkaline Phosphatase Fusions to the MalF Protein of E. coli
The MalF protein is part of a multi-subunit cytoplasmic membrrane complex required
for maltose trawnport in E. co/i (Shuman and Silhax,. !')!: D:•Midson and Nikaido.

Fusion E F G H

Activity .6 30 28 27 28 30 26 26 20

Periplasm

Inner
Membrane

CytoplasmN l

Fusion A C D K L M 0 P R

Activity <01 0.7 0.I 12 20 15 6 03 04

Figure 2. Alkaline phosphatase fusions to the MaiF protein. The letters refer to the specific
fusion at that site and in Tables 1I and III to the specific site of the fusion joint. The numbers
represent the alkaline phosphatase assay levels for each fusion (Boyd et al.. 1987'.

1991). The complex also includes Ma!G, an integral membrane protein, and MalK.
located peripherally to the cytoplasmic face of the membrane.

The sequence of MalF (Froshauer and Beckwith. 1984) allows the formulation
of a topological model based on the rules outlined earlier in this paper (Fig. 2).
Fusions of alkaline phosphatase to MalF were obtained using both TnphoA and in
vitro oligonucleotide deletion mutageriesis (Boyd et al.. 1987). The properties of
fusions to different positions of MalF give a topological picture consistent with the
predictions from sequence alone.

However, there are anomalies in the results which. when first obtained, ap-
peared to raise questions about the MalF model. Specifically. fusions K and L with
endpoints in cytoplasmic domains of MalF (Fig. 2). gave much higher levels of
alkaline phosphatase units than were expected for cytoplasmic fusions. This finding
led us to suspect that there were determinants within cytoplasmic domains that were
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important in assuring proper topology and these cytoplasmic determinants were
missing in the K and L fusions. Based on the analysis of vonHeijne (1986) of the
distribution of charged amino acids in hydrophilic domains of membrane proteins.
the obvious candidates for such determinants were the basic amino acids of cytoplas-
mic domains (Fig. 3). Within the short hydrophilic domain in MalF that lies distal to
the sites of the fusion joints of K and L are two arginines and a lysine. It was this
possibility that led us to obtain the oligonucleotide mutagenesis-derived fusions in
addition to those found with TnphoA. A pattern emerged where. in each cytoplasmic

SYNTHESIS SYNTHESIS

FASTj FASTI

Periplasm

Memvrone

Cytoplasm N , N +

SLOW1 Stably Cytop/asmic

N

Figure 3. Membrane assembly of MaIF-alkaline phosphatase fusion proteins. The fusion on
the right-hand side of the figure (M) inserts rapidly in the membrane. The positive charges
anchor alkaline phosphatase (thick line) stably in the cytoplasm. The fusion on the left-hand
side (e.g., K or L) also inserts rapidly into the membrane, but is missing the basic amino acids.
As a result, the alkaline phosphatasc is not stably anchored in the cytoplasm and is slowly
translocated across the membrane. This may occur either by the structure indicated or by
complete translocation of the alkaline phosphatase and the hydrophobic membrane-spanning
stretch preceding it.

domain, fusions to points where alkaline phosphatase was preceded by basic amino
acids exhibited little alkaline phosphatase enzymatic activity, while those to points
where the basic amino acids had been deleted exhibited considerably higher levels of
activity (Fig. 2). Subsequently. we took the M fusion and mutated it so as to reduce
the net positive charge (Boyd and Beckwith, 1989). In such constructs. the alkaline
phosphatase activity was again higher than in the M fusion itself. These results
demonstrated that the basic amino acids are important topological determinants,
insuring stable anchoring of cytoplasmic domains.
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These findings represent a case that violates one of our assumptions about the
fusion approach. That is, the absence of the basic amino acids, which were carboxy-
terminal to the fusion joint, resulted in an anomalous result that was not consistent
with the overall topological picture. The contradictory results were resolved bv the
subsequent studies and they show, in fact, that anomalies can be exploited to deepen
our understanding of how topology is achieved.

We have explored the properties of fusion strains missing basic amino acids even
further. We have found that when alkaline phosphatase is fused to a periplasmic
domain of MaIF. it is translocated very rapidly across the membrane (Traxler et al..
1992). In contrast. in the K and L fusions. where it is fused t) a cytoplasmic position.
but missing the basic amino acids, it is translocated much more slowly. The ultimate
amount found in the periplasm does not differ by more than a factor of two or three
for all these fusions. but the kinetics of export differ dramatically. These findings
suggest that ordinarily the MaIF protein (and fusions of it) assemble very rapidly into
their proper contormation in the membrane (Fig. 3). In the case of the MaIF K and I.
fusions. the hvbrid protein also assembles properly at tirst. hut then the absence ol
xIsic amino acids preceding alkaline phosphatase in the c'. opiasm results in an
unstable arrangement with weak anchoring in the cytoplasm. Thus. the alkaline
phosphatase is slowly exported across the lipid bilaver ( Fe. 3 ).

We have further used MaIF-AP fusions to assess topological signals in the Mail'
protein (McGovern et al., 1991). We do this by introducing deletions into the MaIF
portion and determining the effect on the topology of the protein. This is done both
by measuring alkaline phosphatase activity and by proteolysis studies in spheroplasts.
which give an indication of which parts of the protein are localized to the extracyto-
plasmic face of the membrane. For instance, we may delete a single membrane-
spanning segment from a fusion and ask whether this causes an inversion in the
topology of the protein. Extensive studies of this sort have led to the following
conclusions: (1) the basic amino acids in cytoplasmic domains are the preeminent
signals determining the orientation of membrane-spanning stretches: (2) periplasmic
domains have no equivalent signals; (3) membrane-spanning segments (as others
have found) have no information determining their orientation in the membrane:
and (4) the strength of cytoplasmic domains as topogenic signals generally varies with
the density of positive charges within them.

Alternative and Modified Gene Fusion Approaches to Topology
The studies with the K and L fusions to MaIF and others like them show that
anomalous results can be obtained in this type of analysis. We have developed new
approaches to opology, particularly to avoid such anomalies, by taking advantage of
our finding that alkaline phosphatase is exported much more slowly in the anomalous
fusions K and L.

Fusions of a Bioti.n., , table Domain to Membrane Proteins
Cronan and colleaguc• I•i described a polypeptide fragment of acetyiCoA carbox-
ylase that is biotinyh... - - its native protein and can be biotinvlated when fused to
another protein (Crtolidn, 1990). They and we have shown that when this domain is
fused to a rapidly secreted protein, very little biotinylation takes place. Apparently,
this portion of the protein is exported rapidly enough so that it is not accessible to the
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biotinylating enzyme. However, if it is fused to a protein that is exported slowly, this
domain is retained in the cytoplasm long enough to be biotinylated (Reed and
Cronan. 1991: Jander. G.. and J. Beckwith. unpublished results). This occurs, for
example. when the rate of export of the secreted protein is slowed down by the
presence of a mutation (sec) in the bacterial secretion machinery.

We reasoned that fusions of the biotinvlatable domain to different positions in
MaIF should give differing degree- of biotinvlation depending upon whether or for
how long that domain was retained in the cytoplasm. Thus. we have constructed
fusions of this domain to the same positions in MalF as alkaline phosphatase fusions
such as H, IL J. K. L. and M (Jander. G., and J. Beckwith. unpublished results). We
thought it possible that since the alkaline phosphatase in the K and L fusions was
exported slowly, a biotinylatable domain fused at the same position would be
retained in the cytoplasm long enough to be modified. This is. in fact. the case (Table
ii).

TABLE II

Properties of MallF Fusions to a Biotinylatable Domain

Site of fusion Domain fused to Biotinviation

II Periplasmic
I Periplasmic
J Periplasmic
K Cytoplasmic +
L Cytoplasmic +
M Cytoplasmic +

A 79 amino acid biotinylatable domain from the E. coli acetylCoA carboxylase was fused to the
same positions in MalF (Fig. 2) as the H-M alkaline phosphatase fusions. Cells were grown in
tritiated biotin and extracts run on an SDS gel. An autoradiogram was prepared from the gel
and the intensity of the radioactive bands in each of the fusion proteins observed. Fusions K.
L, and M gave thick intense bands, while no radioactivity was seen in the bands corresponding
to the H-J fusion proteins. The presence of all proteins in approximately equal amounts was
verified on a gel using antibody to MaiF.

These results, then, give a much more clear-cut picture in distinguishing fusions
to cytoplasmic and periplasmic domains. Fusions to the former are biotinylated and
fusions to the latter are not or only weakly so. We point out that in the process of
constructing the fusions to the biotinylatable domains we introduced a basic amino
acid close to the fusion joint. It is possible that this amino acid contributed to a more
stable cytoplasmic location of this portion of the biotinylatable domain in fusions K
and L. On the other hand, that charged amino acid did not interfere with the export
of the same domain in fusions H, I, and J. We are currently removing the charged
amino acid by mutagenesis to determine whether it contributed to the clear-cut
pattern obtained. At any rate, this approach provides another way to look at topology
and also a sensitive measure of kinetics of export.

Comparing Alkaline Phosphatase and f3-Lactamase Fusions
We have also examined the properties of P3-lactamase fusions to MaiF at the same
positions as a set of alkaline phosphatase fusions (Prinz, W., and J. Beckwith,
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unpublished results). Again, we find that the anomalies seen with alkaline phospha-
tase fusions disappear with 13-lactamase fusions (Table III). That is. while alkaline
phosphatase is exported slowly to the periplasm in the K and L cytoplasmic fusions.
[3-lactamase remains in the cytoplasm in the comparable fusions. We suspect that
this difference in properties between the two types of fusions relates to the folding o1
the two proteins in the cytoplasm. Alkaline phosphatase does not fold properly in the
cytoplasm: it is highly sensitive to orotease. whereas the native form is not (Akivama
and Ito. 1989). The absence of the essential disulfide bonds may be the basis for this
difference. In contrast. 13-lactamase can fold into an active conformation without its
disulfide bond. Thus. it mav be that P-lactamase cannot he exported slowly in the
fusions analogous to K and L because it has folded into a conformation that is
incompatible with translocation. The relationship between translocation and protein
folding is well established (Maher and Singer. 1986: Randall and Hardy. 1986: Lee et
al.. 1989: Nilsson and von Heijne, 1990).

If this explanation is correct, then it provides an example where the properties
of the reporter protein do. in fact, interfere with the tonoloical analhsis. That is. the

'TABLE 1I!
Properties of MaIF-0.-Lactamase Fusions

Site ot fusion Domain fused to MIC for ampicillin

J Periplasmic 225
N Periplasmic 225
Q Periplasmic 125
K Cytoplasmic 10
L Cytoplasmic 10
M Cytoplasmic

P-Lactamase. missing its signal sequence, was fused to MalF at the exact positions correspond-
ing to the sites of alkaline phosphatase fusions indicated in Fig. 2. MIC stands for minimal
inhibitory concentration of ampicillin necessary to kill the cells. MIC. in turn. reflects the
amount of 13-lactamasc present in the periplasm.

failure of alkaline phosphatase to fold in the cytoplasm could be responsible for the
anomalous results in fusions such as K and L. However. the P3-lactamase fusions also
contained a basic amino acid in the linker region, as did the fusions of the
biotinylatable domain (see above). Further studies will be necessary to determine
whether the folding of 13-lactamase distinguishes it as a reporter protein from
alkaline phosphatase.

Sandwich Fusions
The methods outlined above provide ways of avoiding the problems that might arise
from certain cases of deletion of carboxy-terminal sequences in gene fusions.
Another approach is to insert the reporter protein into an otherwise intact mem-
brane protein. In this way, all sequences of the protein are present. and if they can
interact with each other to allow proper assembly, such fusions could avoid some of
the problems seen so far. We have tested this idea with several sandwich fusions,
including ones derived from K and L (Ehrmann et al.. 1990). In the sandwich fusions
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the anomalously high levels of alkaline phosphatase activity of K and L disappear.
We suspect that this occurs because the presence of sequences both amino-terminal
and carboxy-terminal to alkaline phosphatase that assemble properly in the mem-
brane stabilizes the cytoplasmic location of the enzyme.

It is yet to be determined whether sandwich fusions can be used to resolve other
questions that arise from ambiguous gene fusion results.

Constructing Fusions with the Right Endpoints
Another way to avoid the problems seen with fusions such as K and L can be gleaned
from the data in Fig. 1. If one constructs fusions where the fusion joint follows the
basic amino acids in the cytoplasmic domain, then there should be no problem in
anchoring alkaline phosphatase in the cytoplasm if the topological model is correct.
To test this approach. we have studied the topology of the MaIG protein, the second
integral membrane component of the maltose transport svstem (Boyd et al., 1993).

Inspection of the MaIG sequence reveals six rather clear-cut membrane-
spanning scgments. Basic amino acids in the first and third hydrophilic domains
suggest that they are localized to the cytoplasm. This analysis leads to the model in
Fig. 4. Fusions of alkaline phosphatase to MaIG were constructed with their

67 100 77 Figure 4. Alkaline phosphatase fu-
sions to the MaIG protein. The num-
bers represent the alkaline phospha-

SPrmnlacm tase activities of each fusion. The
arrows point to the sites in MaIG of
the fusion joints. The activities are

Cytoplasm normalized to the rate of hybrid pro-
tein synthesis as measured in pulse-
labeling experiments (Boyd et al.,

1.6 2.0 2.0 2.7 1993).

endpoints at or near the carboxy terminus of each of the seven hydrophilic domains.
The results obtained showed a very strong and consistent difference between the
activities of fusions to putative cytoplasmic and periplasmic domains.

Shortcomings of Fusion Analysis and the Future
The two examples of topological analysis presented in some detail here, MalF and
MaIG, show proteins whose membrane-spanning segments are clearly hydrophobic
and do not contain any charged amino acids. However, many membrane proteins
require for their functioning charged amino acids within their membrane portions.
Bacteriorhodopsin (Khorana et al., 1979; Ovchinnikov et al., 1979) and the lactose
permease (LacY; Calamia and Manoil, 1992) are two examples. Membrane-
spanning segments that contain charged amino acids may not be efficient export
signals for alkaline phosphatase. Calamia and Manoil (1992) have shown that this is
the case for LacY. A fusion of alkaline phosphatase to a domain of LacY that is
known to be periplasmic from covalent labeling studies yielded relatively low levels
of alkaline phosphatase. Mutational studies showed that an arginine in the membrane-
spanning segment was responsible for the low efficiency of export. Again, an anomaly
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in the topological analysis may lead to a deepened understanding of membrane
protein assembly. It may be that in this case the proper assembly of this portion of the
protein requires interactions with carboxy-terminal portions of the protein. Gene
fusion studies or other genetic approaches may reveal an explanation for this finding,,.

The examples described and referred to in this review all involve membrane
proteins where the amino-terminal portion of the protein is localized to the cyto-
plasm. However. other proteins, such as the -B-adrener,_c reccptor and the Pro\\
protein of E. co/i. have substantial amino-terminal sequences on the extracytoplas-
mic face of the membrane. Alkaline phosphatasc fusions in the carl\ regions of these
proteins give results that are not consistent with the knov-n topoiogv of the proteins
(LaCatena and Tocchini-Valentini, personal communication: Haardt and Bremer.
personal communication). Again, the anomalies indicate unusual mechanisms to
explore in the assembly of these proteins.

A final issue is a hypothetical one at this point. For those membrane proteins
that act as channels, it might be expected that there -would he extensive hydrophilic
or amphipathic regions that are imbedded in the membrane. It seems possible that
'.whcn fusion ;inalvsis is carried out on these. ;-nisicain,, '- _uits ,tiid he obtained.
For instance, the MalF protein shows a 180 amino acid peripiasmic domain bv fusion
analysis. Is it possible that this domain. in the intact protein, is imbedded in the
membrane as a channel'? In fusion strains, the disruptionl tihe domain may result in
its inability to assemble as a channel in the membranc and le~ad. rather. to itUs
mislocalization to the periplasm.

Perhaps the most important lesson that has been learned from fusion studies is
that the approach does work for a number of proteins. Even though the membrane
protein is severely perturbed in the hybrid proteins (by deletion of a carboxv-
terminal segment), the reporter molecule usually indicates the correct topology.
These findings suggest that topology is determined, at least in part. by local signals.
the hydrophobic stretches and the basic residues being the two known ones. Further
study of cases in which fusion results conflict with results of other approaches to
topology may reveal other classes of topogenic signals.
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The first integral membrane protein whose three-dimensional (3-D) structure could
be determined at atomic resolution was the photosynthetic reaction center (RC)
from the purple bacterium Rhodopseudomonas viridis. RCs of purple bacteria arc
complexes of proteins and pigments spanning the bacterial inner membrane. They
catalyze the primary steps of the photosynthetic light reactions: light-driven charge
separation across the membrane with a pair of bactcriochlorophylls acting as
electron donor and quinones acting as acceptors.

The RC from R. vitidis consists of the four protein subunits cutochrome (330
amino acids). M (323 amino acids), L (273 amino acids). and H (25S amino acids).
The 14 cofactors associated with these protein subunits arc: four hacteriochloro-
phyll-b. two bacteriopheophytin-b. one menaquinone-'4. one ubiquinone-9. one
nonheme iron ion. one carotenoid, and the four heme groups. This complex. with a
total molecular weight of - 140.000. was one of the first intecral membrane proteins
for which well-ordered 3-D crystals were obtained (Michel. 1982). The structure of
these crystals was determined using x-ray crystallography in two steps: solution of the
phase problem and building of an initial model at 3.( A resolution Deisenhoter ct
ti.. i,�)S4. 9,,5), i.jilowcd by crystallographic m,:nmcncnt ot this modcl at 2 .\
resolution i Deiscnhofer and Michel. 1989a.b: l)eiscnhofer. J.. 0. Epp.. I. Sinning.
and 11. Michel. manuscript in preparation). Flic gcene ,cquenccs of the protein
subunits (Michel ct al.. 1985. 1986; Wever ct al.. 1•S)7) wcrc cssential for the
structure analvsis.

The RC complex has an elongated shape with a maximum dimension of 130 A.
Its central part consists of the subunits L and M. which, in spite of only 25% sequence
homology, are folded very similarly and are arranged with an approximate twofold
symmetry: the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the membrane plane. Each of these
subunits has five hydrophobic helices as their membrane-spanning segments. The
NH,- and COOH-terminal polypeptide chain segments and the segments connecting
the transmembrane helices are folded along the membrane surfaces. On either side
of the membrane a peripheral subunit is attached to the L-M complex: the cyto-
chrome on the periplasmic side, and the H subunit on the cytoplasmic side. The H
subunit has a single membrane-spanning helix near its NH 2 terminus. An overall view
of the model of the RC from R. viridis is shown in Fig. 1.

The cofactors located in the membrane-spanning region of the RC are arranged
in two branches originating from a pair of bacteriochlorophylls and leading across
the membrane to quinone binding sites. Only one of these branches is used for the
initial charge transfer steps after the absorption of light energy. This strong prefer-
ence for a unique electron pathway is in contrast to geometric symmetry between the
two branches. Functional asymmetry within a molecular complex with significant
geometric symmetry is also observed in the cytochrome subunit of the RC. Structural
and functional considerations support the hypothesis that the L-M complex and its
bound cofactors constitute a good model for the core of photosystem II from green
plants and cyanobacteria (Michel and Deisenhofer, 1988).

The membrane-spanning region of the RC complex can be easily recognized by
unusual structural features. Analysis of the molecular surface in the central region of
the model reveals a hydrophobic zone 30 A thick with sharp boundaries to the
peripheral parts of the complex, which have a much more polar surface typical of
proteins soluble in aqueous solutions. In the crystal this hydrophobic surface is
covered by detergent (Roth et al., 1989). The membrane-spanning region of the RC
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is also completely free of charged residues and contains only a few tightly bound
water molecules. Both charged residues and tightly bound waters are abundant in the
peripheral regions of the RC.

The RC from the purple bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides lacks the bound
four-heme cytochrome: its subunits M. L, and H form a complex very similar to the
corresponding part of the RC from R. rindis. Several groups of investigators

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of
the photosynthetic reaction
center from R. viridis. The pro-
tein subunits are represented
as ribbons tracing the course of
the polypeptide backbone; the
cofactors are drawn with thinS3L lines.

crystallized the RC from Rb. sphaeroides and solved the structure by molecular
replacement, using the atomic coordinates of the R. viridis RC as a search model
(Allen et al., 1986; Chang et al.. 1986). More references to the crystallographic work
on RCs from Rb. sphaeroides can be found, for example. in a recent review
(Deisenhofer and Michel, 1991).
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Recently. the 3-D structures of several other membrane proteins have been
determined. The structure analysis of porin from Rb. capsulatus. based on x-ray
diffraction data to 1.8 A resolution, shows a molecular architecture consisting of 10
antiparallel strands of 0-sheet per monomer (Weiss ct al.. I'Fil!.b). The same
architecture was also observed for porin from Escherichia coli (('Wan et al.. 1992).
Electron crystallography of two-dimensional crystals of purple membrane was driven
to high resolution and resulted in an atomic model of bacteriorhodonsin ( Henderson
et al.. 199)0). In studies at medium resolution ( - A) the structure of a plant light
harvesting complex xxas determined by electron crystallography uWing two-dimen-

Rional crystals (Kbhlbrandt and Wang, 1991).
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Introduction
Many bacterial toxins cross membranes in order to attack targets in the cytoplasm.
Toxins face unique constraints as they must be able to take on both hydrophilic and
membrane-inserting conformations and switch back and forth between these confor-
mations at the appropriate times. How they accomplish this has important implica-
tions for how proteins insert into membranes. Bacterial toxins are also important
models for protein translocation as they catalyze efficient self-translocation, and they
represent much less complicated systems than the multiprotein complexes that
catalyze translocation of ordinary proteins.

Studies of toxin behavior have begun to yield important clues as to how they
accomplish such tasks. This report summarizes the recent studies that have shown
that unfolding and refolding events play a critical role in the behavior of diphtheria
toxin and Pseudomonas exotoxin A. Partial unfolding events, in which these toxins
take on molten globule-like conformations, are closely linked to their membrane
insertion. The mechanism by which these toxins translocate across membranes is also
discussed. In addition. based on their behavior, a speculative model for the transloca-
tion of cholera toxin is proposed. Finally. new fluorescence methods that may allow
us to refine our knowledge of the structure of membrane-inserted toxins and other
membrane proteins are described.

Diphtheria Toxin Structure and Function
Diphtheria toxin (Mr 58.348) is secreted by Corvnebacterium diphtheriae. It can be
readily cleaved by proteolysis into A and B chains that remain joined by a single
disulfide bond. Its native structure has been solved by x-ray crystallography (Choe et
al., 1992), which has revealed that it is a three-domain protein.

The A chain is the NH,-terminal third of the protein and is the catalytic (C)
domain. It acts to inhibit protein synthesis by inactivation of elongation factor 2
(EF-2). This inactivation is due to ADP ribosylation of diphthamide, a modified His
residue unique to EF-2. It has also been proposed that the toxin has a nuclease
activity (Chang et al.. 1989). but this idea is very controversial (Johnson. 1990: Wilson
et al., 1990). The crystal structure shows the A chain to form a globular domain
containing a-helices and O3-sheets. with the sheets bordering its active site cleft.

The B chain comprises the rema*,ning two-thirds of the protein. It is composed
of two globular domains. Its NH 2-terminal T domain plays a critical role in the
membrane insertion of the toxin. This domain is an a-helical region (Choe et al.,
1992) that contains several long hydrophobic sequences that tend to be localized
within hydrophobic helices. These sequences remain largely buried until the conver-
sion of the B chain to a hydrophobic state (see below).

The remainder of the B chain, the COOH-terminal receptor binding (R)
domain, contains, as its name implies, the receptor binding region. It is a P3-sheet
domain with a tertiary structure somewhat similar to that of an immunoglobulin
(Choe et al.. 1992). The receptor itself appears to be a specific small plasma
membrane protein complexed with a second membrane protein (Iwamoto et al..
1991). The receptor cDNA encodes a protein of 185 residues with a single transmem-
brane domain and an extracellular domain corresponding to a heparin-binding
epidermal growth factor (Naglich et al., 1992).
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The possibility that the B chain has additional biological activities has not been
ruled out (Kagan, 1991).

The Role of Endocytosis and Low pH in Diphtheria Toxin Entry
After the toxin binds to its receptor. it undergoes receptor-mediated endocytosis and
enters acidic vacuoles called endosomes. Genetic. cell biological. and biochemical
studies have shown that the exposure of the toxin to the acidic lumen of the
endosome triggers its membrane penetration (see references in London, 1992a).
Given the pH at which the toxin inserts into membranes (pH 5-5.5), late endosomes
appear to be the location of membrane translocation. although one group has
proposed that toxin entry might only be completed after recycling of endocytic
vesicles to the cell surface (1Hudson et al., 1988).

It is presumed that the receptor functions to carry the toxin to the endosomes. It
is not yet clear whether it plays any additional role in translocation. or whether there
are any endosomal proteins that might aid in the translocation process.

The Low pH-induced Conformational Change and Membrane
Penetration Step: Molten Globule-like Behavior of Diphtheria
Toxin
Exposure to low pH renders diphtheria toxin hydrophobic. as shown by the observa-
tion that it gains the abilities to bind to micelles of mild nonionic detergents and to
insert into both model and biological membranes (see references in London, 1992a).
This hydrophobic behavior is linked to major low pH-induced changes in its folding,
which include exposure of previously buried proteolysis sites in the T domain
(Dumont and Richards. 1988) and Trp residues (Blewitt et al.. 1985). It appears that
the low pH-induced exposure of the hydrophobic regions within the B chain,
resulting from these conformational changes, is the central event triggering mem-
brane insertion.

The conformational change at low pH can be best summarized as a partial
unfolding event in which tertiary structure is disrupted (Blewitt et al., 1985; Zhao
and London, 1986: Ramsay et al., 1989), but in which secondary structure, as shown
by circular dichroism, remains largely intact (Hu and Holmes. 1984; Blewitt et al.,
1985). This is supported by the similarity of toxin behavior at low pH to that under
denaturing conditions such as high temperature and high pH (Zhao and London,
1986: Kieleczawa et al.. 1990). The conformation of the toxin at low pH appears to be
equivalent or very similar to the partly unfolded molten globule conformation. This
conformation has now been recognized to exist for many proteins.

Low pH-induced partial unfolding probably involves alterations of electrostatic
forces due to protonation of His. Asp, and Glu residues. Protonation could result in
formation of buried charges, breakdown of salt bridges, and the strengthening of
repulsions due to increased local or global positive charge. all of which favor
unfolding. Local increases in hydrophobicity due to the loss of charge on anionic
residues at low pH are likely to be another important factor in toxin hydrophobicity
(Kieleczawa et al.. 1990). The crystal structure of the toxin suggests that the
protonation of the acidic residues at the tips of pairs of hydrophobic helices in the T
domain renders these tips sufficiently hydrophobic to initiate membrane insertion of
the helices (Choe et al., 1992).
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Low pH can also induce changes within the isolated A chain that are remarkably
similar to those involving the B chain seen in whole toxin. As in whole toxin. A chain
unfolding is linked to an increase in its hydrophobicity and its ability to membrane
insert (Zhao and London. 1988). The ability of the isolated A chain to insert is
surprising, since unlike the B chain it has no sequences that appear to he hydropho-
bic. Furthermore. A chain unfolding may be quite different than that of the B chain.
involving opening of a hinge thai bisects its structural lobes iChoe ct al.. VIO2P).
Another important difference between A chain and whole toxin behavior is that the
changes within the A chain are readily reversible. ['his suggests that transient
unfolding and insertion could have an important role in its translocation.

It is noteworthy that it is the low pH triggering of the change in toxin behavior
that makes it such a useful model. It allows experimental control of the timing of
membrane penetration using in vitro systems. and allows the dissection of the
conformational change triggered by low pH from membrane interaction.

The Structure of Membrane-inserted Toxin
Membrane-inserted diphtheria toxin can be in one oit seeral conformations. At
lower temperatures the membrane-inserted toxin takes on conformations in which
the A chain is folded. whereas at higher temperatures conformations in which the A
chain is partially unfolded are observed (Jiang ct al.. l1)99a ). In addition. there is a
change in toxin conformation after toxin that has inserted into model membranes at
low pH is returned to neutral pH. After pH neutralization the toxin remains
membrane bound. but is inserted into the membrane to a much lesser degree
(Montecucco et al.. 1985, Jiang et al., 1991a). Determination of the detailed
structures of these different conformations would go a long way toward explaining
the translocation process.

The crystal structure of diphtheria toxin provides important clues to the
structure of its membrane-inserted conformations. Since the secondary structure of
the native toxin appears to be similar (although not necessarily identical) to that at
low pH. it is possible to identify several hydrophobic helices in the T domain that are
likely to take on a transmembraneous orientation upon insertion (Choe et al.. 1992).
On the other hand. it appears that hydrophobic transmembrane a-helices cannot
represent the whole story of toxin membrane insertion. The diphtheria toxin A chain
and Pseudomonas exotoxin (see below) sequences do not show the presence of
hydrophobic helices and yet exhibit hydrophobic behavior. What structure do such
molecules have when membrane inserted?

One possibility for the structure of the inserted A chain is that some of its
sequences form transmembrane p-sheets. Transmembrane P3-sheets have been shown
to exist in porins (Weiss et al., 1991), but may have often eluded detection in other
cases up to now because they are very hard to detect from sequence data. This is true
because transmembrane 13-sheets are shorter than transmembrane helices ( 10 vs. 20
residues) and tend to have a pattern of alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic
residues that is easily obscured by one or two residues that break up the pattern.
Inspection of the sequences encompassed bv the 03-sheets of the A chain show
several that arc long enough to be transmembranous and that contain hydrophobic
residues in alternating positions. In particular, such a pattern overlaps (,-sheets at
positions 75-85. 88-96, 132-140, and 159-168. Therefore. diphtheria toxin could
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form a hybrid structure with both transmembrane T domain a-helices and A chain
3-sheets. In this regard, it is interesting that the opening of the A domain hinge
mentioned above could result in the formation of an even longer extended sheet
structure that could play a role in translocation (Choe et al.. 1992).

Another possibility is that other helices present in the toxin are more hydropho-
bic than believed, and come into contact with the lipid bilayer. This is possible
because hydropathy scales that predict transmembrane helices are generally not
adjusted for pH. At low pH. protonation of Asp and Glu residues renders sequences
containing them more hydrophobic. In agreement with this idea, the unfolding of
diphtheria toxin at low pH does result in more hydrophobic behavior than unfolding
at high temperature or at high pH (Kieleczawa et al.. 1990). Furthermore, as noted
above, the anionic residues adjacent to the most hydrophobic sequences in diphthe-
ria toxin have suggested that Asp and Glu protonation could strongly modulate
hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, adjustment of hydropathy scales for pH does not
suggest that additional hydrophobic transmembrane helices exist at low pH (unpub-
lished observations).

Alternatively. a toxin could insert with some transmembrane helices less hydro-
phobic than those found in ordinary membrane proteins. Since the maintenance of
bilaver integrity upon toxin insertion may not be important. it is possible that the
interactions of toxin and lipid involve some contact of polar amino acid residues with
hydrophobic acyl chains. A related possibility is that the toxin forms oligomers in
membranes. In oligomers many transmembrane helices could be involved in internal
protein-protein interactions and so would not have to be very hydrophobic (Papini et
al., 1987). In the same way. contacts of toxin helices with a cellular transmembrane
protein could substitute for contact with lipid (Stenmark et al.. 1988).

A final possibility is that some new type of structure might be present. For
example, there could be a hydrophobic surface formed by the spatial clustering of
residues that are not contiguous in the primary sequence. analogous to the hydropho-
bic core of soluble proteins. Undcr conditions of partial unfolding the hydrophobic
core of a toxin might remain largely intact and thus form a lipid interacting site at the
tertiary structure level (Jiang and London, 1990).

The Translocation of Diphtheria Toxin across Model
Membranes
The analysis of the effects of low pH on model membrane-inserted toxin has led to
the proposal of various mechanisms for the translocation of diphtheria toxin.
Observations showing that whole toxin and isolated B chain can both induce pore
formation in membranes at low pH have raised the possibility that the A chain passes
into the cytoplasm via this pore. or that the pore is formed by a discarded
hydrophobic B chain wrapper which acts to shield the membrane-inserted A chain
from contact with the bilayer (Kagan et al., 1981; Misler. 1984). However, it is still
not clear whether the pore formed by the toxin is large enough to allow translocation
of the A chain in vivo. as different pore sizes are found under different conditions.
This may occur because toxin oligomers of various sizes form. with larger oligomers
forming larger pores, as seen in the complement system (Malinski and Nelsestuen,
1989).

Studies demonstrating that the A chain will insert into lipid bilayers (Hu and
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Holmes, 1984; Zalman and Wisnieski, 1984) even when isolated from the B chain
(Montecucco et al., 1985; Zhao and London, 1988) have led to the proposal that
there is transmembrane insertion of the A chain. In the latest version of such models
anai tallv surrounding B chain acts to limit the degree of A chain contact with the
lipid bilayer (Papini et al.. 1987; Zhao and London. 1988). 'he B chain may also
serve to properly orient the inserted A chain.

Another possible mechanism for translocation is that the toxin, which can
destabilize and fuse bilayers, may escape endosomes by inducing membrane lvsis.
This seems unlikely in view of the limited size of the lesions formed by toxin in model
membrane vesicles (Jiang et al., 1991b).

Translocation can be studied directly in model membrane vesicles. Exposure of
toxin trapped within the lumen of such vesicles to low pH induces the insertion of the
trapped toxin into the membrane and its exposure to the external soiution (Gonzalez
and Wisnieski, 1988. Jiang et al., 1991b). Interestingly, the degree of exposure
appears to be greater for the high temperature conformation in which fragment A is
unfolded (Jiang et al.. 1991b). Subsequent reduction of the disulfide linking the A
and B chains completes translocation. resulting in release oi the A chain into the
external solution (Jiang et al.. 1991b).

Unlike exposure to the external face of the vesicles. the decree of A chain
release is similar for toxin in its low and high temperature states iJiang ct al.. 1991h.
The explanation of the different dependencies of exposure and release upon
conformation probably arises from the fact that some of the 100-250 toxin molecules
trapped in each vesicle in these experiments were found to form nonspecific.
protein-sized pores (Jiang et al., 1991b). A single pore in a vesicle could be sufficient
to allow nonspecific release of many A chains that would otherwise not penetrate the
membrane. This does not resolve whether a single toxin molecule trapped within a
vesicle would form such nonspecific pores or translocate the A chain by a more
specific process. Until this and the number of toxin molecules within endosomes
under physiological conditions are more directly determined, it will be difficult to
specify the relative roles of pore formation and A chain unfolding in translocation.

Pseudomonas Exotoxin A Structure and Function
Pseudomionas exotoxin A is a toxin that exhibits a number of fascinating similarities
to and differences from diphtheria toxin. Like diphtheria toxin, the exotoxin catalv-
ses the ADP ribosvlation of EF-2. Crystallographic studies show the exotoxin to be a
three-domain protein like diphtheria toxin (Allured et al.. 1986). The catalytic
domain (lII) of the exotoxin is a globular region very similar in secondary and tertiary
structure to the A chain of diphtheria toxin. It also shares significant sequence
homology with the A chain around a cleft believed to form the active site (Carroll
and Collier. 1988: Zhao and London, 1988). However. in the exotoxin the catalytic
domain is the COOH-terminal domain rather than the NH,-terminal domain as in
diphtheria toxin. The NH 2-terminal domain (I) of the exotoxin is a P3-sheet region
that appears to be involved in receptor binding. The central domain (II) is an
a-helical domain believed to be involved in membrane translocation. although it
contains no strikingly hydrophobic sequences. Experimentally. all three domains of
the exotoxin have been found to exhibit hydrophobic behavior under some 'ondi-
tions (Idziorek et al., 1990).
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There appears to be a major proteolytic processing site in the exotoxin.
However, unlike diphtheria toxin, it occurs not between domains but rather near the
middle of the domain (II) (Ogata et al., 1990), which suggests division of the toxin
into two disulfide-linked regons more reminiscent of other A-B toxins (see below).
The idea of some sort of fundamental division at this point is reinforced by the switch
in the relative frequency of different basic residues on either side of the proteolysis
site. This type of switch in frequenc% has been correlated with subunit boundaries for
several A-B type toxins (London and Luongo. 1989). Such behavior implies that
there may be important rearrangements in the domain structure of the exotoxin at
some point in the entry process.

Receptor-mediated Endocytosis of Exotoxin
The entry of the exotoxin into cells also shows parallels to and divergences from that
of diphtheria toxin. The apparent receptor for the exotoxin is the a:-macroglobulin
receptor. a large plasma membrane protein (Mr 515.000: Kounnas et al.. 1992). Like
diphtheria toxin. the surfacc-hound cMtoxiII enters endocvtic a•tcuolcs % ia receptor-
mediated endocvtosis.

However. cxotoxin na% tiltimzitclv gain entry to a different set of organelles than
diphtheria toxin. Studies have indicated that the cxotoxin is transported at least to
the Golgi (Morris. 1990). Furthermore. there is an increasing body of evidence tnat
the COOH-terminal REDLG sequence of the exotoxin plays an important role in its
translocation by targeting it to endoplasmic reticulum (ER). KDEL is the COOH-
terminal targeting sequence recognized by a protein system that prevents escape of
ER lumen proteins to the Goigi by a recovery process. The KDEL-Iike exotoxin
COOH-terminus may be recognized by this system. It has been shown that except for
the terminal Glv residue the REDLG sequence of the exotoxin is necessary for
toxicity, and that substitution of KDEL for REDLG even enhances exotoxin toxicity
(Chaudhary et al., 1990: Seetharam et al.. 1991). One possibility is that this sequence
helps the exotoxin reach the ER. where membrane translocation may take place.

The Role of Low pH and Other Factors in Exotoxin Membrane
Insertion and Translocation
Cells with a defect in acidification are resistant to exotoxin (Moehring and Moehring,
1983), suggesting that, as in the case of diphtheria toxin, acidification plays an
important role in exotoxin membrane translocation. However, it is not clear just what
role low pH has in exotoxin entry. One possibility is that low pH induces membrane
penetration. and in vitro it is possible to show that exotoxin becomes hydrophobic
and can penetrate model membranes at low pH (Zalman and Wisnieski, 1985;
Farabakhsh et al., 1986; Farabakhsh and Wisnieski, 1989; Jiang and London, 1990).
As in the case of diphtheria toxin, this hydrophobic behavior is dependent on a low
pH-induced partial unfolding event that results in the acquisition of molten globule-
like behavior (Jiang and London, 1990; Tortorella, D., and E. London. unpublished
observations).

However, it appears that the influence of low pH is only part of the story of
exotoxin translocation. Isolated exotoxin shows two conformational transitions at low
pH, and the first, near the endosomal pH of 5.5, does not induce the exotoxin to
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become very hydrophobic. Strong hydrophobicity is observed only after the second
transition, which occurs below physiological pH, close to pH 4. This in itself does not
rule out induction of hydrophobic behavior by low pH in vivo, as other factors. such
as the presence of model membranes with a significant fraction of acidic lipids, can
shift the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic transition up to pH 5 (Jiang and London. 1990).
However, it is suggestive of a process that is more complicated than a simple
pH-dependent mechanism.

One additional process that may influence exotoxin behavior is proteolysis. The
processing at the critical proteolytic site in the central domain of the exotoxin noted
above appears to be necessary for exotoxin toxicity (Ogata et al.. 1990). It is possible
that the main effect of low pH is to increase the sensitivity of the exotoxin to
proteolysis. as is found in vitro (Jiang and London. 1990). It is also possible that low
pH and proteolysis combine to destabilize the native structure of the exotoxin and
allow membrane insertion. Another possibility is that the exposure of exotoxin
transported to the lumen of the ER to protein disulfide isomerase may result in the
dleavage of stabilizing disulfide bonds within the exotoxin. A combination of low pH
Cxposure. proteolysis. and disulfide reduction could then all combine in vivo to
induce unfolding and insertion.

Analogous Role of Unfolding in the Action of Viral Membrane
Penetration Proteins and Other Toxins
Partial unfolding events induced at low pH seem to play a role in more than just the
cases of diphtheria toxin and Pseudomonas exotoxin A. For example, in the entry of
viruses such as influenza virus there are striking parallels to diphtheria toxin
behavior. In influenza virus entry the virus undergoes receptor-mediated endocytosis
and enters endosomes. In the endosomes, a critical low pH-triggered conformational
change is believed to occur in the viral hemagglutinin protein, resulting in fusion of
the viral and endosomal membranes and release of the viral nucleocapsid into the
cytoplasm. In this conformational change, low pH shifts a hydrophobic fusion
sequence in the hemagglutinin protein from a buried to an exposed location.
allowing its insertion into the endosomal membrane.

That this change is due to some limited unfolding event similar to those in
diphtheria toxin is suggested by the observation that fusion can also be induced by
thermal unfolding of the hemagglutinin (Wharton et al.. 1986). Furthermore. using a
series of mutant hemagglutinins it was found that mutants that form the fusion-
competent conformation at a higher pH than the wild-type molecule also show
decreased thermal stability at pH 7 relative to wild type (Ruigrok et al.. 1986). In
other words. Lhcsc i.Iutations simultaneously weaken the native structure toward low
pH and high temperature effects. This implies that low pH and thermally induced
conformational changes within the hemagglutinin must be closely related.

It should also be noted that diphtheria toxin and exotoxin A are not the only
bacterial toxins in which low pH-induced partial unfolding is closely linked to
membrane insertion. Similar behavior has recently been observed for colicins
(Merrill et al., 1990: van der Goot et al., 1991: Benedetti et al.. 1992).

Two key ideas coming from diphtheria toxin behavior that may be generally
applicable are that the translocating polypeptide may be at least partly unfolded
during the translocation process, and that there will be major rearrangements of the
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native tertiary structure throughout the protein due to its membrane insertion.
Building upon these ideas, it is possible to propose a novel mechanism for transloca-
tion for cholera toxin (CT) and its close relative, the heat-labile toxin of Escherichia
coli (LT).

Structure and Action of Cholera Toxin and Heat-labile Toxin
Both CT and LT are composed of A and B subunits. The crystal structure of LT
shows that these toxins contain five B subunits forming a cylindrical ring, with a
central "'pore" filled by the A2 portion of the A subunit. The outside of the B
subunits form a ring basically composed of 3-sheets. The wall around the inner
central pore is formed by a-helices of the B chains. The extended A2 chain is
attached to a globular A l domain which lies outside the B subunit ring gSixma et al..
1991). The A subunit does not seem to possess classical transmembrane hydrophobic
a-helices.

The B subunit binds -this toxin to plasma membranes via interaction with
ganglioside GM1. The catalytic A ,ubutnit acts bh ADP ribosvlation of G. proteins.
which are located on the cvtoplasmic side of membranes (Fishman. 1990).

Entry of CT and LT into Cells
The simplest models propose that CT and LT directly penetrate the plasma
membrane to reach their targets (Fishman. 1990). Some studies of CT interaction
with ganglioside-containing model membranes have suggested that the B subunits
remain at the surface of the membrane or only insert slightly, suggesting that the A
subunit penetrates the membrane by itself (Ribi et at.. 1988: Fishman. 1990). The
alternate suggestion that the unfolded A subunit would pass through a pore formed
by membrane-inserted B chains (Gill, 1976) is not supported by such studies.

However, there is growing evidence that the translocation process is more
complex than simple penetration of the A subunit directly into the plasma mem-
brane. CT action shows a lag time often associated with a dependence of transloca-
tion upon endocytosis, and may well require transcytosis in order to act (Lencer et
al.. 1992). In addition, the cytoplasmic ADP ribosylation factor (ARF) protein that
aids CT-catalyzed ADP ribosylation has been found to be concentrated at the Golgi
(Serafini et al., 1991), not the plasma membrane. Furthermore. ARF is believed to
play a role in ER-Golgi trafficking (Batch et al., 1992). Along these lines, it is
fascinating that the A subunits have at their COOH terminus the KDEL signal for
transport of lumenal proteins to the ER (Chaudhary et al., 1990). Given the
important role a KDEL-like sequence has in exotoxin action, it seems reasonable
that it will be important for CT and LT as well. Combining all these hints, it seems
likely that CT and LT translocation is a complex process.

By analogy to other toxins, one would predict that an additional physiological
factor might trigger a major change in CT and LT conformation. This seems all the
more likely as the native structure of the A subunit does not have a structure that
would obviously allow it to penetrate membranes. What is the physiological trigger?
Low pH is one possibility, but despite observations showing hydrophobicity changes
at low pH (De Wolf et al.. 1987), a role for low pH in vivo is not certain. The presence
of the KDEL sequence suggests parallels to exotoxin A behavior, and brings up the
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possibilities of proteolysis and disulfide bond reduction. However. nothing definite
can be concluded in this regard at present.

A Model for the Conformation of the Inserted State and
Translocation
There are several features in heat-labile toxin crystal structure that are suLIestive ()I
how A subunit translocation might occur. The ring of B subunits. thought to sit on
the membrane surface upon GM, binding, has a smooth cylindrical shape and a
03-sheet outer wall roughly resembling the structure of membrane-inserted porin
(Weiss et al.. 1991). The length of the B subunit cylinder is sufficient to span at least
most of the hydrophobic core of a membrane if it were to insert. In addition, the
spacial relationship of the B subunits to one another shows that they form a structure
that looks like an iris (London. 1992b). A sliding action between B subunits could
result in the opening of a large pore (London. IJ)921,). The unusual orientation of the
side chains of Arn and Lys residues that line the interior %wall formed bv the central
,-hAclicCs 0l the 13 Bubunits is also suggestive 01 a JYtructre ,aIr t ti. t open. In the
native state they are all pressed against the helices. k ing parallel to the helix axis
(Sixmra ct al.. lQ I ). and are reminiscent of the ribs ()I z ciosed umbrella. Therefore.
it is tempting to propose that these toxins undergo a nmajo.r conformational change.
linked to B subunit insertion, which results in the opening of the iris and passage of
the A subunit through the pore thus formed.

There is one especially intriguing feature of this model. The interior of the open
iris would have five clefts, each bounded by a 13-sheet outer wall and by two ct-helical
lateral walls (London, 1992b). This corresponds to a structure that is known to bind
peptide chains in an unfolded conformation. the cleft of the human lymphocyte
antigen (HLA) protein (Bjorkman et al., 1987: Madden et al.. 1991). Combined with
the fact that the HLA cleft structure is already about the length that would span the
hydrophobic core of a membrane, this suggests that a modification of this type of cleft
could be adapted to protein translocation. In fact. it has been proposed that heat
shock proteins, relatives of which play critical roles in protein translocation. may
contain a fold very similar to that of HLA (Rippmann et al.. 1991). Perhaps in CT
and LT much of the A subunit polypeptide interacts with the analogous B subunit
clefts in an unfolded form. The binding and release of the A subunit sequences from
such clefts could be controlled by the regulation of the exact distance between B
subunits. In this regard, it is noteworthy that HLA peptide binding can be regulated
by pH. with the rate of peptide association and dissociation being much faster at lowv
pH values corresponding to those in the endosomal lumen (Reay et al.. 1992).

This model raises fascinating questions. Does translocation of ordinary cellular
proteins involve a mechanism similar to that of CT and LT? If they all have a similar
fold. what is the evolutionary relationship between HLA. heat shock proteins, and
CT? However, it is certainly premature to consider the model as anything other than
a spur to further experimentation. It does not solve the problem of understanding the
entry pathway for CT and LT. And although it is interesting that a similar B subunit
structure is seen with verotoxin-1, it is only large enough to span half a membrane
(Stein et al., 1992). Could there be a dimer of verotoxin rings involved, or does
verotoxin B subunit have a lesser role in translocation? Or is the model wrong to the
extent that conformational changes occur that do not involve membrane insertion?
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Parallels between Toxin Behavior and the Translocation of
Ordinary Cellular Proteins
There is increasing evidence that the folding and translocation behavior of protein
toxins is mirrored in the translocation of ordinary cellular proteins. The well-
established idea that translocation of an ordinary cellular protein requires it to be
held in a partly unfolded "'translocation-competent" state (Eilers and Schatz. 1988)
parallels the idea that the A chain of diphtheria toxin unfolds in order to be
translocated. Very recently, we have found that there are also parallels between the
membrane insertion of the translocation-promoting B chain of diphtheria toxin and
cellular proteins that promote protein translocation.

In these experiments we have been examining the behavior of the SecA protein
of E. coli in collaboration with the group of Dr. Donald B. Oliver (Wesleyan
University. Middletown. CT). SecA is required for protein translocation in E. coli. It
interacts with precursor proteins and with integral membrane proteins that are
required for translocation. SecY and SecE. It also has an ATPase activity that is
likely to be important in translocation (Oliver ct al.. 1990). Therefore. it is one of the
central players in the translocation process. The observation that in E. coli SecA
exists in both soluble and membrane-bound forms (Cabelli et al.. 199) prompted
comparison to diphtheria toxin. Photolabcling and fluorescence revealed that partial
unfolding induced insertion of SccA into the hydrocarbon region of model mem-
brane vesicles and vice versa (Ulbrandt et al., 1992). Therefore, as for diphtheria
toxin, the membrane insertion of SecA is closely linked to a partial unfolding event.
Since the secondary structure of SecA remains largely intact during these changes, it
appears that the conversion of some domain of SecA to a molten globule-like
conformation is involved in insertion.

Based on the results with SecA. it seems likely that additional studies of toxin
translocation will provide further clues to the mechanisms behind protein transloca-
tion in general.

Determining Toxin Structure at High Resolution: Use of
Fluorescence Quenching
Up to now our knowledge of the structure of membrane-inserted toxins has come
from indirect sources. To fully understand the entry of toxins into cells it will be
necessary to more fully characterize their topography and tertiary structure when in
the membrane-inserted state. This is a problem that can be attacked by a variety of
methods including proteolytic, chemical labeling, and immunochemical methods.
Our group has been developing a new fluorescence quenching approach which in
combination with site-directed mutagenesis may reveal the structure of membrane-
inserted toxins and other membrane proteins in great detail. This method allows the
measurement of the transverse location (depth) of specific sites within a membrane
at the angstrom level of resolution.

The approach, which we have named the parallax analysis, involves comparison
of the amount of quenching of membrane-inserted proteins induced by phospholip-
ids carrying spin-labeled quenchers at two different depths in the membrane
(Chattopadhyay and London, 1987). Qualitatively, the method depends on the fact
that fluorescence quenching is distance dependent. Therefore, if the amount of
spin-label quenching of a fluorescent group, such as a Trp residue, is found to be
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greatest for a deep spin-label relative to a shallow one. the fluorophore must be
closer in membrane depth to the deep quencher. Quantitatively, simple algebraic
expressions that allow calculation of exact fluorophore depth from such experiments
have been derived (Chattopadhyay and London. 1)87).

Use of fluorescence quenching by spin-labeled lipids has several significant
advantages: (1) Being a short range process it is sensitive to very small differences in
distance. This is the basis for being able to do "'high resolution' studies. (2)
Spin-labels appear to be able to quench almost all types of fluorophores. Thus. with a
single set of spin-label quenchers at calibrated depths it is possible (unlike the case ot
energ-v transfer) to use any type of fluorescent probe desired. This is a major
advantage, allowing one to vary fluorophore properties over a tremendous range and
to exploit any prior information gained about a particular fluorescence probe by
other techniques. (3) Spin-labeled lipids have already been studied in great detail as
ESR probes. and this has provided much information about their properties.

In a first series of studies it has been possible to calibrate the method and
demonstrate its accuracy and sensitivity using fluorescent membrane probes. Compar-
ison oi the quenching properties of brominated and spin-iabeled lipids has s.ioN ni
that the locations of the spin-label groups in the membrane can be defined, and that
the parallax analysis provides accurate depths wýithin the hydrocarbon chain region
of the bilayer (Abrams and London, 1992). Studies of the depth of a series of
anthroyloxy labeled fattv acids has shown that thcv take on a graded series of depths
as the number of carbon atoms between the carboxvl and anthroyloxy groups is
increased (Abrams et al., 1992). This is in agreement with the qualitative conclusion
of earlier studies and further suggests the accuracy of the parallax analysis. (Recent
studies in which we have used an additional spin-labeled lipid in which the spin-label
is attached to the polar headgroup of a lipid extends this conclusion. suggesting that
the distribution of anthroyloxy groups is in fact almost linearly related to their carbon
attachment site [Abrams, F. S., and E. London. unpublished observations].) Just as
important, it is possible to detect a 1-2-A upward shift in the location of anthrovloxv-
labeled fatty acids upon ionization of the carboxyl group. probably due to the
tendency of the charged carboxyl to pull away from the nonpolar hydrocarbon region
of the membrane. That such a small shift can be detected indicates that the method is
very sensitive to small changes in depth.

It has also been possible to apply the method to proteins, localizing the depth of
Trp residues. The experiments of Chattopadhyay and McNamee (1991) with the
acetvlcholine receptor have suggested a shallow Trp location in accordance with
predictions based on sequence information. We have applied the analysis to mem-
brane-inserted cytochrome bj (Abrams and London. 1992), diphtheria toxin (Jiang et
al.. 1991a). and the SecA protein of E. coli (Ulbrandt et al.. 1992). These are all
multi-Trp proteins, so only weighted average depths of Trp residues can be obtained.
Nevertheless, it has been possible to derive useful conclusions based on quenching.
For example, when diphtheria toxin or SecA bind to membranes. some Trp residues
insert deeply into the membrane. This is in agreement with the deep insertion of the
protein detected using hydrophobic photolabels (Hu and Holmes. 1984: Zalman and
Wisnieski, 1984: Montecucco et al., 1985). In the case of cytochrome bi. the depth for
its three clustered Trp residues obtained by applying the parallax analysis to
spin-label quenching agrees closely with that obtained previously by brominated lipid
quenching (Abrams and London, 1992).
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Such studies demonstrate that it will be practical to use spin-label quenching
experiments on membrane proteins to obtain information about depth. However, to
obtain high resolution information it will be necessary to prepare proteins with only a
single fluorescent group. This can be accomplished with site-directed mutagenesis.
The two most obvious strategies are to introduce single Cvs residues that can be
labeled with fluorescent groups and to introduce single Trp residues. In either case.
Cys and Tip residues in the wild-type protein must be removed. This may not be as
large a problem as it might seem In th,- case of the lactose permease it has been
shown that the protein remains active after replacement of all Trp by Phe residues
(Menezes et al.. 1990). Although the quenching method has not %,t been applied to
proteins with single Trp residues, it has been used by Chung et al. (1992) to
investigate the behavior of a synthetic hydrophobic peptide in which a single Trp
residue was introduced over a whole range of positions. For model membrane-
inserted peptide the results cleanly demonstrated a helical periodicity in depth
consistent only with an orientation parallel •o the membrane surface. thus demon-
strating the potential of the method.

It should also be noted that there atre at present sceeral other limitations on the
use of the parallax analysis. The distribu•_ion and motions of fluorophores and
quenchers can complicate analysis of depth (Abrams and London. 1992). In many
cases. such effects will average out. but this may be dependent on the nature of the
identity of the fluorescent probe used for labeling. How the presence of a protein
influences the depth of the quenching probes is another potential problem. These
questions will have to be faced in future studies. Nevertheless. it appears that the
parallax analysis will be a powerful method for characterizing membrane protein
structure in many cases.
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Introduction
While the functions of many membrane proteins have been elucidated in detail by
biochemical and physiological assays, the structures of only a small number are
currently available. This discrepancy results from difficulties in assembling three-
dimensional (3D) crystals of solubilized membrane proteins and the lack of powerful
methods for the structural analysis of large ( > 30 kD) macromolecules in a disor-
dered solution. The progress in 3D crystallization experiments is rather slow. but
fortunately a growing number of membrane proteins have been reconstituted into
two-dimensional (2D) crystals in the presence of lipids (Jap et al., 1992; Kiuhlbrandt.
1992: Engel et al.. 1992). These results suggest that the constraints for 2D crystal
formation are less stringent than those for 3D crystallization. In addition, proteins
are integrated in a lipid bilayer during reconstitution, which probably maintains their
native structure and possibly a functional state.

Such regular layers can be imaged at high resolution using an electron micro-
scope, the attainable resolution being limited by the crystallinity of the membrane.
preparation artifacts, and electron beam damage. Recently. high-resolution topo-
graphs of biological membranes have been acquired in buffer solution by scanning
force microscopes. eventually allowing structure-function relationships to be directly
analyzed. Specimen preparation methods, high-resolution electron microscopes. as
well as recording and image processing techniques are available to achieve atomic
scale resolution. This goal requires highly ordered crystals that contain 104-106 unit
cells, and sophisticated experimental techniques. However, molecular resolution
(2-3 nm) revealing the tertiary structure may be obtained routinely, in spite of
residual lattice disorder that is often difficult to eliminate.

Here, we illustrate the potential of this approach with trigonal and rectangular
2D crystals reconstituted from human erythrocyte band 3 and dimyristoyl phosphati-
dylcholine (DMPC). Assembly of band 3 crystals depends critically on the solubiliza-
tion and isolation protocol and is less reproducible than 2D crystallization of proteins
such as bacterial porins that in some cases form regular arrays in vivo.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Octyl-polyoxyethylene (POE) was a gift from Prof. J. Rosenbusch, Biocenter.
University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland. Aminoethyl-Sepharose was synthesized
according to Casey et al. (1989). Monoclonal mouse anti-human band 3 was kindly
proviic,-d by Dr. H. Sigrist, Institute of Biochemistry, University of Bern, Bern,
Switzerland. Goat anti-mouse IgG coupled to 10 nm colloidal gold was purchased
from Sigma Immunochemicals (St. Louis, MO). All other chemicals were from either
Fluka Chemie AG (Buchs, Switzerland) or Merck (Darmstadt, Germany).

Purification and Reconstitution of Band 3

Human red blood cells (0 Rh+) obtained from the local blood donor service were
washed and lysed, and the resulting membranes were stripped of cytoskeletal
proteins according to Bennett (1983). 1 vol of vesicles (5 ml) at a protein concentra-
tion of 2-3 mg/ml in 7.5 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, was extracted with 5 vol of
extraction buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA. 1 p.M butylated

"mm m •,
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hydroxytoluene. and 0.005% NaN3 ) containing either 1% octyl-POE or 0.1% C12ES.
Extraction was performed at room temperature with stirring for at least 1 h. The
suspension was centrifuged at 100 ,000g for 45 min. The supernatant (25-30 ml) was
loaded to an aminoethyl-Sepharose CL-4B column (5 ml bed volume) preequili-
brated with octyl-POE (1%) or C1_Es (0.1%) in 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5
(equilibration buffer). The column was washed with 15 ml of equilibration buffer and
proteins were eluted with a linear 0-200 mM NaCI gradient. Band 3-containing
fractions (as detected by SDS-PAGE) were pooled. concentrated to - 2 mg pro-
tein/ml using Centrisart' centrifuge tubes (Sartorius AG. G6ttingen. Germany) with
a cutoff of 20 kD. and dialyzed against 100 vol of 10 mM HEPES, pH 7, 1%
octyl-POE (or 0.1% cC_,Es), and .(1005% NaN3 (three changes of dialysis buffer).
200 -ptl aliquots were mixed with various amounts of solubilized DMPC. Lipid to
protein ratios (wt/wt) varied between 0.5 and 2. The mixture was diluted to 400 p.1
and dialyzed against detergent-free buffer (10 mM HEPES) in a temperature-
controlled dialysis apparatus (Jap et al.. 1992). Different dialysis buffers were
explored: NaC! concentration was varied between 0 and 300 mM. MgCI2 between 0
and 100 mM. and pH between 6.5 and 7.5. In a typical dialysis experiment the sample
was preincubated in the solubilized lipid for 0 h. filtered through a 0.2-pm polycar-
bonate filter (Nucleopore" Corporation. Pleasanton. CA). and dialvzed for two
temperature cycles (a linear ramp from 22 to 37°C within I h. a constant interval at
37°C for 18 h. a linear ramp from 37 to 22'C within 6 h. and a constant interval at
"22°C for 6 h).

Purification of Reconstituted Vesicles

A two-step sucrose gradient was prepared by overlaying a 45% (wt/wt) sucrose
solution (p = 1.20) in 20 mM HEPES, pH 7, 100 mM NaCI, 5 mM MgCI2, and 0.01%
NaN3 (HEPES buffer) with an equal volume (450 p.1) of 13% sucrose (p = 1.05) in a
centrifuge tube. Reconstituted vesicles (100 p.l) were applied on top of the two-step
gradient and centrifuged for 2.5 h at 100,000 g in a TLS-55 swinging bucket rotor
(Beckman Instruments. Inc., Fullerton, CA). After centrifugation. two distinct bands
were found: a faint band at the interface of the light and heavy sucrose solutions and
a second band between the interface and the bottom of the tube. The two fractions
were each carefully sucked off using a peristaltic pump, diluted 1:10 with HEPES
buffer, and centrifuged for 15 min at 4°C at full speed in a Biofuge A (Heraeus
Instruments, Inc., South Plainfield. NJ). The supernatants were removed and the
pellets were resuspended in HEPES buffer and centrifuged again. This procedure
was repeated once. The final pellets were stored in 50 .11 of HEPES buffer and used
for SDS-PAGE, Western blotting, and electron microscopy.

Production of Polyclonal Antibodies

Stripped vesicles (0.5 ml, 2-3 mg protein/mi) were diluted 1:10 with 7.5 mM sodium
phosphate, pH 7.5, and 0.005% NaN 3 and digested with 3 pLg/ml of trypsin under
stirring at 4°C for 30 min. The digestion was stopped by addition of 0.5 ml PMSF (20
mg/mI in DMSO). The mixture was centrifuged (45 min. 100,000 g, 4°C) and the
supernatant was purified on an aminoethyl-Sepharose column. Washing and elution
of proteins was done as described for the purification of whole band 3; however.
corresponding buffers were free of detergent. By this procedure the cytoplasmic
domain is cut into two fragments of M, 22,000 and 20,000, respectively. The
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fragments ( 1-2 mg,, mi) were mixed with Freund's complete (primarv immunization)
or incomplete adjuvant (booster immunizations) and injected subcutaneously into
rabbits. Immunoglobulins were purified from the antiserum by precipitation with an
equal volume of saturated ammonium sulfate solution for . h at 4C under gentic
stirring. The mixture was centrifuged at 4°C for 15 min at 10.010 ,, and the pellet x';,,
resuspended in 0.1 M NaHPO4, pH 7. and 0.5 MI NaCI to a final concentration of 3--
mg protein, nil. The specificity of the antibodies was tested by Western blotting.

Formation of Gold-IgG Complexes

Colloidal gold sols containing 8-nm gold particles \were prepared a.s described by Slot
and Geuze (1985). A defined amount of lgG solution as determined by the method of
Roth and Binder (1978) was added to the gold sol under stirring. After 5 min a 101'
polyethylene glycol (1, 20.000) solution was added to 0 .5 cý; as a stabilizer and stirring
was continued for another 5 min. The gold-IgG complexes were purified by centritu-
gation at 4°C for 30 min at 45.000 •,. The !oose sedimcnt of complexes was

resuspended in 20) ml PBS containing 0.2 mg nl BSA. lhe suspension was underlaidvith a l(aver ',f 5( ; ,t'vccrol in PBS and r..... ;~~~ac '... 's u-• " " i "~pe

tested by immunoblotting.

Labeling Procedures

Reconstituted membranes (5 rd) were adsorbed to an electron microscope grid and
incubated for 30 min with the gold-conjugated polyclonal rabbit antibody in dialysis
buffer containing 1% BSA. The gr,, as washed with three drops of dialysis buffer
(total washing time. 15 min) and with two drops of water. Finally. the grid was
stained with 0.75% uranyl formate. Alternatively. reconstituted membranes were
first incubated for 30 min with a monoclonal mouse antibody directed against the
cytoplasmic domain of band 3. Subsequently. the grid was washed with three drops of
dialysis buffer (total washing time. 15 min) and incubated with 10 nm gold-
conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG for another half an hour. The grid was washed with
three drops of buffer (15 min) and two drops of water. and stained with uranvl
formate. Electron microscopy was done as described below.

Electron Microscopy

Reconstituted band 3 phospholipid vesicles were adsorbed to carbon-coated grids
for 1 min. washed with three drops of water. and stained with 0.75% uranvlformate.
The grids were rendered hydrophilic by glow discharge in air or in pentylamine.
Adsorbed vesicles were also quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. dried at -70 0 C in a
Balzers BAF 300. and unidirectionally shadowed with a 1.5-nm-thick platinum-
iridium-carbon layer. The samples were observed in a Hitachi H-7000 electron
microscope operated at 100 kV acceleration voltage and 50.0)00 magnification.
Images were recorded on Kodak SO-163 plates without preirradiation at a dose of
typically 2.000 electrons/nm2 .

Image Analysis

Suitable areas from electron micrographs were selected by optical diffraction and
digitized as described elsewhere (Stauffer et al.. 1992). Averages from negatively
stained 2D crystals were obtained by Fourier peak filtration and correlation averag-
ing using a reference containing two unit cells (Saxton and Baumeister. 1982).
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Averages from freeze-dried. metal-shadowed lattices were calculated in a similar
manner and surface reliefs were reconstructed according to Smith and Kistler
(1977).

Results
Inside-out vesicles prepared from human red cells according to the protocol of
Bennett (1983) contained band 3 and glycophorin as major proteins. Band 3

Figure 1. Electron micrograph of negatively stained solubilized and purified band 3 particles
in octyl-POE (a) and C12E• (b). Scale bars, 100 nm.

extracted from such vesicles by various detergents exhibited different mobility upon
SDS-PAGE. With POE alkylethers containing short alkyl chains (i.e.. hexyl-, octyl-,
and decyl-POE), a mixture of dimers. trimers. tetramers, and higher aggregates was
detected on SDS gels. With different dodecyl-POEs, monomers and dimers were
observed exclusively (Dolder et al., 1993). Accordingly, negative stain electron
microscopy revealed that the mean size of solubilized and purified band 3 particles
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was smaller when the purification was performed with long chain than with short
chain POE alkylethers (Fig. 1).

For reconstitution, purified band 3 oligomers solubilized in octvl-POE were
mixed with DMPC-octvl-POE micelles in 10 mM HEPES butfer and dialyzed against
various detergent-free solutions for several days. The pH. ionic strength. and lipid to
protein ratio (LPR) were varied svstematically to explore their influence on the
crystallization process (Dolder ct al.. 1993). In several experiments 2D crystals were
found to constitute a significant fraction of the structures adsorbed to the electron
microscope grid. The best crystals assembled in 10 mM HEPES buffer. pH 7. 25-50
mM NaCI. and 20 mM MgCl,. and LPR = 1. The major lattice type was trigonal (Fig.
2) and exhibited unit cell dimensions ofia = h = 11 _ 05 nm I= 30). Lattices were

usually stacked in pairs or multiple pairs as expected from air-dried vesicles
spread-flattened on the grid by surface tension (Fig. 2 a). Averaged projections (Fig.
2 b) showed a root mean square (RMS) deviation from threefold symmetry of
typically 2-3%. The unit cell (Fig. 2/)1 reveals one prominent stain-filled depression
that is surrounded by three elongated bilobed stain-excludinu domains - 7 nm in
length. They extend to contact aite tt threefold axes.

Most vesicles retained a curved surface after freeze-drving and metal-shadowing
when carbon-coated grids %%crc rendered hydrophilic by glow-discharec in air. In
contrast, a large fractin of flat planar lattices as shown in Fig. 2 c was observed when
the grids were glow-discharged in pentylamine, a procedure yielding positively
charged films (Dubochet et al.. 1971). Surface reliefs calculated from four different
correlation-averaged projections of well preserved freeze-dried and metal-shadowed
band 3 arrays exhibit a hexagonal pattern of peaks protruding from a smooth surface
(Fig. 2 d). These protrusions possess an average diameter of 6 nm.

At a much lower frequency. rectangular lattices with unit cell dimensions of a
b = 12 t 0.8 nm (n = 6) were observed (Fig. 3 a). Thev were less well ordered than
the trigonal lattices and appeared to have an intrinsic flexibility as documented by
the large variation of the angle between lattice vectors. The lattice disorder is also
illustrated by the poor sharpness of diffraction peaks (Fig. 3 b. inset). Thus, correla-
tion averaging was used to determine the unit cell morphology of rectangular band 3
lattices (Fig. 3 a. inset). To this end a reference was chosen (Fig. 3 c, top left inset) and
its cross-correlation with a selected image area was calculated (Fig. 3 c). Peaks
indicating the positions of reference-like motifs were fitted with a lattice by linear
regression, and the displacement vectors between lattice points and motif positions
were determined (Fig. 3 c). Their length is a measure of the lattice distortions. and
can be used to reject motifs from highly distorted patches (Saxton and Baumeister.
1982). The average of the least distorted unit cells thus calculated (Fig. 3 c, top right
inset) revealed a twofold symmetry (RMS deviation 3-4%). which was imposed on
the final map (Fig. 3 a. inset).

Band 3 lattices sometimes did not assemble for unknown reasons. In such cases.

Figure 2. (a) Electron micrograph of a negatively stained band 3 lattice reconstituted in the
presence of DMPC showing a P3 lattice type. (b) Threefold rotationally symmetrized averaged
projection exhibiting stain-filled indentations (dark regions) surrounded by three bilobed
stain-excluding domains that merge at threefold axes (bright reions). (c) Freeze-dried.
metal-shadowed reconstituted vesicle. (d) Surface relief reconstructed from four crystals after
threefold symmetrization. Scale bars. 100 nm.
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the protein precipitated and structureless (probably protein-free) vesicles formed.
Even in preparations with a large fraction of vesicles exhibiting crystallinity, some
aggregates were observed. Hence we sought to identify the protein in the lattices by
antibody gold labeling. As shown in Fig. 4. the antibodies directed against the
cytoplasmic domain of band 3 did not bind to the lattices. but labeled the precipi-
tated protein.

In a further experiment, the precipitates and the reconstituted vesicles were
separated on a sucrose step gradient. Band 3 and its degradation products produced
during reconstitution were detected by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting (Fig. 5 a.
lanes b andf). No protein band could be discerned, either in the light or in the heavy
fraction from the sucrose step. that would not have been labeled by the anti-band 3
antibody (Fig. 5 a, lanes c. d. g, and h). As examined by electron microscopy, the
heavy band contained mainly the precipitated protein and the light band the vesicles.
Fig. 5 b shows an overview of such vesicles. while Fig. 5 c displays a higher magnifica-
tion image. illustrating the periodically arranged band 3.

Discussion
The picture emerging from a still expanding series of reconstitution experiments with
different membrane proteins (.Jap et al.. 1092: Engel ct al.. 1992) suggests that the
first essential step in reconstitution of 2D membrane protein crystals is the -orrect
integration of the protein in the lipid bilayer. During or after integration in the
membrane, directional protein-protein interactions may induce an ordered confor-
mation of the tightly packed membrane proteins that are to some extent translation-
ally, but mainly rotationally, mobile. Depending on the LPR. different contact sites
may develop, leading to different packing arrangements. In addition, the nature of
both the lipid head and the hydrophobic tail may significantly influence the packing
arrangement. Interactions can possibly be induced by approaches akin to those used
in 3D crystallization experiments; addition of multivalent counterions or the use of
precipitating agents has been reported (Jap et al.. 1992: Kiuhlbrandt, 1992). The
situation is more complex than with soluble proteins, as two further components, the
lipid and the detergent, are involved. However, the constraints concern directional
interactions in a plane rather than in the 3D space, hence allowing 2D crystals to
grow even when irregular shapes, glycosylation, and other effects prevent a perfect
crystallographic stacking of the layers.

Our finding that 2D crystals assemble from a heterogeneous mixture of band 3
oligomers rather than from the monomeric band 3 preparation suggests that the

Figure 3. (a) Rectangular band 3 lattices reconstituted in the presence of DMPC exhibit a
pronounced flexibility. This is exemplified by the large local variations of the angle included by
the lattice vectors. To extract the morphology of the unit cell (a = b = 12 nm) shown in the
inset, correlation averaging has been used. The patch shown in b. yielding diffraction orders to
4 nm (inset), has been Fourier peak filtered. A reference selected from the filtered image (c,
top left inset) cross-correlated with the unprocessed image (b) produced the correlation peaks
displayed in c. Displacement vectors (drawn magnified five times) indicate the translation of
unit cell with respect to a fitted lattice. The correlation average (c, top right inset) was
calculated from unit cells closest to the fitted lattice. Twofold symmetrized unit cells exhibit
two bilobed domains of - 8 nm length (a, inset).
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Figure 4. Negative stain electron micrographs of reconstituted vesicles labeled with 8 nmi

gold-conjugated polyclonal antibody (a) and with monoclonal antibod% followed by It0 nnm
gold-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (b). Both primary antibodies are directed against the
cytoplasmic domain of human band 3. Scale bars. 1I)) nm.
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molecular symmetry of a specific oligomeric form favors packing into regular array
We have observed that only 16% of octyl-POE solubilized band 3 particles exhibit
size close to the trigonal unit cell dimension (Dolder et al., 1993). Accordingly, th
yield of 2D crystals was poor in each reconstitution experiment. So far. no conditior
have been reported in which band 3 would exist in a single defined oligomeric statt
Hence, future experiments will focus on improving the yield of a single oligomeri
state during solubilization and isolation of band 3.

Sucrose step gradient experiments revealed that the protein incorporated int
vesicles is band 3. As these vesicles were not labeled by antibodies against th
cytoplasmic domain, band 3 molecules are probably incorporated in the right-sid
out orientation. The flattened shape of freeze-dried vesicles adsorbed to grids thz
were glow-discharged in pentylamine reflects the strong interactions between th
positively charged grid surface and the negatively charged sugar moiety of band '
The latter extends into the extracellular space, supporting the assumption th2
reconstituted band 3 vesicles are right-side out.

Models of the transmembrane arrangement of the anion transporter have bee
proposed (Jay and Cantlev. 1986: Lux Ct al.. 1989) . According to these model!
extracellular loops are short and cannot extend far into the extracellular spact
Therefore. we conclude that the protrusions seen on the surface relief (Fig. 2 d
represent the sugar moiety of band 3. We suppose that the sugar chains are located a
contact sites between adjacent unit cells and that they might play a role fo
crystallization, which in fact requires the presence of Mg 2-.

The 2D crystals of band 3 reconstituted in the presence of DMPC are nc
sufficiently well ordered for high-resolution structural analysis. Therefore, mere
branes have been prepared by negative staining or freeze-drying and metal shado%

* ing. As illustrated with the rectangular lattice type, correlation averaging (Saxto:
and Baumeister. 1982) has been essential in retrieving the unit cell morpholog3
Averaged projections of both the trigonal and rectangular lattices exhibit prominen

; stain-filled cavities. Bilobed stain-excluding domains adjacent to deeply staine,
regions are pronounced in rectangular lattices (Fig. 3 a. inset), but are less distinct i
the trigonal crystals, where they merge at threefold axes. However, they are of simila
length (7 and 8 nm, respectively) and could represent band 3 dimers. The packin
unit in trigonal lattices would therefore be a hexamer. whereas in rectangular lattice

.,it would represent a tetramer of band 3. Considering the unit cell area of trigonE
crystal (105 nm 2) and the cross-section of 14 a-helices per band 3 monomer (Jay an
Cantley, 1986; Lux et al., 1989), a band 3 hexamer would occupy 80% of the unit cel
leaving 20% to the lipid moiety. This value is characteristic for densely packed 21
protein-lipid crystals. If we assume that one rectangular unit cell contains one band
tetramer, the same calculation shows that -60% of the surface would be taken b

" Figure 5. (a) Coomassie blue-stained SDS-PAGE (lanes a-d) and immunoblot (lanes e-h)
erythrocyte membranes (a, e), rcconstituted sample containing band three lattices as well

Sprecipitated protein (b,f), light (c. g), and heavy fraction (d, h) after separation of crystals an
aggregates on a sucrose step gradient. lmmunoblotting was performed using a polyclonm
antibody directed against the cytoplasmic domain of band 3. Numbering of protein bands wi
done according to Fairbanks et al. (1971). (b) Negative stain electron micrograph showing a
overview of the sample collected as light fraction from the sucrose step. (c) High magnificatic
image of the region outlined in b. Scale bars are I jxm in b and 0.1 Am in c.
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the lipid bilayer. This unusually high lipid content might well explain the pronounce
flexibility of the rectangular band 3 crystals. Nevertheless, final conclusions concer
ing the unit cell stoichiometry require further experiments such as scanning transmi
sion electron microscopy-mass determination, which are currently in progress.

At present we cannot provide any further specifications on the oligomeric sta
of band 3 in the two crystal forms. Better defined oligomeric states of solubiliz(
band 3 in solutions from which 2D crystals are assembled are expected to yield bett,
ordered crystals, a prerequisite for high-resolution structural analysis. Neverthele,
these first band 3 crystals described here represent an encouraging starting point
solve the structure of thc anion transporter.
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Introduction
Over the last few years advances in the molecular characterization of several
eukarvotic genes have yielded an exciting case of cross-fertilization between fields a!'
different as bacterial active transport and medical molecular biology. The sequences
of several genes responsible for a number of important medical problems (the
P-glvcoprotein of multidrug resistance [MDRI and the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator [CFTRJ, among others) have become available and have been
shown to bear a striking level of similarity to the sequences of several prokarvotic
transporters. This finding raises the question of whether it is appropriate to extrapo-
late the extensive knowledge presently available for the prokaryotic systems to the
eukaryotic ones (and vice versa) when trying to establish a mechanism of action for
the respective gene products. In this communication I present arguments in favor of
such an extrapolation. I will give a brief review of the state of the field with regard to
the prokaryotic research, with special reference to the work performed in my own
laboratory, and then I will raise the question of extrapolation between the prokar\ -
otic and the cutkarvotic systems.

Vile term 'traffic ATPases' has been coined (Ames ct al.. 1990) ito describe
proteins that form a large superfamily characterized by an extensive sequence
similarity that includes, but is not limited to. two motifs typicai of an ATP-binding
site (Walker et al.. 1982) and by very similar predicted overall secondary structures.
This definition specifically implies that. because of the sequence similarity, an
ATPase activity is likely to be a distinguishing characteristic of all of the members ot
this superfamily. The term traffic was chosen as a generalized descriptive term for the
superfamily for the following reasons: (a) it distinguishes them from the ion-motive
(and other) membrane ATPases; (b) many of these proteins are known to be
involved in translocation activities; (c) the translocated substrates are extremely
heterogeneous. both in nature and size; and (d) the direction of translocation is
either toward the interior or the exterior of the cell. Thus the overall picture is one of
a multiplicity of thoroughfares with the same general structure. energized by the
hydrolysis of ATP, and adapted to translocate a very heterogeneous set of substrates
in either direction. The concept of superfamily implies the existence of a common
evolutionary origin and a similar mechanism of action. Another name suggested for
proteins that carry the same ATP-binding motifs is ABC (ATP-binding cassette)
proteins (Hyde et al., 1990). However, the latter nomenclature has included proteins
such as. for example, the F0F 1 ATPase, which does not possess other characteristic of
the superfamili. Several lists of prokaryotic (Furlong, 1987: Kerppola. 1990: Kolter
and Fath. 1993) and eukaryotic (Buschman and Gros. 1993) traffic ATPases have
been published.

Periplasmic Permeases
Prokaryotic periplasmic transport systems (periplasmic permeases) form a family
contained within the superfamily of traffic ATPases. The family comprises man%
representatives that have been extensively studied (reviewed in Ames, 1986a:
Shuman. 1987: Ames et al., 1990, 1992; Ames and Lecar. 1992). Periplasmic
permeases are typically composed of a soluble receptor (the periplasmic substrate-
binding protein) and a membrane-bound complex. The periplasm of gram-negative
bacteria is an operationally defined space that contains proteins which can be
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released from the cell by osmotic shock and that is placed between the inner
(cytoplasmic) and outer cell membranes (Neu and Heppei, 1965). Thus the periplas-
mic permease receptors are located at the periphery of the cell and incoming
substrates are first exposed to them. The concentration of receptors in the periplasm
is. or can be induced to be, very high (calculated to be on the order of millimolar) and
the affinity for their respective substrates is usually very. good. between 0.01 and 1
mM. The consequence of these two facts is that a substrate is trapped and
concentrated in the pcriplasm, greatly exceeding the concentration of the free
substrate in the external medium. This concentrative action which occurs before the
actual translocation step may bc an important distinguishing characteristic between
prokaryotic and eukarvotic traffic ATPascs, as will be discussed later. Another likely
consequence of the presence of the soluble receptor is that these permeases typically
concentrate substrates against a large concentration gradient when the external
concentration of the trce subs;rate is used as a comparison.

The substrate trapped in the pcriplasm is then translocated through the
cytoplasmic membranc by the action ot the membrane-bound complex. The exist-
once and c•mposition •t this complex and the stoichiometrv of its subunits have been
established biochcmicallv in two separate cases (the histidinc and the maltose
permeascs [Davidson ;rod N ikaido. I tlt•l: Kcrppola ctal.. It)Oil) zlS including tour
separate polypeptidcs. That such composition represents the general situation is also
clearly supported bv the analogy alfordcd by inspection of the sequences of numer-
ous other permeases: in several cases in which two of the subunits were evolutionarily
fused into a single polypeptide, the sequence of the fused product still supports the
notion of a tour-domain structure because the two halves of the fused product clearly
maintain the characteristics of the corresponding separate polypeptides. The possi-
bility exists that the membrane-bound complex normally exists as a multimer of such
a basic four-domain structure.

The Histidine Permease
The histidine permease of Salmonella o'phimurium and Escherichia coli has been
studied extensively in my laboratory for numerous years and is reasonably well
characterized. Among other permeases, the maltose (Shuman, 1987) and the oligo-
peptide (Hiles et al., 1987) permeases also have been well characterized. Together
with the data obtained on several other periplasmic permeases analyzed to various
levels of detail, the study of the above systems has yielded an overall picture that is
very consistcnt. Here I will dcscribe the histidinc permease, using it as a model
system for the purpose of discussion and comparison.

The receptor of the histidine permease is the histidine-binding protein, His J; its
membrane-bound complex comprises two hydrophobic integral membrane proteins,
HisQ and HisM, and two copies of a hydrophilic membrane-bound, ATP-binding
protein, HisP. The latter is the repository of the aforementioned sequence similarity:
all the equivalent components from all traffic permeases are also referred to as the
conserved components (Mimura et al., 1991). A schematic representation of the
histidine permease which is applicable to periplasmic permeases in general is shown
in Fig. 1.

A cycle of transport through the histidine permease starts in the periplasm with
the binding of histidine by HisJ, which consequently undergoes a conformational

. . a i I
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change that allows it to be specifically recognized by the membrane-bound complex
(Ames, G. F.-L.. and K. Nikaido, manuscript in preparation). This interaction is
postulated to initiate a series of conformational changes in the components of the
complex resulting in ATP hydrolysis and translocation of the substrate ( Fi. 2). The
initial step. the liganding of the receptor and its contormational change. Ure fairlr
well understood, as would be expected from the fact that receptors. being soluble.
are easily purified and biochemically analyzed. Because they are not an indispens-
able characteristic of the basic mechanism of transport (see below) and thev are
apparentlv not present in the eukaryotic systems, a brief summary will suffice.

histidine

A A 4o..

• i ~ \--" ••"€',

A6 0,

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a periplasmic permeasc as detailed for the histidinc
permease. The thrce membrane components (HisO. IlisM, and HisP) are represented as•
forming a complex within the cytoplasmic membrane. The periplasmic binding protein (H-isiJ
changes contormat ion upon binding histidine and then interacts with the membrane complcx.
Sincc the architccture of this complex has not yet been tullv elucidated, the interaction i,

shown as occurring with the complex as a whole: a direct contact between HisJ and HisO has•
been proven biochemically. The squiggle indicates the invoivement of ATP in enrerg coupling.
The histidine molecule can penetrate the outer membrane through nonspecific hydrophilic
pores: larger molecules may requirc specific pores. (Reproduced from FEMS .Wlic, ,hiolog'v

Revicw~v. 199(1. 75:429-446. by copyright permission 0f Eksevicr Science Publishers D3V.)

The Receptor

Mvany receptors have been purified, and several have been crystallized either in the
liganded or the unliganded forms and their structures resolved (reviewed in Adams
and Oxender, 1989). A general picture has emerged of a two-domain structure in the
shape of a kidney bean, in which the two lobes are well separated in the absence of
substrate: when substrate finds its way to the specific substrate-binding site in the
cleft between the two lobes, one lobe rotates relative to the other. trapping the
substrate inside a deep pocket. Recently one receptor. the lysine-. arginine-, ornithinc-
binding protein (LAO, closely related to HisJl) has finally been purified in both the
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liganded and unliganded forms (Nikaido and Ames, 1992), and the resolution of both

structures has given a very clear picture of the likely sequence of events that

accompany the liganding process (Oh et al., 1993). The picture basically confirms the
"Venus flytrap'" hypothesis put forward by Quiocho and his collaborators on the

basis of the structures of different receptors. none of which had been previously

resolved in both the liganded and unliganded forms (Mao et al.. 1982). Genetic

S-"- AO- AO

Low affinity

Release A

Figure 2. A speculative model for periplasmic transport. The components undergo a series of
conformational changes initiated by the binding of histidine to the periplasmic binding protein
His). The liganded His] binds to the membrane complex. This interaction presumably occurs
with both the hydrophobic membrane components (HisQ and HisM) and elicits a conforma-
tion change in the ATP-binding membrane protein (HisP), thus causing ATP hydrolysis.
Hydrolysis of ATP leads to the opening of a pore that allows the unidirectional diffusion of the
substrate to the interior. After the substrate has been released to the interior, an additional
conformation change (release of ADP?) closes the pore. The unliganded binding protein,
having a poorer affinity for the membrane complex. dissociates from it. The membrane
complex again binds ATP, ready to start the cycle. Alternatively, the substrate might be
transferred from the binding protein to specific binding site(s) on the membrane complex.
from where it would then finally be transferred to the interior, the rest of the cycle remaining
the same. (Reproduced from FEMS Microbiology Reviews. 1990, 75:429-446. by copyright
permission of Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.)

analysis of the various receptor domains responsible for substrate binding and
interaction with the membrane complex is underway for several receptors and.

combined with x-ray studies, will undoubtedly unravel many of the secrets of the
mechanism of action of these proteins.

Since it is at the level of the membrane-bound complex that the obvious
similarity between eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems resides, it is relevant to ask
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whether the soluble receptor is a necessary characteristic of the prokaryotic systems,
and whether it reflects a basic mechanistic difference. As discussed below, it appears
that receptors may be a convenience added onto the common membrane-bound
translocating machinery by prokaryotes for increased efficiency, rather than being an
indispensable characteristic. Therefore, it is reasonable to focus on the molecular
mechanism of the membrane translocator itself as the common puzzle to be solved.

The Membrane-bound Complex

The interaction of liganded HisJ with the membrane-bound complex is necessary to
activate the translocation mechanism. It has been postulated that it is this interaction
that triggers the series of events resulting in both the release of the bound molecule
of substrate and the opening of a specific pore in the complex through which the
substrate is translocated (Ames et al., 1990; Petronilli and Ames. 1991: Davidson et
al., 1992). Clearly, in order to understand the mechanism of translocation it is
necessary to obtain information concerning the physical structure of the translocat-
ing complex. In the case of the histidine permease. the two hydrophobic components.
HisO and HisM. are typical integral membrane proteins that span the membrane five
times each. with their amino termini located on the external (periplasmic) side and
the carboxv termini on the cytoplasmic side (Kerem et al.. 1989: Kerppola et al..
1991: Kerppola and Ames. 1992). These two proteins are the smallest (25.000 D)
among all known hydrophobic components of periplasmic permeases: therefore, we
can take their organization, with a total of 10 membrane spanners between the two of
them, as the maximum indispensable to perform the basic translocation step. It has
been suggested that HisQ and HisM function as a pseudodimer since they exhibit a
high level of sequence similarity (Ames, 1985). The possibility that the hydrophobic
components always form a symmetrical or pseudosymmetrical dimer receives sup-
port from the finding that several permeases (such as the glutamine permease. which
displays a very high level of sequence similarity with the histidine permease)
comprise a single hydrophobic component; the latter, therefore, must form a dimer
within the complex of two identical subunits.

Besides HisQ and HisM, the complex contains two copies of HisP, the ATP-
binding, conserved component (Kerppola et al., 1991). A similar organization was
determined for the membrane-bound complex of the maltose permease (Davidson
and Nikaido, 1991). Thus, we visualize the basic unit of a membrane-bound complex
as forming a pseudosymmetrical structure, with two hydrophobic proteins and two
subunits of a hydrophilic. ATP-binding protein. The association with and the
organization of HisP within the membrane is of particular interest since its sequence
(similar to that of all conserved components) is definitely hydrophilic. HisP does not
behave like either a typical integral or a peripheral membrane protein (Kerppola et
al., 1991). Interestingly, HisP prefers to be associated with the membrane even in the
absence of HisQ and HisM, but in such case it assumes an improper association,
behaving like a typical peripheral membrane protein and acquiring an unusual level
of sensitivity to proteases and detergents. A possible explanation for the association
of HisP with the membrane when HisQ and HisM are absent may be found in its
predicted tertiary structure, which has been modeled to include a large loop with
some amphipathic characteristics (Mimura et al., 1991; see below). This loop might
allow HisP's improper association with the membrane in the absence of the hydropho-
bic components and its proper insertion in their presence, in which case they would
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shield it from excessive hydrophobic contacts with the lipid bilayer. The notion that
the conserved component normally may be (more or less deeply) embedded in the
complex, and therefore in the membrane, derives support from the recent finding
that HisP is accessible to proteases and to an impermeant biotinylating reagent from
the exterior surface of the membrane when the complex has been assembled in the
presence of HisQ and HisM. but not in their absence (Baichwal et al.. 1993). No
analogous evidence has yet been gathered for equivalent conserved components
from other permeases. Thus. a membrane-spanning disposition as a general charac-
teristic of conserved components awaits confirmation. Fig. 3 is a schematic rendering
of a periplasmic permease which shows the conserved component with its ATP-
binding sites accessible to the cytoplasm while another portion interacts with the
membrane spanners of the hydrophobic components. The extenw of the interaction is
not to be taken literally, since no nearest neighbor analysis has yet been performed.

Because conserved components have maintained a high level of sequence
similarity in the ATP-binding motifs. an attempt was made at defining the ATP-
binding pocket at a three-dimensional level by computer modeling. Since HisP is a
relatively small protein (25.000 D). this is a particularly useful exercise. because once
the domain responsible for ATP binding has been defined, a rather small segment of
the molecule remains that can be defined as responsible for the performance of its
other function(s). whatever they may be. Two independent structural modeling
efforts for conserved components (Hyde et al.. 1990: Mimura et al.. 1991) have
yielded somewhat differing results. Possible reasons for the discrepancy have been
discussed (Mimura et al., 1991). Our laboratory has predicted a structure which
comprises a mononucleotide-binding pocket occupying about two thirds of the HisP
molecule, with the remaining third forming the aforementioned large loop. The large
loop has been temporarily named the helical domain because of its predicted
secondary structure which includes four ot-helices. although no experimental evi-
dence is available to demonstrate the existence of such a helical structure. The
helical domain is presumably involved in transport-related activities other than ATP
binding and hydrolysis. One obvious possibility is its interaction with HisQ and HisM
in the transmission of signals to and from the site(s) of interaction with HisJ and the
ATP-binding and -hydrolyzing pocket. A particularly well-conserved region of the
helical domain is a glycine-, glutamine-rich sequence (consensus: LSGGQQQ)
stretch that was postulated to be a flexible arm connecting the two domains and
tentatively named the linker peptide (Mimura et al., 1991: Ames et al.. 1992).

Support for the predicted ATP-binding pecket was derived both from in vitro
chemical modification studies using the photolabeling analogue of ATP, 8-azido
ATP (Mimura et al., 1990) and by a structure-function analysis of HisP mutants
(Shyamala et al., 1991). In the latter study the ability of each of the mutant proteins
to function in transport and/or to bind ATP was related to the location of the
mutation within both the sequence and the predicted structure. A good correlation
was found between loss of ATP-binding ability (and transport) and location of the
mutation within the predicted ATP-binding pocket, while transport negative muta-
tions within the helical domain generally did not affect ATP hydrolysis. In addition, a
set of interesting mutations that remove the dependence on signaling between the
liganded receptor and ATP hydrolysis also supports the model because they are all
located within the ATP-binding pocket, presumably having changed the binding
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional representation of a traffic ATPase. The membrane has been
sliced vertically to expose the ATP-binding domain (conserved component) extending partly
into the membrane and encased by the hydrophobic domain (hydrophobic membrane
components for prokaryotic members). The ATP-binding sites are located in a cytoplasmic
portion of the ATP-binding domain. A substrate-binding protein is represented and is to be
imagined as present and necessary only for those traffic ATPases for which such a requirement
has been shown. (Reproduced from Advances in Enzvmology, 1992. 65:1-47, by copyright
permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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pocket so that it has acquired an increased facility to hydrolyze ATP (Petronilli and
Ames, 1991; Shyamala et al., 1991: Speiser and Amtes, 1991).

Energy Coupling

What is the function of ATP in transport? A number of in vivo and in vitro studies
(Ames et al., 1989: Joshi et al.. 1989: Mimmack ct al.. 1989: Prossnitz et al.. 1989:
Davidson and Nikaido. 1990) established clearly that ATP is the source of energy, tor
transport by periplasmic permeases. resolving a decade-long controversy, in particu-
lar excluding the involvement of the proton-motive force I reviewed in Ames. 1990).
Reconstitution of transport in membrane vesicles (Ames et al.. 1989: Dean et al..
1989: Prossnitz et al.. 1989) and in proteoliposomes (Bishop et al.. 1989: Davidson
and Nikaido, 1990) has finally made available the route of biochemical analysis.
Using these in vitro systems it was shown clearly that ATP is hydrolyzed only
concomitantly with transport. Nonhvdrolvzable ATP analogues did not support
transport and a photoactivatable analogue of ATP eliminated transport (Ames et al..
1989). Attempts at deriving a stoichiometry between ATP hvdrolyzed and substrate
molecules transported yicidcd \,iucs averaging about ti-%e (Bishop ct al.. 1989:
Davidson and Nikaido. 1990). This is probably due to damage incurred by the
complex during reconstitution. rc.sulting in uncoupling between hydrolsis anid
transport (Bishop et al.. 1989). This notion that ATP hydrolysis can be uncoupled
from transport is supported by the existence of mutations located in the membrane-
bound subunits that indeed do so (Petronilli and Ames, 1991: Davidson et al.. 1992).

It should be noted that HisO has also been shown to bind ATP (Shyamala. V..
and G.F.-L. Ames. manuscript submitted for publication). Therefore, while it is
likely that the conserved components are the units responsible for converting ATP
energy into translocation work because of the homology which is well conserved
throughout the entire superfamily. the possibility exists that their ATP-binding sites
may instead have a regulatory function. with the hydrophobic subunit(s) performing
the hydrolytic step.

Signaling Mechanism

A reasonable working model postulates that the liganded binding protein sends a
signal to the membrane-bound complex which triggers conformational changes
resulting in ATP hydrolysis and the opening of a pore. leading to subsequent
translocation of the substrate and release of the unliganded receptor (Ames et al..
1990). In support of this model are several facts: (a) the receptor interacts physically
with at least one of the hydrophobic components. as shown by chemical crosslinking
experiments (Prossnitz et al., 1988): (b) the unliganded receptor interacts poorly or
not at all with the membrane bound complex (Ames, G. F.-L., and K. Nikaido.
unpublished data); (c) ATP is only hydrolyzed upon interaction of the receptor with
the membrane-bound complex (Bishop et al., 1989); (d) mutants in the membrane-
bound proteins exist that hydrolyze ATP and translocate the substrate in the absence
of the receptor (Petronilli and Ames. 1991; Davidson et al.. 1992). Thus ATP
hydrolysis is one of the processes that must be activated after the interaction of the
liganded binding protein with the membrane complex: the energy released might be
used either to open the pore (or channel; see below) or close it, thus returning the
system back to a state of readiness for the next cycle of transport. While the signaling
mechanism is of general interest, also in the hope of using it as a model for more
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complex eukaryotic signaling mechanisms, here we are concerned mainly with the
subsequent steps in transport.

Direction of Translocation

If the working model depicting the opening of a pore as dependent on the expendi-
ture of ATP energy is correct. then it would be reasonable to expect that periplasmic
permeases translocate irreversibly. This was indeed found to be trite in reconstituted
proteoliposomes (Petronilli. V.. and G. F.-L. Ames. manuscript submitted for
publication). Accumulated histidine did not exit from proteoliposomes. and the
incorporation of ADP. inorganic pho,,phate. and histidine inside the proteolipo-
somes did not result in either the exit of histidine or the synthesis of ATP.

In an analysis related to the question of reversibility, it was shown that both the
internally accumulated histidine and :'he hyvdrolytically produced ADP inhibit trans-
port. suggesting that the internal pool of histidine (xrd ADP) regulates the rate of
translocation. This finding. which automatically implies that there is an internal
substrate-recognizing site. is particularly important because it suggests that the
membrane-bound complex could bind and translocatc an internal ;ubstrate molecule
to the outside after an appropriate series of conformational changes, which would be
the reverse of those described for a periplasmic pcrmease. Thus a basic ancestral
structure of traffic ATPases could have easilv c-,elved either into a system able to
translocate from the interior to the exterior, or vice versa, depending on each
particular evolutionary history. Fig. 4 gives a schematic representation of a noncom-
mitted traffic ATPase tnat could evolve in either direction (Petronilli, V.. and G.
F.-L. Ames, manuscript submitted for publication).

Another important consequence of this finding is that it supports the notion that
the membrane-bound complex, being able to recognize the substrate, has the
intrinsic ability to function in the absence of a soluble receptor. This is relevant for
the question of extrapolation between periplasmic permeases and the (apparently)
receptor-less eukaryotic traffic ATPases and will be discussed later. Thus elimination
of the receptor from the scheme shown in Fig. 2 would only require that the substrate
be present in a sufficiently high concentration to bind to the presumca membrane
site.

Comparison with Eukaryotic Traffic ATPases
The general structure of eukaryotic traffic ATPases is tha, single polypeptide
composed of two homologous halves, each half comprising a nydrorhobic and a
hydrophilic domain. This monocomponent structure is in apparent contrast to that of
the multicomponent prokaryotic equivalents. However, the hydrophilic domain
bears an extensive sequence similarity to the conserve., components of periplasmic
permeases, suggesting a common ancestry and similar mechanism of action. This
obvious evolutionary relationship has been not..d and commented upon repeatedly
(Ames, 1986b: Roninson, 1991: Ames et al., 1992: Buschman and Gros. 1993: Gros
and Buschman, this volume). No sequence similarity has been uncovered between
the hydrophobic domains of the various families of traffic ATPases: however, the
predicted secondary structures of all of these domains are similar, generally with a
total of 10-12 membrane spanners and with a stoichiometry of two hydrophobic
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Figure 4. Reversibility of a generic traffic ATPase. The transporter is represented as
becoming liganded at either the outer or inner membrane surface. In the mechanism labeled
1, ATP hydrolysis causes a rearrangement that renders the transporter-bound substrate
accessible at the inner surface, allowing its release. In the mechanism labeled 2. ATP
hydrolysis causes the reverse rearrangement. resulting in the extrusion of the substrate
through an essentially identical transporter. The presence of a binding protein is not necessary
for either mechanism. Accessibility of the transporter at the inner or outer membrane is
hypothesized to be mediated through a series of conformational changes. (Reproduced from
International Review of Cytoloky. 1992. 137a: 1-35. by copyright permission of Academic Press.)

domains to two ATP-binding domains. A possible evolutionary history for traffic
ATPases envisions an ancestral system composed of genes coding for a single
hydrophobic domain and a single ATP-binding domain, which underwent various
duplications and fusions (Ames and Lecar. 1992). The latter are a common finding
when proteins from eukaryotes are compared with those from prokaryotes.

Several lists of eukaryotic traffic ATPases have been made and the list is rapidly
getting longer (see this volume). Here I will concentrate on only one representative,
CFTR, to be used as a model system (in part because of the availability of numerous
cystic fibrosis mutations that can be viewed with a structure-function analysis in
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mind). CFTR has bcen shown to act as a chloride channel (Anderson et al.. 1991b:
Bear et al., 1992), thus providing a biochemical explanation for some of the
physiological characteristics of the disease. CFTR comprises two homologous fused
halves, as described above, but it also contains an extra domain, the R (i.e..
regulatory) domain fused in between the two halves. Interestingly, this domain.
which is phosphorylated. seems to have a regulatory function (Anderson et al..
1991a). which is reminiscent once more of a similar finding in a periplasmic
permease: the conserved component of the maltose permease. MaIK. in which the
carboxvl-terminal third of the protein is involved in sensing and transmitting cellular
signals rather than in translocation Kiihnau et al.. 1991). A fusion involving an
ancestor carrying such a regulatory region would indeed place it in between the two
fused halves. The CFTR channel requires ATP in order to be opened. and evidence
has been provided that ATP hydrolysis is required (Anderson et al.. 1991a).

If the recently discovered notion that the conserved component is accessible
from the external surface of the membrane. therefore spanning it to some extent, is
correct (Baichwal et al.. 1993). then it is possible that the nuclcotide-binding
domains of the cukarvotic tratlic ATIPascs also take the same configuration. This
would be particularly important in the case of CFTR. since the interpretation of the
numerous mutants available would be consequentl[% affected. For example. a large
group of mutants is located in the. glutamine-, glycinc-rich region that has been
postulated to be involved in signal transmission between the ATP-binding and
-hydrolyzing pocket and the helical domain. At present this entire domain is
postulated to be located on the inside of the membrane, possibly interacting with the
hydrophobic domains. This possibility should be considered when interpreting the
nature of the defect in CFTR mutants. Similarly, a number of muta its are located in
regions assigned to the ATP-binding pocket. Apart from those that are clearly
located in the sequences characteristic of ATP-binding motifs. many may be the
equivalent of the uncoupled, receptor-independent mutants identified in the periplas-
mic permeases and as such their defect may reside in their being uncoupled and
therefore constantly open, thus resulting in a continuous and improper chloride ion
flux.

Analogies between Channels and Transporters
The channel activity uncovered in CFTR raises the question of whether periplasmic
permeases, which have been referred to in the past as transporters or active
tiansporters, can be used as model systems for understanding the mechanism of
action of CFTR and other eukaryotic traffic ATPases. If channels were known to
function in a unique fashion and had a unique biochemical structure different from
that of any known transporter, the argument would be a valid one. However, it
appears that there is no inherent and insurmountable discrepancy between channels
and periplasmic transporters and that much of the distinction may be semantic
(Ames and Lecar. 1992).

The distinction between channels and transporters has been addressed in
reviews and textbooks (e.g., Harold, 1987). In brief, both channels and transporters
can be viewed as proteinaceous structures that undergo conformational changes to
allow the passage of substrate. An "incipient channel lined with polar groups"
(Harold, 1986) can be visualized as an ancestral characteristic of both entities. Such
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an ancestral system could evolve in the direction of a membrane-spanning pathway
that. when properly activated, allows substrate access to binding sites simultaneously
from both sides of the membrane, thus forming a typical channel. In this respect. a
periplasmic permease might be viewed as a channel that maintains occlusion of one
of the two outlets of the channel (e.g., by way of the binding protein): alternatively. it
might be viewed as having evolved a conformational change mechanism in which
channel activation would result in alternating access of a hinding site first to one side
of the membrane and then to the other. which would be a representation closer to
the classical view of a transporter. In either case. the distinction between channei.,
and at least this kind of transporters would become blurred. residing in whether ()r
not an asvmmetrv of the binding sites exposed by the respective conformational
changes is created.

A comparison of several properties considered to be characteristic of either
channels or transporters has been made (Ames and Lecar. 1992) which also indicates
that many of the presumed distinctions may be Nemantic. In fact. it seems possible

that in either a periplasmic transporter or a classic channel the stubstrate traxei,
,roueh a pore along which there are bindin, si, tiar\ min allinitic.s iicih o ,in,.

contribute to determining the speed of travel. Channels. the activity of which •
routinch mcastured. may have low-affinity hindii,.z ,ites that allowk a i ast Jloim ,11 h_•.h
"*ubstratc. combined with relatively slow (pening and closing events. Fhesc ar1
indeed the properties that render them detectable. Channels with verv high altnit\
binding sites may not be detectable by present technologies and may indeed be so
slow as to be indistinguishable from transporters as far as the rate of transport is
concerned. In this respect it is interesting that several translocating proteins. e.g., the
H'-ATPase of yeast (Ramirez et al.. 1990) and the mitochondrial aspartate
glutamate carrier (Dierks et al., 1990) have been shown to exhibit channel activit%
under particular circumstances.

The evidence that the CFTR channel is opened via the expenditure of ATP
energzy (Anderson et al.. 1991a) eliminates the question of the mechanism of
energization as being an insurmountable difference between channels and transport-
ers and aligns the mechanism of action of CFTR veryv closely with that of periplasmic
permeases.

The question at this point should rather be whether periplasmic permeases
could be viewed as channels more or less extensively modified.

Periplasmic Permeases as Channels?
This possibility calls for some speculation since no attempts have been made at
measuring channel activity in these systems. Such measurements would have to
surmount rather large problems for the following reasons. Let us imagine that a
periplasmic permease is indeed a channel that is opened only when the liganded
protein signals its presence and ATP energy is consumed. In such a case. the receptor
would be located right at the external mouth of the channel and would be presenting
it with a molecule (a single one!) of substrate. The molecule might be transferred to a
substrate-binding site situated somewhere within the channel, and by virtue of the
fact that the channel is occluded on one side. it would be able to travel in only one
direction. Alternatively, the substrate would be released from the binding protein
into a small chamber where its local concentration would be quite high, it could then
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move down its concentration gradient toward the interior of the cell. In either case
the substrate concentration, in the liganded form, would be quite high at the outer
mouth of the channel because it would reflect the high concentration of the receptor
to which it is liganded: thus. reaching equal substrate concentrations on the two sides
of the membrane would amount to creating a concentration gradient when compared
with the free external substrate concentration (see above).

The problem obviously is to measure the movement of a single molecule at the
time in a situation in which the channel cannot be opened without the receptor
simultaneously blocking its opening. The solution to the problem would be to mutate
a periplasmic permease so that it does not require the receptor for the channel to
open. Such mutants were indeed obtained in both the histidine and the maltose

TRANSpORTE:ý

SSNAI INP T -,ý-.NL'• PAN3noPT Figure 5. Are transporter,s and

------- channels entirelv different.
Schematic representation ot
- 'atlic .\ 'P:iscs. as they nmiehL
iunction as either a transporter
ir :i cha-nnecl. -rransporters are

postulated to carry a. sub1strate-
binding site in the membrane-
bound complex. and are imag-
ined to open into a gated
conf c-mation when translocat-
ing the substrate. The channel
shown here includes an R do-
main. known to exist for CFTR:

CHANNEL the R domain is postulated to
have a regulatory function.

CLOSED OPEN hoiding the channel in a locked
OU T c ""conformation which is unlocked

upon its phosphorviation (solid
l'or. thus allowing ATP hydro-
lysis to open the channel. (Mod-

cr ilied from Ames and Lecar.
1992.)

permeases (Petronilli and Ames. 1991: Davidson et al.. 1992). They hydrolyze ATP
continuously and in the total absence of a signal from the receptor, and they require
high concentrations of substrate, as would be predicted for a substrate-binding site
with poorer affinity located on the translocation complex. In other words, these may
be channels that are uncoupled from an external signal and are continuously open.
equilibrating the substrate across the membrane, but not concentrating it. These
mutants otfer a good chance of investigating whether periplasmic permeases func-
tion as channels by using standard methodologies.

Another important conclusion to be drawn from these receptor-independent
mutants is that the resemblance with cukaryotic traffic ATPases. which have not
been found to require a soluble receptor, becomes even more obvious because they
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indicate that the prokarvotic receptor's main function may be that of supplying the
membrane-bound site with high concentrations of substrate, having no translocation
function of its own. Veleogically speaking. the receptors might have evolved in
prokaryotes to supply usualx ,kcarce substrates in concentrated form at the mem-
brane surface, thus acting a, a trapping mechanism to allow scavenging of precious
nutrients. Eukarvotic cells, being normally exposed to high concentrations of sub-
strates. may have lost the recertor in evolution because it became obsolete (Ames.
1992).

Conclusions
It seems that the numerous similaritics between the prokarvotic and eukanotic
traffic ATPases would justify considering them as close relatives and extrapolating
mechanistic conclusions between them. to be done ILudIcIOusly and supported experi-
mentally. A reconciliation between the properties of channels and transporters (Fii.
5 would receive considerable \,upport it :2criplasmic permeases were sho%, 11 10
function as channels and if ic.' niormration r,'iatic it) thie ,cconoda anx d t1p11d i.:l
,irganizations ol the cukarx -t ic ialtic .\I Pases . as obtained that conllrmicu
resemblance with those of tle prokarvOtic ones. [hC Turificatton and biochemica.
characterization of the indi% dual components % ill undoubtedly provide support tor
many of the features of various working models, and extensive structure-function
studies will aid in the effort.
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Introduction
One major limitation to the successful chemotherapeutic treatment of many types of
human tumors is the emergence and outgrowth of subpopulations of drug-resistant
cells. These populations of tumor cells often display cross-resistance to cytotoxic
compounds that share little or no structural or functional similarity, and to which
they have not been previously exposed (Moscow and Cowan. 1988). Drugs that form
the multidrug resistance (MDR) spectrum include anthracyclines (such as Adriamy-
cin), Vinca alkaloids (vincristine. vinblastine), colchicine, actinomycin D. etoposides
(VP-16. VM-21). topoisomerase inhibitors (amsacrine), and many others (for exam-
ple. see Gupta et al.. 1988). There are only a few structural and functional similarities
between these compounds: they are small. biplanar, hydrophobic molecules that
have a basic nitrogen atom (hydrophobic cations) and that enter the cell by passive
diffusion across the membrane lipid bilayer (Gupta et al., 1988: Zamora et al., 1988;
Pearce et al.. 1989; Beck. 1990).

Most of our undcrstanding of this phenomenon has been derived from the in
vitro study ot MDR cll lines obtained by continuous exposure to increasing
concentrations of a given cytotoxic MDR drug (stepwise selection: Biedler and
Riehm. 1970: Ling and Thompson. 1974: Fojo et al.. 1985: Lcmontt et al.. 1988). The
phenotypic characteristics of independently derived MDR cell lines are remarkably
similar despite the diversity of their tissue origin and in vitro selection protocols used
in their production (for comprehensive reviews, see Bradley et al., 1988; Endicott
and Ling, 1989; Roninson, 1991). First, MDR cell lines display a strikingly similar
pattern of cross-resistance to the group of natural products that form the MDR
spectrum. Second, the emergence of MDR is linked to a decreased degree of
intracellular drug accumulation and to a concomitant increase in cellular drug efflux,
both of which are ATP dependent (Dano, 1973: Skovsgaard, 1978). Third, although
the levels of several polypeptides such as cytoplasmic calcium-binding proteins
(Koch et al.. 1986), enzymes of the glycosylation pathway (Peterson et al., 1979), and
membrane glycoproteins (Peterson et al., 1983; Richert et al., 1985) have been found
to be modulated in MDR cell lines, the most ubiquitous phenotypic marker of MDR
is the overexpression of a membrane protein called P-glycoprotein or P-gp. P-gps are
a heterogeneous group of membrane phosphoglycoproteins of apparent molecular
wtight of 170.000-200,000, first described by Juliano and Ling (1976). P-gp has since
been shown to bind photoactivatable analogues of ATP (Cornwell et al., 1987b;
Schurr et al., 1989) and cytotoxic drugs (Cornwell et al., 1986; Safa et al., 1986, 1989),
and has been shown to possess ATPase activity (Hamada and Tsuruo, 1988), leading
to the proposal that P-gp functions as an ATP-dcpendent drug efflux pump to reduce
the intracellular accumulation of cytotoxic compounds of the MDR spectrum.
Finally, the MDR phenotype can be reversed in drug-resistant cells overexpressing
P-gp by a heterogeneous group of compounds including verapamil (channel blocker,
Tsuruo et al.. 1981), trifluoperazin (calmodulin inhibitor; Tsuruo et al., 1982),
cyclosporin A (immunosuppressor; Slater et al., 1986), quinidine (Tsuruo et al.,
1984), reserpine (Pearce et al., 1989), and several others (reviewed by Beck and
Danks, 1991). Although the mechanism of MDR reversal by these compounds is not
yet fully understood, it appears that some of them behave as competitive inhibitors
for drug binding sites on P-gp (Cornwell et al., 1987a; Safa et al., 1987; Akiyama et
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al.. 1988: Safa, 1988: Kamiwatari et al.. 1989: Pearce ct al.. 1989: Tamai and Safa.
1990).

The mech•,-,m b% which P-gp ,an apparently recognize and prevent the
intracellular i-'uniulation ot a large -roup ofI ,tructurallN and functionally unrelated
compou%,,,- remains mysterious. In particular. P-gp domains and discrete amino acid
residues implicated in substrate recognition and transport have vet to he identified.
The succc,,tu1 i ,oijltion o• inolccutiar clones cncoding ,ce oral P-np isotorms has shed
considerable light on the proposed struicture ot this group ofI proteins and has
provided new analytical tools tor the ',tud\' or its function. In addition, molecular
cloning cexcrlmcnts hae Nho\wn that P-,.gps a.rc: part of a large group of structurally
and functionally related membrane proteins that have been highi\ conserved during
evolution.

Cloned ,ndr Genes and Predicted P-ap Polvpeptides
\loleculalr ,ne, t'orr',,rnt•idin, to htouman. !'ouse. and hamster P-•ps have been
:!IUCpcIn(.ic:1t\ Onlt llane. I hicsc ,\ncri'n fits , ,n ov.',llt\ n 1lat Pl.t ps ire encoded b\ a
'mall .roin oif closci\ related cenes. tcrmdci dydr. and tull-lcn.th eDNA clones
,.orresponoing to the ceIlular tiranscripts oi tm' o numan .\II)R ecncs..DRI arnd
!I)R2 ((hecn ct al.. I•S(Qy: Van der 3llick ctJ.. 9)88). and three rodent indr genes.
mdrl. imir2. and mir3. have been isolated and sequenced from mouse (Gros et al..
1986b. 1988: Devault and Gros. 1990: Hsu et al.. 1990) and hamster (Ng et al.. 1989).
Nucleotide and predicted amino acid sequence analyses indicate that these genes
encode highly homologous P-gps. The prototype P-gp is composed of 1.276 amino
acids (mouse) and can be subdivided into two halves, each half encoding a large
hydrophilic domain and a large hydrophobic domain. Each hydrophobic region
contains six highly hydrophobic segments characteristic of membrane-associated
domains. which can be arranged into three transmcmbrane (TM) loops. Each
hydrophilic segment contains a consensus sequence for nucleotide binding (NB site)
that has been described in a variety of ATP binding proteins and kinases (Higgins et
al.. 1986). These sequence analyses are in agreement with previous biochemical
characterizations of P-gp and suggest that P-gp is a membrane glycoprotein capable
ot 'andine ATP. The proposed membrane organization of P-gp. i.e.. 12 TM domains
and two intracellular ATP binding sites. is in agreement with the results of epitope
mapping of proteolytic fragments of P-gp identified with specific antibodies directed
against synthetic P-gp peptides of known sequence. or against fusion proteins
containing P-gp subfragments (Bruggemann et al.. 1989: Yoshimura ct al., 1989).
The two halves of P-gp share up to 38% identical residues (62% overall homology),
and it has been proposed that at least part of the protein evolved from the
duplication of an ancestral unit. The conservation of the position of specific introns
within each of the two predicted NB sites (Raymond and Gros. 1989: Chen et al.,
1990) sustains this contention. Sequence homology between the two halves of
individual P-gps is highest within the predicted NB domains, decreases within the
predicted TM domains, and disappears in the extreme 5' end of each half, which
corresponds to the amino terminus of the protein and the highly charged so-called
"linker- domain, which links the two halves together. Surprisingly, P-gp segments
overlapping the NB sites were found to be homologous (30%) to a group of bacterial
periplasmic transport proteins such as HisP (Higgins et al., 1982). MaIK (Gilson et
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al., 1982), OppD (Ames, 1986), and PstB (Surin et al., 1985) implicated in the high
affinity TM transport of histidine, maltose, oligopeptides, and phosphates into
Escherichia coli. An even stronger homology (50%) is detected with a second group
of bacterial proteins such as HiyB (Feimlee et al., 1985), ChvA (Cangelosi et al..
1989), CyaB (Glaser et al., 1988). ArsA (Chen et al., 1986b), and LktB (Stanfield et
al., 1988), implicated in the ATP-dependent export of hemolysin, toxins, and
arsenate in Gram-negative bacteria. In the case of HIvB, the homology to P-gp not
only overlaps the NB sites but also involves the TM domains, and both proteins share
almost superimposable hydropathy profiles (Gros et al.. 1988). A partial listing of
bacterial proteins sharing sequence homology and predicted secondary structure
with P-gp is presented in Table 1. The predicted structural features of P-gp as well as
its remarkable sequence homology to prokaryotic transport proteins implicated in
extracellular export of specific substrates are also in agreement with the proposition
that P-gp functions as an ATP-dependent efflux pump.

In rodents. sequence analyses indicate that the three genes arose from a
common ancestor bv two successive gene duplication events, the most recent one
producing mdrl and tndr3. % hich arc more homologous to each other than they are to
mndr2 (Devault and Gros. 1990). In humans, a single gene duplication event would
have generated the two genes. AIDRI and A!DR2 (Chin et al.. 1989; Ng et al.. 1989).

The mdr Super Gene Family
The mdr gene family is itself part of a larger supergene family of sequence related
members whose structural and functional aspects have been preserved throughout
evolution. mdr homologues and mdr-like genes from this family have been identified
in a number of distantly related organisms. The amino acid sequence homology
between mdr genes and these mdr-like homologues is modest (20-40%), and is
clustered mostly around the predicted NB sites. However, the predicted polypep-
tides have very similar length and identical hydropathy profiles. and consequently
share highly similar predicted secondary structures. In the yeast Saccharomvces
cerevisiae, an mdr homologue called STE-6 has been discovered (McGrath and
Varshavsky, 1989) and found responsible for the transport of the mating pheromone
a factor across the membrane of a cells (Kuchler et al., 1989). In the malarial parasite
Plasmodium falciparum, the widespread emergence of resistance to chloroquine
(CLQ) is a major health threat to human populations of the third world. CLQ
resistance in P. falciparum is caused by an increased drug efflux from the parasite
which can be competed by CLQ analogues, but surprisingly, also by vinblastine and
verapamil, two inhibitors of mammalian P-gp (Krogstad et al., 1987; Martin et al..
1987; Bitoni et al., 1988). An mdr homologue called pflndr I has been cloned from P.

falciparum and has been found amplified, overexpressed, and/or mutated in CLQ-
"resistant isolates of the parasite (Foote et al., 1989; Wilson et al., 1989). Likewise, in
"the kinetoplastidae Leishmania tarentolae, a group of five mdr homologues desig-
nated Itpgp has been isolated, with some members of this family found amplified and
overexpressed in arsenate- and methotrexate-resistant isolates of this parasite
(Ellenberger and Beverley, 1989; Ouellette et al., 1990). Also, the emergence of
emetine resistance in the enteric protozoan Entamoeba histolytica has been found
associated with the overexpression of at least three mdr-related mRNA species
(Samuelson et al., 1990). Finally, three mdr homologues have been cloned and

Sl
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TABLE I
Proteins That Share Sequence Homology with P.gp (mdr and mdr
Homologues

Protein OrganLm Substrate Reference

Import Iprokarvyotes)
AraG E. coli Arahinose Scripture et al.. 1987
BtuD E. coli Vitamin BI2 Friedrich et al.. 1986
ChID E. coh %lolybdate Johann and Hinton. 1987
FecE E. co/i Fe hvdroxamate Staudenmaier et al.. 1989
FhuC E. co/ Fe citrate Coulton et al.. 1087
GInO E. co/i Glutamine Nohno et al.. 1986
HisP S. tnphirttrtum I tistidine I li~gins et al.. I (9N2
MaIK E. coli Maltose Gilson et al., 1982
OppD S. n-phimnrtuim !"eptides -\mes. 1986
OppF S. rtphtmurtum Pcptldcs A\mes. 1986
I'I. !_. , 011 1. o"plialc ",urnn ct al.. i ,",

RbsA F coh/ Riho•e Ames. I'96

Lxport proKaryotes I
ArsA E. co/l Arsenate (hen et al.. 1986b
HlyB E. co(/ Ifcmolvsin Felmlec et al.. 1985
CyaB B. pertussis I lemolysin Glaser. et al.. 1988
LktB R. meliloui Cyclic sugars Stanfield et al.. 1988
ChvA A. tumefactens Cyclic sugars Cangelosi et al.. 1989

Others (prokarvotes)
FtsE E. co/i Cell division Higgins et al.. 1986
Nod[ R. leguminosarno Nodulation Higgins et al.. 1986
UvrA E. coli DNA repair Doolittle et al.. 1986

Eukaryotes
White D. melanogaster Pteridine O'Hare et al.. 1984
Brown D. melanogaster Pteridine Dreesen et al., 1988
Mdr (49. 65) D. melanogastcr Wu et al.. 1991
Cepgp (1.2.3) C. elegans Borst et al.. 1993
Ltpgp (A.B.C.D,E.) L. tarentolae Multiple drugs Ouellette et al.. 1990
Pfmdr (1.2) P. falciparum Chioroquine Foote et al.. 1989
Ehpgp (1.2,3) E. histolytica Emetine Samuelson et al.. 1990
STE-6 S. cerv,tsiae Pheromone McGrath and Varshavoskv. 1989
MpbX M. polymorpha ? Ohvama et al.. 1986

Mammals
MDR (1.2) Human Multiple drugs Chen et al.. 1986a
mdr (1.2.3) Mouse Multiple drugs Gros et al.. 1986b. 1988
CFTR Human Halides Riordan et al.. 1989
PMP70 Human Kamijo et al.. 1990
HAM (1.2) Mouse Peptides Monaco et al.. 1990
mip (1,2) Rat Peptides Deverson ei al., 1990

Powis et al.. 1991

RING (4.11) Human Peptides Trowsdale et al.. 1990: Spies et al.. 19Q0
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sequenced from the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (Borst et al., 1993), and two
mdr homologues have been cloned from the fly Drosophila melanogaster (Wu et al..
1991). The function of these mdr homologues has not been elucidated in these
organisms, although their overexpression appears to confer resistance to emetine
and colchicine, respectively. Finally, a chloroplast gene of as yet unknown function
but encoding a protein sharing sequence homology with the bacterial MalK and HisP
proteins has been identified in Marchantia polymorpha (Ohyama et al., 1986).

In humans, at least three mdr-like genes have recently been cloned and shown to
participate in key physiological events. Cystic fibrosis (CF) is an inherited disorder
characterized by a defect in chloride transport. and for which a candidate gene
designated CFTR (for cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator) has
been isolated by reverse genetics (Riordan et al., 1989). The CFTR gene is mutated
in CF patients. with the vast majority of mutations found within the predicted NB
sites of CFTR (Kerem et al., 1989; Cutting et al., 1990). Direct transfection
experiments of wild-type or mutant CFTR cDNAs in cells otherwise not expressing
this gene very strongly suggest that CFTR is indeed the membrane-bound chloride
channel that is defective in CF patients (Drumm et al.. 1990: Rich et al.. 1990:
Anderson et al.. 1991). The identification in CF patients of several inactivating.
naturally occuring mutations in the CFTR gene has pointed out key functional
residues in the protein and facilitated its structure function analysis in in vitro
transfection systems (Cheng et al., 1991; Rich et al.. 1991; Tabcharani et al., 1991). A
pair of closely related mdr homologues have been discovered within the major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) of both humans and rodents. The chromosomal
region carrying these two genes is either deleted or rearranged in cell lines that fail to
properly present antigens to their surface in association with class I MHC antigens.
The genes designated HAM (Monaco et al., 1990), mtp (Deverson et al., 1990; Powis
et al., 1991), RING (Trowsdale et al., 1990), and PSF (Spies et al., 1990), encode for
proteins exactly half the size of P-gp, and containing only six TM domains and one
NB site. It has been proposed that these two proteins work in concert to transport
short soluble peptides from proteolyzed antigens across the reticulum endoplasmic
membrane, and eventually to the cell surface in association with class I MHC
antigens for presentation to other cells of the immune system (Spies and De Mars.
1991). Finally, a protein sharing sequence homology with P-gp has been identified in
the membrane of peroxysomes (Kamijo et al., 1990). This protein, termed PMP70.
has an apparent molecular weight of 70,000, and shows a structure similar to the
HAM gene products and half the size of P-gp. The function of this protein is still
uncertain, but it has been proposed to be part of the import machinery of peroxy-
somes in general, and possibly an acyl CoA carrier in particular (Kamijo et al., 1990).
Taken together, these observations indicate that the mdr supergene family is
composed of an increasing number of genes that encode proteins in which the basic
structural unit is conserved (at least at the predicted secondary structure level), and
that carry out membrane-associated transport of unrelated substrates.

Functional Analysis of mdr Genes in Transfected Cells
The functional role of mdr genes in the establishment of MDR has been addressed in
cell clones transfected and stably expressing individual members of the mouse (Gros
et al., 1986a) and human (Ueda et al., 1987) mdr family. These studies have also
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provided a starting point and general model system to carry out functional analysis of
wild-type, chimeric, and mutant P-gp. In our laboratory, full-length cDNAs for
individual mdr genes were cloned into the mammalian expression vector pMT2 and
introduced in drug-sensitive cells either directly or after cotransfection with a
dominant selectable marker such as the Tn5 (neo) gene (Southern and Berg, 1982).
In this assay, the mouse mdrl cDNA can directly confer resistance to Adriamycin.
colchicine. vinblastine. actinomvcin D. and gramicidin D, but not gramicidin S or
bleomycin. two non-MDR drugs (Devault and Gros. 1990). Drug-resistant mdrl
transfectants express a 180-200-kD membrane glycoprotein that is highly phosphor-
vlated and capable of combining photoactivatable analogues of ATP and known P-gp
substrates (Schurr et al.. 1989). The binding of ATP is specific and restricted to two
discrete tryptic peptides detected by two-dimensional electrophoresis and chromato-
graphic analysis (Schurr et al.. 1989). The emergence of MDR in these mdr)
transfectants is linked to a decreased intracellular drug accumulation and an
increased drug efflux, both of which are dependent on the presence of intact
intracellular nucleotide triphosphate pools and can be inhibited by combined
treatment with dcoxvglucosc and rotenone (Hammond et al.. 1989). By contrast.
transfection and overexpression of the mouse mdr2 cDNA fails to confer an MDR
phenotype (Gros et al., 1988). Clones stably transfected with mndr2 overexpress a
160-kD glycoprotein that is enriched in the membrane fraction (Buschman. E., and
P. Gros, unpublished observations). However, mdr2 overexpression fails to confer
any detectable increase in resistance of LR73 cells not only to classical MDR drugs,
but also to non-MDR drugs such as 5-fluorouracil, cis-platinum. cyclophosphamide.
or chlorambucil (Gros, P., unpublished observations). Finally, a full-length cDNA
for the mdr3 gene has also been shown to be capable of conferring MDR to LR73
cells (Devault and Gros, 1990). Interestingly, the apparent MDR phenotype con-
ferred by mdr3 appears to be qualitatively distinct from that encoded by the other
biologically active mdr gene. mdrl. In independent cell clones expressing similar
amounts of both polypeptides. it appeared that although both cDNAs could confer
similar degrees of resistance to vinblastine, mdrl conferred levels of colchicine and
Adriamycin resistance 10-fold greater than those conveyed by mdr3. In the case of
actinomycin D the situation was reversed, as mdr3 conveyed higher levels of
resistance to this drug than did mdrl (Devault and Gros. 1990). Taken together.
these results clearly indicate strong functional differences (mdrl /3 vs. mdr2) between
individual members of the mouse mdr gene family, despite considerable sequence
homologies. Similar findings have been obtained from the independent analysis of
the human MDR gene family. Although the MDRI gene can confer MDR (Ueda et
al., 1987), transfection and overexpression of the protein encoded by the MDR2 gene
fails to alter the drug-sensitive phenotype of recipient BRO cells (Schinkel et al..
1991).

Analysis of Chimeric Genes Obtained by Exchanging
Homologous Domains of mdrl and mdr2
We have taken advantage of the strong sequence homology and striking functional
differences detected in transfection experiments between mdr) and mdr2 to identify
the domains of mdrl that are essential for MDR and that may be functionally distinct
in mdr2. We have constructed chimeric eDNA molecules in which discrete domains
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of mdr2 have been introduced into the homologous region Af mdrl and analyzed
these chimeras for their capacity to transfer MDR (Buschman and Gros, 1991). The
two predicted nucleotide-binding (NB) sites of mdr2 share almost complete se-
quence identity with those of mdrl. Both mdr2 NB sites were found to be functional.
since either could independently complement the biological activity of mdrl. Thus, it
appears that the NB domains of mdr2 are functional and it is likely that these sites
are involved in the common mechanism of action of the two proteins, probably the
energy coupling component of the transport system. Likewise, a chimeric molecule in
which the highly sequence-divergent linker domain of mdr2 had been introduced at
the homologous position of mdrl could also confer resistance to Adriamycin and
colchicine. It is interesting to note that this linker domain contains in mdrl the only
two consensus sites for cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase A found in mdrl. Since
these sites are not conserved in mdr2, it is unlikely that they play a key mechanistic or
regulatory role in the drug efflux function of mdrl. However, the replacement of
either the amino or carboxy terminus membrane-associated domains (TM domain.
intra- and extracellular loops) of mdrl by the homologous segments of mdr2 resulted
in inactive chimeras. The replacement of as few as two TM domains from either the
amino (TM5-6) or the carboxy (TM7-8) half of mdrl by the homologous mdr2 region
was sufficient to destroy the activity of mdrl. These results suggest that the TM
regions of mdrl are essential for its capacity to confer MDR and are functionally
distinct in mdr2. The data also suggest that the functional differences detected
between the two proteins are not encoded by a single TM segment but rather involve
protein domains present in both homologous halves of each protein. Finally, the
observation that mdr2 differs from mdrl and mdr3 by only a few nonconserved
residues within the TM5-6 and TM7-8 intervals suggests that functional differences
detected between mdrl and mdr2 in these regions may be encoded by a very small
number of amino acid residues. Taken together, these findings are compatible with
the proposal that mdrl and mdr2 encode for membrane-associated transport pro-
teins that act by the same mechanism on perhaps distinct sets of substrates. It is
interesting to speculate that NB domains represent functional sites common to both
transport systems and that TM domains may be involved in specific substrate
recognition and transport.

Functional Analysis of Chimeric Proteins Constructed by
Exchanging Homologous Domains of Two P-gps Conferring
Distinct Drug Resistance Profiles
P-gps encoded by the mouse mdrl and mdr3 (Phe 939, mdr3F) genes confer distinct
drug resistance profiles. While the mdrl and mdr3F clones confer comparable levels
of vinblastine resistance, mdr3F confers actinomycin D resistance levels two times
greater than mdrl, while mdrl confers colchicine resistance levels seven times
greater than mdr3F. We wished to identify in chimeric proteins discrete protein
domains responsible for the distinct drug resistance profiles of mdrl and mdr3F.
Homologous protein domains were exchanged in hybrid cDNA clones, and the
specific drug resistance profiles of chimeric proteins were determined in stably
transfected cell clones expressing comparable amounts of wild-type or chimeric
P-gps (Dhir and Gros, 1992).Immunoblotting experiments showed that all chimeras
could be found expressed in membrane enriched fractions of transfected cell clones,
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and all could convey cellular drug resistance at levels above the background of
nontransfected, drug-sensitive LR73 cells. For vinblastine, all chimeric constructs
were found to convey similar levels of resistance. For colchicine and actinomycin D.
the levels of resistance confered by the various chimeras were heterogenous, being
either similar to the parental mdrl or mdr3F clones, or in many cases intermediate
between the two. The preferential colchicine and actinomycin D resistance pheno-
types of mdrl and nidr3F, respectively, did not segregate in chimeric proteins with
any specific protein segment. Taken together, our results suggest that the preferen-
tial drug resistance phenotypes encoded by the mdrl and mdr3F clones implicate
multiple protein determinants and complex interactions between the two homolo-
gous halves of the respective P-gps.

Mutational Analysis of the Predicted NB Domains of mdrl
The capacity of mdrl and indr3 to prevent intracellular accumulation of cytotoxic
drugs in stably transfected cells is strictly ATP dependent. Analysis of the predicted
amino acid sequence of P-gps encoded by these two genes reveals the presence ot
two putative NB folds, originally compiled by Walker et al. (1982) for a number of
ATP binding proteins and ATPascs. which are highly conserved in mdrl and mdr3.
but also in mdr2 and other members of the rndr supergene family such as STE-6.
pftndr, and CFTR. Each predicted NB site is formed by two consensus motifs, a
G-(X)4-G-K-(T)-(X)6-1/N segment at positions 419 and 1061 (known as motif A),
and a hydrophobic pocket (known as motif B) of sequence R/K-(X)3-G-(X)3-L-
(hydrophobic)4-D, located 100 residues downstream of motif A at positions 542 and
1186. The A motif is believed to form a flexible loop between a beta strand and an
alpha helix. Through conformational changes induced by ATP binding, this loop
would control access to the NB domain (Fry et al., 1986). The conserved lysine
residue is thought to interact directly with one of the phosphate groups, and would
be essential for ATPase activity. On the other hand, the B motif is thought to be close
to the glycine-rich flexible loop, and to form a homing pocket for the adenine moiety
of the ATP molecule, possibly conferring the nucleotide specificity to the binding
site. The aspartate residue is believed to interact directly with the magnesium atom
of the nucleotide triphosphate complex (Hyde et al., 1990; Mimura et al., 1991). We
"have introduced discrete amino acid substitutions within the core consensus se-
"quence for nucleotide binding, GXGKST (motif A). Mutants bearing the sequence
GXAKST or GXGRST at either of the two NB sites of mdrl, and a double mutant
"harboring the sequence GXGRST at both NB sites were generated (Azzaria et al..
1989). The integrity of the two NB sites was essential for the biological acitivty of
mdrl, since all five mutants were, unlike the wild-type mdrl, unable to confer drug
resistance to drug-sensitive cells in transfection experiments. Conversely, a lysine to
arginine substitution outside the core consensus sequence (position 1100) had no

effect on the activity of mdrl. The loss of activity detected in cell clones stably
expressing individual mdrl mutants was paralleled by a failure to reduce the
intracellular accumulation of radiolabeled vinblastine. However, the ability to com-
bine the photoactivatable analogue of ATP, 8-azido ATP, was retained in the five
inactive mdrl mutants, suggesting that a step subsequent to ATP binding, possibly
ATP hydrolysis, was impaired in the mdrl mutants (Azzaria et al., 1989). We have
observed that the mutant mdrl carrying a lysine to arginine substitution in both NB

S!
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sites has indeed lost its ATPase activity (Sharom, F., and P. Gros, unpublished
observations). Taken together, these results indicate that both NB sites are essential
for the overall expression of MDR by mdrl. Moreover. these two sites do not appear
to function independently of each other since mutating either site completely
abolishes the biological activity of mdrl. This suggests that the dual nature of the
P-gp encoded by mdrl is pivotal for drug efflux, not merely by duplicating the
biological activity of a functional monomer, but rather suggesting cooperative
interactions between the two halves of the molecule. These cooperative interactions
could involve either concerted or sequential ATP binding and hydrolysis at both
sites. Concerted hydrolysis of two ATP molecules may be required to produce a
conformational change responsible for effiux; alternatively, sequential mechanisms
could involve ATP hydrolysis at one site to effect efflux and at a second site to regain
the original conformation.

Analysis of mdrl and mdr3 Mutants in Predicted TM Domain 11
The drug resistance profiles of transfected cells expressing a cloned cDNA for the
mdr3 gene isolated from a pre-B cell cDNA library (Devault and Gros. 1990) differ
qualitatively and quantitatively from that of MDR J7-V3-1 macrophages overexpress-
ing the endogenous mdr3 (designated mdrla in that study) gene (Yang et al., 1990).
A comparison of the amino acid sequences predicted for mdr3 (Devault and Gros.
1990) and mdrla (Hsu et al., 1990) clones identifies a single amino acid difference
between the two clones, located within the predicted TMI 1 of the protein (a Ser to
Phe substitution at position 939 of mdr3). The Ser residue at this position within
TMI1 is conserved in all human and rodent P-gps sequenced to date. Direct DNA
sequencing from control RNA specimens from drug-sensitive and -resistant cells in
that region of mdr3 reveals that the Phe939 in our clone results from a polymerase
error during cDNA construction (Gros et al., 1991). Surprisingly, this mutation maps
at the homologous position of TM 11 of two nonconservative amino acid substitutions
present in the mutant 7G8 allele of thepfindrl gene detected in a large proportion of
chloroquine-resistant isolates of P. falciparum (Foote et al., 1990). To directly test
the functional role of this Ser to Phe substitution on mdr function, site-directed
mutagenesis was used to convert the Phe939 to Ser939 in mdr3 and to replace the
wild-type Ser 941 with Phe 941 at the homologous position of mdrl. The biological
activity of wild-type and mutant mdrl and mdr3 clones was tested and compared in
transfected cell clones expressing similar amounts of each protein (Gros et al., 1991).
In mdr3, the Phe939 (mdr3F) to Ser 939 (mdr3S) substitution caused a considerable and
general increase in drug resistance levels conferred by this protein. Interestingly, the
increase in resistance was not identical for all drugs tested and was small for
vinblastine (threefold) and large for Adriamycin and colchicine (15- and 30-fold,
respectively). These results suggest that the mutation at position 939 alters the
overall activity of mdr3 but possibly also its substrate specificity. To test this
possibility further a Ser (mdrlS) to Phe (mdrlF) replacement was introduced at the
homologous position (941) in TM11 of mdrl, and the activity of each protein was
tested in transfected clones. The Ser to Phe substitution at position 941 of mdrl
resulted in a general decrease in the activity of the protein. As noted earlier for mdr3,
the modulating effect of this mutation was very different for the four drugs tested: it
was strongest for colchicine and adriamycin (33- and 15-fold decreases in levels of
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resistance) and was smallest for vinblastine (twofold reduction). In fact. indrIF
encodes a unique P-gp that can clearly confer resistance to vinblastine but has lost
the capacity to confer resistance to Adriamycin and colchicine. Labeling experiments
with photoactivatable P-gp ligands iodoarylazidoorazozin and azidopine indicated 1i
strong reduction in binding of these photoactivatable probes to the mutant P-gps
(rndrlF. mdr3F) as compared with their wild-type counterparts (mdrlS, ,ndr3S).
Taken together, these findings suggest that the TMI I mutations studied affect the
ability of P-gp to reduce intracellular drug accumulation by reducing drug bindin1
(Kajiji. S.. and P. Gros, unpublished observations). The combined analysis of these
mdrl and mdr3 mutants identifies Ser'3" 41 in TM I1 as a critical residue for thc
overall activity and substrate specificity of the efflux pumps encoded by the tmo
genes. In addition. the finding that mutations at the homologous position of TMI I in
proteins encoded by distantly related members of the indr supergene family (in this
case pfmdrl) suggests that this specific protein domain underlies a common struc-
tural and functional determinant of transport in the drug efflux by mdr proteins and
that of chloroquine by pfmdrl. Besides their high degree of hydrophobicity. Io
sequence homology, is detected between TM II ol mdr and p1h7tdrl. I lowever. hot!:
segments are capable of forming amphiphilic helices and the mutations in both
proteins map at the interface of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments of th:,;
domain.

Functional Complementation of the Yeast STE6 Mutation by
Mouse mdr3
The yeast S. cerevisiae STE6 gene encodes a membrane transport protein (Kuchler et
al., 1989: McGrath and Varshavsky, 1989) which is responsible for the extracellular
secretion of the a mating pheromone, a farnesylated dodecapeptide required for
mating (Anderegg et al., 1988; Michaelis and Herskowitz. 1988). The yeast STE6
gene product and mammalian P-gps share 57% homology, including conservative
amino acid substitutions, and have similar predicted secondary structure and pro-
posed membrane topology (Kuchler et al., 1989: McGrath and Varshavsky, 1989). To
determine if the structural similarities between the yeast and the mammalian
transporters translate into a functional homology, we asked if the mouse mdr3 gene
could complement the function of the yeast STE6 in a yeast ste6 mutant strain
(Raymond et al., 1992). Yeast MATa cells carrying a ste6 deletion produce no
extracellular a factor and therefore are defective in mating. Expression of the
full-length cDNA for the mouse mdr3 gene in a yeast ste6 deletion strain restored
their ability to export a factor, as measured by a growth arrest assay, and their ability
to mate to alpha cells, as measured by their capacity to form diploids. In these cells.
the mdr3 gene product was expressed as a 140-kD unglycosylated polypeptide found
enriched in the membrane fraction of these yeast cells. The introduction and
overexpression of the mutant mdr3 carrying a single amino acid substitution within
TMI I (Ser 939 to Phe139 ) abolished its ability to complement the Ste6 mutation in the
same experimental protocol. These results indicate that the mammalian P-gp can
transport the a peptide in yeast cells and suggest that functions of P-gp in normal
tissues may include transport of endogenous peptides. Our findings also suggest that
the mechanism for peptide transport by P-gp in yeast cells is similar to that of MDR
drugs, since mutations known to affect drug transport also affect peptide transport in
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the heterologous yeast system. Finally, the functional expression of mammalian P-gp
in a simple organism such as yeast should greatly facilitate the structure-function
analysis of P-gp and perhaps allow the identification of intramolecular protein
interactions through the selection of second site revertants from known mutations
such as the Phe939.

mdr Gene Expression in Normal Tissues
Although the precise function of mdr genes in normal physiological events remains
unknown, the organ and cellular distribution of mdr mRNA transcripts and polypep-
tides appears to be tightly regulated in a tissue- and cell-specific fashion. In addition,
subcellular distribution of the discrete P-gp isoforms also appears to be narrowly
restricted to the plasma membrane, in particular in polarized epithelia. In normal
mouse tissues, mdrl is expressed at high levels in the pregnant uterus and adrenals,
while lower levels are found in the kidneys and placenta (Arceci et al., 1988; Croop et
al.. 1989). mdr2 is expressed almost exclusively in the liver, and mdr3 is expressed in
the intestine and detected at lower levels in the heart and brain (Croop et al., 1989).
Immunohistochemical localization of P-gp in epithelial cells with a polarized secre-
tory function has shown that it is expressed on the apical surface of cells apposed to a
lumen: it is found on the canalicular face of hepatocytes, the apical surface of biliary
ductules, the apical surface of columnar epithelial cells of the intestine, the brush
border of renal proximal tubules, and the pancreatic ductule cells (Thiebaut et al.,
1987; Bradley et al., 1990; Georges et al., 1990; Buschman et al., 1992). P-gp is also
expressed on endothelial cells of the blood-brain barrier (Cordon-Cardo et al., 1989,
Thiebaut et al., 1989). In the adrenal glands, P-gp is diffusely distributed on the cell
surface in the zona glomerulosa and fasciculata of the cortex, and is expressed at
lower levels on the cell surface of all medullary cells (Sugarawa et al., 1988). P-gp
(mdrl) is expressed at very high levels on the luminal surface of glandular epithelial
cells of the endometrium late during pregnancy (Arceci et al., 1988). The role of P-gp
in this tissue is unknown, but its expression is tightly regulated by estrogen and
progesterone (Arceci et ai., 1990). Finally, a recent study has detected high levels of
P-gp (MDRJ) expression in the hematopoietic system, in particular in a population of
proposed pluripotent stem cells of the bone marrow (Chaudhary and Roninson,
1991). Overall, the precise substrates of P-gp in normal tissues remain to be
identified. It has been proposed that it could act as a normal detoxifying mechanism
that would protect the normal environment against toxic insults by xenobiotics, and
that would simply become overexpressed in drug-resistant tumor cells. The high
levels of expression and specific subcellular localization of P-gp in the intestine,
kidney, endothelial cells of the blood-brain barrier, and, in particular, pluripotent
precursor stem cells of the bone marrow would certainly argue in favor of this
proposal. Others have proposed that chemotherapeutic drugs really represent
fraudulent substrates for P-gp which would, under normal physiological conditions,
transport separate classes of yet to be identified substrates. P-gp expression detected
in adrenals and pregnant uterus, together with the observation that P-gp can directly
bind progesterone (Qian and Beck, 1990) and transport a peptide (Raymond et al.,
1992), would favor the latter proposal.
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General Discussion and Conclusion
The combined biochemical and genetic analyses of distantly related members of the
mdr supergene family have allowed the identification of structural and functional
aspects common to these transport systems. A simple working hypothesis is that
proteins encoded by the mdr and mdr-like gene family transport different types of
substrates according to the same mechanism, and that evolutionary pressure has
acted to diversify the substrate specificity of these systems while preserving their
common mechanistic basis. The predicted NB sites probably represent the protein
domains responsible for the common mechanism of action, while the membrane-
associated domains are implicated in substrate recognition and hence specificity.

A large body of experimental evidence supports the contention that NB sites
represent the major determinants in the proposed mechanism of action common to
these proteins. First, these segments are most highly conserved at the primary amino
acid sequence level among mdr and mdr-like genes (Foote et al., 1989; Kuchler et al..
1989; Riordan et al., 1989; Hyde et al., 1990). This high degree of evolutior.arv
conservation indicates that very few amino acid replacements are tolerated in these
regions to maintain function. Second, our studies with mdrlimdr2 chimeras identitY
those domains as functionally interchangeable and capable of functioning in the
context of different membrane-associated domains (Buschman and Gros. 1991). This
suggests that the NB domains can carry out the same functional steps in perhaps
distantly related proteins. Third, in vitro mutational analysis of the mouse mdrl gene
clearly demonstrates that even highly conservative amino acid substitutions cannot
be tolerated at either of these sites and completely abrogate the activity of this
protein (Azzaria et al., 1989). A similar mutational analysis of the yeast STE6 gene
also shows that discrete mutations at these sites abolish normal a pheromone
transport (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991). Finally, the vast majority of naturally
occurring mutations in the CFTR gene are within the predicted NB domains of the
proteins (Kerem et al., 1989; Riordan et al., 1989; Cutting et al., 1990), again
consistent with the notion that these sites are key functional determinants of this
protein superfamily.

Biochemical and genetic evidence also suggests that the membrane-associated
domains of these proteins (transmembrane segment, extra- and intracellular loops)
participate in substrate interactions and may confer substrate specificity to the
transport system. In the case of P-gps, the hydrophobic nature of the substrates, their
ability to partition in the lipid phase of the membrane, and their mode of cell entry by
passive diffusion intuitively suggest that P-gp segments embedded in the membrane
are the primary sites of substrate interaction. This proposition is sustained by two
sets of biochemical data. First, mapping of the binding site(s) of photoactivatable
P-gp ligands by tryptic digestion of photolabeled P-gp, followed by epitope mapping
with specific antibodies, identified the membrane-associated segments as primary
sites of photolabeling (Bruggemann et al., 1989; Yoshimura et al., 1989). Moreover, a
more refined analysis identified the TM1l and TMI2 region as the primary site of
binding of two photoactivatable analogues of known P-gp ligands (Greenberger et
al., 1991); Second, P-gp can be directly labeled by daunomycin by energy transfer
from a photoactivatable probe, 5-[12I]iodonaphthalene-l-azide (Raviv et al., 1990).
The study of chimeric proteins constructed between two parental P-gps showing
distinct substrate specificities suggests that both complete sets of TM domains are
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required to recreate the full phenotype of the respective parent (Dhir and Gros,
1992). Indirect evidence from the yeast mdr homologue STE-6 also suggests a role of
TM domains in substrate recognition: STE-6 shares with STE-3, the receptor for the
a mating pheromone expressed on alpha cells, short segments of sequence homology
near TM7 and TM12, possibly implicated in a factor binding (Kuchler et al., 1989). A
number of mutations have been found to have a modulating effect on the substrate
specificity of proteins encoded by the mdr or mdr-like genes. Invariably, these
mutations have been found within the membrane-associated segments of the respec-
tive proteins: a single Val to Gly substitution near TM3 (pst 185) in the human MDR]
gene strongly modulates the degree of colchicine resistance conferred by this gene in
transfected cells (Choi et al.. 1988). In the hamster pgpl, a Gly338-Ala339 to Ala3M-

Pro339 replacement within TM6 was associated with continuous selection and in-
creased resistance to actinomycin D (Devine et al.. 1992). A single Ser to Phe
substitution in TM1 1 of mdrl and mdr3 modulates the overall activity but also
substrate specificity of the two mouse P-gps, and in the case of mdrl uncouples
colchicine and anthracycline resistance from vinblastine resistance (Gros et al.,
1991). In the P. falcipanini ,ndr homologue pfndrl, the emergence of chloroquine
resistance (increased efflux) coincides with the presence of two mutant alleles at the
pfindrl locus, either a single amino acid substitution near TMI (Asnh to Tyr8) or a
Serl0 24/Asn"14 2 to Cys1'•34/Asp 104 2 replacement within TMll (Foote et al., 1990). In
the proposed transporters associated with antigen processing in lymphocytes (TAP],
TAP2; Bodmer et al., 1992), differential transport/loading of distinct populations of
peptides into the endoplasmic reticulum for association with rat class I MHC
molecules is associated with dramatic sequence variation in two mtp2 alleles (cima,
cimb). Of the 25 amino acid sequence variations detected between the two alleles,
most map in the membrane-associated portion of the protein, with clusters of two or
three residues adjacent to TM domains (Powis et al., 1992). Finally, mutating
charged residues within TM1, TM6, and TM10 of the CFTR protein has been found
to modulate the halide specificity of the channel (Anderson et al., 1991).

The parallel study of these various P-gps and P-gp-like proteins in their
respective assay systems has allowed us to postulate some common mechanistic
aspects of transport. It appears likely that the different substrates are recognized in
association with the membrane lipid bilayer or interact directly with the membrane-
associated segments of these proteins. It also appears that ATP binding and
hydrolysis occurs at both predicted NB sites, in either a concerted or sequential
fashion. This ATP hydrolysis could then transduce a signal to membrane-associated
domains to mediate transport of the various substrates. High resolution crystal
structures have been obtained for NB domains containing Walker's A and B motifs
in adenylate kinase and other soluble ATP binding proteins and ATPases. The most
important difference between the NB site of adenylate kinase and mdr-like proteins
is the presence of an extra alpha-helical loop, which has been proposed (Hyde et al.,
1990) to be responsible for signal transduction to TM domains. It is interesting to
note that the major CF mutation, del F508, maps within this loop (Riordan et al.,
1989). Finally, it has recently been observed that deletion of the R domain in CFTR
suppresses the inactivating effect of a mutation in NB2 but not NB1, providing direct
evidence that the R domain interacts specifically with NB2 (Rich et al., 1991). The
intramolecular interactions between NB sites and other segments of these proteins,
and the details of signal transduction from these sites, will be most easily deciphered
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in lower eukaryotes such as yeast (STE-6 gene), where this type of suppressor
mutation is most easily generated and analyzed.
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Introduction
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a common lethal genetic disease (Boat et al., 1989) caused by
mutations in the gene encoding the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR) (Riordan et al., 1989). Recent studies have demonstrated that
CFTR is a regulated C1- channel (for review see Welsh et al., 1992). That observa-
tion explains, at least in part. the best characterized defect in the tissues affected by
CF: there is a loss of cAMP-regulated transepithelial CV- transport (Boat et al., 1989;
Quinton, 1990).

Sequence analysis of CFTR and comparison of CFTR with a family of proteins
named the traffic ATPases or ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporters allowed the
prediction that CFTR contains five domains (Riordan et al., 1989; Ames et al., 1990;
Hyde et al.. 1990): two membrane-spanning domains, each composed of six transmem-
brane segments; an R domain, which contains several consensus phosphorylation
sequences: and two nucleotide-binding domains (NBDs). which were predicted to
interact with ATP. The traffic ATPase/ABC transporter family includes periplasmic
permeases of prokaryotes. such as the histidine and maltose transport systems:
STE6. involved in secretion of a mating factor in yeast: and P-glycoprotein, responsi-
ble for multiple drug resistance. All these family members share a similar general
topology with the exception of the R domain, which is a feature unique to CFTR.

The membrane-spanning domains contain hydrophobic residues that are pre-
dicted to cross the lipid bilayer as a-helices. Because mutation of specific residues in
the first and the sixth membrane-spanning sequences altered the anion selectivity of
the CFTR CI- channel (Anderson et al., 1991b), it has been speculated that the
putative membrane-spanning a-helices may contribute to the conduction pore.

The R domain appears to regulate the CI- channel; in the unphosphorylated
state, the R domain inhibits the channel and when it is phosphorylated, inhibition is
relieved and the channel opens. This conclusion is supported by several observations.
First, addition of the catalytic subunit of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) to
the cytosolic surface of excised cell-free patches of membrane activates the CFTR
Cl- channel (Berger et al., 1991: Tabcharani et al.. 1991). Second, CFTR is
phosphorylated by PKA (Gregory et al., 1990; Cheng et al., 1991). Multiple serines in
the R domain are substrates for PKA in vitro and are phosphorylated in vivo when
cellular levels of cAMP increase (Cheng et al., 1991). Third, mutation of multiple
serines to alanines prevents phosphorylation-dependent activation of CFTR CI-
channels (Cheng et al., 1991). Finally, expression of CFTR in which most of the R
domain has been deleted generates C1- channels that are open even without an
increase in intracellular cAMP (Rich et al., 1991).

The NBDs, however, have remained more puzzling. The NBDs contain the
conserved amino acid sequence that brought CFTR into the traffic ATPase/ABC
transporter family (Riordan et al., 1989; Ames et al., 1990: Hyde et al., 1990). In the
traffic ATPase/ABC transporter family the NBDs appear to be the site of ATP
hydrolysis; in some members of the family. the energy released during ATP hydroly-
sis is used to actively transport substrate across the cell membrane. But because
CFTR forms a CI- channel, it was not clear why it would contain a domain that might
hydrolyze ATP. (It remains possible. however, that CFTR might have functions in
addition to that of a CI- channel.) Adding to the mystery, the NBDs are the site of
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many naturally occurring CF mutations (for reviews see Tsui and Buchwald. 1991;
McIntosh and Cutting. 1992).

ATP Is Required for CFTR Cl- Channel Activity
Because CFTR functions as a Cl- channel rather than a Cl- pump. we tested the
hypothesis that ATP miQht reulate the CFTR Cl- channel (Anderson et al.. 1991a).
lo test this hypothesis. wL,. used cells expressing recombinant \iid-type CFTR. We
Obtained inside-out patches of membrane from the cell and examined the effect of
\TP.

Fi,,. I shows macroscopic currents through a large number of low conductance
Cl- channels. Addition of ATP (1 mM) alone to the cvtosolic surface of excised
patches had no effect. but the combination of ATP plus the catalytic subunit of PKA
:activated CL- channels. When ve eliminated the PKA but kept the ATP on the
cytosolic surface, the channels remained open. However. once the ATP was re-
moved, current rcturncu to tasai %.iue.,. Readdition of ATP alone activated the
Jhanneis. ihesc rc'uit, inmjicatc that A VP r,"uiates the chann:,. but only when it has
tirst been pnospnoryiatcd hV PKA.

100, ATP ATP Figure I..\ FP reculates the CFTR
PKA (I channei..\FP (I mM. Mg salt)

aind the catakxtic 'subunit of PKA (75
k lnM) were present during the times

S50- indicated. Data are results from a
.l single experiment. Current is the sum

0 of currents through numerous CFTR
0 CI- channels in an excised, inside-out
0 1000 2a0N patch. The pipette solution contained

Time(s) 49 mM CI- and the bath solution
contained 147 mM C1. Voltage was -40i mV. Currents were inward. but we represent CI-
flowing out across the patch of membrane as positive current for the convenience of the
reader. (Reproduced from Cell. 1991. 67:775-784. by copyright permission of Cell Press.)

In a series of studies we showed that PKA-dependent phosphorylation is
relatively irreversible in these excised, cell-free patches. We also showed that the
effect of ATP does not occur through reversible phosphorylation of the CFTR CI-
channel. That conclusion was supported by a series of studies using kinase and
phosphatase inhibitors. In addition. ATP regulated CFTR lacking a major part of the
R domain (CF-TRAR). C-fRAR channel had biophysical properties identical to
those of wild-type CFTR. but they did not require PKA. Addition of ATP alone was
sufficient to reversibly activate the channels.

These results indicate that ATP can regulate the CFTR CL- channel indepen-
dent of phosphorylation and independent of the R domain.

Increasing MgATP Concentrations Increased Channel Activity
The studies described above showed that ATP regulates CFTR. However, they did
not determine what effect ATP has on channel gating or whether ATP acts at more
than one site. To begin to address these issues, we examined the effect of MgATP
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concentration on the probability that the phosphorylated channels were in the open
state (P.) (Fig. 2, A and B; Anderson and Welsh, 1992). As the concentration of
MgATP increased, Po increased. An Eadie-Hofstee plot of the data (Fig. 2 B)
generated a curved line: this type of curve is most consistent with negative kinetic
cooperativity. Kinetic cooperativity cannot be explained by a heterogeneous popula-
tion of channels because the same curvature was observed with a single channel
(dotted line). Most models used to explain negative kinetic cooperativity include two
or more substrate effector binding sites. Therefore, we speculated that MgATP may
interact with two different sites in the CFTR: NBD1 and NBD2.

A o.s

0.4

0.31

0.2- Figure 2. Effect of MgATP on chan-
nel activity. MgATP concentration

0.1. was varied as indicated and current

was measured as indicated in the
0.0 1.0 2.0 legend of Fig. 1. Data are means ±

MgATP (mM) SEM from six patches. The P,, of a
B 4 single CFTR Cl- channel (broken

9 line) is shown for comparison. (Repro-
3' duced from Science. 1992, 257:1701-

I- 1704, by copyright permission of the
S2 American Association for the Ad-2' • vancement of Science.)

0.
1

~-0"
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

PO

ATP Interacts with Both NBDI and NBD2
To test the hypothesis that ATP interacts directly with CFTR and the NBDs. and to
determine which of the two nucleotide binding domains are involved, we mutated,
individually, amino acids in highly conserved regions of :he two NBDs (Anderson
and Welsh, 1992). Each NBD contains a Walker A motif and a Walker B motif
(Walker et al., 1982) which are conserved in the traffic ATPase/ABC transporter
family, and many other proteins that hydroiyze ATP. The Walker A motif is
GXXGXGK. In the Walker A motif, Lys is thought to interact with either the a or -y
phosphate of ATP. Mutation of the Walker A Lys in NBD1 to Ala (K464A)' (Fig.
3A) or that in NBD2 to Mei IK•,-,M)'. (Fig. 3 B) resulted in an altered relation
between MgATP concentration and channel activity. In both CFTR variants in which

SMutations were named to include the amino acid residue number preceded by the wild-type amino acid
and followed by the amino acid to which the residue is changed, with the use of the single letter amino acid
code. Thus, K464A means that lysine residue 464 was changed to alanine.
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the Walker A Lys was mutated, MgATP was less potent at stimulating channel
activity. When the conserved Asp in Walker B was mutated to Asn (D1370N), the
potency of MgATP was also reduced.

The Walker A Lys is followed by two hvdroxvl amino acids in most members ot
the ATPase/ABC transporter family. In NBD1 of CFTR. the sequence is Lvs-Thr-
Ser. When we switched the order of the two hydroxyls to Lvs-Ser-Thr (CFTR-T465S:
S466T). we found that the ,%gAFP dose-response curve was shifted to the left. This
suggests that MgATP is more potent at stimulating CFTR-T465S: S466T than
wild-type CFTR.

These results indicate that A\P interacts directly with CFTR. and more
specifically that it interacts with both NBDs. The data also suggest that an effect of
MgATP on both NBDs is required for maximal channel activity.

A oo'

75-

G)50

0 --- wt CFTR Figure3. Effect of sitc-directed muta-
25 -U-- K464A lions on the function of 'CFTR. The

9 T465S;S465T figures show the effect of NBDI ( I

0 2.and NBD2 (B) mutations on MgATP-
0.0 dependent stimulation of CFTR CI-

MgATP (mM) channels. The current observed in
B 100 each excised patch was normalized to

the current measured with 2.53 mM
75 MgATP. (Reproduced from Science.

,1992. 257:1701-1704. by copyright per-
"mission of the American Association

50- for the Advancement of Science.)
0

25-0 wt CFTR
2---- K1250M
---- D1370N

0
0.0 1.0 2.0

[MgATP] (mM)

ATP Hydrolysis May Be Required to Activate CFIR CI-
Channels
In some members of the traffic ATPase/ABC transporter family. the NBDs hydro-

lyze ATP. Therefore, we speculated that the NBDs may hydrolyze ATP to open
CFTR C1- channels. We began to test this hypothesis by testing the effect of
nonhydrolyzable ATP analogues. We found that nonhydroh-zable ATP analogues
such as adenosine 5'-(3,-y-methylene) triphosphate (AMP-PCP) and adenosine
5'-(3,-y-imino) triphosphatc (AMP-PNP) failed to activate CFTR Cl- channels
(Anderson et al., 1991b). Likewise, other nucleotides such as ADP and cAMP also
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failed to activate the C1- channels. Mg2e, a cofactor required in ATP hydrolysis
reactions, was also required for nudeotide regulation. These results suggest that
ATP hydrolysis is required for opening of CFTR CI- channels.

The requirement for nucleoside triphosphates was not, however, highly specific.
At a concentration of I mM, the nucleotide specificity sequence was ATP >
AMP-CPP > GTP > ITP =- UTP > CTP. This broad nucleotide specificity
contrasts with the high specificity for ATP observed for a number of kinases.

ATP-yS is an especially useful ATP analogue because of its slow rate of
hydrolysis. It can serve as a substrate for protein kinases because phosphorylation is
cumulative and the transferred thiophosphate is not readily removed by protein
phosphatases. But this slowly hydrolyzed ATP analogue does not substitute for ATP
in many proteins that directly couple the rate of ATP hydrolysis to protein function.
Fig. 4 shows that, in contrast to ATP plus PKA, ATP-yS plus PKA failed to activate
CFTR CI- channels. However, the channel appeared to be phosphorylated by
ATPyS because after PKA and ATPyS were removed, addition of ATP increased
current. When ATP was removed and ATP-yS was once again added, it failed to
substitute for ATP. These results indicate that ATP-yS substitutes for ATP in
PKA-dependent phosphorylation, but cannot substitute for ATP in nucleotide
regulation of the channel.

40 ATPStt.. ATP Figure 4. Effect of ATPyS on CFTR
ACI- channel activity. Data points are

current at -40 mV from excised in-
20- side-out patches containing large

numbers of channels. 1 mM ATP, 1
mM ATP-yS, 75 nM PKA, and 5 jiýM

0 4staurosporine (to inhibit any PKA
0 ON Isin 246i0 associated with the membrane patch)

Tin* (g) were added during the times indi-
cated. Data are representative examples from one patch. (Reproduced from Ce0l 1991.
67:775-784, by copyright permission of Cell Press.)

ADP Competitively Inhibits CF[R Cl- Channels through
the NBDs
ADP is a product of ATP hydrolysis and is another abundant intracellular nucleotide
whose concentration is influenced by the metabolic status of a cell. Therefore, we
tested the hypothesis that ADP would interact with the NBDs, thereby inhibiting
CFTR C1- channel function (Anderson and Welsh, 1992). As indicated above, ADP
alone did not stimulate channel activity. In the presence of ATP, increasing concen-
trations of ADP progressively inhibited current (Fig. 5). An inverse plot of the data
suggested that ADP is a competitive antagonist. When we tested the relative
inhibitory potency of nucleoside diphosphates, we found that the rank order potency
was ADP > GDP =_ IDP > UDP > CDP > ADPO3S. The potency sequence is the
same as that for nucleoside triphosphate stimulation of channel activity.

j

_______I1 % ' •Z r
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The similar nucleotide specificity and the competitive antagonism suggested
that ATP and ADP may interact with the same site. It seemed most likely that that
site would be the NBD. However, it %as possible that ADP might act at either one or
both NBDs. To determine at which NBD ADP acted. we used CFTR containing the
site-directed mutations described above. We found that ADP inhibited CFTR
containing mutations in NBD1. However, inhibition was abolished or significantly
reduced in CFTR variants containing mutations in the conserved Walker motifs of
NBD2. These results suggest that ADP inhibits CFTR by competing with ATP and
that competition occurs at NBD2. Thus, the divergence in amino acid sequences of
the two NBDs may be paralleled by a divergence in their function. Because ADP is a
product of ATP hydrolysis, one might predict that ADP would be a competitive
antagonist at the site of hydrolysis. Thus, we speculate that if CFTR hydrolyzec TP.
such hydrolysis may occur at NBD2. In this regard. CFTR may be similar to - me
enzymes that contain both ATP catalytic sites and ATP allosteric or regulatory sites.
Alternatively. ADP may simply compete for binding of ATP to NBD2. but not cause
channel opening. It will be interesting to learn whether the NBDs of other members

0 Figure 5. Inhibition of CFTR (1
channels by ADP. The effect of ADP

20 concentration on the current in the
presence of either 0.3 mM (filled

40 symbols) or 1 mM MgATP (open swn-

bols) is shown. Data are normalized
S60 to current in the absence of ADP.

Data are from four to eight mem-

80 0.3 1 mM ATP brane patches at each point. (Repro-
duced from Science. 1992, 257:1701-

100 1 1704. by copyright permission of the
1 2 3 4 5 American Association for the Ad-

ADP (mM) vancement of Science.)

of the traffic ATPase/ABC transporter family, particularly those presumed to have
two identical NBDs, interact with ADP or have divergent functions.

Summary
These results begin to indicate that nucleoside triphosphates directly regulate CFrR
CI- channels by interacting with the NBDs. Thus, they may begin to explain why
some CF-associated mutations in the NBDs may block C1- channel function in the
epithelia of CF patients.

These results also suggest that the intracellular ATP/ADP ratio may be more
important than the absolute concentration of ATP in regulating CFTR. Thus.
changes in the metabolic state of the cell that alter the ATP-ADP ratio may regulate
CFTR C[- channel activity in vivo. These observations suggest that CFTR might be
regulated in the physiologic range of nucleotides. Such a mechanism of regulation
could provide a mechanism for coupling the metabolic status of the cell and the
activity of the Na-K ATPase with the rate of transepithelial C1- secretion as
regulated by apical membrane CFTR CI- channels.
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Introduction
Recently, a great deal of attention has been focused on a class of membrane-bound
proteins that utilize ATP to convey substrates into and out of cells and between
cellular compartments. This class of proteins is designated the ATP binding cassette
(ABC) family (Higgins et al.. 1986; Hyde et al., 1990; Higgins. 1992), and includes
such diverse members as the mammalian multidrug resistance protein (MDR: Chen
et al., 1986; Gros et al., 1986: Endicott and Ling, 1989; Gottesman and Germann,
1993), the transporter associated with antigen processing (TAP: Parham. 1992), the
bacterial hemolysin transporter (HIyB: Felmlee et al., 1985; Gerlach et al., 1986:
Mackman et al., 1986), and a variety of bacterial sugar, amino acid, and peptide
permeases (Ames, 1986). Most ABC proteins are thought to carry out energy-
dependent substrate transport. though the types of substrates differ greatly from one
family member to another (Higgins et al., 1988; Kuchler and Thorner, 1990). The
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) is also an ABC pro-
tein, although it is distinctive in that it is not known to display transport activity, but
functions instead as a chloride ion channel (Riordan et al.. 1989: Bear et al.. 1992:
Collins. 1992). Nonetheless. as with other ABC proteins, ATP utilization appears to
be critical for CFTR activity (Anderson et al.. 1991: Drumm et al.. 1991; Gregory et
al., 1991; Anderson and Welsh, 1992).

This paper focuses on the STE6 protein (pronounced "sterile 6"), an ABC
family member in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Kuchler et al., 1989; McGrath
and Varshavsky, 1989). STE6 bears a close resemblance to human MDR1; these two
proteins exhibit an overall conservation of structure and 40% identity between their
ATP binding domains. STE6 and CFTR are also homologous, particularly in their
ATP binding domains. The STE6 protein mediates export of the yeast pheromone,
a-factor, a 12-residue secreted peptide that is isoprenylated and carboxyl-methylated
(Anderegg et al., 1988). a-Factor is not exported by the classical secretory pathway
(reviewed in Michaelis, 1992). Like the substrates of MDR, a-factor is lipophilic.
Extracellular a-factor plays an obligatory step in initiating the yeast mating program
(Michaelis and Herskowitz, 1988). A mutant defective for STE6 function is unable to
export a-factor, and as a result is unable to mate (hence the designation sterile)
(Rine, 1979; Wilson and Herskowitz, 1987; Michaelis, 1992). Since yeast is amenable
to both genetic and biochemical analysis, and since the native substrate of STE6 is
known, STE6 provides a unique opportunity for examination of an ABC protein at
the molecular level.

Comparison of ABC family members from diverse species suggests a modular
organization for these proteins. STE6, MDR, and CFTR are composed of two

* .homologous halves, each encoding six predicted membrane spans and an ATP
nucleotide binding fold (NBF) domain (Kuchler and Thorner, 1990). Certain ABC
proteins, such as HlyB and the TAP transporters, appear to be half-molecule
versions of ' 'E6, with only a single set of membrane spans and a single NBF domain.
These p -A,;. *,ly associate into homodimers (HlyB) or heterodimers (TAP) to form
the furictio-oa' transporter (Spies et al., 1992). Several bacterial permeases are
further, ,. c.vided, encoding their membrane spans and NBF domains on separate
polypeptides (Hyde et al., 1990; Mimura et al., 1991). By examining STE6 mutants
and half-molecules, we expect to determine how the various regions of STE6
contribute to its function and assembly.
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The predicted structure of STE6 is shown in Fig. 1. (The two NBFs will be
referred to here as NBF1 and NBF2, designating their relative positions in the
protein.) Each NBF includes two subregions. the Walker A and B motifs, which
contain highly conserved residues implicated in ATP binding and hydrolysis (Walker
et al., 1982). The Walker A motif. also known as the P-loop for its apparent proximity
to the ATP triphosphate (Saraste et al.. 1990), has the consensus sequence
GX4GKS/T, while the Walker B motif consensus is RXhyd4D. A signature
sequence. LSGGQ, precedes the Walker B motif (Riordan et al.. 1989: Cutting et al..
1990). Although this sequence is highly conserved among ABC family members, its
function remains unclear. In STE6 and other ABC family members. the Walker A
and B motifs tend to be separated by - 100 residues. An additional Center region.
occurring midway between the A and B sites (Fig. 1), is loosely conserved within the
ABC family (Riordan et al.. 1989: Berkower and Michaelis. 1991).

Certain highly conserved residues in the NBF domains are of universal impor-
tance for ABC proteins, since mutations in these residues disrupt function in all
family members tested. For instance, in lysine and glycine residues of the P loop of
CFTR. both naturally occurring cystic fibrosis (CF) mutations and artificiall\ con-

Figure 1. Model for the struc-
ture of STE6 in the mcmbrane.
The disposition of STE6 shown

NBF 1 NBF2 here is predicted by hydropa-
A B A B thy analysis of the deduced

NBF BF2 amino acid sequence (Kuchler
et al., 1989; McGrath and Var-
shavsky, 1989). Predicted trans-

CENTER CENTER membrane domains are shown
(rectangles), as are the two NBF domains. Thickened areas represent the conserved Walker A
and B regions and Center region of each NBF (described in Berkower and Michaelis. 1991).

structed mutations disrupt activity (Anderson et al., 1991: Drumm et al.. 1991:
Gregory et al., 1991; Anderson and Welsh, 1992). Corresponding mutations in MDR
destroy its capacity to confer drug resistance (Azzaria et al.. 1989). Our studies have
demonstrated that STE6 function may be impaired by mutations in these and other
conserved residues in either NBF (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991: Table 11). Since
we found that single point mutations in either NBF of STE6 disrupt function, it is
clear that both halves of STE6 are important for function. Thus, it is likely that two
distinct ATP-requiring steps are involved in STE6-mediated a-factor transport. In
addition, we have severed STE6 into its two homologous halves and shown that,
although separated half-molecules do not function, function can be restored when
the two halves are coexpressed within the same cell (Berkower and Michaelis. 1991).

Our previous work involved mutating one NBF of STE6 at a time, while leaving
the other NBF intact. Surprisingly, none of our single-residue substitutions or
deletions completely destroyed STE6 function, leaving open the possibility that there
might be an ATP-independent component to STE6-mediated a-factor export. We
address this issue here by constructing double mutants, in which analogous residues
in both NBFs of STE6 are altered simultaneously. We also begin to address the
question of whether STE6 can form dimers or higher-order structures. To do this, we
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examine the ability of full-length STE6 molecules to form functional associations
with half-molecules or other full-length molecules.

Materials and Methods
Yeast Strains, Media, and Growth Conditions

Construction of the Aste6 deletion strain, SM1646. was described previously (Berkow-
er and Michaelis, 1991). SM1646 is an a strain in which 87% of the STE6 coding
region has been replaced with the URA3 marker. Plasmid-bearing strains were
constructed by transformation of SM 1646 and growth on selective dropout medium.
The o strain used for testing a-factor halos is SM1086 (a sst2-1. rme. his6. met], can),
cyh2) (Michaelis and Herskowitz. 1988), originally designated RC757 (Chan and
Otte. 1982). The a strain used for all mating assays is SM1068 (a lys]) (Michaelis and
Herskowitz, 1988).

Complete medium (YEPD). SD drop-out medium, and SD minimal medium
were prepared as previously described (Michaelis and Herskowitz. 1988). Where
necessary, SD medium was supplemented with histidine (20 pLg, ml), tryptophan (20
pýg/ml), or leucine (100 t.g/ml). All strains were grown at 30°C, except where
indicated.

Plasmid Constructions

The STE6 C-Half is encoded by plasmid pSM434 (containing CEN6 and TRPJ),
described previously (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991). Unless otherwise noted,
full-length wild-type and mutant versions of STE6 are carried in the vector pRS315-1
(CEN6 LEU2) (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991). To obtain the G509D mutant on a
plasmid marked by the TRP1 gene, we subcloned DNA encoding G509D into the
vector pRS314 (CEN6 TRPI) (Sikorsky and Hieter, 1989), which yielded pSM531.

Construction of Coexpression Strains

To gey erate the G1193D + C-Half cotransformant (shown in Fig. 3), we simulta-
neously transformed SM1646 with the plasmids pSM403, containing the full-length
STE6 mutant G1193D in pRS351-1 (CEN6 LEU2), and pSM434, containing the
C-Half (CEN6 TRP1). Transformants were selected on SD minimal medium lacking
tryptophan and leucine. Three independent transformants were evaluated by the
patch mating assay and gave identical results. One of these strains was chosen for
further studies and is designated SM1878.

To construct the strain coexpressing two full-length STE6 mutants, listed in
Table III, an existing plasmid-bearing strain was retransformed with a new plasmid.
As previously described (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991), SM1646 was transformed
with a plasmid containing the STE6 NBF2 mutant G1193D on pRS315-1 (CEN6
LEU2), to generate the strain SM1781. We then transformed SM1781 with pSM531
by the method of Elble (1992). The resultant strain is SM1990 (G509D
TRP1 + G1193DLEU2).

STE6 Mutagenesis

Construction of single point mutations in the STE6 gene was described previously
(Berkower and Michaelis, 1991). Double mutants were obtained in pSM322 (STE6
CEN6 LEU2) either by site-directed mutagenesis with two mutagenic oligonucleo-
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tide primers (described in Berkower and Michaelis, 1991) by the method of Kunkel
et al. (1987), or by ligation of DNA restriction fragments from single mutants.
Mutant plasmids were transformed into the yeast strain SM1646. Plasmids were
rescued from yeast and resequenced to confirm the presence of both mutations.

Metabolic Labeling and Immunoprecipitation of STE6

For immunoprecipitation of STE6. cells were grown to log phase (OD,,x, 0.4-0.8) in
SD medium containing required supplements. 5 0D1,, units of cells were resus-
pended in 0.5 ml fresh medium together with 300 A±Ci Tran--hS-label (ICN Biomedi-
cals. Inc.. Costa Mesa. CA) and incubated at 30'C. Labeling was terminated after 15
min by addition of cells to ice-cold 2x azide stop mix (40 mM cysteine. 40 mM
methionine, 20 mM NaN,, 500 p.g/ml BSA). Cells were washed twice in water and
resuspended in 50 ptl immunoprecipitation buffer (Hrycyna et al.. 1991) with 0.25 g
zirconium beads (0.5 mm diameter: Biospec Products. Inc.. Bartlesville. OK). Cells
were lysed by vigorous vortexing at 4°C in twelve 30-s intervals, interspersed with 30-s
incubations on ice. The lvsatc was drawn off in 1.5 mi immunoprecipitation buffer.
and unbroken cells were pelleted in a 5-min spin at 500 g. Insoluble material was
removed from the supernatant by a r-mmin spin at 13.0(X) g. The cleared lysate was
incubated overnight at 40C with 7.5 ýil anti-STE6 antiserum CI2-JH210 (Berkower
and Michaelis. 1991). Antigen-antibody complexes were collected on protein
A-Sepharose CL-4B beads (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology Inc.. Piscataway, NJ),
gently agitated at 4VC for 90 min, and washed (Hrycyna et al., 1991). After the final
wash, bound complexes were released from the beads by the addition of 30 i.! 2x
Laemmli sample buffer (20% glycerol. 10% P-mercaptoethanol, 4.3% SDS. 0.125 M
Tris-HCI, pH 6.8, and 0.2% bromophenol blue). Samples were incubated at 37"C for
20 min before electrophoresis: boiling causes STE6 to run aberrantly near the top
edge of the gel. Proteins were separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel and analyzed by
phosphorimager (Molecular Dynamics. Inc., Sunnyvale. CA).

Metabolic Labeling and Immunoprecipitation of a-Factor

Log phase cells (3.3 OD• units) were labeled under steady-state conditions for 1 h
in SD-LEU dropout medium with 200 p.Ci [35S]cysteine (New England Nuclear,
Boston, MA). Cell-associated and extracellular fractions were prepared and immu-
noprecipitated with a-factor antiserum 9-137 as described in Hrycyna et al. (1991).
Immunoprecipitates were electrophoresed in a 16% SDS-PAGE gel (0.5 OD60
equivalent per lane), followed by fluorography and autoradiography.

Physiological Assays

Quantitative mating assays were performed by the plate mating procedure, essen-
tially as previously described (Michaelis and Herskowitz, 1988). Mutants to be tested
were grown to saturation in SD medium containing required supplements and
serially diluted in 10-fold increments into YEPD. A 0.1-mi aliquot of each dilution
was spread on an SD plate together with - 107 cells of the a mating tester, SM1068,
in 0.1 ml YEPD. Plating the cells in a small amount of YEPD provides essential
nutrients which allow haploids to grow into microcolonies which can contact one
another, thereby increasing their opportunity to mate. All mutant a strains tested are
His- and the a mating tester is Lys-. Diploids resulting from mating are prototrophic
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and can therefore form colonies on SD. After 3 d, diploids were counted and
normalized to the total number of a cells plated (- 10-30% of wild-type a cells

participate in mating). The frequency of diploid formation for each mutant as
compared with wild type is designated mating efficiency and is expressed as a
percentage of wild type. Results represent an average of two to three separate trials.
Quantitative mating assays are normally performed at 30'C.

Patch halo and mating assays were carried out essentially as previously de-
scribed (Wilson and Herskowitz. 1984, Michaelis and Herskowitz. 1988). a strains to
be tested were spread in patches on YEPD (complete) or SD dropout plates and
incubated at 30°C for 24 h. For the halo assay, these patches were replica-plated onto
YEPD plates spread with the at halo tester SM1086 and incubated at 30'C for 24 h.
The sst2 mutation in SM1086 renders it supersensitive to growth inhibition by
a-factor. For a strain producing a-factor. the patch is surrounded by a clear zone (or
halo) where growth of the lawn has been inhibited. The width of the clear zone
provides a qualitative measure of a-factor activity.

For the patch mating assay, the same original patches were replica-plated onto
an SD minimal agar plate spread "ith a lawn (in YEPD) of the aX mating tester.
SM1068, and incubated at 37°C for 2-3 d. The patch mating assay shown in Fig. 4 was
done by directly streaking a cells onto the (x lawn. Only prototrophic diploids formed
by mating can grow on minimal medium. Mating occurs less efficiently at 37°C than at
30'C for all strains examined, including the wild type. Since the wild-type mating
patch is confluent at both temperatures. incubation at 37°C improves visualization of
debilitated mutants relative to the wild-type strain. Absolute mating efficiencies vary
with the thickness of the a lawn, the amount of a cells transferred, the condition of
the a cells (i.e., growth phase before plating), and the temperature of the incubation;
hence, results observed for particular patches can be accurately compared only with
other patches derived from similarly treated original colonies on the same tester
plate.

Results
Measuring STE6 Function

Mating in yeast involves the fusion of two haploid cells of opposite mating type,
designated a and a (reviewed in Fields, 1990 and Kurjan, 1992). Each cell type
secretes a distinct mating pheromone, a-factor or a-factor, respectively, that interacts
with a receptor on the opposite cell to activate a pheromone response pathway.
a-Factor stimulation of a cells leads to growth arrest; other morphological changes
follow, culminating in mating. Loss of ste6 function results in the inability of a cells to
export a-factor, and consequently, an inability to mate (Wilson and Herskowitz,
1987; Kuchler et al., 1989; McGrath and Varshavsky, 1989; Berkower and Michaelis,
1991). To evaluate the effects of mutations on STE6 function, we have utilized three
different assays. These include immunoprecipitation of a-factor from the culture
fluid of a cells, mating of a cells, and the a-factor halo assay.

Immunoprecipitation of a-factor. The most direct way to measure STE6 func-
tion is to determine the amount of a-factor exported from a cells. This can be
accomplished by metabolically labeling cellular proteins, separating intracellular
from extracellular fractions, and immunoprecipitating a-factor from these fractions
(Kuchler et al., 1989; Berkower and Michaelis, 1991; Hrycyna et al., 1991). On an
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SDS-PAGE gel, intracellular a-iactor runs as several bands, reflecting its proccssing
from a precursor (P) to the mature (M), bioactive form (Fig. 2A. lane 1). Mature
a-factor is exported into the extracellular fraction (Fig. 2A. lane 2). A mutant strain
from wNhich the STE6 gene has been dcleted. .. t'o. .:xhibits a ý'ild-t~pc ic\ i of
intracellular a-factor. but lacks Lxtracellular a-lactor ig. 2.1. lanes -, and 4),
indicating a specific export defect. rather than altered synthesis or processing of the

WT -vte6 G509D

17-- 1 '
I E I E I E

A Figure 2. Three assaysý tor
A _ Mature STE6 function. .A) Immuno-

Ma-actor <rcipitation ol a-tactor trom
, '.I ild-tvpc and 'It'o mutant

1 z -Ira in,. (..1 \ r2e radlito11,c 1 Li

WT IvteO 6i5O9D • C\UCIWI.ii .,-

:ions %%cre prepared. milu-

.Anl iscru1n. aild anal\ icd h\
SDS-PA.i\E. o, dcscrii'cd in

B Materials and McthodN. a-Fac-
tor precursor (P) and mature
(M) forms are labeled. All
strains used have a chromo-
somal deletion of the STE6
gene. and harbor a pRS351-1
plasmid derivative containing

C STE6 (WT), no insert £rtco).

mutation (G509D). (B) Patch
mating assays were performed
as described in Materials and
Methods. (C and D) Patch halo
assays w~ere performed as de-

WT Amfal Amfa2 ,cribcd in Materials and Melcth-
ods: the strain labeled Alnt'al
.. pmtz2 is deleted for both a-fac-
tor structural genes (Michaclis

D and Herskowitz. 1988).

a-factor precursor. In contrast to the complete absence of a-factor export in a As.teO
mutant, a strain containing a point mutation. G509D. in NBFI of STE6 exports a low
but detectable amount of a-factor (Fig. 2A. lane 6). Densitometric analysis of the
extracellular a-factor band from this mutant reveals - 5% of the wild-type level of
extracellular a-factor (Table I). Lower levels become hard to discriminate by this
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method, so sensitivity is diminished for mutants severely defective in a-factor export
(i.e., those that export < 5% the wild-type level of a-factor).

Mating. Another way to measure STE6 function is by the quantitative mating
assay. This assay is based on the ability of two auxotrophic haploids. deficient in
different tiosynthetic steps, to mate and form a prototrophic diploid (Michaelis and
Herskowitz. 1988). When mating is carried out on minimal plates. only diploids will
grow into visible colonies. Performed quantitatively, as described in Materials and
Methods. tLhk; iating assaý is exquisitely sensitive. permitting dete;ction of mating at
levels as low as 0.0001% of wild type. We have shown elsewhere that the ability of a
sre6 mutant to export a-factor correlates reliably with its ability to mate (Berkower
and Michaelis, 1991). The mating assay is particularly useful for discriminating
among ste6 mutants that have very low levels of activity, where immunoprecipitation
loses sensitivity. It should be noted that mating does not effectivelv discriminate
among mutants that are marginally defective (>50% wild-type a-factor export).
In these cases. it is necessarv to look at a-factor export directly by immunoprecipi-
tation.

TABLE I
Quantitative Immunoprecipitation. Mating, and Halo Assays for STE6 Function

STE6 mutation a-Factor IP' Mating4 Halo,

WT 100 100 100
Aste6 < 1 < 0.0001 1
G509D 5 0.5 2

*CEN plasmids bearing wild-type or mutant versions of the STE6 gene were expressed in a
Aste6 mutant strain.
-Mature, metabolically labeled a-factor. immunoprecipitated from the extracellular medium.
was quantitated by densitometry and normalized to wild type (= 100%).
4Quantitative mating assays were carried out at 30'C and normalized to wild type.
The halo dilution assay was performed as described in Berkower and Michaelis (1991) and
normalized to wild type.

A qualitative version of the mating assay, patch mating (Fig. 2 B), allows for
rapid and accurate visual comparison between strains. As can be seen by comparison
of Fig. 2 B with Table I, patch mating reflects the difference in mating efficiency
between wild-type (100%), Aste6 (<0.001%), and G509D (0.5%) mutant strains
determined quantitatively. Although the G509D mutant in Fig. 2 B mates at only
0.5% of wild-type levels, the patch test reveals that it is clearly a better mater than
the &ste6 strain.

a-Factor halo production. Another way to measure STE6 function is by the halo
assay (Fig. 2 C and Table I). After a-factor is exported into the medium, it binds to a
receptor on a cells, causing cells to arrest growth at the GI phase of the cell cycle
(Fields, 1990; Kurjan, 1992). While normal a cells recover, certain mutants, desig-
nated sst2 (supersensitive), respond to extremely low levels of pheromone and
remain permanently arrested (Kurjan, 1992). Growth arrest may be visualized as a
clear zone of growth inhibition, or halo, surrounding a patch of a cells on an
otherwise confluent lawn of x cells (Michaelis and Herskowitz, 1988; Berkower and
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Michaelis. 1991). The a-factor titer of a strain can be measured by collecting the
culture fluid from cells, spotting a dilution series onto an u sst2 lawn, and determin-
ing the highest dilution that prevents growth of the underlying a celis (described in
Materials and Methods). A low titer of exported a-factor reflects a low level of STE6
function. Precision of the halo assay for measuring STE6 function is limited by a high
background of a-factor that escapes into the culture fluid of a cells independently of
STE6. as evidenced by the culture supernatant from the -vie6 deletion strain. which
exhibits 1'( wild-tvpc level- of a-factor (Berkower and Michaclis. 1991). Thus. str(6
mutants producing as much as I ' wild-type levels of a-factor are indistinguishable
from Aste6 bv halo assay. even though they clearly perform better than .lvte6 as
measured by the quantitative mating assay and immunoprecipitation of extracellular
a-factor (Berkower and Michaelis. 19 91 ).

Fig. 2 C shows a striking example of the production of an a-halo by a .. rte'
mutant. This patch halo assay compares wild-type. lvte6. and G509D mutant strains.
replica-plated directly onto an x lawn. The residual halo around the .Isteo deletion
strain is quite dramatic. reflecting the STE(-independent release of a-factor. The
diameter of this residual halo can vary. depending on plating conditions. The halo is
due to a-factor activity and not to some other secreted toxic compound. since a strain
lacking the a-factor structural genes. ,Atlf.I and AM,2. produces no residual halo
(Fig. 2 D). Possible explanations for the residual a-factor halo of the ..•te strain are
given in the discussion.

In summary, when comparing the three assays for a-factor export. quantitative
mating has proven the most versatile and sensitive assay of STE6 function. Though
we have evaluated our mutants by all three methods with consistent results. this
paper presents data in terms of mating efficiency.

Double ATP Binding Domain Mutants

Walker A motif (GX4GKS/T). STE6 contains two ATP binding folds. termed NBF1
and NBF2 (Fig. 1). In our previous studies. we altered conserved residues individu-
ally in either NBF of STE6 and saw a resultant decrease in function, indicating that
a-factor transport involves ATP utilization (Berkower and Michaelis. 1991). How-
ever, it was notable that no single mutation caused a complete loss of a-factor export
or mating (Table II). For instance, the most severe mutation had 0.3% residual
mating activity, as compared with a Uste6 null mutant, in which activity is < 0.0001%.
This residual function could be interpreted to mean that STE6 is capable of
mediating a-factor transport, albeit at low levels, without using ATP. Alternatively.
residual activity could reflect a residual ability of the mutated NBF to utilize ATP.

To examine this issue further, we made double mutants containing mutations in
both NBFs of STE6. If ATP utilization is required for STE6-mediated a-factor
transport, then we would expect that simultaneous alteration of both NBFs would
completely abolish function. The double mutants were analyzed by mating (Table I1)
and by immunoprecipitation of exported a-factor (data not shown). The two single
Walker A site mutations, G392V in NBF1 and G1087V in NBF2, reduce mating
efficiency to 0.8% and 0.3%, respectively. When these mutations are combined in the
same STE6 molecule, mating is obliterated (<0.0001%; Table II). This result
strongly suggests that ATP utilization is, in fact, essential for STE6 activity. Interest-
ingly, another double mutant, K398R K1093R, retains significant activity (1% of the
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wild-type level: Table 11), suggesting that the NBFs thus mutated retain enough
function to promote a low, but detectable, level of mating.

Another pair of mutations that cause severe effects individuallv are the LSGGQ
site mutations near the Walker B site. G509D in NBFI and G1193D in NBF2.
Combining these two mutations completely abolishes STE6 activity (Table II). once
again suggesting that ATP utilization is essential for function.

Center region. We had previously shown that mutations in conserved residues of
the STE6 Center region have no effect on function. It seemed likely, therefore, that
these residues were inessentiai for transport activity, or that perhaps the two Center
regions performed some redundant function. This question is addressed here by
examining double Center region mutants (Table 11). L455 of STE6 is in a position
analogous to that of F508 of CFTR. and Y 1150 occupies the corresponding position
in NBF2 of STE6 (Berkowcr and Michaelis. 1991). A deletion of F508 from CFTR

TABLE II
Mating Efficiencies of STE6 Single and Double Mutants

Mating etficiet.,()
Location Mutation(s)*

NBFI NBF2 DOUBLE

A region G392V*. G 1087V 0.8 0.3 < (.0001
K398R. K1093R 1 15 1
K398A. K1093A 25 26 5

Center Q440N. Q1135N 87 88 64
AF445, AF1140 95 102 3
AL455*, AY1150 105 85 87

B region G509D*. G 1193D* 0.5 6 < 0.0001

Aste6 - - <0.0001
*Plasmids bearing the indicated mutations were evaluated in a Aste6 mutant strain. Starred
mutations are analogous to CF mutations of CFTR (Riordan et al., 1989, Cuppens et al., 1990;
Cutting et al., 1990, Beaudet et al., 1991). The impact of each mutation on STE6 function was
measured by quantitative mating assays carried out at 30'C and is normalized to wild type
( < 100%).
*Results for single mutants are taken from Berkower and Michaelis (1991).

produces the most common defective cystic fibrosis allele (Kerem et al., 1989). In
STE6. the L455 Y1 150 double mutant has nearly wild-type mating activity (87%), as
is the case for each single mutant. In contrast, a double mutant harboring deletions
of residues F445 and F 1140 is notably debilitated for STE6 function (3%). F445 and
F1 140 are in an interesting location in STE6, since they lie near F508 in an alignment
with CFTR and are highly conserved throughout the ABC family; the phenotype of
the AF double mutant is analyzed further in the Discussion.

Several Center region mutants had wild-type function (Table II); these were
tested for a temperature-sensitive loss of function by performing the mating assay at
37°C. Though mating efficiency is decreased even for the wild-type strain at 37 0C,
none of these mutants were observed to have altered mating relative to wild type at
the higher temperature.
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To examine whether any of our mutations caused a reduction in protein level
(for instance, due to misfolding and premature degradation), we metabolically
labeled proteins from the double mutants. immunoprecipitated with antibodies to
STE6. and analyzed STE6 protein levels by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 3). Full-length STE6 is
present in all strains harboring double mutants. The amount of STE6 does not differ
significantly from wild type in any double mutants tested. (The twofold variation in
levels of some mutant proteins is not consistently observed in other trials.) By
pulse-chase analysis. heightened metabolic instability is not observed for any of the
mutants (data not shown). It therefore seems likelv that the loss of function observed
for several STE6 double mutants is the direct result of a faulty transporter. rather
than of defective processing or instability of the STE6 protein.

Figure 3. Immunoprecipitation
of STE6 protein from wild-type

and steO double mutants.S• • . .Strains %%,:rc radiolabcled .,ith0 0 .0 -- - -

Z - • Tran-;•S-label. cell extracts
C>" < Z ,were prepared. and immuno-

precipitation using anti-STEi
"antiserum was carried out as

-.described in Materials and
218 kD" Methods. Proteins were sepa-

rated by SDS-PAGE and visu-II -STE6 alized by phosphorimager. The
. .. ___ location of STE6 is shown. The

density of each STE6 band was3 - - ., ,quantified and normalized to
2W- VF i background bands in the same

- • f - -d. lane. Densities of the STE6
1 H 2 t • .mutant bands, expressed as a

40- 4. M W mb percentage of wild-type (IOU.
a .a. lane 1) are: lane 2. no material

43kD - .-. ...... k 4kA detected above background,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lane 3.48%: lane 4. 112%: lane

5. 175%: lane 6. 193%: lane 7.
88%: lane 8,84%; lane 9. 106%.

Complementation of Single NBF Mutants by Half-Molecules

We showed elsewhere that a single half-molecule of STE6, coding for the NH 2-
terminal six membrane spans and ATP binding site (N-Half), could neither transport
a-factor nor promote mating (Berkower and Michaelis, 1991). The same was seen to
be true for the second half-molecule (C-Half). However, when the two half-
molecules were coexpressed within the same cell, they restored STE6 function to
nearly wild-type levels, suggesting that the two halves of STE6 were capable of
association in the absence of any covalent bonds. We have extended this analysis to
determine whether a coexpressed half-molecule could restore function to a full-
length STE6 protein that harbors an NBF point mutation. We transformed SM1646
cells containing the full-length STE6 point mutant, G1193D, with DNA encoding the
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"'wild-type' C-Half molecule. While the G1193D mutation alone exhibits only t`,
function (Table II), coexpression with the C-Half molecule restores mating efficiency
to 100%. This dramatic restoration of function is shown by a patch mating assay in
Fig. 4.

To ensure that functional rescue was not due to recombination between
homologous regions of STE6 to regenerate a wild-type gene. the strain expressing
both plasmids was cured of each one separately. 1hc ilih i icci ot matine, disatl-
peared when either the G,11Q3D or C-Half plasmid kas cured. indicating that tile
observed rescue was not due to recombination. As expected. rescue is dependent on
coexpression of the appropriate half-molecule: coexpression o( the N-Half mnoiecuic
does not rescue G, 1,,•D (data not shown).

Lack of Cross-Complementation between Full-Length NBF Mutants

Given the ability of a half-molecule to rescue function of a full-length STE6 mutant.
it seemed reasonable to test two full-lcnoth molecules. each mutated in a different

G1193D+

G6 193D C-Half C-Half

Figure 4. Functional rescue of STE6 G1193D mutant by coexprcssion of C-Half. The patch
mating assay was performed as described in Materials and Methods. Strains shown contain
plasmids pSM403 (G1193D), pSM434 (C-Half), or pSM403 + pSM434 (G 1193D + C-Half).

NBF. for cross-complementation of one another's defects. To test for cross-
complementation, we coexpressed full-length STE6 bearing a single mutation in
NBF1. G509D, with full-length STE6 bearing the analogous mutation in NBF2.
Gi 193D. STE6 function was measured by the quantitative mating assay (Table Il1).
No cross-complementation was observed for this pair of mutants (in contrast to the
striking half-molecule complementation of G I193D described above). Rather. the
effect of coexpression of two full-length mutants was only to raise function to levels
near the sum of the two solo mutant activities.

Discussion
Assays for STE6 Function

Three assays are commonly used for evaluating the function of the STE6 protein:
immunoprecipitation of extracellular a-factor, quantitative mating, and the a-factor
halo assay. Of these, the quantitative mating assay is most powerful, due to its
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sensitivity at very low levels of STE6 function. Our observations here and elsewhere
(Berkower and Michaelis, 1991) demonstrate the strong correlation between the
amount of a-factor exported and the capacity of cells to mate. The mating assay also
has the advantage of discriminating among a wide range of activities (Fig. I and
Table I) and providing the highest degree of precision of any method. The ability of
the mating assay to distinguish between very low levels of STE6 function (i.e.. < 5%)
and total loss of function (0.0001'(' ) permits detection of activities so low that they
might otherwise go unnoticed. For instance. Raymond et al. (1992) showed that
expression of mouse MDR3 in a _stie mutant restores mating to 1% of wild-type
levels, leading to the conclusion that a-factor is a substrate for MDR3. While 1% is a
low level of residual function. it represents a significant increase over background.
which is <0.0001%.

Strains unable to produce a-factor due to deletion of the a-factor structural
genes make no halo on an asst2 lawn and cannot mate. In contrast. the Aste6 deletion
mutant cannot mate but produces a sizable residual halo. How can a-factor escape
from a strain lacking the SFE6 protein? One possibility is the existence of an

TABLE III
Effect of Coexpression of Two STE6 Mutants on Mating Efficiency

G509D* G 1 193D Coexpressed
(Trp+) (Leul) (Trp'Leui)

4.8%t 10% 17%
*Plasmids bearing the indicated mutations were evaluated in a Aste6 deletion strain. The
impact of each mutation on STE6 function was measured by quantitative mating assays carried
out at 30°C and is normalized to wild type (= 100%). Results for single mutants represent
cured versions of the coexpressing strains, which have lost one of the plasmids.
*The unusually high mating efficiency of G509D in this experiment, when compared with the
results in Tables I and II, may be due to an elevated copy number of the TRP plasmid
(pRS314) relative to the LEU plasmid (pRS315-1). All strains listed in Tables I and II contain
the Leu plasmid, pRS315-1.

alternative transporter. Recently, genes for several new ABC family members have
been di..covered in yeast (Wang et al., 1991; Dean, M., personal communication); it
will be interesting to determine whether the residual halo of a Iste6 mutant is
dependent upon any of these genes. Another possible cause of the Aste6 residual
halo is natural death and lysis of some cells in culture, which releases their
intracellular a-factor. While lysed cells would not be expected to mate, the a-factor
they release might be expected to promote mating of the surrounding cells, which we
do not observe. However, it has previously been shown that exogenous a-factor does
not chance mating of a Amfal Amfa2 strain (Michaelis and Herskowitz, 1988). Why
cells must actively secrete a-factor in order to mate is not yet understood, but it has
been suggested that the gradient of a-factor surrounding an a cell is important for
correct orientation of nearby a cells before mating (Jackson and Hartwell. 1990).

Double NBF Mutants

Our previous work involved mutating one NBF of STE6 at a time, while leaving the
other NBF intact. Surprisingly, none of our single-residue substitutions or deletions
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completely destroyed STE6 function, leaving open the possibility that there might be
an ATP-independent component to STE6-mediated a-factor export. However, the
effects of double NBF mutants reported here, two of which completely destroy STE6
function (G392V G1087V and G509D G1193D: Table II). clearly support an
absolute requirement for ATP in the expnrt of a-factor by STE6. Other ABC family
members have been shown to require ATP for transport function (Horio et al., 1988:
Bishop et al., 1989: Mimmack et al.. 1989). Further characterization of ATP
utilization in STE6 mutants awaits ATP analogue binding studies (see below), and
ultimately, the in vitro reconstitution of a-factor transport.

Double Center Region Mutants

One double mutant of particular interest is AF445 AFl 140. Although these Phe
residues occur in the poorly conserved Center regions of NBF1 and NBF2 of STE6.
they are strikingly conserved among ABC family members and can be aligned with
Phe residues in NBF Center regions of mammalian. Plasmodium. Drosophila. and
bacterial homologues. and also in NBF2 of CFTR (Riordan et al.. 1989: Berkower
and Michaelis, 1991). The local homology algorithm of Smith and Waterman
(Devereux et J.. 1984) aligns F508 of CFTR with L455 of STE6 (Berkower and
Michaelis, 1991). However, shifting the center region of CFTR's NBFl upstream by
10 residues relative to the other ABC members places F508 in line with these other
conserved Phe's without greatly diminishing the quality of the alignment. Thus, it is
possible that F445 and Fl140 represent the closest analogues in STE6 to F508 of
CFTR.

Deletion of F445 o- F1140 individually from STE6 does not affect STE6
function, while the doub.., mutant is drastically down in mating (30-fold; Table II).
Thus, the combination of two minor perturbances may be more destructive than their
individual effects multiplied together. The distinctly different effects of single and
double AF mutants could, perhaps, be due to a synergistic effect on function or
folding. Thomas et al. (1992) have shown that deletion of F508 from a synthetic
peptide encoding a portion of NBF1 of CFTR causes the overall structure to become
disordered. Denning et al. (1992) have detected a temperature-sensitive defect in the
AF508 CFTR mutant protein, apparently due to misfolding at the restrictive temper-
ature, which results in improper targeting and degradation (Cheng et al., 1990).
Though the STE6 double AF mutant does not have grossly altered protein levels or a
specific temperature-sensitive defect, its behavior may nonetheless reflect a damag-
ing perturbance of the Center region. It will be interesting to see whether the double
AF mutant has altered ATP binding properties. We have demonstrated that the
radioactive ATP analogue, a-[3'P]8-azido ATP, binds to wild-type STE6 (Berkower.
C., and S. Michaelis, unpublished results). It will be interesting to determine whether
the double AF mutation affects binding to this analogue.

Rescue of STE6 Point Mutants by Half-Molecules

We show here that coexpression of the C-Half molecule restores wild-type mating
efficiency to the full-length STE6 mutant, G1193D (Fig. 4). Though this observation
does not imply a model for the structure of a STE6 transporter, at its simplest level it
suggests the schematic pictured in Fig. 5. A lone half-molecule could interact with
one half of the full-length molecule and, in the process, displace the half similar to
itself. A related, more complex schematic could be drawn for the possible case in
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which the essential a-factor transporter consists of two or more full-length STE6
molecules.

Nothing is known about the capacity of ABC proteins to form higher order
structures. One of the best-studied transporters, the Escherichia coli lactose perme-
ase, appears to function as a monomer (Kaback et al., 1990). The evident lack of
cross-complementation we observe here between full-length ste6 mutants (Table III)
suggests that the normal transporter is not formed by interaction of the N-Half of
one STE6 monomer with the C-Half of another. We are now testing other mutant
pairs. To determine whether full-length STE6 monomers interact with one another
in the membrane will require biochemical cross-linking experiments, which we have
begun to do. Assessing the functional importance of such an interaction would
involve purification of STE6 and the development of an in vitro assay for STE6-
mediated a-factor transport.

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the association of C-Half with a full-length STE6
molecule, mutated in NBF2. Full-length STE6 (filled) and a C-Half molecule (stiped) are
shown. The asterisk indicates a mutation in full-length STE6. A functional transporter is one
in which N-Half and C-Half are aligned.
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Introduction
As a preface to these chapters on antiport systems, we would like to discuss the
questions of how and why these (and other) membrane carriers developed over
evolutionary time. We have speculated on this topic before (Wilson and Maloney.
1976: Malonev and Wilson. 1985: Malonev. 1991), and the exercise is worth repeating
now that advances in molecular and cell bioloiv have made so much new information
available. As it happens. the impact of these new findings can be well illustrated by
the literature on exchange carriers, and we have placed a special emphasis on such
examples. Nevertheless. the discussion clearly bears on general issues in the evolu-
tion of membrane transport.

Early Cells Faced an Osmotic Crisis
As before (Wilson and Malonev. 1976: Malonev and Wilson. 1985). we would like to
suggest that the origins of membrane transport coincided with the shift of replicating
systems from an acellular to a cellular form of oranization. At this time. we argue.
use of a scmipcrmcable lipid bilavcr to separate outside from inside brought living

systems into an unavoidable conflict with physical chemistry, a conflict that expressed
itself a,, an "osmotic crisis" and that required as a solution the regulation of cell
volume. We vicw this as the selective pressure driving subsequent evolution of
membrane transport.

Active Transport Could Have Regulated Cell Volume in
Primitive Cells
The diagram of Fig. 1 illustrates the basic argument. A compartmentalized form of
life made it possible for early cells to sequester scarce reagents and products
(proteins. nucleic acids. etc.) so these materials could interact productively within
reasonable time. But the lipid bilaver that limited the escape of large molecules did
not restrict the eventual movement of small ones. the internal and external ions (Na.
Cl. etc.). As a result. there arose an inevitable tendencv for the net entry of
environmental salt and water, as these permeant species moved in the direction of
both electrochemical and osmotic equilibria. Since these equilibria cannot coexist
under such conditions, the inevitable result would have been cell lvsis.

There are only a few solutions to this kind of problem. (a) The presence of an
internal gel (Lechene. 1985), invention of an internal cvtoskeleton. or use of an
external cell wall could have sustained osmotic gradients and allowed ions to attain
their equilibrium positions without cell lvsis. (b) Alternatively, membrane transport
could have drawn on metabolic energy to extrude the ions moving inward, sacrificing
ionic equilibrium for osmotic stasis. While both solutions are evident in contempo-
rary systems, we believe the latter was the earlier one. and that primitive cells.
without access to the complex machinery required for construction of cvtoskeletons
and cell walls. used the energy from metabolism to actively extrude incoming salts.

Fig. 1 illustrates membrane events that could have accomplished these goals.
Specifically. we suggest that early cells regulated cell volume by relying on a proton
pump working in parallel with an ion exchange system. The membrane potential
(negative inside) established by the pump would have excluded extracellular anions
(mainly CI). while the transmembrane pH gradient (alkaline inside) would have
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allowed an exchange of H with the cations that had leaked inward (mainly Na).
Together. then. the membrane potential and pH gradient (the proton-motive force)
created by an early proton pump could have provided the means to prevent net entry
of extracellular salt and water. avoiding cell lvsis.

Why Did Early Cells Rely on a Proton Circulation?
Several things suggest to us that the osmotic crisis was solved by invention of a proton
pump and proton-linked carriers. •a) We know. for example. that proton pumps
dominate the membrane energetics of contemporary cells. whether prokaryote or
eukarvote. plant or animal (Maloney and Wilson. 1985). Indeed, only higher animal
cells lack proton pumps on their plasma membranes. Such cells retain the use of
proton pumps on their internal endomembrane system, while the plasma membrane
has a Na pump in place of the proton pump found in other complex cells (lower
cu karyotes and plants). (b) Biological materials have a natural affinitv and selectivity

C1-

/ Figure L. Thc onmotic crisis laced b%
,he -first" ccll. Negatively charged
imacromoleculcs within the cell exert

PR I colloid osmotic and Donnan forces
PROTEIN •which result in the entrv of extracellu-

H + lar NaCI and water. To prevent swell-
Cing and lysis. this cell expends energy

DNA + Rto pump protons and establish a pro-
"ton-motive force. This prevents entry

Nn+ of the negatively charged external
anion and allows outward movement
of Na÷ by exchange with H- (Wilson
and Maloney. 1976).

÷

H

for protons because of the abundance of carboxyl and amino groups that engage in
both ionic and covalent interactions with H: these ever-present buffers also ensure a
steady supply of protons. even for small compartments at neutral pH. If only for
these reasons. one must seriously consider a role for protons in the first transport
mechanisms. (c) Finally, recent experimental work. to be summarized below. sug-
gests that construction of a proton pump was quite easy. Most contemporary cells
have rather complex proton pumps. but there are now several examples in which the
equivalent reaction arises in a natural way, from the combined activity of physically
separate transport and metabolic events. One can now avoid invoking complex
proton pumps in simple cells.

A Proton Pump Can Arise by Linking Transport to Metabolism
One possible way to form a proton-motive force is illustrated by Fig. 2. In this case.
we have taken as a starting point the mechanism proposed by Stillwell (1980) to link
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internal protein synthesis and external amino acids. Stillwell imagined that amino
acids were made more permeant by their reversible combination, through a Schiff's
base, with an unspecified hydrophobic partner. Note that formation of the Schiff's
base derives from a zwitterionic amino acid and therefore releases a proton. Note
also that the inward diffusion of the lipid-soluble carboxylate generates a membrane
potential (negative inside). And finally, note that reversal of the original reaction
generates internal alkalinity as the zwitterion is regenerated. It should be clear, then.
that in a formal sense this overall cycle represents the movement of protons from
inside to outside. More important. when this cycle is made unidirectional by
consumption of the amino acid during protein synthesis, one has the equivalent of a
proton pump driven by ongoing metabolic activity.

R'

RCH=O + NH-CH-COO

Figure 2. (Generation ol a prothn-
motive force by reactions involving

RCH = N-CH-COO + ± H-O the facilitated entry oi amino a1cids.
An amino acid outside the cell com-

( h bincs with a long chain aliphatic alde-
hyde to form a lipid-soluble SchitFs

R ) ACID base complex which can diffuse into
I the cell. The net entry of negative

RCH =N-OH-COO charge on the complex establishes a
membrane potential. Regeneration of

ALKALINE the free aldehyde and amino acid
leads to generation of a pH gradient.

RCH = 0 + NHa-CH-COO + OH A proton pump arises when the reac-
tion cycle is made unidirectional by

Protein Synthesis outward diffusion of the aldehyde
and consumption of the amino acid

P during protein synthesis. (Modified
2 from Stillwell. 1980.)

This kind of model (Fig. 2) was first suggested as a way to understand how
proto-cells gained access to extracellular amino acids (Stillwell. 1980). Viewed in a
different context. however, it offers an answer to the question of how early cells might
have pumped protons. And in addressing this second issue, the model points to the
feasibility of an early structural link between metabolism and ion transport. one in
which the active transport of protons (but not of otier ions) arises as a natural
consequence of the chemical and biochemical reactions around early cells. This
seems a sensible way to think of the origin of the earliest ion pumps: that they were
organized as "virtual" or "metabolic" or "indirect" proton pumps.

%v. :~' t<'M#i .' I
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Indirect Proton Pumps Are Found in Bacteria
We have confidence in the suitability of such structural links between transport and
metabolism because indirect proton pumps are now known in a number of bacterial
systems. The best characterized of these, and the first to have been recognized as
such. is found in the Gram-negative anaerobe, Oxalobacterformigenes (Anantharam
et al.. 1989). As outlined in Fig. 3. in this cell a proton-motive force arises in an
unexpected way from the sequential operation of a simple anion exchange carrier
and a cytosolic enzyme system. Thus. entry of divalent oxalate is followed by its
decarboxylation in a proton-consuming reaction that generates monovalent formate
and carbon dioxide. To complete the cycle, efflux of monovalent formate is then used
as the countersubstrate to fuel the next turnover. (Influx of monovalent oxalate and
outward diffusion of formic acid accomplishes the same thing, but the experimental

,H* +Figure 3. Origin of a proton-
Oxaate 2 - motive force relies on the entry

Oxalate 2 - and metabolism ol oxalate in

ANTIPORT 0. fortmnienes. The carrier-me-
DECARBOXYLASE diated entry of divalent oxalate

Formt occurs by exchange with mono-
Formate1 - valent formate. giving rise to a

..iembrane potential (inside
+ - C 2  negative). The decarboxylation

ACID + m.ALKALINE of oxalate consumes an inter-+ - DP nal proton during production
of formate. and this both estab-

lishes a pH gradient (inside
F0 F, alkaline) and provides the

3H + ~countersubstrate for the next

3H+ ATP cycle (Anantharam et al.. 1989).

evidence points to an anion exchange (Maloney et al.. 19921.) Since entry of negative
charge is stoichiometric with disappearance of an internal proton, each cycle of
influx/decarboxylation/efflux is associated with the equivalent of one H+ pumped
outward. For this reason. 0. formigenes may be said to carry out "decarboxylative"
phosphorylation rather than oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 3).

Biochemical evidence supporting this scenario (Fig. 3) is quite good and can be
illustrated by work using the purified anion exchange carrier, OxAT (Fig. 4). In this
case, proteoliposomes were loaded with formate under conditions where a potassium
gradient was oriented either inward (squares) or outward (circles). Of itself. this had
no effect on the incorporation of external oxalate in exchange for internal formate.
However, when a potassium diffusion potential was generated by adding the iono-
phore, valinomycin, oxalate movement was accelerated or inhibited according to
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whether the internal potential was positive or negative, just as expected of the
electrogenic exchange of divalent oxalate and monovalent formate.

This kind of work (Fig. 4) demonstrates directly that OxAT has the properties
required to sustain a structural link between membrane transport and intracellular
metabolism (Fig. 3). In the same fashion, a recent study of malate:lactate exchange in
Gram-positive cells (Poolman et al., 1991) shows that malolactic fermentation has a
similar overall organization: (a) entry of divalent substrate (malate); (b) decarboxvl-
ation, consuming a proton and generating a monovalent product (and carbon
dioxide); and (c) efflux of monovalent product (lactate). In fact. it seems likely that
this sort of indirect proton pump will be widely spread among bacteria. Of course.
such pumps need not be based on anion exchange. Instead, the paradigm repre-
sented by 0. formigenes (Fig. 3) requires only that there be entry of negative charge

20 .-- Figure 4. The electrogenic na-
ture of oxalate:formatc cx-
change. The purified oxalate:
formate exchange carrier. OxIT.

15 was reconstituted into proteoli-
posomes containing 200 mM0

potassium formate (0. 0) or
L ..-- 200 mM N-methylglucamine

0) lo- formate (E, 0). These proteo-
:: liposomes were placed in assay
0 buffers containing, respectively.

0 :4 100 mM N-methylglucamine
sulfate or 100 mM potassium
sulfate to establish an out-
wardly or inwardly directed po-
tassium gradient. After addi-

0o 2 4 6 8 l tion of I iM valinoymcin ( filled
symbols) or the equivalent

Minutes amount of ethanol (open svm-
bols), the reaction was started by addition of 0.1 mM [14C]oxaiate. (Reproduced from Journal
of Biological Chemistq, 1992, 267:10537-10542. by copyright permission of The American
Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology.)

(or exit of positive charge) stoichiometric with disappearance of an internal proton
(generation of internal hydroxyl). Such indirect pumps can be constructed by any
appropriate set of vectorial (transport) and scalar (metabolic) reactions, regardless
of their complexity.

While these indirect proton pumps are clearly of interest for their roles in
bacterial cell biology (eukaryotes, too. may have such virtual pumps), they are of
particular interest in an evolutionary context, inasmuch they directly support the
idea that active transport might arise by a cooperativity of membrane and cvtosolic
events. Perhaps just as relevant, such ion transport has an automatic specificity for
protons, making it realistic to propose these as substrates of the first ion pump (Fig.
1).
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The Origins of Membrane Carriers
Having speculated on the origins of the first ion pumps. it is appropriate to consider
the parallel development of membrane carriers. once again using contemporary
examples to support speculation. There are. in fact. a large number of known
carriers: physiological work has identified 5010 or so different carrier-mediated
reactions (Stein. 1986). and sequence analysis has yielded - 100( case studies. some
of which have not vet been ý,tudied at the phvsiological level (Malone%. 1991:
Maloney. P. C.. unpublished ohseriations). Unfortunately. biochemical anaivsis is
still restricted to a few carriers, and no single example is known in any real structural
detail. Nevertheless. the ensemble data base is large enough to prompt educated
guesses about the evolution of this superfamily.

Carriers Have Large Numbers of Transmembrane
Alpha Helices

1.0 Even a cursory scan of carrcir nrotein setLuences suggests that the transmembrane
alpha helix is the most comrnnioniv InLIIn structurai clement, ana this simpic conciu-
sion is consistent with all of the theoretical and experimental studies at hand: the
various predictive algorithms tllat asscss secondary structure hydropathyv Ice Kvte
and Doolittle, 1982: Engelman ct al.. !986). CD spectroscopy (Foster et al.. 1983:
Chin et al.. 1986). and inter-residue distance as assessed by the propensity to form
disulfide bridges when pairs of cysteines are introduced by mutagenesis (Pakula and
Simon. 1992). Overall, we think it fair to state that the -'typical" membrane carrier is
mostly (60-70% or more) alpha helical, and that these helices are sufficiently long
(20-25 residues) and of sufficient hydrophobicity to span the 40-A lipid bilaver. One
should add, of course. that these things are known to be true for the transmembrane
segments of crystallized membrane proteins such as the photosynthetic reaction
center (Deisenhofer et al.. 1985), bacteriorhodopsin (Henderson et al., 1990). and
diphtheria toxin (Choe et al.. 1992). Although these specific proteins are not carriers.
they clearly contain the structural features we associate with authentic carriers.

Given these findings. it is commonly assumed that the transmembrane alpha-
helix is the main stnictural element of membrane carriers. This has. understandably.
led to the unstated proposition that the alpha helix is also the main /hnctional
element in these proteins, but this latter speculation is much harder to defend. It
might be worth keeping an open mind on this second issue, if only to honor the
current models of ion channel structure, in which the role of an eight-stranded beta
barrel is emphasized (see Miller. 1991). despite the fact that even for ion channels
the dominant structural element is (in almost all cases) the transmembrane alpha
helix.

The Sequences of a Few Carriers Suggest a Pattern of Evolution
Involving Gene Duplication and Fusion
A few contemporary carriers offer especially interesting sequences in the setting of
an evolutionary discussion. For example. we suppose primitive carriers were of
rather simple structure and limited sequence diversity. Are simple carriers presently
known? Perhaps. Among today's examples, the simplest is clearly represented by the
proteolipid subunit (subunit c) of the F-type proton-translocating ATPase. FoFI.

o I
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Subunit c contains only a single pair of transmembrane segments (alpha helices)
connected by a short intracellular loop. This simple hairpin is then replicated many
times (9-12) to form an aggregate which of itself or in combination with the
remainder of the Fo sector forms the proton-translocating carrier/channel within the
enzyme (Fillingame. 1990). Accordingly, one might suggest that something as simple
as subunit c could have been the first membrane carrier; that is, identical pairs of
transmembrane helices associated so as to yield multiple copies per functional unit.

Still another carrier gives reason to believe such a hairpin structure actually
served as precursor to a more elaborate contemporary version. The idea is nicely
illustrated in the work of Klingenberg and his collaborators (1980). who have
examined the mitochondrial ADP:ATP carrier. This polypeptide, which is some 300
residues in length and which contains six transmembrane alpha helices. can be
subdivided into three domai.is, each comprising one-third of the molecule. Each
domain contains a pair of transmembrane alpha helices connected by a short
hydrophilic loop, and each of these hairpin domains is related to the others by
significant sequence homology: nearly 40% of the time. identical (or similar) residues
are found at the same position in at least two of the three domains (Fig. 5). Similar

-,.1.ol *, I I0I 6 °.0 06.1. .1 I oo.1.Io .1.1* 1 *.1 .I
SDQALSFLK DFLAG.G'AAAISKrAVAPIERVKLLLQIQsMKQLSAEKQYYr, I IDVR PKEQGFLSFWJ(MAWlRYFPTQALNFAFiKDIQI FLG

GVtIDHKQFRYFAGNLASGGAAGATSLCFVYPLDFARTRLAAD VGKGAAQREFrMGLNCITKI FKSDGLRGLYQGCRJVSQGI I IYRAAYFGVYUrAqAK2L

PDPDiV HIIVSh4IAQTvrAVAGLVSYPFMVRRPR44Q SGRKGADIkDrrGChRKIAODEGPKAFFI(GAWSNVqLRQ GAFVLVLYDEIKKFV

= same residue in 3/3 regions 161

* = same residue in 2/3 regions 261

Figure 5. Internal sequence homologies in the mitochondrial ATP:ADP carrier. Sequence
analysis indicates this carrier has three internal domains, each - 100 residues in length. These
domains are shown here, proceeding from the NH, terminus (upper left) to the COOH
terminus (lower right) of the protein. Vertical lines indicate positions in which the residues are
similar or identical in all three domains; the solid circles show positions containing identical
(or similar) residues in two of three domains (Aquila et al., 1987).

observations have been made for several other mitochondrial carriers (Runswick et
al , 1987).

The simplest way to understand these internal homologies is to suppose that in
historic time such carriers were constructed as multimers of identical domains (pairs
of helices), and that evolutionary progression involved gene duplication, gene
triplication, and then gene fusion. As a result, there was both a reduction in subunit
number and a corresponding increase in sequence complexity, presumably allowing
for development of specificity. (The proteolipid also illustrates the argument. since
subunit c of V-type FoFi arose from gene duplication and fusion (Nelson. 19921.)
The overall concept is further outlined by Fig. 6. which now incorporates the
experimental finding that the ADP:ATP carrier exists as a homodimer (Klingenberg
et al., 1980).

The fact that the adenine nucleotide carrier exists as a dimer suggests that we
might extend the argument concerning gene duplication and fusion to anticipate
examples in which the polypeptide represents, in effect, a covalent heterodimer
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containing a total of 6 hairpin domains and 12 transmembrane helices. Are there
such examples now known'? There is, of course, no example in which one finds six
identical helical pairs. but perhaps that's too much to expect. On the other hand.
there are a number of carriers whose sequences are consistent with the general idea.
Take. for example. the internal homology (and complementation) exhibited bv the
MgTetracycline:H antiporter (Rubin et al., 1990). That protein, which is approxi-
mately twice the size of the nucleotide exchanger. shows an evident homology
between its NH,- and COOH-terminal halves, and while such internal similarities
are not found in all carriers, they are reasonably frequent. as Henderson and others
have noted for the monosaccharide carriers (Baldwin and Henderson. 1989). Others
have noted similarly repeated domains in eukarvote proteins, the most prominent
example being the multiple drug resistance protein. MDR (Pastan et al.. 1991). We
therefore assume that these findings reflect a general pattern. one that suggests an
evolutionary history involving gene duplication and fusion. as discussed before. In
cases where internal homology is not evident, we assume heterologous rather than
homologous gene fusions.

Figure 6. Hypothetical evolu-
tionary development of a mcm-

S- - -- - - -i - --- - brane carrier protein. We sug-

__gest early transport proteins
(carriers, possibly channels)
were multimeric (hexamer?)
structures with a subunit hav-

PRECURSOR MONOMER ing a pair of trans-membrane
alpha helices. Subsequcr.t gene#_ duplication, triplication, and fu-
sion gave rise to a new carrier

protein capable of functioning
as a dimer. As noted in the text.
a second gene duplication/
fusion event would generate a
carrier able to work as a mono-
mer.

This argument naturally leads one to question whether such events have
repeated themselves on a still larger scale: are there carriers in which gene duplica-
tion and fusion events have led to even larger constructs, having, say. 9 or 12 hairpin
domains (18 or 24 helices)? Presently, the answer to this question is negative: all
known carriers show sequences placing them within the boundaries already dis-
cussed (see below). Instead, when one encounters higher domain multiplicities (helix
numbers of 18, 24, or higher), the protein appears to function as a channel or
junction rather than as a carrier (see Maloney, 1991).

Carriers Belong to a Superfamily Having a Common Overall
Structure
We believe the evolutionary progression outlined here adequately describes the
origin and development of membrane carriers. Moreover, this simple progression is
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consistent with the idea (Maloney. 1991) that carriers form a cohesive group (a
superfamily) whose members differ in the details required to confer selectivity and
specificity, but not in aspects of overall structure.

The likely two-dimensional structure of such carriers is illustrated by UhpT. the
bacterial Pi-linked sugar 6-phosphate antiporter (Fig. 7). an example that is suited to
the present discussion for several reasons: (a) Certainly. UhpT shows the general
features we now expect to see in membrane carriers. That is. the bulk of the molecule
is within the membrane (or within the cytoplasm): there are multiple transmembrane
segments (usually 10 or 12) segregated into two groups by a large central cytoplasmic
loop. (b) In addition. work with UhpT illustrates the application of gcenetic tools. As

Sl -7412791283113021 134211344 345 346 1F2551
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(UhpT) from E. coi. The likely secondary structure of UhpT is derived by considering three

factors: (a) the analysis of hydropathy: (b) the "'positive-inside" rule (von Heijne. 1986). which
assigns clusters of positively charged residues to the inner cytoplasmic border: and (c) the
results of fusions to alkaline phosphatase. a reporter whose activity reflects its internal or
external location. In the diagram shown, the boxes indicate the phosphatase activity of
UhpT-AP fusion proteins relative to wild-type AP. Low AP activity indicates that the fusion
occurs at a residue originally found within the cytoplasm: high AP activity reflects an extcrnal
position. (Reproduced from Journal of Bacteriology', 1990. 172:1688-1693. by copyright
permission of The American Society for Microbiology.)

discussed by Boyd et al. (this volume), such an approach can document the presence
of multiple transmembrane segments by using gene fusion technology to attach
various reporter groups at different positions along or within the carrier sequence.
Studies with UhpT have generated 20 such fusions (Lloyd and Kadner. 1990: Island
et al.. 1992), which together define most of the 12 transmembrane segments shown
here (Fig. 7). (c) UhpT is of interest for its physiological behavior as well. Thus. in
the neutral exchange of phosphate and suftar phosphate. UhpT displays an unusual
2:1 stoichiometry, as two monovalent phosphate anions move against a single
divalent sugar phosphate (Maloney et al., 1990). This stoichiometry has been taken
to reflect the presence of paired binding sites cooperatively linked to accept either
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two monovalent substrates or a single divalent passenger. Clearly, one may reason-
ably speculate that such paired sites echo an evolutionary history in which two
independent subunits operated together, each contributing a single binding site. (d)
Perhaps most important, the biochemical study of UhpT has significantly contributed
to the idea that all carriers are structured in essentially the same way. This suggestion
was prompted by the combined results of biochemistry and molecular biology
(Maloney. 1989. 1991: Ambudkar et al.. 1990). but since only a few carriers have been
examined in the necessarv biochemical detail. the idea must still be considered
speculative. Even so. because the idea offers a simple summary of all current
information, it is worth discussion.

It is perhaps easiest to begin by noting the result of biochemical studies with
UhpT, a bacterial anion exchange protein, and with band 3. the anion exchanger of
the red cell membrane. The striking finding is that each of these functions as a
monomer, in sharp contrast to the dimeric nature of the adenine nucleotide carrier
(see above). The significance of such contrasts is highlighted by the data in Table I.
which shows the minimal functioning unit of the seven membrane carriers now
analyzed in enough detail to address the issue. Note that the biochemical analysis

TABLE I
The Minimal Functioning Units of Seven Membrane Carriers

Example Functional unit Helix number

LacY Monomer 12
UhpT Monomer 12
GLUTI Monomer 12
Band 3 Monomer 12

ADP:ATP Dimer 6
UCP Dimer 6
Pi:3PGA Dimer 7

Updated from Ambudkar et al. (1990).

distinguishes two types of carriers. On the one hand, there are those that work as
monomers, a group now including the lactose (LacY) and sugar phosphate (UhpT)
carriers of Escherichia coli. and the glucose facilitator (GLUTI) and anion carriers
(band 3) of the red cell. Among these, the evidence is unambiguous for band 3, where
proteoliposomes containing single monomers can be physically isolated and tested
for function (Lindenthal and Schubert, 1991). Nearly as good is the evidence for
UhpT and LacY, where somewhat fewer direct criteria are used to infer that function
is a result of single monomers in single proteoliposomes (Costello et al., 1987;
Ambudkar et al., 1990). The evidence for GLUTI is perhaps the weakest, but
consistent with the others nevertheless. The second class distinguished by biochemi-
cal study contains carriers that appear as dimers-the nucleotide exchange carriers
(ATP:ADP), the uncoupling protein (UCP) of brown fat mitochondria, and the
phosphate:phosphoglycerate antiporter of chloroplasts. The evidence in these cases
is mostly from analytical ultracentrifugational analysis of purified proteins in deter-
gent micelles (Klingenberg et al., 1980; Wagner et al., 1989).

Table I also summarizes the molecular biology of these carriers by noting their
helix numbers, that is, the number of transmembrane alpha helices inferred from
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hydropathy analysis (or in some cases by more complete study; cf. Fig. 7). The central
observation is that the two biochemically distinct groups (monomers and dimers) can
also be identified by a corresponding twofold difference in helix numbers. As a result.
all seven cases show a functional unit with a helix number of - 12.

We believe this correlation between biochemistry and molecular biology (Table
1) is significant and that it forms the structural basis for delineation of the superfam-
ilv of membrane carriers. At the least. a survey of the helix numbcrs of known
carriers is consistent with the argument (Malonev. 1991: Maloney. P. C.. unpublished
observations). Thus. hydropathy plots identify two groups of carriers. The smaller
group ( ~ 20 cases) contains carriers with helix numbers centering on 6: these are
usually found in mitochondria and chloroplasts. (Since this group contains many
isoforms of the adenine nucleotide exchanger. this correlation may be fortuitous.) In
the larger group ( - 80 cases) helix numbers almost always center on 10-12. Based on
the correlation shown earlier (Table I). one might therefore suppose that those in
the former group operate as dimers. while those in the latter group are functional
monomers.

If the correlation shown 6\ [a.blc i continues to hold as more carrier.s .are
subjected to biochemical analysis. one important outcome will be that we can recall
earlier thoughts on how substratcs miht move through membrane proteins. Both
Klingenberg (1981) and Kvte (1981) argued that transport systems should be
oligomeric so that the volume entrapped between subunits would become the
transport pathway. The reasoning fits with the finding of dimeric carriers but seems
contradicted by those that work as monomers. If. however, these monomers act as a
virtual dimer (Maloney, 1989) by virtue of their evolutionary history of gene
duplication and fusion, then theory would again match experiment.
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Band 3 Is a Multifunctional Protein
The basic structural unit of band 3 (Mr 95,000) in the erythrocyte membrane is a
dimer: however, the individual subunits within the oligomer are capable of carrying
out anion transport independently. The oligomeric structure allows for allosteric
regulation or modulation of transport. perhaps even to the extent of changing
transport kinetics from ping-pong (uncoupled) to simuitaneous (coupled). The
transport function (Jennings. 1989) is carried out by the membrane domain (.11,
52,000). which is also dimeric. The cytosolic domain of band 3 (Mr 43,000) carries out
a plethora of functions (Low. 1986) largely unrelated to anion transport. This
suggests that band 3 may have arisen as the result of gene fusion, with the two protein
domains corresponding to ancestral genes. Alternatively, the cvtosolic domain may
have originally regulated anion transport. with this function having been lost through
evolution of the erythrocyte form of band 3. The cytosolic domain anchors the
cytoskeleton to the membrane. regulates glycolysis through phosphorylationi
dephosphorylation of tyrosine 8. and binds hemoglobin (Low, 1986). Band 3 contains
a third domain, the N-linked oliiosaccharide chain exposed on the cell surface. This
elaborate structure is a red cell antigen and probably plays a role in senescence
(Beppu et al.. 1992). The multifunctional nature of band 3 suggests that a single gene
may encode a membrane protein that has domains (membrane and cytosolic) with
unrelated functions.

Sequence Analyses
The amino acid sequence of a membrane protein provides a wealth of information
which, if properly decoded, will eventually lead to a prediction of the three-
dimensional structure of the protein. One example of such an analysis that is
routinely applied to membrane proteins is the search for hydrophobic stretches of
amino acids that are of sufficient length to span a lipid bilayer. Such hydropathy
profiles lead to models of membrane protein folding that can then be tested
experimentally. For band 3, the hydropathy analysis reveals the presence of 10
hydrophobic peaks, some of which are long enough to span the membrane twice.
Experimental evidence (Tanner. 1989) has shown that band 3 may contain up to 14
transmembrane segments. We have used an immunological approach to study the
folding pattern of band 3 in the membrane. Polyclonal antibodies were raised against
synthetic peptides corresponding to hydrophilic sequences predicted to face the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane. An antibody against the extreme carboxl
terminus was used to localize this portion of band 3 to the cytosol (Lieberman and
Reithmeier, 1988). Since the amino terminus of band 3 also faces the cytosol, band 3
spans the erythrocyte membrane an even number of times. Antibodies directed
toward predicted internal loops of protein failed to react with the native protein in
the membrane and therefore could not be used for localization studies. Either the
conformation of the loops is different in the protein and the peptide or the sequences
are simply not accessible to the very large antibody probe.

We have completed a survey of the sequences of single span membrane proteins
and have found that the transmembrane segments of human type I plasma mem-
brane proteins (Nout, Cin) are not simply random sequences of exclusively hydropho-
bic amino acids (Landolt-Marticorena et al., 1993). The sequence can be organized
into a motif that has implications for membrane protein biosynthesis, folding, and
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stability. The single transmembrane segment of glycophorin A (Nt-EPEITLIIF-
GVMAGVIGTILLISYGIRRLIKK-Ct; hydrophobic domain in bold) provides an
excellent example of such a motif. Single span transmembrane segments are en-
riched in lie, Val, Leu. Phe. Ala. and Gly. The first four amino acids ensure the
hydrophobic nature of the segment. lie and Val displaying 13-branched side-chains to
the bilayer. Alanine is an excellent helix former, while glycine is the poorest. This
suggests that glycine residues within transmembrane segments must play a special
role. The motif begins with a residue designed to initiate helix formation (Pro) at the
amino-terminal flanking domain. The hydrophobic segment contains 13-branched
amino acids at the amino terminus, while the carboxvl terminus is enriched in leucine
residues. Aromatic residues (Tyr) are found at the boundary region between the
hydrophobic domain and the aqueous domain. The transmembrane segments con-
tain a number of glycine residues that are disposed to one side of the helix. These
small residues provide the site of interaction to stabilize the glycophorin dimer.
Glycine residues may also impart a degree of flexibility to the transmembrane
segment. allowing the formation of higher order structures. The carboxyl-terminal
flank is enriched in basic residues, which act to retain the carboxvl terminus to the
cytoplasmic side of the membrane during biosynthesis.

Type 1I single span membrane proteins contain some of these elements:
however, a rigorous survey was not possible due to the limited number of sequences
available. Aromatic residues again are localized to the interfacial region. Basic
residues are found at the amino terminus, again facing the cytoplasm. For example,
proline residues near the amino terminus of transmembrane segments may initiate
helix formation.

Oligosaccharide Chains
Oligosaccharide chains may be linked to asparagine residues contained within the
sequon Asn-X-Ser/Thr, where X is any amino acid other than proline (Reithmeier
and Deber, 1992). These sites provide markers for the outside of the cell, since
N-linked carbohydrate is found on the cell surface. Unfortunately, many of the
sequons are not glycosylated since they are located on the cytoplasmic side of the
membrane. Band 3 provides such an example. Asparagines 593 and 642 are con-
tained within consensus sequons, but they are separated by a single hydrophobic
segment and must therefore reside on opposite sides of the membrane. Protein
chemical studies have shown that asparagine 642 is a site of N-linked glycosylation
and is located on the cell exterior (Jay and Cantley, 1986; Tanner et al., 1988).
Interestingly, the other members of the band 3 gene family (Alper, 1991), AE2 and
AE3, do not contain a consensus glycosylation site at the same position, but rather
contain consensus glycosylation sites on the preceding extracellular loop of protein.

In a survey of multispanning membrane proteins we have found that glycosyla-
tion sites are restricted to a single extracellular loop of protein (Landolt-
Marticorena, C., and R. A. F. Reithmeier, manuscript in preparation). This loop may
contain multiple glycosylation sites, but other glycosylation sites are rarely permitted
in other extracellular domains. Why glycosylation does not occur on multiple loops of
protein is unknown. It may be that during biosynthesis, once one loop of protein
occupic. the glycosyltransferase enzyme in the endoplasmic reticulum, no other loop
has access to the enzyme.
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Most multispan membrane proteins localized to the plasma membrane contain
at least one N-linked oligosaccharide chain or are associated with another polypep-
tide that is glycosylated. This suggests that oligosaccharide chains must fulfill some
essential role in the biosynthesis. structure, or function of these membrane proteins.
On the other hand, nature may simply be using plasma membrane protein as a
vehicle to transport exotic cell surface antigens to the cell surface. In some cases.
oligosaccharide chains may aid in the folding process since the oligosaccharide chain
is attached to the protein in the endoplasmic reticulum before synthesis is com-
pleted. The targeting role for oligosaccharide seems to be limited to phosphoman-
nose residues, which direct proteins to the lysosome.

The role of the single oligosaccharide chain attached to band 3 was studied after
enzymatic deglycosylation (Casey et al.. 1992). It was found that deglycosylation
decreased the solubility of the protein and promoted aggregation. No change in
oligomeric structure, detergent binding, or secondary structure was observed. Degly-
cosylation of band 3 did not alter its ability to transport anions or to bind inhibitors.
The oligosaccharide chain of band 3 may be thought of as i separate domain of the
protein that functions as a blood group antigen (I). being relatively independent
from the other functions of band 3.

Helix-Helix Interactions
Circular dichroism studies of purified band 3 in reconstituted lipid vesicles and in
detergent (C12E8) solution have shown that the secondary structure of the protein is
maintained in this detergent (Reithmeier et al., 1989). Detergents with short alkyl
chains (octyl glucoside), in contrast, denature band 3 with significant changes in
secondary structure (Werner and Reithmeier. 1985). Exhaustive proteolysis of ghost
membranes has shown that the transmembrane segments of band 3 that are
protected from proteolysis are entirely a-helical in conformation (Oikawa et al..
1985). Band 3 transmembrane sequences with known topography may be modeled as
a-helices.

The membrane-associated sequences of membrane proteins are often highly
conserved. This is unlikely to be due to specific protein-lipid interactions. Indeed.
analysis of the structure of the photoreaction center (Rees et al.. 1989) has shown
that the lipid-facing side chains are poorly conserved. The high degree of conserva-
tion of transmembrane segments is therefore due to the constraints imposed by
protein-protein interactions. Since membrane-spanning segments are a-helical in
conformation, helix-helix interactions play a central role in the structure of intrinsic
membrane proteins (Lemmon and Engelman. 1992). Transmembrane segments that
are linked by short loops or turns are probably adjacent to one another in the final
structure. This is certainly the case for bacteriorhodopsin. The packing of antiparal-
lel helices is well characterized in soluble proteins, and similar modes of packing may
exist for membrane proteins. In soluble proteins helix-helix interactions are medi-
ated by hydrophobic surfaces. The packing of transmembrane helices involves
similar interactions, but with more hydrophobic surface of the helices being dis-
played to the bilayer.

An examination of the transmembrane segments of single span membrane
proteins like glycophorin reveals an asymmetric helix. One face is very hydrophobic
and probably faces the bilayer, while the opposite face contains a cluster of glycine
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residues and residues with small side chains like alanine. We propose that glycine
residues in trqnsmembrane helices provide sites of close contact between transmem-
brane segments. Glycine residues also impart to helical seements a degree of
tlexibility. This hypothesis was tested using the gk.cophorin dimer as a model. Energe
minimization and dynamics showed that the transmembrane segment of the giycopho-
rin dimer involved extensive interactions between the elycine faces of the helix.
Enercv minimization studics haic Nhown that a nlumber of low enerv structurcs arc
possible. They all. however. invoive interactions between the glycine face of Llycopho-
rin. The final structure %%as a left-handed coiled coil. The lack of side chains at the
glycine position allowed an intimate backbone-backbone interaction. Glhcinc rc,,si-
dues are enriched in the transmembrane segments of type I single span membrane
proteins. consistent with its role as mediated helix-helix contacts. A similar coiled
coil structure was observed between the transmembrane segments of HLA class 11
molecules, which consist of an o and a 0 subunit.

The modeling of muiti-p!;anninc membrane proteins presents additional chzil-
lences: Which helices interact? What is the conformation of the segments? .\re aii
transmembrane segments ;i•ciat.; irn.,rsmemprantic cecments tilat arc n!ot in I
hydrophobic environment c.g.. not Iacing the lipid bilaver) need not be helical in
conformation. The transrcnmuranmc sc-,,ments (i transport proteins arc enriched in
proline residues (Brandl and Dcbcr. t186). which may disrupt the helical sc"ment.
Proline residues can bend helices. providing space for transporter substrates. Fhis
amino acid is commonly found at the amino terminus of helices in soluble proteins.
where it plays a role in helix initiation (Richardson and Richardson. 1988). Since
helices are dipoles. a slight positive charge exists at the amino termini of helices (Hol
et al., 1978). A number of helices can provide a binding site for anions at the
amino-terminal ends. The limits of the helix may be difficult to define: however, the
presence of proline residues as helix initiators may help define helix ends.

Oligomeric Structure
Band 3 exists as a mixture of dimers (70%) and tetramers in the ervthrocvte
membrane and in some detergent solutions (Casey and Reithmeier. 1991). The
various oligomeric forms of band 3 express different functions. The individual
subunits within band 3 oligomers are fully capable of anion transport: however, an
oligomeric structure allows cooperative interactions to occur between subunits.
Tetramers of band 3 bind to the cytoskeleton. The membrane domain is exclusiv\e-
dimeric, showing that the tetramer is held together by interactions involving the
cytosolic domain. Higher oligomeric forms of band 3 form the senescence antigen
and are involved in red cell aging (Low et al., 1985). In this role band 3 acts as a
transmembrane signaling molecule. relaying the denaturation of hemoglobin to the
cell surface via band 3 aggregates that provide external binding sites for antibodies
involved in red cell removal.

Band 3 in Ovalocytes
Band 3 from red cells of individuals with Southeast Asian ovalocytosis (SAO) contain
a very interesting deletion. with nine amino acids located at the boundary position of
the cytosol and the first transmembrane segment missing in SAO band 3 (Jarolim et
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al., 1991). No homozygous carriers of the SAO gene have been found, suggesting that
this mutation is lethal and that the gene for band 3 (AEI) is essential either in the
context of the red cell or in the kidney, where an alternatively spliced form of the
gene is expressed (Brosius et al., 1989). This deletion alters the interaction of band 3
with the cytoskeleton, resulting in the unusual red cell shape. SAO is also associated
with resistance to malarial infection (Kidson et al., 1981). We have noted changes in
the membrane domain as well. First, SAO band 3 is incapable of binding stilbene
disulfonates (Kidson et al., 1981; Schofield et al.. 1992: Sarabia. V.. J. Casey, and R.
A. F. Reithmeier, manuscript submitted for publication). This suggests that the first
transmembrane segment is involved directly in stilbene binding, or that the structure
of the protein has been dramatically altered by this deletion. It is important to note
that the stilbene site is accessible from the outside, while the mutation is on the
opposite side of the membrane. Recent results have shown that SAO band 3 is
inactive in transport (Schofield et al., 1992).

A second alteration occurs in oligosaccharide processing. As mentioned above.
band 3 contains a polylactosaminyl oligosaccharide structure that is attached in the
trans-Golgi. This sugar structure is commonly found on lvsosomal enzymes and its
presence on band 3 remains a mystery. SAO band 3 entirely escapes this modification
(Sarabia. V.. J. Casey. and R. A. F. Reithmcier. manuscript submitted for publica-
tion). This suggests that SAO band 3 proceeds quickly through the trans-Golgi, or
that the structure of the protein has been changed such that the recognition elements
for the lactosaminyl transfer have been destroyed. The fact that SAO band 3 is made
in equal amounts to normal band 3 suggests that the synthesis and movement of the
protein out of the endoplasmic reticulum has not been impaired by the mutation.
Since band 3 is oligomeric, it is also possible that SAO band 3 forms heterodimers
with normal band 3 and piggybacks its way to the cell surface.
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Introduction
Eukaryotic Na+/H+ antiporters are integral plasma membrane proteins which exert
important functions in the maintenance of acid-base balance and ionic homeostasis.
These ion transporters use the energy of the transmembrane gradient of sodium to
catalyze the exchange of one extracellular sodium ion for one intracellular proton.

The most widely studied Na+/H+ antiporter is the Naý/H+ exchanger I
(NHE1) isoform, which appears to be expressed in every cell system where it has
been investigated (for review, see Grinstein. 1988). This exchanger is involved in the
regulation of intracellular pH and cell volume (Hoffmann and Simonsen. 1989) and
is blocked by the compound amiloride. The discovery that NHE1 is rapidly turned on
by all known mitogens has initiated many studies trying to elucidate both the
contribution of this antiporter in the control of cell proliferation and the cellular
signaling pathways leading to NHE1 activation (for review. see Grinstein et al..
1989). Besides the ubiquituously expressed Na+/Hý exchanger, several isoforms
possessing a lower sensitivity to amiloride have been identified (Orlowski et al.. 1992:
Tse et al.. 1992). NHE2 and NHE3 are found to he apically expressed in small
intestine and kidney proximal tubule epithelia. where they perform more specialized

ion transport functions such as sodium reabsorption linked to acid secretion. NHE4.
which is highly expressed in the gastrointestinal tract. may be involved in pH
regulation upon stomach acid secretion.

Because of their importance in numerous physiological functions, the Na H"
exchangers have been suspected to exert a contribution in several pathological
processes such as essential hypertension (Canessa et al.. 1988) or postischemic
arrythmia and cell death occurring after a heart attack (Lazdunski et al., 1985).

During the past decade our attention has been focused on the biochemical
properties of NHE1 (Paris and Pouyssdgur, 1983). its molecular mechanism of
activation by growth factors (Paris and Pouyssegur. 1984). the identification of its
primary structure. and the cloning of its gene (Sardet et al.. 1989; Miller et al., 1991).
We are presently trying to elucidate the relations between the primary structure and
the functions of the Na+/H÷ antiporters. After an overview describing the basic
features of Na+/H + exchange, this review article will expose recent data concerning
the structure of Na+/H÷ exchangers, the mechanism of growth factor activation of
the NHEI antiporter, the identification of its amiloride binding site. and the recent
progress on the other isoforms of Na÷/H+ exchanger.

Biochemical Properties
Na÷/H+ antiporters use the energy provided by the inwardly directed electrochemi-
cal gradient of sodium to perform ion translocation across the plasma membrane
(Fig. 1). This exchange therefore does not need direct ATP hydrolysis to occur, but
depends instead on the cellular energy level, because the Na+ transmembrane
gradient has to be maintained by the Na!/K÷ATPase. and since a basal state ot
phosphorylation of the antiporter is required for its function (Cassel et al.. 1986:
Wakabavashi et al.. 1992). This electroneutral ion exchange (1:1 stoichiometry) can
function in both directions, depending on the orientation of the Na transmembrane
gradient. Interestingly, other cations can compete with sodium on the external
transport site of the antiporter: Na+/H+ exchangers can mediate Li' /H as well as
H+/I.i+ exchange (Kinsella and Aronson, 1981; Paris and Pouyssegur. 1983), and
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external protons have also been reported to inhibit the antiporter by competing with
external sodium (Fig. 1). Thus it has been hypothesized that a protonatable amino
acid, probably a histidine residue, could play an important role in external sodium
binding or translocation (Gri.,,,,, and Aronson. 1986). Although the complete rcevers-
ibility of the ion exchange had suggested a certain degree of symmetry of the
antiporter, the behavior of this transporter in respect to internal protons and to
amiloride action clearly points to an asymmetric functioning. The Na+/H+ ex-
changer, which is barely measurable at physiological intracellular pH, becomes
allosterically activated as the internal pH decreases. Physiologically, this results in an
accelerated extrusion of the intracellular protons. and kinetically. this indicates that
two distinct internal proton binding sites are interacting cooperatively. This hypothe-
sis, first proposed by Aronson and Nee (1982) suggests that the binding of a first
proton to an internal protonatable regulatory site. or proton sensor site, would
increase the affinity of the proton internal transport site, thereby enhancing the
activation of the antiporter when the cytoplasm becomes more acidic (Fig. 1).

H÷+ Amiloride'

L+
Na+

Figure 1. The basic features of the
SNa + Na //H exchangers.).+IN

H+ Modifier 4site iLi +

(H+-Sensor} a

Like most of the members of the sodium transmembrane transp-orter family, the
Na+/H+ exchange is blocked by guanidinium ions, with a K, that is cl, 3e to the Km of
external sodium (Frelin et al., 1986). Among all the guanidinium derivatives that
have been tested for their ability to inhibit the antiporter. the diuretic molecule
amiloride appears to be the prototype of the most specific inhibitor (Benos, 1982)
(Fig. 1). Since amiloride is a purely competitive inhibitor of external sodium with a K,
for the NHE1 antiporter of 3 p.M in sodium-free medium (L'Allemain et al.. 1984).
millimolar concentrations of this compound are necessary to perform studies where
physiological external Na concentrations have to be maintained. Hence. to avoid
the side effects of these high amiloride concentrations, substitutions on this molecule
have been performed in order to obtain Na l / H + exchanger inhibitors having higher
affinity (for review, see Kleyman and Cragoe, 1988). The 5-(N-alkyl) substituted
derivatives of amiloride appear to be - 100-fold more potent than amiloride itself in
their ability to inhibit the NHEI isoform (K, = 50 nM for the 5-IN-methyl, N-propyll

I
4.
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amiloride), suggesting that the 5-amino moiety of the inhibitor ;s contacting a
hydrophobic pocket within the NHE1 antiporter. These pharmacological agents
have allowed the identification of Na+/H+ antiporter isoforms specifically expressed
in tissues involved in sodium transport such as small intestine and kidney. These
isoforms, which are located on the apical face of epithelial cells, display a lower
sensitivity to amiloride and 5-amino substituted derivatives when compared with the
NHE1 isoform (Haggerty et al., 1988). Moreover. a totally amiloride-insensitiVe
Na+/H+ exchanger has been reported to operate in cultured hippocampal neurons
(Raley-Susman et al., 1991).

Structural Features of the Na+/H+ Antiporters
Primary, Secondary, and Quaternary Structure of NHEI
The eukarvotic Na+/H÷ exchangers are expressed at the plasma membrane in
relatively low abundance (Dixon et al., 1987), which makes their study more difficult.
In addition. inhibitors such as amiloride. which bind with relatively low atfinitv. arc
not particularly specific, being able to interact with many other extracellular and
intracellular proteins (Kleyman and Cragoe, 1988). Hence. instead of using classical
protein purification techniques to characterize the structure of the antiporter. wke
preferred to gain access to the primary sequence of the human NHEI exchanger by
the use of a genetic approach (Pouyssdgur, 1985). Briefly, this genetic approach was
based on: (a) the selection of mouse fibroblast mutants deficient in Na+/H÷
antiporter (Pouyssdgur et al., 1984), (b) functional complementation of this antiporter-
deficient cell line using human genomic DNA (Franchi et al., 1986b), and (c) cloning
of the human cDNA restoring the function (Sardet et al., 1989).

The expression of this cDNA in the null cells restored all the features of NHE1
Na+/H+ ex.hange, and its complete sequencing revealed an open reading frame
coding for a putative protein of 815 amino acids (predicted molecular mass, 90,704
kD). The hydropathy plot of this primary sequence. as determined both by the
method of Engelman et al. (1986) and by the method of Kyte and Doolittle (1982).
showed that the encoded protein possessed a dichotomic structure. The secondary
structure of the antiporter appeared to consist of an amphipathic NH,-terminal
domain of 500 amino acids composed of 10-12 a-helical putative transmembrane
segments, and a 315-amino acid-long COOH-terminal hydrophilic cytoplasmic
domain (Fig. 2). As discussed further, the NHW-terminal transmembrane domain
possesses all the information to catalyze the ion exchange, while the cytoplasmic
domain, although not required for ion translocation. is necessary for mediating
hormonal regulation (Wakabayashi et al., 1992).

To isolate the protein encoded by the cloned cDNA. a fusion protein was
engineered using the last 157 amino acids of the COOH-terminal domain and the
Escherichia coli 03-galactosidase. Antibodies raised against this fusion protein were
able to specifically immunoprecipitate a protein with an apparent molecular mass of
110 kD. as well as being able to recognize the same band in immunoblots. This
antiserum was not able to detect any protein in cells deficient in Na+/H+ exchange
activity. The molecular weight of the immunologically characterized antiporter was
shown to be greater than the molecular weight deduced from the cDNA sequence
because of the glycosylation of the protein. Treatment with neuraminidase and
endoglycosidase F reduced the apparent size of the protein to the expected molecu-
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lar weight under denaturing SDS-PAGE conditions. In 32P-labeled cells, immunopre-
cipitation of the antiporter showed that this I 10-kD protein is constitutively phosphor-
ylated, but that its degree of phosphorylation can vary with the physiological state of
the cells. Additionally, when used in immunofluorescence. this antiserum could label
cells expressing the antiporter only when they were permeabilized, showing that, as
previously predicted, the hydrophilic COOH-terminal domain is indeed intracellular
(Sardet et al., 1990).

Several ion exchangers, such as the Cl-/HCO'- exchanger, have been hypothe-
sized to function as dimers (Jennings. 1989). Some experimental results also strongly
suggest that the functional unit of the NaI /H+ exchanger could be oligomeric. First.
pre-steady state kinetics on brush border vesicles showed that the sodium transport
catalyzed by the NaI/H÷ antiporter (probably a distinct isoform from NHE1)

Cleavage site

NH 2 COOR

IN

- Highly conserved domain among all
the cloned isoforms

C Part of the cytoplasmic domain which Is absolutely
required for growth factors activation

Figure 2. Hypothetical model of the Na+/H+ exchanger NHEI isoforrn.

exhibits allosteric features during the first turnover of the antiporter (Otsu et al..
1989). The authors suggested that this cooperative behavior (which is followed by a
purely Michaelian steady-state phase) indicates that two external sodium sites are
interacting cooperatively during the first cycle of the antiporter. They concluded that
the functional unit of the Na+/H÷ exchanger could be a homodimer, transporting
ions across the plasma membrane by a *flip-flop" mechanism (Lazdunski. 1972).
Second, after an immunoprecipitation of the NHE1 isoform in 3:P-labeled cells, in
addition to the major I 0-kD band, a fainter band of - 200 kD appears even under
SDS-PAGE denaturating conditions. When intact cells are pretreated with the
crosslinking agent disuccimidyl suberate. almost all the material present in the
1 0-kD band is shifted to the 200-kD band (Fafournoux, P., manuscript in prepara-
tion). Although these results strongly suggest that the Na÷ /HI antiporter could exist
as an homodimer in the plasma membrane, they cannot determine whether an

S
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oligomeric state is absolutely required for the function of the antiporter. However.
the hypothesis that the functional unit is a dimer leads to the prediction that the
expression of an inactive Na+/H+ antiporter into fibroblasts would titrate the
endogenous exchange activity. We are currently using this strategy to answer the
above question.

The Na+/H+ Antiporter Isoforms

The ubiquituously expressed exchanger NHE1 has been the most widely studied
antiporter since it is present in every cell system, where it achieves basic functions
that are absolutely required for cell life. A rapidly expanding field in the studies of
Na+/H÷ exchange is the search for and molecular characterization of new members
of the Na4 / H+ antiporter family. The antiporter isoforms have been characterized
first by their differing pharmacological profile for amiloride and its 5-amino substi-
tuted derivatives (Haggerty et al., 1988; Raley-Susman et al.. 1991: Ramamoorthy et
al., 1991). They have been discovered in various tissues. such as small intestine or
kidney proximal tubule epithelia. where they are involved in specialized ion trans-
port. For example, isoforms displaying a decreased affinity for amiloride 5-.\
substituted derivatives are specifically expressed at the apical but not at the basolat-
eral face of the kidney proximal tubule. They are responsible for - 70% of tile
sodium and bicarbonate reabsorption coupled to acid secretion by the kidney.

To characterize these isoforms at a molecular level, the NHEI eDNA has been
used as a probe to screen cDNA libraries made from intestine and kidney by low
stringency hybridization. Using this method, three cDNAs coding for distinct iso-
forms referred as NHE2 (Tse, C. M., manuscript in preparation), NHE3 (Orlowski
et al., 1992: Tse et al., 1992), and NHE4 (Orlowski et al., 1992) have been cloned.
Since all the NHE1 cDNAs cloned from different species (human: Sardet et al., 1989:
hamster: Counillon, L., manuscript in preparation: pig: Reilly et al., 1991; rat:
Orlowski et al.. 1992; and rabbit: Tse et al., 1991) have been shown to share a very
high sequence homology ( > 90%), the sequences of these apparently more special-
ized isoforms have provided an "evolutionary shortcut'" revealing the conserved
essential functional domains of the antiporter. All these isoforms share the same
hydropathy plot as the NHE1 isoform, with an amino acid homology of - 50% in the
transmembrane domain and -30% in the cytoplasmic domain for the NHE3 and
NHE4 isoforms, and 60 and 35% for the NHE2 isoform (Fig. 3), respectively.

The analysis of sequence homology between the cloned isoforms has been very
helpful in identifying a highly conserved domain of the antiporter. which is probably
absolutely required for Na+/H 4 exchange. This part of the molecule corresponds to
the 5a and 5b putative transmembrane segments in the 12 transmembrane helices
topological model of the antiporter. Interestingly, these two hydrophobic putative
transmembrane domains contain several negatively charged residues which could be
engaged in ion transport or proton sensitivity. Several other charged amino acids
present in the other transmembrane domains are also conserved among all the
isoforms and should be important for the ionic transport, and/or in the tertiary or
quaternary structure of the exchanger. Site-directed mutagenesis studies are now in
progress to elucidate their function.

By contrast, the sequence of the first putative transmembrane domain of NHEI.
which was originally hypothesized to be a signal peptide. is not conserved among the
isoforms, suggesting that this part of the molecule is not essential for the function of
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the antiporters. The presence of a signal peptide consensus cleavage site conserved
among all the NHE1 isoforms and several experimental results suggest that this
hydrophobic segment is cleaved during the protein processing. We have introduced a
sequence coding for an artificial epitope at the NH, terminus of the human NHE1,

NH2

NHE-1 BASOLATERAL FORM COOH IN

- human
- pig - Ubiquitously expressed
- rabbit - Amiloride-sensitive
- hamster - Growth factor activatable
- rat

P NHE-1 - Activated by cAMP
-trout red cell - Homology 75% - 50%

NH2 .1

COOKH I

PUTATIVE APICAL FORM

NHE-2 -rabbit 'Expressed in kidney
NHE-3 rat stomach and intestineNHE-4 -a

- Homology: 60% - 35%
- Amiloride resistant

Figure 3. Topology and main features of the cloned Na+ /H' exchanger isoforms.

and alternatively, downstream of the first transmembrane segment. In Western blots.
specific antibodies against this epitope recognize the second but not the first
engineered protein after expression in antiporter-deficient cells (Fafournoux, P..
unpublished results). These results strongly suggest that the first putative transmem-
brane segment is removed from the protein during its processing.

. ý .
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The first glycosylation site predicted in the topological model of NHEI is not
conserved among all the isoforms, suggesting that it is not necessary for the function
of the protein. This has been confirmed in our laboratory: the disruption of the
glycosylation site in the NHE1 sequence gives a totally functional protein with a
lower apparent molecular weight (Fafournoux. P.. unpublished results). These data
show that this site is effectively glycosylated but that it is not necessary for the
function of the antiporter.

The Pharmacological Profile of the Cloned Na+ / H+ Antiporter Isoforms
It was also necessary to determine if these recently cloned cDNAs were coding for
functional isoforms of Na+/H' antiporters. and if their affinity for amiloride and its
derivatives was similar to the pharmacological profile of the isoforms that had been
initially characterized in epithelial tissues. Thus, we used our antiporter-deficient
PS120 cell line to express the cDNAs coding for the NHE2 and NHE3 isoforms. The
cells where these two cDNAs had been transfected exhibited a fully functional
antiporter activity, and we used inhibition of -NtNa" uptake initial rates to determine
the pharmacological profile of these isoforms for amihoride and its :-amino substi-
tuted derivatives (Counillon, L.. manuscript in preparation). When compared with
NHEI. the NHE2 isoform exhibits a 10-fold decrease in atlinitv for the 5-V
substituted derivatives of amiloride (5-N-dimethvl amiloride [DMAJ. and 5-[,V-
methyl. N-propyl] amiloride IMPA]), but not for amiloride itself. By contrast, the
NHE3 isoform exhibits a much stronger resistant phenotype toward both amiloride
and DMA or MPA. We therefore conclude that NHE2 and NHE3 cDNAs are
encoding functional Na+/H÷ antiporters which are likely to be the same as the ones
that have been pharmacologically characterized in epithelia. Unfortunately. it was
impossible to express the NHE4 cDNA in fibroblasts. and therefore no pharmacolog-
ical information is yet available for this isoform.

Identification of Amino Acids Involved in the Amiloride Binding of the
Na+/H+ Exchangers

Another piece of work performed to elucidate structure-function relationship in the
Na'/H t exchanger was a genetic approach that has lead to the identification of
amino acids involved in amiloride binding (Counillon. L., manuscript in prepara-
tion). As amiloride is a pure competitor of external sodium, it was initially hoped that
the mapping of residues interacting with amiloride in the primary structure of the
antiporter could be used as a starting point to identify sodium interaction sites.
Briefly, we have isolated, by specific proton-killing techniques. a fil-rhblast cell line
overexpressing a mutated Na÷/H t exchanger possessing a decreased affinity for
amiloride and 5-amino substituted derivatives (Franchi et al.. 1986a). The cloning of
the cDNA coding for this .ntiporter and the comparison of its sequence to the
wild-type one allowed us to identify one point mutation in the exchanger's gene
(cytosine to thymidine transition) changing a leucine to a phenvlalanine at position
167 in a highly conserved part of the fourth putative transmembrane domain of the
antiporter (Fig. 4). The fact that a point mutation of this residue has been shown to
be necessary and sufficient to account for the phenotype of the amiloride-resistant
cells strongly suggests that this amino acid is interacting with amiloride. Interestingly.
the cloned isoforms (NHE2 to NHE4) exhibit sequence differences for residues
surrounding the previously identified one (Fig. 4). To determine if these changes
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NHE1 sequence D U F F©( F L L

NHE1 sequence D U F F ® F L L
(amiloride-resistant

variant)
NHE2sequence D U F F L& L L

NHE3sequence T U F F ®® L L

NHE4 sequence S I ® F L (@ L L

OUT

Figure 4. Comparison of the sequences of the amiloride binding region of the cloned Na'/H "
exchanger isoforms.

were responsible for the different pharmacological profiles of these isoforms, we
introduced them by site-directed mutagenesis in the NHE1 cDNA. Expression of
these mutated cDNAs in antiporter-deficient cells revealed that a phenylalanine to
tyrosine change at position 168 (NHE2) does not produce any pharmacological
modification, while the same change, when introduced at position 165 (NHE4),
reduces both NHE1 affinity for amiloride and Vm, for sodium transport. Interest-
ingly, these substitutions were unable to reproduce the same pharmacological
profiles as in the original isoforms, indicating that other amino acids of the Na'i/H
exchangers are contacting amiloride.
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The finding of these two residues, involved in amiloride binding and sodium
transport, is now used as a starting point to fully identify the amiloride binding site
and to study sodium tr'nslocation. To achieve this, we are using a variety of
techniques including protein computer modeling, chimeric constructions between
amiloride-sensitive and -resistant isoforms, and site-directed mutagenesis.

Growth Factor Activation of NHEI Molecular Mechanism
The Different Events Activating the Na+/H+ Exchanger

Addition of growth factors to quiescent fibroblasts results in a rapid cytoplasmic
alkalinization of 0.2-0.3 pH units in the absence of bicarbonate. This pH increase has
been shown to be due to the activation of the Na+/H÷ antiporter since it is (a)
coupled and dependent on an entry, of sodium. (h) totally amiioride sensitive (for
review see Grinstein et al.. 1989). and (c) absent in PSI20 cells lacking NHEI. In the
absence of bicarbonate, mutant fibroblasts dcvoid of Na•/H÷ exchanger (PS120)
cannot reinitiate DNA svnthesis if the external pH is lower than 7.2 pH units. A
simple increase of t).2 units of the internal pH. mimicking the action of the Na'/H-
antiporter, is sufficient to restore the abilitv of the cells to divide in the presence of
mitogens ( Pouyss~gur ct al.. 19)84).

Many other external stimuli, such as sperm upon fertilization, hormones.
neurotransmitters, chemotactic pcptides, and mitogenic icctins (Pouysscgur. 1985).
as well as osmotic shocks and cell spreading (Margolis et ai.. 1988; Schwartz et al.,
1989) can activate the antiporter system apparently in the same manner. The
amiloride-sensitive Na+/H+ exchanger can thus be considered as the target of many
intracellular signaling pathways of different natures. Therefore. one of the major
purposes of the studies performed by our group was to understand the mechanism of
activation of the antiporter by such diverse extracellular signals, and to see whether a
converging route for activation prevails.

Briefly, the different events that can activate the exchanger can be grouped into
three categories: (a) activation of receptors possessing a tyrosine kinase activity (for
review see Ullrich and Schlessinger, 1990), (b) activation of G protein--coupled
receptors (for review see Seuwen and Pouyssegur. 1992), and (c) modifications of the
cell shape. The mechanisms of activation due to the third category, of stimuli have
been at present only poorly investigated. Several hypotheses concerning the direct
activation of the antiporter by cytoskeletal elements physically linked to its cytoplas-
mic loop have been proposed, but remain to be tested. By contrast, significant
progress has been made in the two other signaling pathways. since both are activated
by the above-mentioned two classes of growth factors.

In our fibroblast cell system (CCL39 cell line), the most potent mitogen is
a-thrombin. This serine protease, which plays a major role in the blood coagulation
process, triggers fibroblast proliferation by stimulation of G protein-coupled recep-
tors. Effector systems include enzvmes that hydrolyze phospholipids, such as phospha-
tidylinositol- and phosphatidylcholine-specific phospholipase C (PI-PLC and PC-
PLC, respectively), as well as phospholipase D and phospholipase A_,, in addition to
inhibition of adenylyl cyclase. Although protein kinase C has been shown to be
involved in NHE1 activation, this route is only minimal. First, TPA or DAG have
only a small effect. Second, downregulation of PKC only attenuates ct-thrombin
activation of NHE1. At present all the elements of the signaling pathways that are
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modulated by receptors with intrinsic tvrosine kinase activity and by the above-
mentioned effector systems are still not known, and the most widely accepted
hypothesis is that the stimulation of these different pathways activate phosphoryla-
tion cascades. At the end of these cascades, the activitv of different target proteins
would be modified by phosphorviation. as seems to be the case for both the ribosomal
protein S6 and for several transcription factors ( Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Signaling pathways involved in the growth factor activation (f the Na+/H+
antiporter NHEI isoform.

The Activation of the Na /H+ Exchanger Correlates with an Increase in Its
Phosphorylation

The NHEI activation process seems to be consistent with the previous working
hypothesis: immunoprecipitation experiments in 3'P-labeled ER22 cells (hamster
fibroblasts overexpressing the EGF receptor) have shown that the phosphorylation
state of the antiporter correlates with activation of the Na- /'H- exchange by growth
factors of both categories. In GO arrested ER22 cells, a thrombin. serum, and EGF
induce a rapid and persistent cytoplasmic alkalinization. parallel with an increase in
phosphorylation of the Na /H÷ exchanger (Sardet et -i., 1990). The phosphorylation
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of the antiporter occurs only on serine residues, while tryptic phosphopeptide maps
have shown that the activation of both tyrosine kinase and G protein-coupled
receptor pathways results in the increase of phosphorylation of the exchanger at the
same sites tFafournoux. P.. unpublished results). A confirmation of this hypothesis
has been provided by the use of okadaic acid. an inhibitor of phosphatases which can
activate the Na /H, antiporter by increasing its phosphorylation state (Sardet et al..
1991) (Fig. 0).

These experiments, in addition to others performed on human platelets (Livne
et al.. 1991) and A431 cells sugCest that the antiporter is activated bv phosphoryla-
tion. and that the integration of the signals coming f: om the different pathways takes
place upstream from the antiporter. at the level cf a common kinase cascade that
might involve MAP kinase kinase and MAP kinase. It is hypothesized that this route
could activate one specific NHE kinase (Fig. 5).
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At this stage of the work. the :ollowing model of activation could be proposed:
growth factors phosphorylate the antipoorter. inducing a conformational change of
the molecule which will increase the affinity of its proton sensor site for intracellular
protons. Therefore. phosphorylation of the antiporter modulates the set point. value
and makes the system more efficient in the physiological range of pH.

Identification of a Functional Domain Required for Growth Factor
Activation

To investigate further the mechanisms of activation of the exchanger by growth
factors, it was necessary to perform studies leading to the identification of the sites of
the antiporter that are crucial for transmitting the growth factor response. To
perform these studies, we were able to make use of very powerful tools: the NHE1
cDNA, which could be modified by classical molecular biology techniques, and the
PS120 cell line, a derivative of CCL39 cells that are devoid of Na*/H+ exchanger
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(Pouyssegur et al., 1984). Therefore. we analyzed growth factor-induced alkaliniza-
tion in PS120 cells transiently or stably expressing the wild-type or mutated forms of
NHE1 cDNA.

The first step in this series of experiments was to express antiporters deleted at
different points of their COOH-terminal domain, since this domain was entirely
cytoplasmic, it was very unlikely that this region would be required for ionic
transport. Hence. as had been shown to be the case for the Cl- HCO3 exchanger, a
regulatory role was hypothesized for this part of the protein, and the most simple way
to test this was to delete this section of the protein completely. The corresponding
deleted cDNA. when introduced into the PS120 cells. led to the expression of a
functional antiporter. This deleted molecule possessed all the ionic transport fea-
tures of the wild-type antiporter. but was no longer activatable by growth factors, and
the pH activation setpoint of this deleted antiporter was shifted to more acidic values
than the wild-type protein (Wakabavashi et al.. 1992). This interesting result showed
that the cytoplasmic COOH-terminal loop was only involved in regulatory roles and
was carrying important sequence motifs for growth factor activation and pH regula-
tion of the antiporter activity. It could therefore be hypothesized that the phosphory-
lation of critical sites in this part of the molecule could induce a change in
conformation which would make the pKa of the proton sensor site of the antiporter
(situated outside of the deleted cytoplasmic domain) more alkaline: and that
reciprocally, the removal of this loop would induce a change in conformation
resulting in the change of this pKa to more acidic values. Interestingly, ATP
depletion by metabolic inhibitors in cells expressing the complete NHE1 was able to
mimic the shift of the internal pH activation setpoint that had been observed in cells
expressing the cytoplasmic domain deletion mutant. Additionally, the antiporter
activation upon growth factor addition was no longer observed in ATP-depleted
cells.

To identify these phosphorylation sites more precisely, different partial deletion
mutants of the cytoplasmic regulatory domain were expressed in PS120 cells. These
experiments have shown that the region between amino acids 566 and 635 is
absolutely required for growth factor activation since the 566 deletion mutant is not
activated further by growth factors, while the 635 one is still activatabie (Fig. 2).
Thus, it was likely that one or more serine residues present in this 566 to 635 region
would be a crucial phosphorylation site for mitogen activation. Surprisingly, the
mutation of each one of the 12 serines present in this domain to alanines did not
impair the ability of the exchanger to be activated by growth factors (Wakabayashi et
al., 1992). At least three hypotheses can explain this result: First, growth factor
activation requires the multiple phosphorylation of a set of serine residues in this
area. Second, the critical phosphorylation site for mitogen activation is present in the
transmembrane domain, but the cytoplasmic region enclosed by amino acids 566-635
is absolutely required for the conformation of the regulatory region. Third, we
cannot exclude that the growth factor-induced activation of the antiporter could
involve one or many unknown proteins interacting physically with the regulatory
domain mentioned above, and that phosphorylation of critical serine residues could
be only one of the events of a more complex regulation process. Experiments to test
these hypotheses are in progress. Additionally, consensus kinase C recognition
sequences have been proven (by site-directed mutagenesis) not to be involved in the
activation of the NHEI isoform. This result is coherent with the fact that tyrosine
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kinases and kinase C activation induce the phosphorylation of the same sites and
suggests that kinases situated downstream integrate the signals coming from these
two pathways. Studies about these "integrator" kinases such as MAP and RAF
kinases are actuý iiy performed in our laboratory.

The Activation of the Trout A NHEI Antiporter

In contrast to the NHEI antiporter. the trout red cell Na*, H' exchanger is activated
by catecholamines that trigger an increase in intracellular cAMP. resulting in an
activation of PKA. To better understand the molecular mechanism of this activation.
the human NHEI cDNA was used as a probe to screen a library prepared from
hematopoietic ti:;sue of trout. One clone obtained by this strategy contained a
complete coding sequence (467 amino acids) which exhibited a high degree of
homology with the NHEI antiporter transmembrane domain (74% amino acid
identity), while the cytoplasmic domain was more divergent (48% amino acid
identity) (Fig. 3). This antiporter. termed 03 NHEI. was able to restore the functional
features of the trout red cell antiporter when expressed in antiporter-deficient
hamster fibroblasts. Cells expressing [3 NHEI exhibited an akniloridc-sensitive
antiporter activity which was activated by intracellular protons. PKC activators, and
cAMP. An examination of the sequence of the cytoplasmic regulatory domain of this
antiporter revealed two very close consensus sites for PKA which are not present in
the human NHEI isoform. A partial deletion of the cytoplasmic domain. removing
these consensus sites. totally abolished the activation of the p3 NHEI by cAMP, but
did not impair its activation by PKC (Borghese et al., 1992). This interesting result
suggests that the trout antiporter can be directly activated by PKA phosphorylation,
and confirms the finding that the cytoplasmic domain of the Na+/H+ antiporters,
although unnecessary for ion transport. is crucial for mediating hormonal response.

Conclusions
The cloning of a cDNA coding for the human NHEI Na/!H÷ exchanger isoform.
revealing its sequence, provided us with the possibility of performing new experi-
ments in order to understand the relations between the structure and function of the
antiporter. Specific antibodies. obtained from a fusion protein constructed with this
cDNA, allowed the characterization of the NHE1 isoform as a phosphoglycoprotein.
which can exist as an oligomer and is phosphorylated in response to growth factors.
Expression of deleted NHEI and 13 NHE1 cDNAs revealed that the cytoplasmic
domain of the exchanger was dispensable for ion transport, but was required for
hormonal regulation by phosphorylation. The critical phosphorylation sites of this
domain have not been identified yet, but experiments are in progress.

Additionally, amino acids involved in amiloride binding and sodium transport
have been identified from the study of mutated exchangers. Sequence comparisons
between the cloned isoforms also revealed highly conserved domains and amino
acids in the transmembrane section of the protein. These regions of the Na÷/H'
exchanger, which have been absolutely retained during evolution, are therefore
probably required for the organization of the exchanger in the membrane, and/or for
ion selectivity and transport catalysis.

Another important concept of physiological relevance which appeared from
these studies is that Na /1H exchange, which was previously believed to be catalyzed
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by one ubiquitously expressed protein, is in fact mediated bxw a family of' Na+/l-I
exchangers which should exhibit different regulations. Tro date. five distinct antiport-
ers have been cloned. They share the same overall structure. but are encoded by
distinct cenes. probably derived trom a Unique ancestor, distinct from the prokarv-
otic equivalent gene.
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Introduction
Cardiac muscle contracts in response to a rise in intracellular Ca-> levels. The source
of this Ca-+ is the sarcoplasmic reticulum and Ca>+ ififlux through voltage-dependent
Ca-" channels. Since Ca>- enters myocardial cells with each contraction. an equal
amount of Ca>ý must be pumped from the cells to bring about relaxation and to
maintain Ca-> homeostasis.

Cardiac muscle has two mechanisms capable of extruding Ca>' across the
plasma membrane (sarcolcmma): an ATP-dependent Ca-> pump and the Na -Ca2-
exchanger. The Na--'Ca- exchanger extrudes one Ca' ion in exchange for three
external Na- ions. Thus, the exchanger uses the ener., stored in the Na+ gradient to
maintain a low intracellular Ca'. Recent experiments from several laboratories
have demonstrated that the Na'-Ca>- exchanger is by far the dominant Ca>+ efflux
mechanism of cardiac muscle. It has been difficult to clearly demonstrate any role for
the sarcolemmal ATP-depcndent Ca>" pump in cardiac muscle.

Our laboratory cloned the cardiac sarcolcmmal Na -Ca- exchanger in 1990
(Nicoll et al.. 1990). In this article. we will brieliv review some of our recent
molecular studies on this important cardiac transporter. More comprehensive back-
,,round on both the physiologV and biochemistry of cardiac Na-(Ca-> exchange can
be found in Philipson (1990). Reeves ( 1990), Blaustcin ct al. ( 1901). and Philipson
and Nicoll (1992).

Amino Acid Sequence and Topology
The open reading frame of the Na÷-Ca2- exchanger codes for a protein of 970 amino
acids (Nicoll et al.. 1990). The first 32 amino acids represent a leader peptide which is
removed during protein synthlcis (Nicoll and Philipson. 1991: Durkin et al., 1991).
The mature protein is modeled by hydropathy analysis to have II transmembrane
segments (Fig. 1). A large (520 amino acids) hydrophilic loop between transmem-
brane segments five and six is modeled to be intracellular. The relationship of this
model to reality is unknown.

Figure i. Model for the ma-
P, Extracellular ture Na+-Ca-2 exchanger. The

exchanger is modeled to con-
tain 11 transmembranc seg-
ments with a single N-linked
glycosylation site near the
amino terminus and a large
hydrophilic. intracellular do-
main between transmcmbranc
segments 5 and 6. The regions
o( similarity to the photorecep-
tor exchanger (membrane-
spanning segments 2-3. and 8;

Na-dt inactivation Ca-ree and Na÷ pump (membrane-
spanning segments 4 and 5) are
highlighted. The approximate

!ntracellular location of the calmodulin bind-

ing-like region (XIP) and proposed Na+-dependcnt inactivation and Cat regulatory regions
are indicated. The sites of Glu 113 and Glu 199 are indicated with asterisks.
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The exchanger has six potential N-linked glycosylation sites. From site-directed
mutagenesis, we know that only the asparagine at position 9 is actually glycosylated
(Hryshko, L., D. A. Nicoll, J. N. Weiss, and K. D. Philipson, manuscript in
preparation). Glycosylation state does not affect activity.

Homologies and Initial Mutagenesis
No known proteins have substantial amino acid similarity to the cardiac Na+-Ca2 ÷
exchanger. However. small regions of similarity exist between the Na+-Ca 2+ ex-
changer and both the Na÷, K÷-ATPase (Nicoll et al., 1990) and the Na+-Ca 2÷, K+
exchanger of rod photoreceptors (Reilander et al., 1992). For the case of the Na÷,
K+-ATPase, there is a stretch of 23 amino acids within which 11 amino acids are
identical to the Na÷-Ca2- exchanger. This region is modeled to be intramembrane
for both transporters. In addition, three of the transmembrane segments of the rod
NL. K-Ca+. K+ exchanger are 30-50% identical to analogous regions of the cardiac
Na+-Ca2+ exchanger.

Interestingly. these homologous transmembrane regions include two glutamic
acid residues modeled to be intramembrane. It is tempting to speculate that these
intramembrane anionic residues may be important in the translocation of Na+ and
Ca2 ÷. In initial site-directed mutagenesis studies, we have mutated both Glu 113 and
Glu 199 to either Gin or Asp. In all cases, we obtained nonfunctioning exchangers.
These regions are currently being examined in further detail.

Exchanger Inhibitory Peptide
The amino acid sequence of the Na+-Ca 2+ exchanger contains a potential calmodulin
binding site (Nicoll et al., 1990). Although the Na+-Ca 2+ exchanger has never been
described to be affected by calmodulin, this was of interest since calmodulin binding
regions of proteins often have important auto-inhibitory roles. To test this possibility,
we synthesized a peptide with the amino acid sequence of the potential calmodulin
binding site (Li et a!.. 1991). The idea was that the potential calmodulin binding
region of the exchanger might be capable of interacting with another region of the
exchanger. Perhaps the synthetic peptide, designed to mimic the endogenous calmod-
ulin binding region. would also be able to interact with this other portion of the
exchanger to affect activity. Indeed, the synthetic peptide is a potent and relatively
specific inhibitor of the Na÷-Ca2+ exchanger (Li et al., 1991). The compound has
been named exchanger inhibitory peptide (XIP) and has its site of action at the
intracellular surface of the exchanger.

Deletion Mutagenesis
We have constructed a deletion mutant in which most of the large intracellular loop
(Fig. 1) of the Na+-Ca2- exchanger has been removed. Specifically, 440 amino acids
out of the 520 amino acids comprising the loop are deleted. This removes > 45% of
the protein, but surprisingly, the mutant protein is still able to catalyze the Na+-Ca2+
exchange reaction. A mutant with a smaller deletion (124 amino acids) in this region
is fully functional.

The deletion mutants, however, do have some altered properties. Both of the
deletion mutants are completely unaffected by XIP. This suggests that the binding
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site for XIP is located on the large intracellular loop. The exchanger also has some
regulatory properties that are affected by the mutants. First, in addition to having a
Ca 2+ transport site, the exchanger has an intracellular Ca2> regulatory site (Hilge-
mann. 1990). For example. in the presence of external Ca2> and intracellular Na÷,
exchange does not occur unless a low level of intracellular Ca-" is also present
(secondary Ca'+ regulation). Second. exchange activity demonstrates a phenomenon
known as Na&-dependent inactivation (Hilgemann. 1990). This is observed as a
transient component of outward exchange current after application of Na÷ to the
cytoplasmic surface of giant excised patches. The exchanger with the large deletion
exhibits neither secondarn Ca-' regulation nor Na+-dependent inactivation. Interest-
ingly, the exchanger with the smaller deletion displays Na'-dependent inactivation
but not secondary Ca>' regulation. These results allow us to tentatively localize the
regions important for these regulatory properties to different portions of the large
intracellular loop (Matsuoka. S.. D. A. Nicoll. D. W. Hilgemann, and K. D.
Philipson. manuscript suhmitted for publication .

Immunolocalization
Using immunogold and immunotluorescent techniques. we have examined the
distribution of the Na '-Ca" exchanger in isolated myocytes from guinea pig and rat
hearts (Frank et al.. 1992). Strikingly, we noted intense labeling of the sarcolemma of
the transverse tubules. Labeling of the surface sarcolemma was also apparent but
was less uniformly intense. Possible proximity of the exchangers in the transverse
tubules to Ca2> release sites on the sarcoplasmic reticulum may have important
functional consequences for cardiac excitation-contraction coupling.
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Introduction
Most plasma membrane glycoproteins-including ion transporters. channels. and
pumps-exist in their mature conformations as oligomeric complexes (Hurtlev and
Helenius. 1989). It is well established that protein folding and oligomerization is
initiated in the endoplasmic rcticulum (ER): correct completion is usually a prereq-
uisite for maturation to more distal compartments of the secretory pathway (Hurtley
and Helenius. 1989). Bv contrast. little is known about when and where. during the
course of biosynthesis of oligomeric transport proteins. they acquire the functional
properties characteristic of their mature forms. Where such functional capacitation
occurs. however, is important. since these proteins have the potential to modify the
ionic milieu of the compartments through which they pass en route to their
intracellular destinations. One possibility is that transporters are maintained in
transit in a repressed state and are activated only once they reach their correct
intracellular destination. Signals for activation could include dissociation of tran-
siently associated regulators. coxalent modification. subunit assembly, or environmen-
tal cucs such as lipid composition or membrane potential. Alternatively. proteins
could be assembled in the ER anct transported through the cisternae of the secretory
pathway as catalytically active complexes. Steady-state levels of these "in transit"
proteins could contribute to the maintenance of ionic gradients across the mem-
branes of secretory organcllcs. In support of this is the observation that mutations in
a plasma membrane Cl channel. (':TR. lead to its retention in the ER and result in
secretory abnormalities correlated with defective acidification of the trans cisternae
of the Golgi and trans-Golgi network (Barasch et al., 1991).

Anion exchangers of the AE family are present in the plasma membrane of most
mammalian cells. where they participate in the regulation of intracellular pH. pCi.

and volume (reviewed in Kopito. 1990 and Alper, 1991). AEI and AE2 are two
homologous members of this family that are expressed in a cell type- and tissue-
specific fashion. AEI is present in the plasma membrane of mature erythrocytes
(Steck. 1978) and the basolateral plasma membrane of intercalated cells of the distal
nephron (Drenckhahn et al.. 1905: lopito et al.. 1988). AE2 is a broadly distributed
anion exchanger found in many different epithelial and nonepithelial cell types
(Kopito, 1990). All members of the AE family share bipartite structural organization
consisting of a membrane-associated COOH-terminal - 400 amino acid anion
exchange domain and an NH,-terminal cytosolic domain (Kopito. 1990). The latter
domain of erythrocyte AEI binds to ankyrin, which serves to link the spectrin-actin
cytoskeleton to the plasma membrane (reviewed in Low. 1986). The function of the
corresponding domain of AE2 is unknown. We have investigated the biosynthesis
and intracellular processing of AEl and AE2 in transiently transfected human
embryonic kidney (HEK) cells. Our data show that these two homologous anion
exchangers are processed quite differently through the secretory pathway and
demonstrate that both proteins acquire the capacity to catalyze anion exchange while
still in an early compartment of the secretory pathway.

AE1 Is Retained in the ER of Transfected Cultured Cells
Transfected HEK cells were loaded with 35SO42-, and Cl-/SO42- exchange was
initiated by diluting the suspensions into a CL--containing medium. Cells transfected
with the vector alone exhibited a ,'low 35S0 4-2- leak of -3%/min, which was
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unaffected by the presence of the anion exchange inhibitor DIDS (200 ýLM) or bv the
replacement of extracellular C1- with the impermeant anion, gluconate. consistent
with our previous observation that HEK cells express negligible levels of endogenous
plasma membrane anion exchange activity (Lee et al.. 1991). AE2 transfectants
displayed significantly enhanced '-SO4-' efilux. which was essentially completed
within 4 min. This enhanced efflux was blocked bv 200 pLM DIDS and by replacement
of extracellular C1 with gluconate. We conclude that the enhanced etflux in
populations of AE2 transfectants is due to the presence at the plasma membrane of
functional anion exchangers. By contrast, expression of AEI in HEK cells never led
to a detectable increase in "-SO- eftlfux despite the fact that AEl and AE2
transfectants accumulated comparable steady-state levels of immunodetectable pro-
tein. These data suggest that the AE I cDNA either encodes a defective protein or is
not present at the cell surface.
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Figure 1. Gradient-driven CI-!SO,>- exchange in crude microsomes. Crude microsomes from
vector (open bars). AEI (filled bars), and AE2 (hatched bars) transfected HEK cells were
preloadcd with 70 mM Cl-. Tracer 3.SO 42- uptake was initiated by diluting the vesicle
suspension in a 20-fold excess of SO4 medium at pH 6.3 containing 6 gCi,'ml 35S0 4 -. (Right)
Identical experiment in the presence of 500 l.M pyridoxal 5'-phosphate. Data are the mean t
SD of triplicate determinations from three separate CM preparations.

To discriminate between these possibilities, we measured anion exchange as a
function of 35S0 42- uptake into Cl--loaded crude microsomal vesicles prepared from
transfected HEK cells (Fig. 1). Crude microsomes from AE1 and AE2 transfected
cells accumulated tracer 5SO,2- to a maximum value greater than three times
equilibrium within 60 s. Tracer accumulation was dependent on the presence of an
outward gradient of transportable anion (not shown) and decreased to background
levels as the counter-anion gradient dissipated. No such uptake was observed in
crude microsomes from vector-transfectants. The gradient-driven 35SO 4

2- uptakes
observed with AEL and AE2 were similar in magnitude and, in both cases, were
completely inhibited by the addition of the anion exchange inhibitor pyridoxal
5'-phosphate (Cabantchik et al.. 1975). These data indicate that both AEI and AE2
cDNA clones encode functional proteins which, when assayed in crude microsomes
from transiently transfected HEK cells, function as anion exchangers of comparable
relative activities, suggesting that the absence of detectable anion transport by AEI
transfected cells is due to differences in the intracellular processing of AEI and AE2.
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We therefore studied the kinetics of conversion of Asn-linked oligosaccharides
from high-mannose to complex-type forms as a measure of transit of the proteins
through the secretory pathway. HEK cells expressing AEI or AE2 were labeled with
['S]Met and chased for various times as indicated (Fig. 2). The AE1 and AE2
polypeptides were then immunoprecipitated and subjected to digestion with endogly-
cosidase H (endo H). The loss of endo H sensitivity marks the conversion of
Asn-linked oligosaceharides to complex forms bk a process that occurs in the medial
Golgi stacks. Processing of AE2 in transfected HEK cells (Fig. 2) from a 145-kD
cndo H-sensitive form to a i,,5-kD CIdo H-rcsistant form ias,, detectable bh 31) min
of chase and was nearly complete b\ '5 h. AEl gave rise to a characteristically broad
100-kD hand which. by contrast to AE2. wvas never processed to a slower mobility
form and never acquired endo H resistance during the 5-h chase. These data suggest
that AEL. unlike AE2. is retained in a pre (or early) Golgi compartment in
transfected HEK cells. This conclusion was confirmed bv laser scanning confocal

Chase (min) 0 60 90 120 300
EndoH - + - + + + +

AE1 -'

AE2

Figure 2. Endo H sensitivity of newly synthesized anion exchangers. AE transfected cells were
pulse labeled with 13ýSIMet and chased for the indicated times. lmmunoprecipitates from
solubilized cells were treated (+) with endo H and resolved by 7.5% SDS-PAGE and
fluorography. The mobilities of bands corresponding to protein containing no (o). high
mannose (h). or complex (c) Asn-linkcd oligosaccharides are indicated.

microscopy (Fig. 3). lmmunostairing of AE2 transfected cells was most intense at the
cell periphery and along the fine processes that normally elaborate from HEK cells
(Fig. 3 B). Intracellular staining was also observed, most prominently in a perinuclear
reticular pattern. By contrast. AE 1 transfected cells differed in both overall morphol-
ogy and distribution of AEI immunoreactivity (Fig. 3 A). Intense AEI immunoreac-
tivity was observed in a perinuclear. and occasionally juxtanuclear. reticular pattern.
We conclude that AE1 and AE2 are processed differently through the secretory
pathway in HEK cells and that, unlike AE2, AEL is retained in an enzymatically
active state in a pre-Golgi compartment, most probably the ER.

We used lectin affinity chromatography to separate crude microsome (CM) into
plasma membrane (PM) from ER-derived (ER) vesicles. CM prepared from AEI
and AE2 transfectants were fractionated by concanavalin A Sepharose (conA)
affinity chromatography into a flow-through fraction and an a-methyl mannoside
eluate. The activities of the marker enzymes glucose-6-phosphatase and 5' nucleotid-
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The exchanger has six potential N-linked glycosylation sites. From site-directed
mutagenesis, we know that only the asparagine at position 9 is actually glycosylated
(Hryshko, L., D. A. Nicoll, J. N. Weiss, and K. D. Philipson, manuscript in
preparation). Glvcosvlation state does not affect activity.

Homologies and Initial Mutagenesis
No known proteins have substantial amino acid similarity to the cardiac Na+-Ca2-
exchanger. However. small regions of similarity exist between the Na+-Ca 2+ ex-
changer and both the Na+, K+-ATPase (Nicoll et al., 1990) and the Na÷-Ca2÷, K+
exchanger of rod photoreceptors (Reilander et al., 1992). For the case of the Na÷,
K+-ATPase, there is a stretch of 23 amino acids within which 11 amino acids are
identical to the Na+-Ca2- exchanger. This region is modeled to be intramembrane
for both transporters. In addition, three of the transmembrane segments of the rod
Na+-Ca-'÷, K+ exchanger are 30-50% identical to analogous regions of the cardiac
Na+-Ca2• exchanger.

Interestingly. these homologous transmcmbranc rcaions iiiclude two glutamic
acid residues modeled to be intramembrane. It is tempting to speculate that these
intramembrane anionic residues may be important in the translocation of Na+ and
Ca>+. In initial site-directed mutagenesis studies, we have mutated both Glu 113 and
Glu 199 to either Gin or Asp. In all cases, we obtained nonfunctioning exchangers.
These regions are currently being examined ir further detail.

Exchanger Inhibitory Peptide
The amino acid sequence of the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger contains a potential calmodulin
binding site (Nicoll et al., 1990). Although the Na+-Ca 2+ exchanger has never been
described to be affected by calmodulin, this was of interest since calmodulin binding
regions of proteins often have important auto-inhibitory roles. To test this possibility,
we synthesized a peptide with the amino acid sequence of the potential calmodulin
binding site (Li et al.. 1991). The idea was that the potential calmodulin binding
region of the exchanger might be capable of interacting with another region of the
exchanger. Perhaps the synthetic peptide, designed to mimic the endogenous calmod-
ulin binding region. would also be able to interact with this other portion of the
exchanger to affect activity. Indeed, the synthetic peptide is a potent and relatively
specific inhibitor of the Na+-Ca 2+ exchanger (Li et al., 1991). The compound has
been named exchanger inhibitory peptide (XIP) and has its site of action at the
intracellular surface of the exchanger.

Deletion Mutagenesis
We have constructed a deletion mutant in which most of the large intracellular loop
(Fig. 1) of the Na+-Ca2 + exchanger has been removed. Specifically, 440 amino acids
out of the 520 amino acids comprising the loop are deleted. This removes > 45% of
the protein, but surprisingly, the mutant protein is still able to catalyze the Na+-Ca 2+
exchange reaction. A mutant with a smaller deletion (124 amino acids) in this region
is fully functional.

The deletion mutants, however, do have some altered properties. Both of the
deletion mutants are completely unaffected by XIP. This suggests that the binding
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of crude microsomes in the two conA fractions, we conclude that both AE I and AE2
are functional as anion exchangers in their immature, high-mannose ER forms.

By contrast to the wealth of data on the kinetics of protein assembly and folding
in the secretory pathway, little is known about where and when integral plasma
membrane proteins become functionally activated. Such proteins, including ion
channels and transporters. must transit the secretory pathway and undergo a
sequence of posttranslational structural modifications before arriving at the plasma
membrane. Such modifications may he necessary to activate the ion transport
capacity of channels and pumps. and may be essential to maintain them in an inactive
or silent state until they reach their correct destination. The nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor (Smith et al.. 1987: Gu et al.. 1989). a ligand-gated cation channel, and the
NaK-ATPase (Caplan et al.. 1990) acquire the capacity for high-atfinity binding to
their respective toxins early after synthesis. probably in the ER. However. the
capacity of these early biosynthetic intermediates to form functional ion transporters
has not been investigated. Ligand-gated transporters like the nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor can he effectively silenced during intraccllular transit by the absence of
1igand. B1% contrnst. hec ,Ilajoritv of transporters. iltudinm. tacilitated diffusion
carriers, ion exchangers, and pumps must be subject to regulation by endogenous
tactors or contribute to the steady-state ionic composition of the lumen of secretory
pathway cisternac. Conceivably. transient association of ion transport subunits with
intracellular "chaperones" may he one means to preserve them in an inactive state
during biosynthesis. Our data show that in highly enriched populations of ER-
derived vesicles, biosynthetic intermediates of AE1 and AE2 from transfected HEK
cells are catalytically active. Although our data cannot exclude the possibility that the
exchangers were activated in the process of ER vesicle isolation, they suggest that
modification of the AE polypeptides in post-ER compartments is not necessary for
their functional activation. Further studies will be necessary to determine whether.
in cells where they are endogenously expressed. AEI or AE2 could contribute to the
maintenance of steady-state anion and proton gradients across the cisternae of
secretory organelles.

Perhaps overexpression of AEl in the ER results in anionic or proton imbalance
that is ultimately toxic to the cell, giving rise to the morphologic activations we
observed. This may explain our consistent inability to isolate stable mammalian cell
clones expressing this polypeptide. Alternatively. an additional role for the putative
AEl subunit-whose existence is suggested by the accumulation of AE I in the ER of
transfected HEK cells-is to suppress the potentially deleterious effects of prema-
ture activation of this plasma membrane anion exchanger.
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Introduction
The symbiotic nature of mitochondrial existence in eukaryotic cells is dependent on
an intens;ve exchange of solutes between the mitochondrial matrix space and the
eukaryotic cytosol. These solutes are metabolites of pathways th.,t link mitochondria
to the eukaryotic host. Therefore. they are mostly anionic in nature. The intensive
traffic through the mitochondrial membrane is facilitated by a series of transport
proteins or carriers in the inner mitochondrial membrane. Presently. there arc an
estimated 14 different carricrs occurring in mitochondria (Krimer and Palmieri.
1989). They may be divided up according to their role and metabolism (Table 1): (a)

TABLE I
Mitochondrial Solute Carriers

Carrier name Substrates Transport Control Metabolic role
type

Energy transfer
.\DP.'ATP .-\DP-. 'k I'llP- Lchane,-c A6 (xidative phos-

phorylation
Phosphate H* 'P- I inidircctional ApH ()xidative phos-

phorylation
Uncoupling " IO] Linidircctional ApH [teat generation

protein
Carbon transloca-

tion
Dicarboxylate Malate. succinatc Exchange - TCC cycle

(Phosphate). Gluconeagenesis
malinate

Ketoglutarate Ketoglutaratc. Exchange - Hydrogen import
malate

Citrate Citrate. isocitrate Exchange ApH Hydrogen export
Malate Fatty acid

synthesis
Pvruvate Pyruvate. lactate Unidirectional ApH Glucose oxidation
Carnitine Carnitinc. ac~lcar- cxchange - Fatty acid oxida-

nitine tion
Nitrogen transfer

Aspartate/ Aspartate. gluta- Exchange All) Urea cycle
glutamate mate

Glutamate Glutamate Unidirectional ApH Hydrogen import
Ornithine Ornithine. citrul- Exchange Urea cycle

line

carriers involved in energy transfer and oxidative phosphorvlation: (b) carriers
involved in carbon and hydrogen transfer. mostly linked to the tricarboxylic acid cycle
and to transaminations: and (c) carriers involved in nitrogen transfer linked to the
urea cycle. The mitochondrial membrane also contains carriers for inorganic cations
that are probably quite different from the metabolite carriers.

The evolution of these carriers is clearly linked to the emergence of mitochon-
dria in the eukaryotes. In this way they are more unique to mitochondria than
components of oxidative phosphorylation and respiration, which already occur in the
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prokarvotes. Therefore. it is not surprising that all these carriers appear ito be
encoded by nuclear genes.

The symbiotic or coordinative role of these carriers is particularly striking if onle
considers the large difference:s in two basic thermod-vnamic states hctweccn the matrix
and cvtosol. c.g-.. the rcdox potential and the phosph oniation potenitial. Ini mitochon-
dria t'he redox potential Iis More negative than inl the .cvtosol (B~ucher and Klingen-
berg. 1 958: Klninencrilce wi Y:l Sc ncZka l. and conv rc lvs the phospihorN iat [ill
potential is hi,-her in the c~iosol than inl t hc mitochondria (Hleidi et al.. J,72) -Ilhe

differences in these major iaerimod\ lanaic [Unctions are compensated !) coL~umiin
thle membrane potential to onic of these transport ,ystems. W\ith the membrane
potential driving these solute transports, thle thermodynramic differences are main-
tained across the inner mitochondrial membrane.

Amone these carriers. heAIR ATP carrier I, thle most abhundant and Occurs inl
all mitochondria known K~linticnbcrtz. 1976). Also, the phosphate carrier is presumn-
ably% p)resent In ll 11 InitOciior:ria,1s11 Jn illii!tr o[110APairtner o! 0\IdaltVCI'l( Il rhospoi~
!ion. Most (it the omner c.:.r ýcri \:ralckons:iccodinte It' !11 spe1cial
7IeeCiS Oitli paricta 11,11'1ranir \Y1lF i~ LU, tine ri. S ls). An C\Cc1pt ion to IrIicsc
rn les IS thle ii ucourline12 prt .'AnIchl Cai lea (I. ccuir's oni lv in mitochodi r)n
Ioro%% 11 adipose tissuc oI mitlii i ;s.' LJis ý! a Ic tran1sportIs ni 'I H 0Hi a;IL

surprisingly has, been found to he a miember oI t1 Nl ute carrier ianiilv ( Auila et Al..
1985).

Structure
A number of these carriers have been isolated. but only the primary structure for
four different carriers is known. In addition, the primary sequences of these carriers
from other cells and isof'orms are known. All of these carriers, those for ADP,,ATP
(Aquila et al.. 1982). phosphate (Aquila et al.. 1 987). ketoglutarate-malate ( Run-
swick et al.. 1990). and the uncoupling protein (Aquila et al.. I 985) have characteris-
tic similarities in their sequence. which led to the conclusion that they belong to a
n1 itochondrial carrier familk 1i it. I ). The first co.mmron teature is that the l a

molecular mass of - 3,2 kD. Since other isolated carriers without known primary
structure have a similar molecular mass. it can be presumed that they also belongll to
this carrier family.

As first noted for the ADP,'ATP carrier, the primary structure can be analyzed
ito be composed of three similar domains of' - 100 residues, each (Saraste and
Walker. 1982). The similarity between these repeat units is not high but nev'ertheless
striking in terms of the conservation of certain residues and hydrophobic areas.
Because of the wider distribution of polar residues. only about three transmembrane
helices are clearly discernible from hydrophobicity plots. With the amphiphatic
analysis four or six helices may be discerned (Aquila ct al.. 1985). It is only w ith tile
three-domain structure that at six-transmemhrane helical arraneement can be as-
sumed with some dearee of' certainty. This three-domain Structure produces, I
threefold pseudo-symmetry (Aquila et al.. 1987). As at result. each domain should
have a similar folding pattern. In fact, by aligning the three domains for maximum
similarity and conservation of certain residues, and by allowing insertions or addi-
tions in this manner. two transmembrane helices can be discerned within each
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domain, amounting to a total of six transmembrane helices for the mitochondrial
carrier.

Each domain has a hydrophilic central segment with 30--40 amino acids in which
many polar residues are clustered. The hydrophilic connecting segments at the
opposite side are only - 15 residues long. Polar residues are quite well conserved
within the three central segments. Some of these residues may be involved in the
gating process. as will be discussed below. Certain lysines have been shown to
become accessible to pyridoxal phosphate only when the carrier is solubilized. It is
proposed that in the membrane these lvsines are liganded with acidic phospholipids
such as cardiolipin. which arc removed on solubilization with detergents (Bogner et
al., 1986).

The conservation of acidic residues among all carriers and within all carriers in
these three domains is striking. We consider them to be located at the termination of
the transmembrane helices. Some of these acidic residues are paired with basic
residues which may act in the gating mechanism (Klingenberg, 1992).

Other conspicuous polar residues are arginines within the putative second
transmembranc helices of each domain. ,rgininc is known to occur more easily
within membranes than lvsinc Rees et al.. 1989: Hendersen et al.. 1990). In the AAC
there is a lvsinc exclusively in the first helix that seems to be involved in binding of
ADP or carboxyatractyloside as shown by the pyridoxal phosphate probe (Bogner et
al., 1986). These arginines are conserved in nearly all carriers, although their position
may vary. Their function will be discussed below.

Probing the Folding
The problem of the location of the NH, and COOH termini has been a difficult
problem for several years and could only be solved by utilizing the family member-
ship of the ADP/ATP carrier with other carriers such as the uncoupling protein. It
was maintained that the COOH and NH 2 termini are opposite (Brandolin et al.,
1989). This question is now settled in that both the NH, and COOH termini protrude
to the cytosolic side of the membrane (Brandolin et al.. 1989: Eckerskorn and
Klingenberg, 1987). The same side of the terminals confirms the even number
transmembrane helical model (Klingenberg, 1989). Thus the repeat structure and
the folding pattern agree with each other (Fig. 2).

Earlier topographic investigations of the ADP/ATP carrier concerned the
localization of the 22 lysine groups scattered throughout the primary structure with
the membrane impermeant reagent. pyridoxaiphosphate (Bogner et al., 1986).
Applied from either the outside or the inside of the membrane. with this reagent a
labeling pattern emerged which at first seemed to contradict the simple six-helical
transmembrane folding pattern. Some lysine groups located in the matrix regions of
the three domains reacted from both the matrix and cytosolic sides. The reactivity
depended on the translocation states of the carrier. Since according to the single-
binding, center-gated pore model there is an access route to the binding center from
either the cytosolic or the matrix side. it was concluded that the double access of the
lysine from either side can be explained by assuming that these lysines are in the
translocation channel (Bogner et al., 1986: Klingenberg, 1989). As a consequence.
portions or part of the three hydrophilic matrix sections should fold into the
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membrane region, where they line the translocation chain channel with the hvdro-
philic surface.

The Nucleotide Binding Site
This highly unconventional folding model received further support from photo-
affinity labeling of the bindin-, center in the ADP 'ATP carrier. With 2-azido-A-FP
the ADP/ATP carrier was photo-ailinitv labeled in bovine mitochondria (Dalbon ct
al.. 1988) or in the isolated :tratc. For this purpose. the ADP ".A\TP carrier from \east
turned out to be more suitable because o1 more favorably localized CNBr clca\ace
sites (Mayinger et al.. 1981)). Both 2- and 8-azido-ATP labeling were applied to the
veast AAC in situ and in the isolated state. The binding regions both for 2- and
8-azido ATP were found to be localized at the putative intermembrane fold of the
second domain. The azido-ADP must access this part from the cvtosolic side,
although the peptide region oriinates from the matrix hydrophilic central portion.

More recently. accessoilitv trom the c\tosolic side of the corresponding area il
the third domain \,as dcL,:ih'iht r:i1cd t , I Wic uncoupling protein tMaviner and
Klingcnberg. N492: Winklcr and Klinucenncru. l1'1)2). Purinc nuclcotides bind to the
uncoupling protein as inhibitors in ni highly speciiic manner only from the cvtosolic
site. In this case the nucleotidc is not transported to the matrix side. Both 2- and
8-azido-ATP incorporate into the central portion of the last domain in a section
which is analogous to that labeled in the second section in the AAC. With exclusive
accessibility of the nucleotide only from the cytosolic side in the uncoupling protein.
it provides more stringent evidence of matrix accessibility than in the AAC. where
the azido-nucleotides might be translocated to the inside, although very slowly.

Site-directed Mutagenesis
Because the ADP/ATP carrier in yeast can be easily expressed on a plasmid vector, it
becomes a target for site-directed mutagenesis (O'Malley et al.. 1982: Gawaz et al..
1990; Lawson et al., 1990). In this context. two types of results will be discussed that
are of general significance for the mitochondrial carrier family. First. the role of
cysteine: SH reagents are known to inhibit AAC transport activity in a peculiar way.
Inhibition occurred only on addition of ADP. and this could be shown to be due to an
unmasking in the "m" state of C 56 in the first domain. The unmasking of the SH
groups played an important role in demonstrating the kinetics of the -'c- to -m'- state
transition with fluorescent SH labels and thus the conformational change involved in
the AAC (Klingenberg, 1976). All three cvsteines were singly mutated to serine but
failed to produce a strong inhibition of the AAC activity (Hoffmann, 1991; Klingen-
berg et al., 1992). Thus, the cysteine groups appeared not to be essential for
transport, although the alkylation produced an inhibited carrier. This can be
explained by hydrogen bonding of cysteines. which is retained by replacement with
serine but interrupted on alkylation, thus inducing an inhibitory structural change in
the protein. The nonessentiality of the SH group in carriers has also been noted
previously for other carriers that are sensitive to SH reagents such as lac-permease
(Menick et al., 1987). The inhibition by SH reagents of transport in most mitochon-
drial carriers can be rationalized by assuming that the hydrogen bonding capability of
cysteine is essential and involved in the conformation changes during the transloca-
tion process (Fig. 2).
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The intrahelical arginines 96, 204, and 295 occurring in the second helix in each
domain of nearly all mitochondrial carriers have been exchanged by mutagenesis in
the yeast AAC, thus eliminating the positive charge or replacing it by histidine. In all
these mutations the yeast strains became dependent on fermentable sources, indicat-
ing that the AAC is largely inhibited. Most interestingly, the R96H mutation turned
out to be identical with the only known natural genomic mutation of the AAC. the
opI mutant (Kolarov et al., 1990; Lawson et al.. 1990). AAC was isolated from the
opI and R96H mutants. Surprisingly, the reconstituted carrier protein was - 40% as
active as the wild AAC. We interpreted this finding to mean that R96H and the other
interhelical arginines have an essential role in the biogenesis and folding process of
the AAC (Gawaz et al.. 1990). This explains their ubiquitous occurrence in the four
different carriers known so far. This would also be in line with the equal folding of
the three domains within each carrier, where the transmembrane segment directed
toward the cytosolic side always carries an intrahelical arginine.

Interaction with Cardiolipin
Another interesting aspect involving the charge distribution in the mitochondrial
carriers is the interaction with cardiolipin. In general. mitochondrial carriers are
highly positively charged with an excess of up to 20 net positive charges. This renders
the mitochondrial carrier proteins quite basic with a high iso-electric point. It is
obvious that the high amount of negatively charged cardiolipin should interact with
the positive protein charges. For the reconstitution of the wild-type ADP/ATP
carrier, cardiolipins are not required. However, in reconstitution the phosphate
carrier has an absolute requirement of cardiolipin (Kadenbach et al.. 1982). Cardio-
lipin addition is also important for separating and isolating various carrier proteins.
particularly the phosphate, dicarboxylate, and tricarboxylate carriers (Kramer and
Palmieri, 1989). This indicates that cardiolipin interacts with these proteins in the
membrane. But cardiolipin may be lost after solubilization.

The first evidence for cardiolipin binding came from the observation in NMR
studies that the isolated ADP/ATP carrier contains tightly bound cardiolipin (Beyer
and Klingenberg, 1985). The bound cardiolipin phosphate head groups are NMR
silent and became unmasked only after denaturation by SDS and heat. Six molecules
of cardiolipin are bound to the bovine ADP/ATP carrier. However, a functional role
of cardiolipin could not be demonstrated because the release of cardiolipin from
AAC was only possible under denaturing conditions. More recently, the C73S
mutant of the AAC from yeast was found to have an absolute requirement for
cardiolipin on reconstitution (Hoffmann, 1991). In this case, the cardiolipin addition
was obligatory for active ADP/ATP transport. It allowed the elucidation of the high
specificity of the cardiolipin requirement by using several cardiolipin analogues,
lyso-forms, etc. In no other mitochondrial function the requirement of cardiolipin is
found to be so essential as in the mitochondrial carriers.

The Gating Mechanism
Some of the numerous charges and charge pairs found outside of the transhelical
segments in the carriers may be involved in the gating process of translocation. Gates
on both sides of the translocation channel are an essential part of the single-binding
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center gated pore model (Klingenberg, 1976, 1991; Klingenberg et al., 1976). Either
the inner or outer gate is closed in the external or internal carrier state. In the
"transition state, both gates are either closed or open. In line with the "induced fit
transition state" mechanism. which we have described for the carrier action, the
binding center has a conformation that exposes a maximum interaction with the
substrates (Klingenberg, 1991 ). Whereas in the external or internal state the binding
center is postulated not to displace substrate-like conformations, these are induced
by the solute-protein interaction in the transition state. This -induced fit" is the key
element of transport catalvsis in carriers. In contrast. in enzvmes an induced fit is
catalytically counterproductive but may enhance specificity (Jencks. 1975).

For considerations of catalytic activity we assume that in the transition states
both gates are open or at least partially open (Klingenberg, 1992). The gating and its
control is suggested to involve alternating formation and breaking of ionic pairs. The
sequence of events can be visualized as follows (Fig. 3). The anionic substrate binds

0

Figure 3. The charge oscillating gating model of carrier function. The role of charged residues
in the translocation pathway (Klingenberg. 1992).

to one or more positive charges in the binding center. Negative residues on both sides
of the binding center are postulated to be mobile and can either pair with the positive
residue of the binding center or move more outside to bind with the positive residue
of the gates. Without solutes present in the binding center the central positive charge
is free and will pair with either the internal or external mobile negative charge. By
neutralizing one mobile negative charge it releases one positive charge at the gate.
which can now form an ion bond across the channel and then close the gate. At the
same time, the opposite gate is opened because its positive residue is neutralized by
the immobile negative charge. On binding of the anionic solute. the central positive
residue is sequestered and the released mobile negative charge moves toward the
outside and pairs with the positive charge of the gate. Thus. binding of the substrate
is propagated to the gates by the two mobile negative residues such that both gates
are open in the transition state.
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The model requires the proper arrangement of charges along the translocation
channel. As seen in Fig. 2, a sufficient number of charges is available in the three
central demain regions that are proposed to line the translocation channel. It would
be most intriguing LO investigate by site-directed mutagenesis which of these charges
participate in the gating process.

Conclusions
Mitochondrial carriers are distinguished from carriers of other families by their
apparently simple construction. The molecular weight is small and the three repeat
structures suggest a certain internal symmetry. Yet there is evidence suggesting that
these carriers may act only as dimers and therefore the functional unit would have
twice the molecular weight (Klingenberg, 1981: Aquila et al.. 1985). All the evidence
from the primary structure indicates that the mitochondrial carriers have no prede-
cessors in prokaryotes but have emerged with the symbiosis of the mitochondria with
the eukarvotic host cell. It is surprising that carriers with such widely diffcrcnt
functions when transporting ADP. ATP. or H -. etc. belong to one molecular falmiN.
It shows the enormous plasticity in adapting to various substrates of a similar protein
structure which is also seen in other carrier and protein families.

Since the ADP'ATP carrier is highly abundant in mitochondria from aerobic
eukaryotic cells, and since it adopts two specific inhibitors in a unique way, it has
been a pioneer in research on the carrier structure-function relationship. Thus the
ADP/ATP carrier was the first intact carrier to be isolated (Riccio et al., 1975), and
was the first carrier for which a mechanism could be demonstrated on a molecular
level (Klingenberg, 1976), and further it was the first for which a primary structure
became known (Aquila et al., 1982). It can be expected that this protein and other
members of the mitochonarial carrier family will also in the future play a decisive
role in elucidating carrier mechanisms.
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Introduction
The melibiose (mel) permease of Escherichia coli (Prestige and Pardee, 1965)
catalyzes the accumulation of the a-disaccharide melibiose (6-O-a-D-galactopyrano-
side-D-glucopyranose) by a mechanism of symport or cation-coupled cotransport in
response to the electrochemical potential gradient of the coupling ion. As with other
cotransporters (or symportersE osmotic work performed by this energy transducer
relies on the presence of a mechanism of compulsory coupling between downhill
cation inflow and uphill solute influx into the cell (Mitchell. 1970: Skulachev. 1988).
In contrast to many other bacterial sugar permeases (Henderson. 1990). however.
mel permease uses either Hý. Na'. or to a lesser extent Li÷ as the coupling cationic
species depending on the ionic environment and/or the sugar transported (Tsuchiya
et al.. 1977, 1983: Tsuchiva and Wilson. 1978: Wilson and Wilson, 1987). Understand-
ing of the mechanisms behind the cationic selectivity and coupling properties of the
reel symporter has been furthered in the past by taking advantage of these unusual
coupling characteristics. In addition, the recent cloning and sequencing of the mel B
cenc which encodes miel permease (Hanatani ct al.. 1984: Yazvu et al.. 1984) has
made the study of the tnee permease structure-function relationship possible by
utilizing molecular biology technology. The purpose of this chapter is to review
recent progress in our understandini of the molecular mechanism of symport by mel
permease. In the first part. mechanistic and biochemical properties of the mel
symporter are briefly surveyed. Recent mutagenesis studies are described which
suggest that several acidic residues. putatively clustered in the hydrophobic core of
the NH,-tc~minal domain of the permease, participate in cation recognition by the
symporter.

Functional Properties of Mel Permease
The at-galactoside melibiose is actively accumulated by mel permease in E. colt cells
or derived cytoplasmic membrane vesicles resuspended in Nat-free medium (Tsu-
chiya and Wilson, 1978; Bassilana et al., 1985). Addition of NaCI (10 mM) stimulates
sugar uptake by reducing the transport constant value K, (Lopilato et al., 1978;
Bassilana et al., 1985). The cations used for sugar cotransport were unambiguously
identified by measuring the inward ionic movements that accompany downhill sugar
entry in de-energized cells with Ht or Na t (or Li+)-sensitive electrodes (Tsuchiya
and Wilson, 1978; Tsuchiya et al., 1983). In the absence of sodium or lithium salts in
the medium, protons are taken up, but when these monovalent ions are added to the
medium, proton influx is totally replaced by Na t or Li+ uptake. Unlike cx-galacto-
sides, sugars with a 3 configuration (e.g., methyl l-thio-13-D-galactopyranoside;
TMG) are cotransported with either Na t or Li+ but not with HI (Wilson and Wilson.
1987). Measurement of the melibiose transport constants (K,, Vm) and of their
variations as a function of the amplitude of the electrical component (.IP) of the
proton or Nat (or Li t )-motive force already suggests that the contribution of the
three coupling ions to the symport mechanism is variable (Bassilana et al.. 1985). For
example, the K, of the Hl-Iinked melibiose transport reaction is - 10 times higher
than the Na+-or Li+-coupled one, while V.,, varies in the order V" - -I
v Mel(Na

[Li).' Also, AŽ4 has a Vm,,+ effect on Na+- or Li+-coupled transport activity, whereas it
has a K, effect on the H+-coupled reaction (Leblanc et al., 1988).
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The sugar-binding properties of reel permeasc arc conveniently assessed by
measuring binding of the high atfinity ligand p-nitrophenvl-oa--ga lactopyranoside
(NPG) on de-energized membrane vesicles (Cohn and Kaback. 1980: Damiano-
Forano et al.. 1986). NPG binding is competitivcly inhibited by meiibiose or TMG
and is specifically enhanced by Na" or" Li" (affinity increase). 4-I. Na. and Lil

competing for the same cationic site. A 1:1 Na sugar qtoichiometnm deduced from
,he sugar-binding assay %in aereement with the transport stoichiornetm' calculated

trom simultaneous measurements otI cosubstrate flows in de-energized membrane
',esicles lBassiiana cta ii.. •'r

Mechanistic analyses ot the Na -couplcd sugar transport reaction in de-
energized mnemhrane %csicles downhlill sugar influx or erliux. .ugar exchange at
equilibrium)l show that the carrier functions asymmetrically: i.e.. Na-coupled efflux
is much faster than Na -coupled influx (Bassilana et al.. 1987: Leblanc et al.. 1988).
Moreover. sugar influx is strongiy stimulated by internal sugar ttrans-stimulation).
Strikingly. sugar-suar cxchance by the permease occurs without concomitant
translocation ot Na jons. icsc data suggesi that in the absence ot enerey, release
. t N:i 11.:, the c'. toiasmt2 .. ,'art,,, - > r( ,,i' .. .. miting. ::-dicatin, some
torm o1 Na\* occlusion. hi lcuve transoort conditions. thei menmrane potential
increases Nai -cT -itnicd h\gar m tcux by a crlat inw the %rate oi Na- (, .i- ) release in
the internal compartment. In contrast. permease cvcling during l1 svmport is
apparently not limited h% I-I rceiasc.

Characterization of the Na-dependent sugar transport reaction suggested a
kinetic model in which binding of cation and sugar to the permease on the outer
surface of the membrane and their release into the cytoplasm are ordered processes,
with Na - binding first and being released last (for review, see Leblanc et al.. 1988). It
is not known whether the process is statistical or steric or whether ordered binding or
release of the cosubstrates is also characteristic of the H'- or Li'-coupled modes of
symport by reel permease. Finally. the stability of the ternary complex cation-sugar-
permease varies according t) the chemical identity of the coupling ion
(H" < Na- < Li- ). This stability may govern the rate of cosubstrate release into the
cytoplasm, and hence of permease cycling, and is controlled by the electrical
potential (Leblanc et al.. 1988).

Identification and Secondary Structure of Mel Permease
Deduction of the primary sequence of reel permease from the reel B gene sequence
suggests that the transport polvpeptide is very hydrophobic and consists of 469 amino
acid residues (52 kD: Yazvu et al.. 1984). The transport protein has been identified
by DNA recombinant and immunological techniques as an inner membrane protein
with an apparent molecular mass of 38.000-40.000 (Botfield and Wilson. 1989:
Pourcher et al.. 1990b). the difference between molecular weight and relative
molecular mass being typical of prokaryote permeases. A secondary structure model
for mel permease consisting of 12 membrane-spanning segments in an a-conforma-
tion has been proposed on the basis of various criteria (Fig. 1. and Pourcher et al..
1990a. c). First. hydropathy profiling suggests that the polypeptide contains at least
10 hydrophobic stretches connected by hydrophilic charged segments (Yazvu et al..
1984). On the other hand. polyclonal antipeptide antibodies directed against the
COOH-terminal domain only react with permease in inverted membrane vesicles.
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suggesting that the hydrophilic tail of the transport protein is exposed to the
cytoplasmic compartment (Botfield and Wilson, 1989). In addition, the lack of a
sequence signal suggests that the NH, terminus also faces the cytoplasmic space.
Colocalization of the COOH and NH, termini on the inner surface of the membrane
dictates that the polypeptide must pass the membrane an even number of times.
Recent topological studies of mel permease based on genetic fusion of the permease
with alkaline phosphatase provide experimental support for a secondary structure
model with 12 membrane-spanning segments (Botfield et al.. 1992).

The size. the strongly h~drophobic character. and a secondary structure model
containing 12 putative transmembrane segments of mel permease are all properties
shared by other permeases of E. coli (Kaback. 1989: Henderson. 1990). However.
there is little homology between the primary structures of reel permease and most
carriers of E. coli. including Lac permease. which has many sugar substrates in
common with reel permease (Yazvu et al.. 1984). In contrast to this. a significant
degree of homology has been reported between reel permease and either the NH,
domain of the lactose transporter ot Streptococcus tlenrnophilus (LacS carrier:
Poolman ct al. 1989) or the ,,us protein that eftects uptake ot i)-glucuronides in E.
coli by a mechanism not entirely clarified (Henderson. P. J. F.. personal communica-
tion).

Point Mutations Altering the Cationic Selectivity of Mel
Permease
Point mutations altering the cationic selectivity of mel permease have been described
(Niiya et al.. 1982, Shiota et al.. 1984. 1985: Yazvu et al.. 1985: Kawakami et al..
1988). A first set of mutants resisting Li- toxicity groups permeases that catalyze
normal Na+-coupled transport but do not use H+ as coupling ion and have variable
capacity for cotransporting sugar with Li I ions. The mutated amino acids are located
either in putative membrane-spanning segments (Pro122 in helix IV) or in cytoplas-
mic loops connecting membrane helices (Pro 142, Leu 232. or Ala 236). In another
group of mutants. melibiose utilizatiorn is no longer inhibited by the nonmetabolized
sugar analogue TMG (Botfield and Wilson. 1988). Permeases of this latter group
display simultaneous alteration of sugar and cation specificities and the correspond-
ing point mutations are found in four discrete clusters in the protein (helix I, II. or
IV, or cytoplasmic loops connecting helices X and XI). Such a dual effect on ionic
and sugar substrate specificities has been taken as evidence for the existence of a
physical interaction between the sugar and cation species and/or binding sites.
Unfortunately, the wide distribution of the mutations throughout the protein and the
incomplete characterization of their effects make understanding of their precise
molecular participation in the cationic properties of mel permease unclear. Finally.
site-directed mutagenesis has also been used to change residues frequently involved
in metal-protein interactions such as His or Cys. Substitution of serine for Cys 106.
231, and 360 residues does not modify melibiose transport activity, and change of Cys
360 into Ser may influence, in an unspecified fashion, Nat-coupled cotransport
(Botfield, 1989). Finally, it has recently been reported that replacement of any of the
seven His residues of mel permease by Arg, and in the case of His 94 also by Asn or
Gin, does not change the cationic selectivity properties of mel permease (Pourcher et
al., 1990c, 1992).
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Mutation of Acidic Residues Buried in the Hydrophobic Core of
Mel Permease
Examination of the amino acid composition of the putative membrane-spanning
segments of mel permease • Pourcher et al.. 199)k') suggests that most of the charged
residues buried in the apolar core of the transport protein are distributed in
membrane segments I-IV of the transport protein. Of these. four aspartic acids are
located on either helix I (Asp 3 I . helix I1 .Asp 51 and Asp 55). or helix IV (A1p I 20)
(Fig. 1). Helices I-IV are amtihiphatic and contain additional polar amino acids.
some of which are aligned with these acidic residues. From this observation, and the
fact that some point mutations tltering the cationic properties of mci permease are
located in the NHI,-terminal domain (Yazvu et al.. 1985: Botfield and Wilson. 1988).
it was tentatively advanced that such a cluster of neeatively charged residues may be
involved in recognition and ir translocation of the co)upling cation. To test this

÷. ÷+ - ,. *,÷1. .

. ÷. IN

111m00 0 6 16 65 1 75 1 125 1' 14t 1 19)4 "1 236 12S4I 21 3 3'7 .S r" 37 425 (

i 37 42 96 102 166 175 256 264 315 320 393 402

I III III- • VV VI VII- Ii Ix XIX - XX1 OUT

Figure 1. Secondary structure model of mel permeasc highlighting the aspartic residues
located in putative membrane-spanning helices of the NH--terminal domain. Hlclices are
represented as rectangles and numbered with Roman numerals. Top and bottom numbers in
each rectangle correspond to the first and last residues of the helix. Aspartic residues in
membrane-spanning segments are indicated by the symbol D followed b% a number that
indicates its position on the primary amino acid sequence.

hypothesis, site-directed mutagenesis was first used to replace individually Asp 31,
Asp 51, Asp 55. and Asp 120 by uncharged residues (Pourcher et al., 1991. 1993a:
Zani et al.. 1993). Cys or Asp residue was selected as the substitute since the Cvs
residue is less bulky than Asp and more likely to be protonated at a physiological pH.
and the Asp to Asn change corresponds to an isosteric substitution.' The effects of
exchanging each Asp residue by a glutamic acid were then analyzed.

Permeases Carrying Asp to Cys or Asn Mutations
The consequence of these various mutations on the catalytic activity of mel permease
was analyzed by measuring the obligatory Na -coupled TMG transport reaction in

I Site-directed mutants are designated as follows: the one-letter amino acid code is used followed bv a
number indicating the position of the residue in wild-type mel permease. The sequence is followed by a
second letter denoting the amino acid replacement at this position.
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cells incubated in the presence of TMG (0.2 or I mM) and NaCI (10 mM). As shown
in Fig. 2, individual replacement of Asp at position 31, 51, 55, or 120 by Cys produces
complete inhibition of TMG accumulation. A similar transport defect was observed
in D51N, D55N, and D120N cells. Although expression of the mutant permeases was
generally reduced with respect to that of wild-type permease (from 20 to 80%). the
membrane permease concentrations were too high to account by themselves for the
lack of transport activity. In contrast to these mutants. D31N permease promotes
TMG accumulation up to 13% of that measured in wild-type cells. This reduced
transport is in proportion to the decreased quantity of permease molecules measured
in the mutant cell membrane (10%).

To assess if the lack of TMG transport by the majority of the mutant permeases
is the result of a defect in recognition of the sugar, of the coupling ion. or of both.

Pamr• cConatent Figure 2. Na+-dependent 1'4CITMG" A (%wof 100 transport in cells expressing mel per-
0 mease with Cvs or Asn in place ot

40 Asp 31. 51. 55. or 120. E•. c-lo cells
D31C 10 expressing each mutant permeasel • | D51C 17
01,, 7were equilibrated at 2 mg proteinwml

20 /- D20C 71 in 100 mM K phosphate (pH 6.6), 10
D120C 11 mM MgSO4 . and 10 mM NaCI at
no insr 0 20°C. Transport reactions were initi-

" ated by addition o[ 4CJTMG (3
mCi mmol') to a final concentration

C 40 of 0.2 mM to cell suspensions flushed
with a stream of oxygen. Reactions

20. were terminated by diluting the assayS201 / D51N 29 "
ID55N 33 samples followed by immediate filtra-

-- ID120N 17 tion. (Top) A, cells expressing D31C.
0 0noinsa 0 D51C, D55C, or DI20C permease or
0 15 30 45 60 no permease (no insert): 0. wild-type

Time (min) perrnease (WT); (bottom) A. cells ex-
pressing D5IN, D55N. or DI20N per-

mease or no permease (no insert); A, D31N permease; 0, wild-type permease (WT).
Membrane permease contents were assessed by measuring binding of the high affinity ligand
NPG. The results are expressed as percentage of the content found in wild-type membranes.

binding of cosubstrates on de-energized membrane vesicles was studied (Pourcher et
al., 1993). Sugar binding was measured using NPG as a ligand (Damiano-Forano et
al., 1986). On the other hand, owing to the poor affinity of mel permease for Na÷ ions
(> 300 AM) and the unfavorable specific signal/background ratio, Na÷ binding had
to be assessed indirectly by measuring the dependence of NPG binding activity on
the presence of NaCi.

NPG binding experiments were carried out in the absence or presence of 10 mM
NaCi or I M NaCI, the variation in medium ionic strength being compensated by
addition of equimolar amounts of KC1. Table I shows that the NPG dissociation
constants (Kd) measured on mutant and wild-type membranes resuspended in
Na+-free conditions are comparable (- 1-2 AM). The only exception is that of
D120N permease, which was slightly higher (6 A•M). These data indicate that
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replacing any of these Asp residues by a neutral amino acid (Cys or Asn) has no
major effect on the basic (i.e., Na+-independent) sugar recognition properties of the
permease. In contrast, these substitutions greatly modify the dependence of NPG
binding on NaCI. Thus, while raising the NaCI concentration to I M causes ,in
eightfoid reduction in the Kd for NPG binding on wild-type permease, it does not
produce a significant change in the Kd value when the reel permease carries a (w
residue in place of either Asp residue, or when the permease has an Asn residue in
place of Asp 51. Asp 55. or Asp 120. On the other hand. D31N permease retains
Na'-dependent NPG binding activity. However. measurement of the Na, activation
constant (K,,,-) for NPG bindingon this mutant yields a K\, value at least four times

TABLE I
Effect of NaCI on I -1H I NPG Binding to Rightside-out Membrane Vesicles
Carrying Permease with Cys or Asn in Place of Either Asn 31. Asp 51. Asp
55. or Asp 120

,A NPG binding cons. (K;). RclatuhcPc rmeasc Na*-free (KCI) Na(_ atfirit chiLc

WT 1.6 0,2 ,
D31C 1.5 1.5
D31N 1.6 0.3 5
D51C 2.4 1.3 1.8
D51N 1.3 2 0.7
D55C 2.1 1.6 1.3
D55N 2.4 3 0.8
DI20C 3 3.2 0.9
D120N 6 4 1.5

Rightside-out membrane vesicles containing D31C. D51C. D55C. or D120C pcrmcase or
D31N. D51N. D55N. or D120N permease were equilibrated in (I. M potassium phosphate
solution (pH 6.6) containing I M KCI (or I M NaCi). 10 mM MgSO4, and trace amounts of
sodium salt ( < 20 p.M). Membrane vesicles were de-energized in the presence of FCCP (5
mM) and valinomycin (5 mM) and concentrated to - 30 mg protein • ml -). [IHJNPG hinding
was measured as a function of free NPG concentration (0.2-10 mM) using a flow dialysis
technique (Damiano-Forano et al., 1986). Apparent KI's for NPG binding were calculated
graphically from Eadie-Hofstee representations of the data.
* Relative changes in NPG affinity were expressed as a ratio of the Kd's measured in KCl \,s.
NaCI media.

higher than that of wild-type permease (1.4 and 0.3 mM. respectively), suggesting
that D31N permease has a decreased affinity for sodium ions. Overall. the data
indicate that mutation of these acidic residues decreases or inhibits the activating
effect of sodium ions on sugar binding.

Affinities of the modified permeases for the physiological sugar melibiose and
the nonmetabolized analogue TMG were also estimated. Since the apparent KI for
melibiose or TMG was too high to be measured directly (0.2 and 0.6 mM. respective-
ly), affinity changes were estimated from the competitive inhibitory effect of these
sugars (Krei KaM', respectively) on NPG binding (Damiano-Forano et al.. 1986). In
membrane expressing wild-type permease, raising the concentration of NaCI to I M
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decreases K1,"i from 1.4 to 0.2 mM and KTMG from 3.5 to 0.7 mM. Similar analysis on
membranes carrying mutant permeases indicates that melibiose or TMG binds in a
Na*-dependent fashion on D3 IN permease. In contrast, affinity of the other mutant
permeases for melibiose or for TMG is independent of the NaCI concentration of the
medium and the observed KmflI and Kf5 10 values were in general comparable to those
measured on wild-type permease in a Na+-free medium. Strikingly, permease with
Cys or Asn at position 55 displays moderate changes in the affinity for TMG but not
for melibiose. As a whole. the results indicate that melibiose and TMG binding on all
permeases except D31N are Na independent.

Mel permease uses alternatively H+. Na'. or Li' as the coupling ion for
melibiose transport (Fig. 3). Examination of the initial rate and/or maximal extent of
melibiose uptake indicates that the transport efficiency of wild-type permease

60-
Figure 3. Time courses of melibiose

A LNc
ZNa and TMG accumulation coupled to

0 40 W1% Nar. or Li- in cells expressing
.+ wild-type permease. [IH]Melibiose

"Z Li (.,I) or 114CJTMG (B) transport was

20 measured essentially as described in
the legend of Fig. 2. Sugar substrates
were added into the medium at a final

0. A concentration of 0.8 mM. Na÷- and
+ Li+-coupled transport activities were

B Li+ measured in the presence of NaCI
.C" 75- 0 Na+ (0) or LiCI (0) at a final concentra-
4 tion of 10 mM. H÷-coupled transport

" 50. (A) was measured in a medium con-

E-"• salts (Damiano-Forano et al., 1986).
0 2Control experiments (A) were per-

S 4=formed on cells previously de-ener-
o .. +4 --- # ""gized in the presence of the uncoupler

0 1 2 3 4 7 to carbonyl cyanide p-trifluoro-methoxy-

Time (min) phenylhydrazone (FCCP, 50 j±M).

depends on the coupling ion and decreases in the order Na÷ > Li+ = H-,
Na÷-melibiose transport being - 2.5 times more rapid than the H÷- or Li4 -linked
reactions (Fig. 3 A ). In addition, the cationic selectivity of mel permease is sugar
specific, as TMG is equally well transported with Na÷ or Li+ but not with HI (Fig. 3
B). The cationic selectivity profiles of the different mutant permeases were analyzed.
The results indicate that most of the substitutions produce dramatic inhibition of
melibiose transport coupled to either Na÷, H÷, or Li+, or of TMG transport coupled
to Na÷ or Lit. Fig. 4 B illustrates this inactivation in the particular case of permease
D55C. There were, however, two exceptions. First, D31N permease retains the
capacity to use the three different coupling ions for melibiose transport (data not
shown). Second, D51C permease mediates a small but significant H+-driven melibi-
ose accumulation and neither the time course nor the extent of melibiose accumula-
tion is stimulated on adding sodium or lithium salts to the medium (Fig. 4A). Also,
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Figure 4. Time course of melibiose
accumulation coupled to H'. Nat, or

* oa- Li+ in cells expressing D51C or D55C
8 A Na+ permeasc. (.-I) [HIMelibiose trans-

0 II port in cells expressing D5IC perme-
6- Li ase was measured as described in the

legend of Fig. 3 using the sugar at a
linal concentration ot I0.8 mM. NaCI
( ") or LiCl (0) was added at a final

A concentration of 10) mM or omitted
, .I (,'). Control experiments (A) were
" .performed on cells previously de-

energized in the presence of FCCP
2.0 (5(15 p.M). (B) Transport experiments

A0A in D55_C cells. For ciarity of the fig-
ure. time courses of H1-, Na'. and
L -mciihiosc transports in cells ex-

Tim1e trrin errssine D55(" Pcrmcase %%ere repre-

-ouI~ted cO\ a ,,flec ,,mtoj (_ ). (A)
l)e-cneriZed cells.

T iMG transport hy D)51 C mutant is completely inhibited (not showkn . This observa-
tion sugge'ests that the cationic selectivity profile of rel permcase with a Cvs in place
otf Asp5l changes from Na+ > Li- H to H* > Na' = Li>.

Permeases Carrying Asp to Glu Mutations
The results reported above suggest that the carboxvlate side chain of Asp 51. 55, or
120 may be critical for cation recognition. One can expect that changing the position
of each COOH group by replacing individually these Asp residues by a glutamic acid
should alter mel permease function and most probably its cationic selectivity. While
such mutants were being engineered in the laboratory to test this hypothesis.
preliminary study of the transport properties of ieel permease carrying either a Glu
residue or uncharged amino acids (Ser. Gin. Tyr. Lys. Leu. Ala. or His) at position 51
or 120 was reported (Wilson and Wilson. 1992). The results shio. that only perme-
ases carrying a Glu residue in place of Asp 51 or Asp 120 still catalyze melibiose
transport. albeit at a reduced rate. This strengthens the conclusion reached above
that a residue carrying a negative charge at position 51 or 120 is critical for transport
activity. It is. however, unclear from the transport assay conditions used in this study
whether melibiose is cotransported with H or Na' by the mutants and whether the
Asp to Giu change has an effect on the cationic selectivity of mel permease. To
answer this question, the cationic selectivity properties of mel permease with a Glu at
position 51. 120. or 55 were analyzed using our site-directed mutants. H--coupled
melibiose symport was measured in cells incubated in a medium containing < 50 J.M
NaCI and no LiCI. whereas the Nat- or Li*-coupled melibiose (or TMG) symport
activity was assessed in the presence of 10 mM NaCI or LiCI. All media contained the
sugar at a final concentration of 0.8 mM (Fig. 5). The data are presented as
histograms corresponding to the amount of sugar accumulated during the first 2 min
in each ionic condition. The data suggest that each independent substitution
modifies the cationic selectivity profile of mel permease. Moreover, the change
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observed depends on the acidic residue replaced (Fig. 5, A and B). In control
experiments with wild-type membranes, the selectivity profile of the permease is
Na+ > H+ = Li+ when melibiose is the substrate and Na÷ = Li+ >> H+ for TMG
transport. The data in Fig. 5.4 indicate that the cationic selectivity of D55E permease
is probably Na+ = Li+ > H+. Thus. Li is a better coupling ion for ,ielibiose symport
by this mutant permease than by wild-type permease. In contrast. Na+ and Li have
equal coupling efficiencies for TMG transport by this mutant permease (Fig. 5 B).
On the other hand. DI20E permease no longer cotransports melibiose with H' and.
in contrast to wild-type permeasc. couples melibiose transport to Li - and Na -vith
equal etficiencv. It is of interest to note that mutation of two residues verN close to
Asp 120 on putative helix IV. namely Pro 122 into Ser (Yazyu et al.. 1985) and Yl116
into Phe (unpublished observations). also produces loss of HI coupling and en-
hanced Li- coupling. Moreover. TMG is no longer a good substrate for D120E (Fig.

S20- - 40a

10 - 10

.10

0-1 . 0 I-

WT 51E 55E 120E WT 51E 55E 120E
Figure 5. Variations of the rate of melibiose and TMG transport in cells expressing D51E.
D55E, or D120E permease as a function of the coupling ion. (A ) [3H]Mclibiose transport was
measured in the presence of the sugar at a final concentration of 0.8 mM as described in Fig. 3.
Columns correspond to sugar uptake after 2 min of incubation in Na÷- and Li+-free medium
(H+-coupled transport, filled columns ). or media containing 10 mM NaCI (Nar-couplcd
transport, hatched columns) or 10 mM LiCI (Lit-coupled transport. cross-hatched columns).
(B) ['4C]TMG transport in the presence of 0.8 mM TMG and either 10 mM NaCi (hatched
columns) or 10 mM LiCI (cross-hatched columns).

5 B), Pro122S (Yazyu et al., 1985). or Y1 16F permease (Zani, M. L.. and G. Leblanc.
unpublished results). This may imply cooperative interaction between the residues of
this restricted domain of helix IV. Finally, it was observed that H+ is used for
coupling by D51E permease and the activity of this mutant is not stimulated by Na-
or Li+ ions. Strikingly, D51E permease contrasts with D51C permease in that it
transports TMG at a five times higher rate in the presence of Li+ than in the
presence of Na+ (not shown). As a whole, the transport properties of 51E permease
suggest that its cationic selectivity profile is H+ = Li' >> Nal as opposed to a Na =
H+ = Li+ profile for a neutral residue at the same position (mutant D51C). This
analysis indicates that the cationic selectivity profile of mel permease is modified on
changing the carboxyl group's position of the residue 51. 55, or 120, with the general
trend of enhancing coupling of sugar transport to Li+ ions. Determination of the
sugar-binding properties of permeases D51E, D55E, and DI20E and the ionic
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movements associated with downhill sugar influx in de-energized cells carrying these
mutants will be useful in ascertaining that the modification of the cationic depen-
dency of the transport rates etfectively corresponds to a change in cationic selectivity
of these permeases.

Putative Implication of These Asp Residues in Cation
Coordination
The first important conclusion drawn trom the experiments reported arve is that
changing Asp 51. Asp 55. or Asp 1-2( by a neutral residue Wys or Asn) doe- not
produce major modification ot the atfinitv of the permease for the sugar substrate in
Na--free conditions, i.e.. of the basic mechanism of sugar recognition b% reel
permease. This refutes the suggestion that these substitutions produce an overall
modification of the structure of .'el permease. TFhe second remarkable feature is that
these mutations modifk (')3 I N iuutant i or prcvent (all other mutants stimulation of
supar binding by Na- ions. i'hesc findin.s ,u,_,ucst that an acidic residue at positions
5 1. 55. and 1 2(. and to a i'dcree at position .is c.ssentiai to confer a
Na -dcpendent character to the SLIuar bindingc and transport process. Moreover.
,ince tile mutations alrcald, alicCt the ',.crV initial ,tep of the transport rIactio

corresponding to cosubstrate binding. it is reasonable to suppose that the modified
Asp residues at positions 3L. 5i. 55. and 120 are located at or near the cationic
binding site of the permease and are involved in cation recognition. The cationic
selectivity changes observed on displacing the carboxvylate side chain of Asp 5 1. Asp
55, or Asp 120 as a result of individual Asp to Glu substitution also points to
participation of these residues in recognition of the coupling ion. As a corollary, the
putative distribution of these acidic amino acids in adjacent membrane-spanning
segments of the NH2 -terminal domain of reel permease further suggests that this
domain accommodates the cationic binding site. or at least is part of it.

Of interest for elucidating the molecular mechanism of cation recognition by
reel permease is the observation that mutations directed on more than one acidic
residue of this domain lead to similar transformations of the Na+-dep,_.ndent sugar
binding reaction into a Na+-independent one. This may indicate that these residues
are organized as a cage in which the oxygen atoms ot the carboxyl groups act as
ligands for coordination of the coupling ion. Obviously, the data presented here do
not exclude the possibility that one Asp residue (e.g.. Asp 31). or more than one.
participate in the topological organization of the cationic binding site and thus do not
interact directly with the cation. That appropriately placed oxygen (or nitrogen)
atoms in symporters may coordinate the coupling ion has already been envisaged by
Boyer (1988). This author also suggested that modest rearrangements in the binding
site organization would permit accommodation of different cations (i.e.. Na-. Li-.
and H' in the particular case of mel permease) and that HO- rather thain H- is used
as a coupling species. In this context, the well-described atomic interactions existing
in the cationic coordination complexes formed by crown-ether or cryptates are
relevant to speculation on the molecular basis of cation-protein interactions in the
cationic binding site of symporters. This. for example. is the case of the tetracarbox-
ylic 18-crown-6 complexes with K+. Na+. or H,,O. the structure of which reveals
striking differences between K'-. Nai-. or H3O+-host atomic interactions. Crystallo-
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graphic studies of these complexes indeed indicate that K- is coordinated to the six
ether-oxygens of the compound, Na÷ to five of them, and finally, H1O÷ to only thcee
ether-oxygens via hydrogen bond interactions with a more exacting pyramidal
geometry, and further stabilized by ion-dipolar interactions with the three remaining
O atoms (Behr et al.. 1982a, b; Hilgenfeld and Saenger. 1982). This could signify that
only three of the four Asp residues are used for HO' coordination in the cationic
site of reel permease. while one additional acidic residue of the site may he necessary
for coordination of Na+ or Li+. If this is the case. mutation of Asp residues involved
in coordination of both Na' and H;O+ should simultaneously modify H-- and
Nat-linked transport reactions, whereas removing Asp residues that only participate
in Na t or Li+ coordination should selectively impair the Na•-linked transport
reaction. Some of the results reported here seem to be consistent with this sugges-
tion. Thus. the observation that D51C permease catalyzes H-linked but not Na t- or
Li t -Iinked transport reactions suggests that this acidic residue is necessary for
coordination of Na, or Li' but not of H3 0. On the other hand. Asp 55 and Asp 120
seem to he important for coordination of either coupling ion as their replacement by
neutral residues simultaneously inhibits H-- and Na'-linked sugar binding and
transport by the symporter.

It should also be pointed out that the change in cationic selectivity of met
permeasc. and in particular enhanced Li'-coupli].g. which results from individual
changes of several Asp residues of the NH 2-terminal domain of the symporter (Asp
51, Asp 55, or Asp 120) into a glutamic residue, is also consi,,tent with the proposal
that they are elements of a cation coordination site. Indeed. the change in position of
the carboxyl group produced by replacing the aspartic acid by glutamic acid should
reduce the internal size of the site and consequently favors accommodation of alkali
ions with small radii such as Lit ions. Finally, it is important to note that some of the
changes in cationic selectivity are sugar specific, an effect which may reflect an
intimate relationship between the sugar recognition site and the cation recognition
site (Botfield and Wilson, 1988).

The absence of precise knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of mel
permease makes interpretation of these individual site-directed mutations specula-
tive. However, combination of the information obtained from independent muta-
tions may permit identication of domains of the symporter involved in catalytic
activity and suggest models stimulating further investigation. For instance, the data
presented in this communication strongly suggest that several negatively charged
residues distributed in putative membrane-spanning segments of the NH-_-terminal
domain of reel permease are involved in recognition of the coupling ions by the
symporter, possibly by a coordinated mechanism. It follows that the mel symportcr
has to be added to the already long list ot cation or H+ (or H30i)-coupled
translocating devices-among them the Na*/K t -ATPase (Karlish et al.. 1991) and
the Ca 2-tATPase- (Clarke et al., 1989), the Fo sector of E. coli H+-translocating
ATPase (Hope. 1982), the lactose permease (Kaback, 1989), the tetracycline anti-
porter of E. coli (Yamaguchi et al., 1992), and bacteriorhodopsin (Khorana. 1988)-
for which Asp and/or Glu residues lying in membrane segments have been shown to
be essential for recognition and/or translocation of the charged species across the
membrane.
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Introduction
The Na+/glucose cotransporter is the prototype of a family of membrane proteins
that couple the intracellular accumulation of nutrients with an ion electrochemical
potential gradient across the plasma membrane. Crane and colleagues proposed in
1960 that the active transport of sugars across the intestinal brush border was
coupled to the Nat gradient across the membrane (Crane et al.. 1961). Over the past
30 years the Na-, glucose cotransport hypothesis has been confirmed and extended
to many other ion-driven transporters in both eukarvotic and prokaryotic cells. e.g..
H+ cotransporters for sugars in bacteria and plants. Nat cotransporters for amino
acids in bacteria and animals. and Na- antiporters for protons and calcium in
mammals. In this paper we review the recent work with the Na-/glucose cotrans-
porter.

It is now apparent that the mammalian Na* /glucose cotransporter (SGLT1) is a
member of a large gene family that includes the mammalian Na+/nucleoside and
Na+ /myo-inositol cotransporters. and the bacterial Na-,,! proline and Na-! pantothe-
nate cotransporters. Another distinct family is responsible for the transport of a
varietv of solutes, including ncurotransmitters. osmolvtes. and amino acids in the
brain, kidney, and intestine (Wright ct al.. 1992). All belong to a large, diverse group
of membrane transport proteins which arc predicted to form 12 membrane-spanning
(M) regions (Griffith et al.. 1992). In this review we will discuss the structure of
SGLTI. the homology of SGLTI to the other members of the family, and finally, the
kinetics of Na÷ /glucose cotransport.

Structure
The rabbit intestinal brush border Na'/glucose cotransporter (rSGLT1) was firmly
identified as a 70-75-kD protein on SDS-PAGE using covalent, fluorescent, group-
specific reagents (Peerce and Wright, 1984, 1985). The transporter was cloned by a
novel expression cloning technique (Hediger et al.. 1987) and the cDNA sequence
predicted a protein of 662 amino acids with a mass of 75 kD. As is the case with most
hydrophobic, integral membrane proteins, the primary transcript runs on SDS-
PAGE with a higher than expected mobility, giving an apparent size of - 50,000.
Core N-linked glycosylation increases the apparent size by 6,000 (Hediger et al.,
1991), and complex glycosylation increases the apparent size to - 70,000 (Hirayama
and Wright, 1992), i.e., to a size consistent with the protein identified by biochemical
techniques. On the basis of a Ferguson analysis of the mobility of the primary
transcript, the mature protein, and the deglycosylated protein (Hirayama and
Wright, 1992), we estimate that the actual size of the mature protein is 86,000. This
needs to be confirmed.

An identical SGLTI has been cloned from the rabbit kidney (Coady et al., 1990:
Morrison et al., 1991), and very similar proteins have also been cloned from the
human intestine (Hediger et al., 1989) and pig renal cells (Ohta et al., 1990). These
proteins of 662-664 residues have 84-85% of the amino acids identical to rSGLTI.
and so far only the rabbit and the human intestinal clones exhibit Na+/glucose
cotransport when expressed in Xenopus oocytes.

The amino acid sequence and a secondary structure model of the rSGLTI are
shown in Fig. 1. The 662-residue protein is predicted to wind through the plasma
membrane 12 times. There are two N-linked glycosylation sites at Asn248 and 306,
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but only Asn248 is actually glycosylated (Hediger et al., 1991). There is no O-linked
glycosylation and N-linked glycosylation is not required for function (Hediger et al.,
1991: Hirayama and Wright, 1992). The glycosylation at Asn248 indicates that the
hydrophilic loop (Glu229-Thr271) between transmembrane segments M5 and M6 is
on the exterior face of the membrane. If the 12 M prediction is correct, the NH' and
COOH termini reside on the cytosolic side of the membrane. Note that rSGLTI does
not possess a long cytoplasmic COOH terminus. a characteristic of the SGLT1
family.

We have begun to test the validity of the secondary structure model shown in
Fig. I (Hiravama et al.. 1992). Our strategy is to treat sealed. rightside-out rabbit
brush border membrane vesicles with proteases. identify specific fragments of
rSGLTI using antipeptide antibodies on Western blots, and purify, analyze, and
sequence these proteolytic fragments. Brush border membrane vesicles were pre-

. .- ;, '.p :%

Figure i. A two-dimensional structural model for the rabbit SGLT1 (rSGLT1) protein. The
662-residue protein is shown to possess 12 transmembrane, hydrophobic a helices. The
N-linked glycosylation at Asn_4• is indicated by thL sugar residues. The positions of the two
additional residues in hSGLT1 are shown (0).

pared by our Ca2+ precipitation method (Stevens et a!., 1982), and the vesicle
orientation determined by transmission electron microscopy and a DNAse I inactiva-
tion assay (Grinstein and Cohen. 1983). Preliminary estimates indicate that the
brush border vesicles are >96% sealed and rightside-out, restricting proteolytic
cleavage sites to the external face of the membrane. Proteolysis of the vesicles with
trypsin, chymotrypsin, and papain had no significant effect on the function of

S rSGLTI (Smith et al., 1992); i.e., there were no detectable changes in initial rates of
uptake, the time and magnitude of the peak overshoot, or kinetics (Vmax and Km for
Na÷ and D-glucose). However, Western blots using anti-peptide antibodies (Hiraya-

S ma et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1992) showed that the transporter had been cleaved

extensively. Fig. 2 shows an experiment where brush borders were cleaved with
Schymotrypsin and the Western blots were probed with antibodies 8792 (residues
S 402--419) and 8821 (residues 604-615). Both antibodies detected the 70-kD band in

1 -!

1A, I I- I mIn amrtI-
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untreated brush borders (lane 1 ). but after chymotrypsin digestion. 8792 detected
three bands between 12 and 30 kD (lane 2), while 8821 detected only a doublet at
12-14 kD (lane 4).

These experiments confirmed that the function of the intestinal brush border

Na*/glucose cotransporter is resistant to proteolysis (Semenza et al.. 1984). but
established that the protein is extensively cleaved by extracellular proteases. The
cleaved protein must be maintained in its functional form bv strong intramolecular
forces.

The COOH-terminal 14-kD fragment was purified by immunoaffinity chroma-

tography using antibody 8821 coupled to protein A-Sepharose. Proteolysed brush

1 2 3 4 a Figure 2. rSGLT1 Western
blots of rabbit brush border
membrane vesicles treated with

'4. chymotrv'psin. Brush border
membranes were exposed to
chymotrvpsin (0.4 nig mg
BBMV protein) for 15 min at
370C. The reaction was stopped
by adding SDS-PAGE sample
buffer and boiling tor 3 min.2 1 - The proteins were separated

14 - on 15% SDS-PAGE gels and
electrotransferred to nitrocellu-

6 ., lose, and immunoreactive frag-
ments of SGLTI were identi-
fied with peptide antibodies
8821 and 8792 (Hirayama et
al.. 1991) using Amersham ECL

kd reagent (Amersham Corp.. Ar-
lington Heights. IL) on film. Specific identify of SGLTI fragments was confirmed by probing a
duplicate blot with antibodies in the presence of an excess of the appropriate synthetic
peptide. Lane I contains a sample of the brush borders and intact SGLT1 protein runs with an
apparent size of 70,000 (arrow). Treatment with chymotrypsin eliminates the 70.000 band
(lanes 2 and 4). Antibody 8792 (lane 2) recognizes three bands (14,000-30.000) and antibody
8821 (lane 4) recognizes a - 14.000 doublet. Immunoprecipitation of SGLT1 with Ab 8821
purifies a SGLT1 chymotrypsin fragment of 14.000. recognized by Ab 8821 (lane 5) but not by
Ab 8792 (lane 3).

borders were exchanged into a Triton X-100 buffer. SDS was removed, and then the
protein was incubated with the immunoaffinity beads. The beads were washed in a
chromatography column with a series of salt solutions and the immunoabsorbed
protein fragment eluted with a pH 2.5 buffer. The presence of the 14-kD fragment
was detected using Western blot analysis (Fig. 2, lane 5). Note that the immunopuri-

fled fragment was not recognized by antibody 8792 (lane 2). indicating that the
fragment did not bridge residues 402 and 615. The final purification was carried out
using preparative 15% SDS-PAGE. and the peptide was then transferred to a PVDF
membrane for amino acid analysis and NH 2-terminal sequencing by the UCLA
peptide sequencing facility. Automated Edman degradation for seven residues gave
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a unique cleavage site at Trp561 Ser562. and the amino acid composition from acid
hydrolysis was consistent with an 11 .5-kD peptide that extends from Ser562 to the
COOH terminus. The peptide. therefore. includes the last proposed transmembrane-
spanning helix, which indicates that the hydrophilic loop between residues 548 and
640 faces outward. This agrees with the 12 M model (Fig. 1). but is not in agreement
with the original 11 M model (Hediger et al.. 1987). The additional helix in the 12 M
model is assembled from a sequence ot 21 amino acids lying between residues 358
and 423.

Finally. experiments indicate that the chymotrypsin fragment (residues 561-
662) is firmly anchored in the plasma membrane. We were unable to release the
fragment from proteolysed brush borders using washes with chaotropic reagents
(e.g.. 0.6 M KSCN) despite the fact that there is no hydrophilic COOH terminus.
This observation indicates that the putative hydrophobic transmembrane-spanning
helix 12 is actually in the plasma membrane.

Overall. these preliminary studies support the 12 M model with the NH, and
COOH termini in the cytoplasm. We plan to test the model further by purifying and
sequencing other proteolytic cica a.c tragamcnts.

The SGLTI Family
So far. five different Na. cotransport proteins have been identified as mcmbcfs of the
family (Wright et al.. 1992). These include the mammalian Na+/glucose. Na';
nucleoside (Pajor and Wright. 1992) and Na-/mvoinositol cotransporters (Kwon et
al., 1992), and the bacterial Nau/proline and Na÷/pantothenate cotransporters. All
are putative 12 M proteins of 482-718 residues. The highest homology is between the
mammalian members where the amino acid identity ranges between 49 and 61%.

The secondary structure profiles for SGLTI. SNST1. and SMITI are very
similar (Fig. 3). About 255 residues are conserved between the three proteins and
101 of these are in putative transmembranc domains. The region of highest homol-
ogy is in the first 550 residues, especially M2 and M8 and the hydrophilic loops
between MI-M2, M2-M3. and M7-M8. The largest differences occur in M12 and the
hydrophilic loop between M 11 and M 12. Detailed similarities and differences in the
sequences of the family members are expected to provide a wealth of information
about the Na+ and substrate binding sites of these proteins.

One practical disadvantage of the close sequence similarity between members of
the SGLTI family is that it is becoming more difficult to discriminate among different
genes and proteins expressed in tissues. and to identify the function of clones based
on sequence similarities alone. For example, (a) clones with high homology to
SGLTI may not be Na÷/glucose cotransporters, and this may be especially worri-
some when clones are isolated from different species: and (b) epitopes may be
conserved between different transporters. With one antipeptide antibody raised to
SGLT1 (8792), about half of the amino acid residues in the 19-residue peptide are
conserved in SMITI and SNST1. and so 8792 may immunoreact with the renal
SMITI and SNST1 cotransporters as well as SGLTI. These difficulties can be
resolved by expressing the new clones and testing for function. and by using a
combination of antipeptide antibodies and/or raising antibodies to defined unique
sequences.
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Glucose-Galactose Malabsorption

One approach to defining residues important for the function of membrane trans-
port proteins is to utilize experiments of nature: i.e., identify the residue(s) responsi-
ble for defects in protein function in patients with a hereditary disease of the
transporter. In the case of the intestinal Na÷ /glucose cotransporter the disease is
glucose-galactose malabsorption (GGM). Over 100 patients have been described as
having a defect in intestinal sugar absorption (Desjeux. 1989). It generally presents
as a severe diarrhea in neonates that results in death unless fluid balance is restored.
or glucose, galactose. and maltose are eliminated from the infant's diet. In these
patients, there is a selective defect in glucose and galactose absorption by the
Na+/glucose cotransporter (hSGLT1). The absorption of fructose via another

transporter is normal.

Figure 3. The 12 M secondary structure model for rSGLT1 showing the residues conserved
between SGLTI and the rabbit Na*/nucleoside (SNSTI) and dog Na÷!myoinositol (SMITI)
cotransporters. The open circles show the common residues.

In two sisters diagnosed with GGM we were able to identify the missense
mutation responsible for the disease (Turk et al., 1991). The approach was to
prepare cDNA from duodenal biopsies and to amplify the hSGLT1 cDNA using
PCR and specific primers. Overlapping cDNA fragments were sequenced and a
single base change (G -• A) was found at position 92 that substituted an asparagine
for an aspartic acid at position 28. This missense mutation of the residue, at the
interface between the NH 2 terminus and the first transmembrane segment (Fig. 1),
was sufficient to eliminate Na+-dependent sugar transport. It is unlikely that the
aspartate residue is specifically required for Na÷ /glucose cotransport since an
aspartate exists at this same position in at least 10 other cotransporters (Wright et al.,
1992). Currently, we are screening other GGM patients to identify other mutations
in the hSGLT1 gene responsible for sugar malabsorption.
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?unction
SGLTI has been expressed in a functional form in oocytes and cultured cells
COS-7. HeLa, and insect ovary cells), and, in general, the properties of rSGLT1 are

independent of the expression system and similar to the native intestinal brush
lorder transporter (Wright. 1993). This suggests that the activity of rSGLTI is
relatively independent of either posttranslational modifications or specific mem-
brane lipids. Using the oocyte expression system, we have carried out an exhaustive
kinetic study of SGLTI. mostly using electrophysiological methods (Ikeda et aL..
1989: Umbach et al.. 1990: Birnir et al.. 19901: Parent et al., 1992a, b; Loo. D. D. F.. A.
Hazama. S. Supplisson. E. Turk. and E. M. Wright, manuscript submitted for

(K Figure 4. A transport model tor

(C0 the Na+/glucose cotransporter.
£,.• : . ou 1 In this six-state ordered reaction
"I model, it is assumed that the

empty carrier C has a %alencc of
-2. Thus. M'hen o\ o Na ions
bind. the complex is neutral and
subsequent reaction steps (k:-.

____/_____k-___ k,3, ku. k.;, and A-0) are electro-
""jPj~ CM, f 'CNa.]e .. - - "eutral. Only k-,. k,,. k.,,. and k,,

are voltage dependent. (x and 6
i l represent the fraction of the field

felt by the Na" binding and trans-
flocation of the empty carrier.

k ,,. k, k. Ix = FV/RT. where V is the
ISI l k, membrane potential and F. R,

SCNa. -- [SCNa," and T have the usual meaning.
For simplicity, the binding of two

Na ions is described as a single reaction step. More than 2.000 computer simulations were used
to lit all the clectrophysiological data (Parent et at., 1992b) to the model. A single set of
parameters (Table II) were obtained that describe the results. Note that our analysis suggest
that Na' binding at the inner surface of the membrane is voltage independent (a' = 0).
(Reproduced from Journal of Membrane Bioloy;. 1992, 125:63-79, by copyright permission of
Springer-Verlag New York Inc.).

publication). A nonrapid equilibrium ordered model that qualitatively and quantita-
tively describes Nau /glucose cotransport is shown in Fig. 4, and the kinetic parame-
ters are listed in Table 1.

Given that in oocytes there is an inward sodium electrochemical potential
gradient, Na0 = 100 mM, Nai = 10 mM, S, < 50 [tM, andEm = -50 mV, the addition
of sugar to the external medium results in net inward transport of sugar and Na÷.
However, the system is reversible when the oocytes are preloaded with nonmetabo-
lized sugars (aMeDGlc). Th-e requirement for external Na÷ is specific (Na÷ l'
Ln3÷ >> Li', K-, Cholire". _MDG+), but a broad spectrum of sugar analogues are
substrates (D-glucose. D-galactose, oMeDGlc > 3-o-methylglucoside > D-allose >

o-xyiose > > > L-glucoSe, 2-deoxyglucose). Note that aMeDGlc, a nonmetabolized

Reproduced From
Best Available Copy
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substrate, is not handled by other mammalian sugar transporters (the GLUT series).
Phlorizin is a competitive inhibitor of Na+-dependent sugar transport with a K, of -5
p.M. Indirect evidence indicates that the Na+ to sugar coupling ratio is 2. The kinetics
of the system are ordered: i.e., Na+ binds first to change the conformation of the
protein to allow sugar binding (that is, the affinity for sugar increases by an order of
magnitude at -50 mV when the external Na+ is increased from 2 to 100 mM). Na4

binding at the external surface is voltage dependent: i.e.. Na4 binds in a well that
extends about one-third of the way into the membrane. The apparent Km for Na+ at 1
mM external sugar is - 60 mM at 0 mV. and this decreases to - 2 mM at -200 mV.
Because Na+ binding is voltage dependent. the apparent Km for sugar is sensitive to
voltage at low external Na+ concentrations. The rate of maximum transport is
relatively insensitive to the external Na+ and to membrane potential (in the range of
-80 to -200 mV). These results support the ordered reaction mechanism and the
voltage dependence of the transport of the fully loaded. 2Na+ sugar complex (k 34 ,

k43). Finally, our model assumes that the valence (z) of the unloaded carrier (C) is

TABLE I
Rate Constants for the Rabbit Transport Model

k Forward kV Backward

2 Na. 12 80.0(X) mol 21 500
Sugar, 23 1 x 105 mol-1 32 20

34 50 43 50
45 800 54 1.8 x 107 mol-'

56 10 65 50 mol-2

61 5 16 35
25 0.3 52 1.4

k° values are taken from Parent et al. (1992c), and the units are s- 1, s- I mol- , or s-
Mol- 2. For the voltage-dependent Na+ binding, kl, and k_, are described by k° exp
(±0.3p.) and for the voltage-dependent reorientation of the divalent, unloaded
carrier. k I and k6, are described by k° exp (±0.7p.), where p. = FV/RT. The phlorizin
Ki for the inhibition of the sugar-independent rSGLT1 Na4 current is 5 p.M
(Umbach et al., 1990).

-2, and predicts that the voltage-sensitive steps in the reaction cycle are external
Na 4 binding (k12, k21) and transport of the unloaded carrier (k16, k6 l).

The model and the 14 rate constants quantitatively account for the major
experimental observations: (a) the sigmoid I-V curve of the sugar-induced currents:
(b) the Na4 and voltage dependence of the apparent Km for sugar; (c) the sugar and
voltage dependence of the apparent K, for Na+; (d) the Na4 leak currents in the
absence of sugar; and (e) the pre-steady-state currents observed in the absence of
sugar (t0/2 - 13 ms) and the Hill coefficient of > I for Na4 activation. The rate-
limiting step for the normal sugar transport cycle under physiological conditions is
the reorientation of the empty carrier from the cytoplasmic to the external surface of
the membrane (k61).

An important aspect of model building is the design of further experiments.
There are a number of obvious experiments to test this model for Na+/sugar
cotransport. These include the measurement of transport parameters as a function
of internal Na4 and sugar concentrations. For example, (a) measurement of inward
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transport (current) as a function of internal Na+, sugar, and Na+ and sugar
concentrations, and (b) measurement of outward transport (currents) as a function
of internal Na+, sugar, and voltage. These will give more precise estimates of the
parameters for internal sugar and Nat binding, and will challenge the predicted lack
of effect of voltage on internal Na+ binding. These experiments are currently in
progress.

A more novel test of the model stems from our observation (f pre-steady-state
currents in the absence of sugar (Birnir et al.. 1991: Parent et al., 1992a). This has
enabled us to apply relaxation methods to Na /sugar cotransport (Loo, D. D. F., A.
Hazama. S. Supplisson. E. Turk. and E. M. Wright, manuscript submitted for
publication). Using a fast voltage-clamp (settling time 0.5 ms), we measured the
t'ietics of the pre-steadv-state currents (gating currents) of the hSGLT1. The
_,proach was to overexpress hSGLT1 in oocytes, clamp the membrane potential at a
holding level, rapidly step the potential to a new voltage, and record the current
transient as a function of voltage, temperature. and external Na+ and sugar concen-
trations. Fig. 5,. shows the transient currents recorded in the absence of sugar when
the membrane wkas held at - 100 mV and then rapidly stepped to potentials ranging
from - 150 to +50) mV. The capacitive corrected transients decayed with a half-time
(-r) of 2-10 ms for the ON response and 10 ms for the OFF response. The integral of
the transient currents during the ON and OFF responses gives the carrier-mediated
charge transfers (Q). The values for Q were identical for the ON and OFF responses
at each voltage, and Q saturated with voltage (Fig. 5 C). Q as a function of voltage
was described by the Boltzmann equation. where Qmax = 21 nC, Vo.s = -39 mV, and
Z = - 1.04. Z is the effective valence of the moveable charge on hSGLT,, - 1, V0.5 is
the membrane potential where the hSGLT1 charge is equally distributed between
the two faces of the membrane, and Q,, is a measure of the number of hSGLT1
molecules in the membrane. Qmax in each oocyte is proportional to the maximum,
steady-state, sugar-dependent current (ILSx and a plot of Qx vs. Is. yields a slope of
57 --t 5 s -. This is an estimate of the turnover rate of the transporter. Note that this
estimate agrees well with that estimated for the rabbit clone (Table I). A Q,.
of - 25 nC is equivalent to lo 101 carries/oocyte, which is close to the value assumed
in building the model shown in Fig. 4.

What is the origin of the charge transfer? First, it is due to the presence of
hSGLT1 in the plasma membrane, because (a) no transients are seen in control
water-injected oocytes, and (b) Q,,, is proportional to the expression of hSGLT1.
Second, the charge movements are intrinsic to hSGLTI in the membrane field
because (a) the ON and OFF responses are equal and opposite, (b) charge transfer
saturates with voltage and is described by the Boltzmann equation, (c) the reversal
potential is equal to the holding potential, (d) Qmax is independent of temperature,
and (e) Q is abolished by saturating external sugar concentrations. We suggest that
the charge is related to the redistribution of the Na+-loaded and empty carrier
protein in the membrane. In the presence of high external Na÷ (100 mM), when the
membrane is held at - 100 mV, SGLT1 is orientated toward the external surface
where it binds Na-; i.e.. the majority of the carrier is in the JCNaJ' form (Parent et
al., 1992b). When the voltage is stepped to +50 mV, Na+ dissociates and the empty
carrier reorientates in the field to face the cytoplasm. Since the internal Na÷ is low
(- 10 mM), relatively little of [C]" is converted to the Na+ form [CNa,]". Thus the
charge transfer is due to [CNa2]' - [C]' -- [C]", and this reverses when the voltage is
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returned to - 100 mV. On the addition of saturating sugar to the external surface, the
transport cycle is completed to deliver sugar to the cell and most of the carrier is in
the [CNa2]" form (Parent et al., 1992b). Therefore. when the voltage is stepped from
- 100 to +50 mV, most of the carriers are already facing the internal surface and
there is virtually no charge transfer. A different situation occurs when phlorizin is
added to the external surface in the absence of sugar. The inhibitor binds to the
carrier to form [CNaPJ'. and the charge transfer is blocked. We conclude that Na -

A v. '", B TrMsJ Figure 5. Charge translocation
0 by0bv hSGLTI expressed in oo-

2 cytes. hSGLTI cRNA was in-
,Sc jectcd into an oocyte and 6 d

U" later a two-electrode, voltage-

clamp method was used to re-
* cord carrier displacement cur-

rents. In this experiment the
• -oocvte was held at - 100 mV

and the currents were recorded
/1 "when the membrane potential

V1 mv) was stepped to a new voltage
between - 150 and +50 mV.
Each current trace represents
the average of 15 sweeps of theC Q (n2 pulse protocol. and each was

20 •corrected for capacitive and

leak currents using standard
protocols. This oocyte was
bathed in a solution containing
100 mM NaCI and no sugar.

/ The capacitance of the cell was
-15o0 50 251 nF. The settling time of the

"0 vt (mV) amplifier was 0.5 ms. (A) Car-
rier currents. The vertical scale
is equivalent to 0.5 p.A and the

horizontal scale represents 10 ms. (B) Kinetics of current relaxation. The relaxations were
described by a single time constant (T) for the on (S) and off (C) responses. (C) The charge
transfer (Q) for the on (0) and off (0) responses at each membrarin potential (V). The curve
is the relationship between Q and V as described by the Boltzmann relation with a Q"' of 21
nC, Vj. - 39 mV. and Z = - 1.04. Note that the current transients were not observed in HO
injected oocytes, and that in the cRNA-injected oocyte Qm, was proportional to the amount of
hSGLTI expression (not shown).

cannot dissociate from [CNaP]' and no free carrier, C', is available to reorientate in
the membrane. In other words, phlorizin holds Na+ on the carrier in an occluded
state.

A detailed analysis of Qn,. and the kinetics of charge transfer as a function of
voltage and external Na' have enabled us to obtain estimates of k12, k1,, k16, k 61, oL',

and 8 for hSGLT1. Lowering external Na+ from 100 to 10 reduces Qm", -,40% and
decreases "r, especially at small membrane depolarizations. These results suggest that
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a' =-0.3.6 = 0.7. kzI = 200s '.KN., = 0.1 M. kl,,k,I > 10. andk1 ,,/k..i > 2. The most
obvious difference with the rabbit SGLTI (Table I) is the ratio k,6/k,_ > 2 (human)
vs. <0.01 (rabbit): i.e.. the rate-limiting step for charge transfer in hSGLT1 is k2,.
while in rSGLTI it is k ,,. This is mainly because k,,, is an order of magnitude hi=,her in
human than in rabbit SGLTI. .-\ detailed, direct comparison of the kinetics of the
human and rabbit clones is currently under investigation. Preliminary experiments
point to marked differences in the kinetics of charge transfer between the two
proteins. -r increases with dcotiarization for the rSGLT1 (Parent et al.. 1992a. Fi. 9
.1 ). while it decreases with dLpolarization tor hSGLTI (Fig. 5 B). This must be due
to the differences in primarn amitno acid sequence of the two proteins (84c; identical.
t e- similar).

Overall. the relaxation method provides a direct method of estimating 6 of the
14 parameters tieeded to fit the transport model and the agreement between the
model parameters and the relaxation parameters is surprisingly good. Furthermore.
the relaxation method provides a direct estimate of the number of transporters
(previously estimated) and an indirect estimate ot the turnover number. What about
the assumed valenc\ of the r-;rietn I- - '. the apparent valencv (- !.04) obtained
from the Boltzmann fit to tne chargc transfer data.' The diflerence is largely resolved
%khen one considers that the ctargc on the protein onlv moves through - 71)'r' of the
field (6 = 0.7), i.e.. the apparent valencv = VZ.

In summarv. the relaxatio,. -ncthod provides direct evidence in support of the
assumptions used to construct our model (i.e.. provides estimates of the number of
carriers in the membrane [ - 10'1/oocytel and the valency of the protein f-21). In
addition, the experiments provide estimates of (x' (0.3), 6 (0.7). k14, k12. k,_, kl,, and
kI consistent with the model parameters. We plan to use this method to examine the
rSGLT1 in oocytes. and to further test the model by measuring Qma., and the kinetics
of charge transfer as a function of internal Na' and sugar concentrations. We believe
that such comparisons of the human and .abbit SGLTI proteins and tests of our
model will provide useful quantitative insights into the mechanism of Na÷ 'glucose
cotransport. Ultimately. electrophysiological methods such as these can be used to
investigate mutant proteins, such as the GGM mutants, to determine the precise role
of individual amino acids in each step of the reaction cycle. Attempts to relate the
kinetics of cotransport to the structure of the protein require firm data on the
secondary and tertiary structure of SGLT1. Our testing of the secondary structure
model (Fig. 1) represents our initial attempt at structural analysis of the cotrans-
porter.
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Introduction
The reuptake of neurotransmitters from the synaptic cleft by high-affinity transport-
ers appears to play an important role in the overall process of synaptic transmission
(Iversen. 1971: Kuhar. 1973). The reuptake process is carried out by sodium-coupled
neurotransmitter transport systems (Kanner. 1983. 1989; Kanner and Schuldiner.
1987) located in the plasma membrane of nerve terminals and glial cells. These
transport systems have been investigated in detail by using plasma membranes
obtained upon osmotic shock of s:.naptosomcs. It appears that these transporters are
coupled not only to sodium, but also to other ions like potassium or chloride.

The most abundant and well characterized of these uptake systems in rat brain
are those for y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and L-glutamate (Kanner. 1983, 1989;
Kanner and Schuldiner, 1987). two major neurotransmitters in the central nervous
system. Multiple species of GABA transporters found in membrane vesicles from rat
brain have been reconstituted (Mabjeesh and Kanner. 1989: Kanner and Bendahan.
1990). Twvo of them exhibit hi,,h attinitv for their substrates and arc very similar in
their mechanistic properties. Ihev are. howvcer. inhibited selectively by different
substrate analogues. namely cis-3-aminocvclohexane carboxvlic acid and 3-alanine
(Kanner and Bcndahzan. 1)99()).

Mechanistic Studies
GABA is accumulated by electrogenic cotransport with sodium and chloride. We
have been able to demonstrate directly that both sodium and chloride ions are
cotransported with GABA by the transporter. This has been accomplished using a
partly purified transporter preparation that was reconstituted into liposomes, and
Dowex columns to terminate the reactions. These proteoliposomes catalyzed GABA-
and chloride-dependent I2[Na-] transport. as well as GABA- and sodium-dependent
10CI-1 translocation (Keynan and Kanner. 1988).

Using the above system. the stoichiometry for the GABA cotransporter has also
been determined kinetically. i.e., by comparing the initial rate of the fluxes of
[3H]GABA. ':[Na- 1. and 36[CI-1. The results (Kevnan and Kanner. 1988) are similar
to those found using the thermodvnamic method (Radian and Kanner. 1983).
yielding an apparent stoichiometry of 2.5 Na *:1 C)-:I GABA. This is in harmony
with the predicted restrictions: thus. if GABA is translocated in the zwitterionic
form, which is the predominant one at physiological pH. an electrogenic cotransport
of the three species requires a stoichiometry of nNa*:mCl-: GABA with n > m. The
L-glutamate transporter from rat brain is also coupled to sodium (Kanner and
Sharon. 1978). Although chloride is not required, the influx of L-glutamate is
absolutely dependent on internal potassium (Kanner and Sharon. 1978). Interest-
ingly, the influx of GABA is not dependent on internal potassium (Kanner. 1978).
The mechanism of 1.-glutamate transport is such that it is cotransported with sodium.
and after translocation of these two species potassium is translocated in the opposite
direction, probably enabling reorientation of the binding sites for sodium and
L-glutamate (Kanner and Bendahan. 1982; Pines and Kanner. 1990). The whole
process is electrogenic. involving cotransport of L-glutamate with three Na÷ ions,
while one K+ is countertransported (Barbour et al.. 1988).
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Reconstitution and Purification
Using methodology that enables rapid and simultaneous reconstitution of many
samples (Radian and Kanner. 1985). one of the subtypes of the GABA (Radian et
al.. 1986) and the L-glutamate transporter (Danbolt et al.. 10)9(0) have been purified
to apparent homogeneity. Both transporters. like the one for glvcine (Lopez-
Corcuera et al.. 1989) are glycoproteins and both have an apparent molecular mass
of 70-80 kD. The two transporters retain all the properties observed in membrane
vesicles. They are distinct not only in their different functional properties, but also in
terms of their antigens. Antibodies generated agzainst the GABA transporter (Radi-
an et al.. 1986) react (as detected by imrnunoblotting) only %,ith fractions containing
GABA transport activity, and not with those containing L-glutamate transport
activity (Danbolt et al.. 1990). The opposite is true for antibodies generated against
the glutamate transporter ( Danbolt et al.. 19921.

Biochemical Characterization of the GABA Transporter
el'c (JABA transporter has beein sut•iected to delycosviation and limited proteoly-

,is. Fhe treatment of the ,', 1-kl) land x ith cndoelcvosidasc F resuilts in its disappear-
ance and reveals the presence of a polypcptide with an apparent molecular mass of
- ht kD. which lacks 1-- I-labeled wheat ,cerm a,.zlutinin bindine activit\ but neverthe-
less is recognized by the antibodies against the 80-kD band. Upon limited proteolysis
with papain or pronase. the 80-kD band was degraded to one with an apparent
molecular mass of - 60 kD. This polypeptide still contains the 'I'-labeled wheat
germ agglutinin binding activity but is not recognized by the antibody. The effect of
proteolysis on function was examined. The transporter was purified using all steps
except for the lectin chromatography (Radian et al.. 1986). After papain treatment
and lectin chromatography. "y-aminobutvric transport activityvwas eluted withN-acetyl-
glucosamine. The characteristics of transport were the same as those for the pure
transporter. but the preparation contained two fragments of -- o and 60 kDM instead
of the 80-kD polypeptide. The ability of the anti-80-kD antibody to recognize these
fragments was relatively low. These observations indicate that the transporter
contains exposed domains that are not important for function (Kanner et al.. 1989).

Antibodies were raised against synthetic peptides corresponding to several
regions of the rat brain GABA transporter. According to our model, this glycopro-
tein has 12 transmembrane ct-heliccs with amino and carboxvl termini located in the
cytoplasm. The antibodies recognized the intact transporter on Western blots. Upon
papain treatment, reconstitutable active transporter can be isolated upon lectin
chromatography (Kanner et al., 1989). The papainized transporter runs on SDS-
polyacrylamide gels as a broad band with an apparent molecular mass between 58
and 68 kD. as compared with 80 kD for the untreated transporter. The transporter
fragment was recognized by all the antibodies except that raised against the amino
terminus. Pronase cleaves the transporter to a relatively sharp 60-kD band. which
reacts with the antibodies against the internal loops but not with either the amino or
the carboxyl terminus. This pronase-treated transporter was reconstituted upon
isolation by lectin chromatography. It exhibited full GABA transport activity with
the same features as the intact system, including an absolute dependence on sodium
and chloride as well as electrogenicity. We conclude that the amino- and carboxyl-
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terminal parts of the transporter. possibly including transmembrane a-helices 1, 2,
and 12, are not required for the transport function (Mabjeesh and Kanner, 1992).

Membrane vesicles from rat brain were digested with pronase. The proteolytic
fragments of the sodium- and chloride-coupled GABA transporter (subtype A) were
analyzed with a variety of sequence-directed antibodies generated against this
transporter. The major fragments detected by the various antibodies had an appar-
ent size of - 10 kD. When protease treatment was carried out in the presence of
GABA. the generation of these fragments was almost completely blocked. This was
paralleled by an increase ot reconstitutable GABA transport activity. The effect was
specific for GABA and was not observed with a variety of other neurotransmitters
and analogues. Furthermore. this protection was seen only in the presence of both
sodium and chloride, the cosubstrates of the transporter. It was not observed when
GABA was present only from the inside. The results indicate that the transporter
can exist in at least two conformations. In the absence of one or more of the
substrates, many epitopes located throughout the transporter are accessible to the
protease. In the presence of all three substrates the transporter goes from a
"'relaxed" to a "tight" contormation and these epitopes become inaccessible to
protease action (Mabjeesh. N..J.. and B. I. Kanner. manuscript submitted for
publication).

Immunocytochemical Localization of the GABA Transporter
Polyclonal antibodies were raised against the GABA transporter purified from rat
brain tissue and used for immunocytochemical localization of the antigen in several
rat brain areas, including cerebellum, hippocampus, substantia nigra, and cerebral
cortex. Light microscopy studies with the peroxidase-antiperoxidase and the biotin-
avidin-peroxidase techniques suggested that the GABA transporter is localized in
the same axons and terminals that contain endogenous GABA, as judged by
comparison with parallel sections incubated with antibodies against glutaraldehyde-
conjugated GABA. However. as expected from biochemical results, neurons differed
in their relative contents of GABA transporter and GABA: thus, the former was
relatively low in striatonigral and Purkinje axon terminals and relatively high in the
basket nerve plexus surrounding the cell bodies of cerebellar Purkinje cells, hippo-
campal pyramidal cells and dentate granule cells. The GABA transporter antiserum
did not produce detectable labeling of nerve cell bodies. Electron microscopic
studies supported the observations made by light microscopy and provided direct
evidence for cellular colocalization of GABA transporter and GABA (as visualized
by the peroxidase-antiperoxidase technique and postembedding immunogold label-
ing, respectively). The ultrastructural studies also indicated the presence of GABA
transporter in glial processes but not in glial cell bodies. The relative intensity of the
neuronal and glial staining varied among regions: glial staining predominated over
neuronal staining in the substantia nigra, whereas the converse was true in the
cerebellum and the hippocampus. The present immunocytochemical data demon-
strate directly what has previously been inferred from biochemical and autoradio-
graphic evidence: that the mechanism for high-affinity GABA uptake is selectively
and differentially localized in GABAergic neurons and in glial cells (Radian et al..
1990).
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Molecular Cloning of a GABA Transporter
We have recently cloned and expressed a GABA transporter from rat brain in a
collaborative effort with the laboratories of H. A. Lester and N. Nelson (Guastella et
al., 1990). Rat brain GABA transporter protein, purified as described (Radian et al.,
1986), was subjected to cyanogen bromide degradation, and several of the resulting
fragments were sequenced (Mandel et al.. 1988). The sequence of the longest
peptide (QPSEDIVRPENG) was used to design oligonucleotide probes. Since
sucrose density RNA fractionation had shown that GABA transporter mRNA was in
the 4-5-kb size range (Guastella et al.. 1990). a X-ZAPII rat brain cDNA library
containing inserts of 4 kb and greater was screened with conventional plaque
hybridizat~on techniques. Two plaques screened as positives through successive
platings. mRNA was synthesized in vitro from each clone and tested for its ability to
express functional GABA transporters in Xenopus oocytcs. One clone tested positive
in the oocyte assay. It was selected for detailed characterization and designated
GAT-I (GABA transporter 1).

Oocytes injected with GAT- 1 synthetic mRNA accumulated [3H]GABA 50-I100-
fold over control levels. The transporter encoded by GAT-1 has a high affinity for
GABA. is sodium and chloride dependent, and is pharmacologically similar to
neuron-specific plasma membrane GABA transporters. GAT-I expression in rat
brain was also examined by probing polvadenylated RNA from cerebrum, cerebel-
lum, and brain stem with nick-translated GAT-1. A single band of -,4.2 kb was
visualized in each brain sample, which agrees with RNA fractionation experiments
(Guastella et al., 1990); no bands were detectable in liver mRNA. The GAT-1
protein shares antigenic determinants with a native rat brain GABA transporter.
The nucleotide sequence of GAT-1 predicts a protein of 599 amino acids with a
molecular mass of 67 kD. Hydropathy analysis of the deduced protein suggests
multiple transmembrane regions, a feature shared by several cloned transporters:
however, database searches indicate that GAT-I is not homologous to any previously
identified proteins. Therefore, GAT-1 appears to be a member of a previously
uncharacterized family of transport molecules.

As a matter of fact, it appears to be the first identified member of a superfamily
of neurotransmitter transporters (Uhl. 1992). Transport expressed by GAT-1 is
inhibited by cis-3-aminocyclohexane carboxylic acid but not by 13-alanine (Keynan et
al., 1992).

Site-directed Mutagenesis Studies with the GABA Transporter
The GAT-I contains 599 amino acids and 12 putative membrane-spanning ax-helices.
and is the first described member of a neurotransmitter transporter superfamily. The
membrane domain contains five charged amino acids which are basically conserved.
Using site-directed mutagenesis, we show that only one of them (arginine 69) is
absolutely essential for activity. It is located in a highly conserved region encompass-
ing parts of helices 1 and 2. The three other positively charged amino acids and the
only negative charged one (glutamate 467) are not critical. These results suggest that
the translocation pathway of the sodium ions through the membrane does not involve
charged amino acid residues, and underline the importance of the highly conserved
stretch between amino acids 66 and 86 (Pantanowitz et al., 1993).
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Purification and Reconstitution of the L-Glutamate Transporter
The sodium- and potassium-coupled L-glutamate transporter from rat brain has been
purified to near homogeneity by reconstitution of transport as an assay. The
purification steps involve lectin chromatography of the membrane proteins solubi-
lized with 3 -[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethy'ammoniol- 1-propanesulfonate (CHAPS),
fractionation on hydroxylapatite. and ion-exchange chromatography. With this pro-
cedure the specific activity is increased 30-fold. The actual purification is higher since
three- to fivefold inactivation occurs during the purification. The efficiency of
reconstitution was - 20%. The properties of the pure transporter are fully pre-
served. They include ion dependence. electrogenicity, affinity, substrate specificity,
and stereospecificity. SDS-polyacrylamide electrophoresis revealed one main band
with an apparent molecular mass of - 80 kD and a few minor bands. Comparison of
polypeptide composition with L-glutamate transport activity throughout the fraction-
ation procedure reveals that only the 80-kD band can be correlated with activity. The
GABA transporter. which has the same apparent molecular mass (Radian et al.,
1986). is separated from it during the last two purification steps. Immunoblot
experiments reveal that the antibodies against the GABA transporter only reacted
with fractions exhibiting GABA transport activity and not with those containing the
glutamate transporter. We conclude that the 80-kD band represents the functional
sodium- and potassium-coupled L-glutamate transporter (Danbolt et al., 1990).

Polyclonal antibodies were generated against the major polypeptide (73 kD)
present in a highly purified preparation of the [Na+ + K÷]-coupled L-glutamate
transporter from rat brain. These antibodies were able to selectively immunoprecipi-
tate the 73-kD polypeptide as well as most of the L-glutamate transport activity, as
assayed upon reconstitution, from crude detergent extracts of rat brain membranes.
The immunoreactivity in the various fractions obtained during the purification
procedure (Danbolt et al., 1990) closely correlated with the L-glutamate transport
activity. Immunoblotting of a crude SDS brain extract, separated by two-dimensional
isoelectric focusing/SDS-PAGE, showed that the antibodies recognized only one
73-kD protein species with apparent isoelectric point of about pH 6.2. Deglycosyla-
tion of the protein gave a 10-kD reduction in molecular mass. but no reduction in
immunoreactivity. These findings establish that the 73-kD polypeptide represents
the L-glutamate transporter or a subunit thereof. The antibodies also recognize a
73-kD polypeptide and immunoprecipitate L-glutamate transport activity in extracts
of brain plasma membranes from rabbit, cat, and man (Danbolt et al., 1992).

Immunocytochemistry and Localization of the L-Glutamate
Transporter
Using the antibodies raised against the glutamate transporter, the immunocytochem-
ical localization of the transporter was studied with light and electron microscopy
techniques in rat central nervous system. In all regions examined (including cerebral
cortex, caudato-putamen, corpus callosum, hippocampus, cerebellum, spinal cord) it
was found to be located in glial cells rather than in neurons. In particular, fine
astrocytic processes were strongly stained. Putative glutamatergic axon terminals
appeared nonimmunoreactive. The uptake of glutamate by such terminals has been
clearly demonstrated. Hence they probably have a subtype of glutamate transporter
different from the glial transporter demonstrated by us (Danbolt et al., 1992). Using
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a monoclonal antibody raised against the transporter. a similar glial localization of
the transporter was found (Hees et al., 1992).

Molecular Cloning of the L-Glutamate Transporter
Using an antibody against the glial L-glutamate transporter from rat brain, we have
isolated a complementary DNA clone (pT7-GLT-1) encoding this transporter.
Expression of pT7-GLT-1 in transfected HeLa cells indicates that L-glutamate
accumulation requires external sodium and internal potassium and exhibits the
expected stereospecificity. The cDNA sequence predicts a protein of 573 amino acids
with eight to nine putative transmembrane a-helices. Database searches indicate
that this protein is not homologous to any identified protein of mammalian origin,
including the recently described superfamily of neurotransmitter transporters. There-
fore, GLT-1 appears to be a member of a previously uncharacterized family of
transport molecules (Pines et al., 1992).
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Introduction
The thyroid is a large and highly vascularized endocrine gland that weighs - 20 g in
the healthy adult. However, a goitrous thyroid can multiply its size fivefold or more
under extreme circumstances. proving the extraordinary capacity of the gland for
growth. The thyroid hormones thyroxine (T,) and tri-iodothyronine (T3) are of major
significance for the intermediarv metabolism of virtually all tissues (DeGroot. 1989:
Werner and Ingbar. 1991). and they play an essential role in the growth and
maturation of the nervous system of the developing fetus and the newborn (Stubbe et
al., 1986). In contrast to other endocrine glands. the thyroid contains a large store of
hormones that can help maintain adequate bloodstream levels of thyroid hormones
even in cases of V deficiency. The transport of V is a highly specialized process
found most notably. though not exclusively, in the thyroid gland. Since iodine is an
essential constituent of the thyroid hormones. the I - concentrating mechanism of the
thyroid is of considerable physiological importance: it serves as a highly specific and
efficient supply route of I- into the gland. In addition. I accumulation in the thvroid

4land is the rate-limitine and tirst step in the biosvnthesis of T and TL. The swstem is
an important cellular adaptation to accumulate iodine, an environmentally scarce
element (Heslop and Jones. 1)76).

The basic events involved in the biosynthesis ot the thyroid hormones have been
largely elucidated. The following is a brief summary of these events (Fig. 1): I is
actively transported against its electrochemical gradient across the basolateral
plasma membrane of the thyroid follicular cells (Chambard et al.. 1983; Nakamura et
al., 1990), and passively translocated across the apical membrane into the colloid
(Nilsson et al.. 1990). The active uptake of I- is mediated by the Na÷/I- symporter,
an intrinsic membrane protein. 1- transport is stimulated by thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TSH) from the anterior pituitary and blocked by the well-known "classic"
competitive inhibitors, the anions thiocyanate (SCN-) and perchlorate (C10 4-)
(Halmi, 1961; Wolff. 1964). The Na÷/l- symporter. like other Na÷-dependent
symporters, couples the energy released by the inward translocation of Na* down its
electrochemical gradient to the driving of the simultaneous inward "uphill" translo-
cation of V against its electrochemical gradient (Bagchi and Fawcett. 1973; Carrasco.
1993). The process is electrogenic (O'Neill et al., 1987; Nakamura et al., 1988).
Physiologically, the Na÷ gradient acting as the driving force for I- uptake in whole
cells is generated by the ouabain-sensitive. Ku,,'-activated Na÷/K' ATPase. In a
complex reaction at the cell-colloid interface, often called organification of 1 and
catalyzed by the thyroid peroxidase (TPO), I - is oxidized and incorporated into some
tyrosyl residues within the thyroglobulin (Tg) molecule, leading to the subsequent
coupling of iodotyrosine residues (Fig. 1). The term organification refers to the
incorporation of V into organic molecules, as opposed to nonincorporated. inor-
ganic. or free V. The I- organification reaction is inhibited by 6-n-propyl-2-thiouracil
(PTU) and 1-methyl-2-mercaptoimidazole (MMI), among other compounds. lodin-
ated Tg is stored extracellularly in the colloid. In response to demand for thyroid
hormones, phagolysosomal hydrolysis of endocytosed iodinated Tg ensues. T., and T4
are secreted into the bloodstream, and nonsecreted iodotyrosines are metabolized to
tyrosine and V, a reaction catalyzed by the microsomal enzyme iodotyrosine
dehalogenase. This process facilitates reutilization of the remaining V (Lissitzky.
1982). All of these steps are also stimulated by TSH, the primary hormone that
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regulates the functions of differentia'ed thyroid cells (Sterling and Lazarus, 1977;
Nilsen et al., 1982; Dumont et al., 1989). Thus, unlike hormone biosynthesis in other
endocrine glands, hornone production in the thyroid occurs to a large extent in the
colloid, an extracellular compartment.

The existence of the I- transport system in the thyroid is of major significance
for the evaluation, diagnosis. and treatment of some thyroid pathological conditions
(Kendal and Condon. 1969: DeGroot. 1989: Werner and Ingbar. 1991). The 1

TPO

-r3

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the T3 and "'4 biosynthetic pathway. A thyroid follicular
cell is displayed with the basolateral end on the left side of the figure and the apical end on the
right. (0) Active accumulation of V mediated by the Na+/I- symporter: (=) l- efflux toward
the colloid; (G) Tg en route from the Golgi complex to the colloid: (-+) TPO-catalyzed
organification of V into tyrosyl residues of the Tg molecule: (0) endocytosis of iodinated Tg;
(o) lysosome; (") phagc iysosomal hydrolysis of endocytosed iodinated Tg; (.r-) release of T3
and T4 into the bloodstream.

uptake system of the thyroid provides the basis for radioactive iodide therapy, which
is used in the treatment of toxic adenomas and thyroid cancer cases in which I-
uptake is deemed sufficient to warrant such therapy (Dobyns and Maloof, 1951;
DeGroot and Reilly, 1982; Gosdstein and Hart, 1983). Clearly. the special I-
transport system of the thyroid ensures that the therapeutic radioisotope specifically
reaches its target tissue. Endemic goiter and cretinism caused primarily by an
insufficient dietary supply ot iodine remain major health problems in many parts of
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the world, affecting millions of people (Matovinovic, 1983). Moreover, iodine
deficiency still often leads to various degrees of impaired brain development, mostly
in populations of children living in poor regions (Studer et al., 1974: Hetzel, 1983).
The I- transport system of the thyroid itself is rarely the primary target of thyroid
disease. However, several cases of hypothyroidism caused by a specific partial or total
congenital defect of the V transport system, a condition of considerable research
interest, have been reported over the years (Leger et al., 1987; Vulsma et al.. 1991).
The reports indicate that the defect also involves other nonthyroid I- uptake
svstems, such as those of the salivary glands. gastric mucosa. and choroid plexus.

Thyroid research in recent %,ears has increasingly tended to address the physiol-
ogy, regulation. and pathology of the gland at the molecular level. Detailed informa-
tion on the physical properties. chemical composition, and primary sequence. as well
as on the biosynthesis and posttranslational modifications of Tg has been obtained in
the past decade (Ekholm. 1981: Lissitzkv. 1984: Yoshinari and Taurog. 1985: Musti
et al.. 1986: Toyuyama et al.. 1987). Similarly. TPO. the enzyme that catalyzes the
organification of V. is now known to be an intrinsic. glycosylated heme-containing
protein, present on the microvilli ol the apical cell membrane. Human TPO has been
purified and its primary amino acid sequence is known: both its catalytic mechanism
and its regulation by TSH have been investigated (Magnusson ct al.. 1987; Magnus-
son, 1991: McLachlan and Rapoport. 1992). Moreover. TPO has been identified as
the "microsomal antigen" in Hashimoto's thvroiditis. an autoimmune condition
(Yokoyama et al., 1989). The TSH receptors from human, dog, and rat thyroids have
recently been cloned and functionally expressed (Libert et al., 1989: Nagayama et al.,
1989; Parmentier et al., 1989; Akamisu et al., 1990; Chazenbalk et al., 1990; Perret et
al., 1990). Anti-TSH receptor antibodies have been implicated in the pathophysiol-
ogy of Graves' disease (Rees Smith et al., 1988; McGregor, 1990). In contrast, the
Nat/l- symporter has not been characterized at the molecular level, and no
antibodies against it have been generated as of yet.

Expression of the Na + / I- Symporter in Xenopus laevis Oocytes
A central goal of I- transport research is to characterize the Na /1I- symporter by
cloning the cDNA that encodes it. Since no antibodies or oligonucleotides based on
protein sequence data are yet available to screen appropriate cDNA libraries by
conventional methods, it is necessary to use alternative strategies to clone the
relevant cDNA. Our group has expressed the activity of the Na+/l- symporter in
Xenopus Iaevis oocytes (Vilijn and Carrasco, 1989), thus establishing a potentially
valuable system for the expression cloning of the cDNA that encodes the symporter.
Poly A* RNA isolated from FRTL-5 cells, a highly functional line of rat thyroid cells
(Ambesi-Impiombato et al., 1980, 1982; Bidey et al., 1988), was injected into oocytes.
and the expression of the Na÷ /I- symporter in the plasma membrane was assayed by
measuring Nat-dependent, perchlorate-sensitive uptake of I- by the oocytes. A five-
to sevenfold increase of V uptake was detected in injected oocytes over the controls
5-6 d after injection. Total poly A- RNA was subsequently size-fractionated by
sucrose gradient centrifugation. The resulting fractions were electrophoresed under
denaturing conditions, pooled into five groups, and assayed for their ability to elicit
I- uptake. As shown in Fig. 2, group 2, which contained messages of 2.8--4.0 kb in
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length, elicited the highest transport activity. Therefore, the poly A- RNA tha
encodes the Na+/I- symporter is present in that fraction.

It should be pointed out that expression cloning using the oocyte system posei
more difficulties than conveaitional cloning methods because a full-length (or at leas
fully functional) eDNA clone is required for the detection of a positive signal
Therefore. while efforts to find the eDNA clone that encodes the Na*/1- symporte:
continue, other studies are being performed to identify and eventually purify th(
svmport protein itself. Included among these studies is the characterization of nev
inhibitors of thvroid Na- I symport activity.
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Figure 2. Expression of Na+ /1- symport activity in Xenopus laevis oocvtes. Qocytes wer(
microinjected with either water, 50 ng of poly A+ RNA. or -30 ng of sucrose gradient
fractionated poly A+ RNA. 7 d after injection. oocytes were assayed for Na+-dependent U
uptake. Oocvtes (five/assay) were incubated in 100 Ri of a solution containing 50 l.M NaI25
(sp act 100 mCi/mmol), 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 1 mM MgCl2. and 2 mM KCI with either 101
mM NaCI (filled bars) or 100 mM choline chloride (hatched bars). Reactions were terminate(
after 45 min by addition of 5 ml of ice-cold quenching butler (100 mM choline chloride, 10 mN
HEPES [pH 7.51/1 mM methimazole) followed by rapid filtration through nitrocelluloso
filters. Filters were washed twice with an additional 5 ml each of the same quenching buffet
Radioactivity retained in the oocytes was quantitated in a gamma counter.

Identification of Novel Inhibitors of the Na~ +/J- Symporter.
Harmaline and TRP-P-2
Inhibitors have often been used as probes to study and identify membrane transpot
proteins. However, the long-known "classic" competitive inhibitors of I- transpor
(i.e., thiocyanate and perchiorate) have been of virtually no value for the charactei
ization of the symporter. Since competition of these anions with V is due to thei
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similarity in size and charge, their inhibitory activity is altered or lost when chcmlcal
modifications are performed in order to generate affinity chromatography ligands o:
photoaffinity labeling reagents. The only new inhibitor of I- transport that has been
reported in recent years is the marine toxin dysidenin. a "*pseudocompetitive'"
inhibitor (Van Sande et al.. 1990).

The hallucinogenic drug harmaline [4.9-dihydro-7-methoxy-l-methyl-3H-
pyrido(3,4-b)indolel has been found to inhibit several Na'-dependent transport
systems, including the intestinal Na*-dependent glucose carrier, the Na÷ /amino acid
symporters from iniestine. kidney. and crvthrocvtes. the NaiH- antiporter from
placenta. and the cardiac Na- '('a2 antiporter (Sepulveda and Robinson. 1974:
Sepulveda et al., 1976; Aronson and Bounds. 1980: Suleiman and Reeves. 1987:
Young et al.. 1988: Kulanthaivel et al.. 1990). Inhibition by harmaline in all these
cases was competitive with respect to Na*. We examined the possible ability of
harmaline to inhibit Na-/]- symport activity in two model systems, FRTL-5 cells and
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Figure 3. Chemical structure of harmaline and related compounds.

calf thyroid membrane vesicles (CTMV) (Kaminsky et al., 1991). Harmaline inhib-
ited I- uptake in a concentration-dependent fashion. displaying a relatively low
affinity for the symporter molecule (K, = 4 mM). Thus, we explored the effects of
several harmaline-related compounds, the structures of which are shown in Fig. 3.
Most significantly, Na÷/l- symport activity was inhibited by the chemically related
convulsive agent TRP-P-2 (3-amino-l-methyl-5H-pyrido(4,3-b)indole acetate), which
was over 10-fold more effective than harmaline. Inhibition by TRP-P-2 was competi-
tive with respect to Na÷ and was fully reversible. While the affinity of TRP-P-2 for
the Na÷ site of the Na+/I- symporter was relatively low (Ki = 0.25 mM), it was > 100
times higher than that of Na÷ (Km, = 50 mM). •5Ca2* efflux rates in CTMV were not
affected by TRP-P-2, indicating that membrane integrity is not disrupted by the drug.
Since TRP-P-2 contains a primary amino group (Fig. 3) that can be derivatized, the
inhibitor may be a potentially useful tool for the identification of the Na+/I-
symporter and other similar symport proteins that may be inhibited as well.

•..•:... ,'*':
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Novel Observations on the Nature of TSH Stimulation of V
Uptake
The ability of TSH to stimulate I - uptake in the thyroid was first established in 1960,
when it was observed that a single injection of TSH into rats caused a 50-100%
increase in thyroid I- accumulation after 8 h, as measured by the thyroid/serum
radioiodide gradient (Halmi et al.. 1960). The maximum increase was detected 24-48
h after the injection, and dissipation of the effect was complete within another 48 h.
Similar experiments conducted in the 1970s in isolated bovine thyroid cells also
showed 50-100% stimulation of uptake 6 h after addition of TSH, although a 2-h
treatment with TSH was sufficient for the effect to occur. The addition of (Bu)2cAMP
instead of TSH reproduced the same effect (Wilson et al.. 1968: Knopp et al., 1970).
A revealing aspect of these observations is that prolonged time lags were required for
the effect of TSH to become evident after addition and to dissipate after removal of
the hormone. It is also significant that the stimulation of V transport by TSH was
prevented by the transcription inhibitor actinomycin D (ActD). and by the transla-
tion inhibitors cycloheximide and puromycin. pointing to an involvement of both
transcription and translation. Still, the influence of prior TSH exposure on the
observed I - transport was impossible to evaluate in the isolated thyroid cell system.
Although bound TSH was removed by gentle trypsin treatment, the effects of the
hormone preceding such removal could not be assessed. In addition, the limited
survival of isolated cells thus manipulated made it difficult to carry out observations
beyond several hours.

The effect of TSH on I- transport was subsequently examined using FRTL-5
cells instead of isolated cells (Weiss et al., 1984a, b), thereby confirming and
extending the described observations. FRTL-5 cells exhibited I- transport activity
only when they were maintained in a medium containing TSH (TSH (+) cells).
Withdrawal of TSH from the culture medium for I wk resulted in a decline of
intracellular cAMP and complete loss of transport. Readdition of TSH to the
medium fully restored I- uptake activity within 3 d, but if TSH was added simulta-
neously with either actinomycin D or cycloheximide, no restoration of I- transport
activity occurred. These results have led to the proposition that TSH stimulation of
I- uptake results from increased biosynthesis of either the Na+ /I- symporter or an
activating factor. Conversely, the absence of Na÷ /I - symport activity in FRTL-5 cells
maintained in TSH-free media (TSH (-) cells) has been attributed to a decrease in
the biosynthesis of the Na+/I- symporter or an activating factor. However, we have
unexpectedly observed Na+/I- symport activity in mixed membrane vesicles (MMV,
which include all cell membranes) prepared from both TSH (+) and TSH (-) cells,
even though the corresponding intact cells exhibited the established pattern (i.e., I-
uptake occurred in TSH (+) but not in TSH (-) cells) (Kaminsky, S. M., 0. Levy, C.
Salvador, G. Dai, and N. Carrasco, manuscript submitted for publication). These
findings indicate that active Na+/l- symporter molecules are present in MMV
prepared from TSH (-) cells, and that the proposed TSH-induced increase in the
biosynthesis of the symporter fails to sufficiently explain the observed lack of V
transport in TSH (-) cells. We have proposed the two following hypotheses to
explain the phenomenon.
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Redistribution Hypothesis

S. -. In the absence of TSH, Na+/l symporter molecules may reside in intracellular
organelles. Exposure to TSH would trigger a redistribution of these symporter
molecules to the plasma membrane in an exocytosis-like fashion. much in the manner
in which insulin promotes the transfer of glucose carrier molecules to the plasma
membrane. This effect of insulin, however, is detected within 10 min (Simpson and
Cushman, 1986), whereas the stimulation of Na,/I- symport activity by TSH is
observed after 12-24 h (Weiss et al.. 1984a). The effect may require a protein
mediator. According to this model, the observed I - transport in MMV from TSH (-)
cells would be due to the activity of the Na/I- symporter molecules present in
intracellular organelles rather than in the plasma membrane.

Activation Hypothesis
According to the activation hypothesis. Na /I- symporter molecules present in the
plasma membrane would be synthesized in an inactive form in the absence of TSH.
The symporter would be activated by TSH by posttranslational modifications (e.g..
phosphorylation. proteolytic processing). or interaction of a noncovalent activator
with the Na*i/- symporter. TSH could also promote the removal of a posttransla-
tional modifying group or of a noncovalent inhibitor. Therefore. addition of TSH
would lead in any case to the presence of active Na+/1- symporter molecules in the
plasma membrane. TSH could also increase biosynthesis of the symporter and/or
other proteins that mediate the activation process. Preparation of MMV from TSH
(-) cells would mimic activation of the symporter by TSH by either exposing the
symporter to an activator or removing an inhibitor.

To determine if intracellular membrane sources of Na÷/I- symporter exist, and
thus distinguish between the two proposed hypotheses, symport activity was mea-
sured in subcellular membrane fractions from TSH (+) and TSH (-) FRTL-5 cells.
We found that maximal transport activity in both TSH (+) and (-) cells was
associated with the plasma membrane fraction rather than with membrane fractions
from intracellular organelles, a result that rules out the redistribution hypothesis and
provides supporting evidence for the activation mechanism.

The precise process by which TSH ultimately stimulates I- uptake or possibly
activates Na+ /I - symporter molecules present in the plasma membrane is unknown.
However, in experiments addressing this question, we have observed (Kaminsky, S.
M., 0. Levy, C. Salvador, G. Dai, and N. Carrasco, manuscript submitted for
publicatirin) that 1- uptake in MMV from both TSH (+) and TSH (-) FRTL-5 cells
was enhanced when MMV were prepared under conditions that favor proteolysis
(i.e., in the absence of protease inhibitors and at room temperature) over controls
prepared in the presence of protease inhibitors and at 4"C. I- uptake in membrane
vesicles prepared from intact rat thyroid glands was also increased when the vesicles
were prepared under proteolysis-favorable conditions, indicating that the effect is
not confined to thyroid cells in culture. These data raise the possibility that a
proteolytic event may play a role in the mechanism by which TSH increases I-
uptake. Proteolysis has been reported to activate other membrane transporters,
including the erythrocyte membrane Ca2-+ ATPase (James et al., 1989) and the
plasmalemma Na +/Ca2+ exchanger (Hilgemann, 1990).
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Concluding Remarks
In summary, (a) the activity of the Na+/I- symporter has been expressed in Xenopus
laevis oocytes, thus generating a valuable system for the functional cloning of the
cDNA that encodes the symporter; (b) the harmaline-related compound TRP-P-2
has been identified as a Na÷ site competitive inhibitor of the Na*il- symporter; this
reagent may be a potentially useful tool for the identification of the Na÷/I- symport
protein; and (c) Na t /A- symport activity has unexpectedly been observed in MMV
from FRTL-5 cells maintained in the absence of TSH; since the activity is associated
with the plasma membrane, this finding suggests that TSH stimulates V uptake at
least partly via activation of symporter molecules present in the plasma membrane:
additional observations raise the possibility that a step in such activation may involve
a proteolytic event.

Although the existence of a special I- transport system in the thyroid gland has
been recognized for decades, little has been elucidated to date on the Na+/I-
symporter at the molecular level. Since the thyroid V transport system is clearly of
great physiological importance and considerable value in the diagnosis and treat-
ment of thyroid conditions, it is hoped that current l- transport research will soon
lead to the thorough molecular dissection ot this remarkable transport process.
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Introduction
Thirty years after Crane et al. (1961, 1962) proposed that sugar transport was
coupled to the Na+ ion gradient in the small intestine, there is still no definitive
kinetic model of the Na+/glucose cotransporter (Kimmich. 1990: Centelles et al..
1991). Although we have come a long way since Crane's pioneer hypothesis (see. for
instance, Crane. 1977; Semenza et al., 1984: Schultz. 1986: Hopfer. 1987: Wright ct
al.. 1992), we are still striving to understand the complex relationship between the
structure and function of the cotransporter. In 30 years. the focus of research has
shifted from the physiological role of the cotransporter and its phenomenological
description to the characterization of the gene product. This development is best
seen through the evolution of the experimental models used for the study of the
Na+/glucose cotransporter; starting with isolated tissues (see. for instance, Schultz
and Curran, 1970). followed by isolated enterocytes (Kimmich. 1970), then to
isolated brush border membrane vesicles (BBMV) (Hopfer et al.. 1973: Kessler et
al.. 1978: and reviewed by Berteloot and Semenza. 1990). and finally to the cloned
protein expressed in Xenopus oocvtes (Hediger et al.. 1987: Ikeda et al.. 1989). Early
methods measured the unidirectional flux of radioactive substrate. while more recent
electrophysiological studies have exploited the electrogenicitv ot the transport
process. The electrophysiology of cotransporters had bcen studied using isolated
tissues mounted in Ussing chamhers (Lapointe et al.. 1986) and whole-cell recording
of cultured cells (Smith-Maxwell et al., 1990; Jauch ct al.. 1986: see Hoyer and
G6gelein, 1991 for studies on the Na+/alanine cotransporter).

Electrophysiological methods present certain advantages in studying electro-
genic cotransport. Cotransporter activity can be measured with a greater time
resolution (in the millisecond range) and under improved voltage-clamp conditions.
Controlling the membrane potential is pivotal since stimulation of the cotransporter
is known to depolarize the cell in situ, and this depolarization, decreasing the
electrochemical driving force, influences in return the activity of the cotransporter
(Murer and Hopfer. 1974: Fr6mter. 1982: Samariija et al.. 1982: Lang et al.. 1986:
Lapointe et al., 1990). Some key questions can therefore only be adequately
addressed by electrophysiological methods. One of these crucial issues regards the
site of the voltage dependence in the transport cycle. Most kinetic models have
traditionally assumed that the carrier translocation is the voltage-dependent reaction
step (Semenza et al., 1984), although some have proposed more recently that binding
of Na+ ions to the carrier is responsible for the observed voltage dependence (Na'
well effect; Mitchell, 1969; Jauch and LUiuger, 1986: Kimmich and Randles. 1988:
Bennett and Kimmich, 1992). Unfortunately, the practical use of electrophysiologi-
cal methods to record Na+/glucose cotransport activity had long been hampered by
the relatively poor access to the brush border membrane in most cells.

The emergence of molecular biological techniques has alleviated some of these
difficulties by presumably increasing the density of functional cotransporters in a
simple cell model. The Na+/glucose cotransporter was cloned and successfully
expressed in transient systems such as Xenopus laevis oocytes (Hediger et al., 1987:
Ikeda et al., 1989), the insect cell line Sf9 (Smith et al., 1992), and the mammalian
cell lines COS-7 (Birnir et al., 1990) and HeLa (Blakely et al., 1991). Early
experiments showed that the cloned cotransporter expressed in Xenopus oocytes can
generate inward currents as high as I I.A at - 100 mV (Umbach et al., 1990). It then
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became possible to investigate the effect of potential on steady-state (Birnir ct al..
1991: Parent et al., 1992a) and pre-steady-state (Parent et al., 1992a) kinetics using
the two-electrode voltage-clamp method. Furthermore. owing both to the size of the
cotransporter currents and to the noninvasive nature of the measurement technique.
steady-state kinetic experiments can be performed on a single oocyte. hence minimiz-
ing the experimental error associated with heterogeneous populations of BBMV.

In this paper. we will review our current contribution to the investigation ot the
functional properties of the Na+/glucose cotransporter (Parent et al.. 1992a.b). Our
intent is to demonstrate the universal appeal of an electrophysiological approach in
elucidating Na'-coupled cotransport. Although the experiments benefited from
recent technological advances, the simultaneous kinetic model proposed is similar to
classical models previously discussed for the Na' / glucose cotransporter (Hopfer and
Groseclose. 1980: Restrepo and Kimmich. 1985a: Schultz. 1986) with the important
distinctions that the binding of external Na- ions and the carrier translocation step
are both dependent upon the membrane potential and we do not assume rapid
equilibrium (Parent et al.. 1992b).

Description of the Na+/Glucose Cotransporter Currents
The properties of the cloned Na+/glucose cotransportcr were assessed by radioac-
tive uptake of the nonmetabolizable analogue a-mcthvl-o)-glucopyranoside (aMD(i)
in intact oocytes (Ikeda et al., 1989) and were found to be similar to the properties of
the cotransporter measured in native brush borders. namelv: (1) Sugar transport is
inhibited by phlorizin in a Na*-dependent manner with an inhibition constant
between 5 and 15 p.M at saturating [Na+],. (2) Sugar transport is Na- specific. Cation
substitution by Li+, K+, or choline eliminates sugar transport. (3) Sugar transport is
specific for pyranoses in the C-1 conformation with a free equatorial -OH group on
carbon number 2 such as D-glucose, D-galactose. or aMDG. (4) Furthermore. sugar
transport was found to be electrogenic. When expressed into Xenoptus oocvtes. the
cloned Na-iglucose cotransporter can generate sizable currents that are reversibly
blocked by 10-100 p.M phlorizin (Umbach et al.. 1990: Birnir et al.. 1991: Parent ct
al.. 1992a).

cRNA coding for the rabbit Na+/glucose cotransporter from the small intestine
was injected into Xenopus oocytes and the electrical activity of the cotransporter was
measured 5-10 d after injection. Fig. I shows the current traces obtained in the
presence of 100 mM Na÷ medium before (left) and after (right) the addition of I mM
aMDG to the bath. Current traces recorded at +50 mV in the Na- medium and in
the absence of sugar relaxed with a time constant T, 2 of - 13 ms. This relaxation.
absent at negative potential and after the addition of sugar, is referred to as
pre-steady-state current in this paper. Cotransporter currents were also measured at
steady state. Addition of 1 mM aMDG caused an increase in inward currents that
was reversed upon washout of the sugar. The increase in inward current measured at
the end of the pulse can be better appreciated in the accompanying I-V curves (Fig. 1.
bottom panels). The addition of sugar shifted the zero current potential from -60 to
- 15 mV, a shift that is similar to the sugar-induced depolarization observed under
non-voltage-clamped conditions. As seen in this figure, the steady-state sugar-
dependent I-V curve was sigmoidal with no measurable reversal potential. It should
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Figure 1. Current traces from cRNA-injected oocytes were recorded in a Na+ medium (mM):
100 NaCI, 2 KCI, I MgCI2, I CaCI,, 10 HEPES-Tris, pH 7.4, using the two-electrode
voltage-clamp method. Holding potential (Vh) was -50 mV. Current traces were recorded at
six voltages: - 150, -110, -70, -30, 10, and 50 mV for 84 ms and records shown were not leak
subtracted. (Top left) Current traces recorded in the Na+ medium relaxed more slowly to a
steady-state current at positive potentials. This slower decay ( - 13 ms) was typically observed
for voltages more positive than the holding potential in the presence of Na+ ions (see Fig. 3).
(Top right) Addition of 1 mM aMDG to the 100 mM [NalI medium triggered an increase in
steady-state inward current. The dcveloping outward current is caused by the native delayed
rectifier (Lu et al., 1990). Note the absence of pre-steady-state currents in the presence of 1
mM aMDG. (Bottom left) The current values recorded before (A) and after the addition of 1
mM [aMDGIo to the bath (0) were averaged from 20 points taken between 79 and 84 ms and
were plotted as a function of the membrane potential. (Bottom right) Steady-state sugar-
dependent currents (ij) were obtained by taking the difference between the current obtained
before and after the addition of sugar (i, = iNa -iNa+s) and were plotted as a function of the
membrane potential. Modified from Parent et al. (1992a).

be mentioned, however, that Umbach and co-workers (1990) reported that the
cotransporter currents can reverse after overnight loading with aMDG.

There is strong evidence that pre-steady-state and sugar-dependent currents
were generated directly by the Na+/glucose cotransporter. These currents were
never measured in control water-injected oocytes (Parent et al., 1992a). In addition,
pre-steady-state and sugar-dependent currents were found to be independent of the
external concentration of C1-, K-, Mg 2 +, or Ca 2+ ions, were insensitive to the
presence of the K+ channel blockers Ba2 ÷ and TEA+, and Cl- channel blockers
DIDS and SITS, and were not affected by the addition of 5 mM ouabain or 100 I.M
amiloride. Finally, there was a direct correlation between the uptake of radioactive
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aMDG into the oocyte, the magnitude of the sugar-dependent currents, and the
magnitude of the pre-steady-state currents extrapolated to time 0. Only phlorizin
(Ki = 10 l±M) was found to block steady-state currents (Umbach et al.. 1990: Birnir
et al., 1991: Parent et al., 1992a) and pre-steady-state currents (Parent et at.. 1991a).
The magnitude of the sugar-dependent currents, measured at steady state, was
found to depend upon the applied potential. the external Na-. and sugar concentra-
tions. The specificity of the cotransporter currents for sugars was: D-glucose. D-galac-
tose, aMDG > 3-O-methyl-D-glucoside >> o-xviose > D-allose >> D-mannose
(Birnir et al.. 1991).

The Nat /glucose cotransporter currents also exhibit some tempcrature depen-
dence. The effect of temperature on transport rate has long been a very useful
criterion to distinguish secondary active transport from simple diffusion processes.
The temperature dependence of the sugar-dependent currents (i) was investigated

A B Figure 2. Temperature depen-
dence of steady-state sugar-

-200 -10 0 10 o dependent currents. (Ltt)Vm"-1-- I• Steady-state sugar-dependent
1o*C 10-20"C currents (i) were mcasured at

206 10 (*), 20 (0). and 30'C (0)

20*C in the presence of 100 mM
4 [NaI 0,, and I mM ID-glucOsce

-400 as a function of voltage from
2 20- 30C -190 to +90 mV. Chamber
2 /temperature was controlled by

T -600 a Peltier effect unit (generously
, loaned from Dr. F. Bezanilla.

Is(MA) -2J0 -100 0 Department of Physiology.
Vm (mV) UCLA School of Medicine. Los

Angeles. CA). Results were obtained on the same oocyte. Oocyte exposure to bath
temperatures lower or higher than room temperature was kept to a minimum and control I-V
curves were periodically measured at 20'C. (Right) Sugar-dependent currents increased as a
function of the bath temperature between 20 and 30'C with a Q1o of 3. The temperature
dependence is more significant between 10 and 20'C. Q10 ranged from 7 (-30 mV) to 3 (-190
mV).

between 10 and 30°C. i4 increased with a Q10 of 3 (SEM = 0.1; N = 4) between 20 and
30'C (Fig. 2 A). The temperature dependence was, however, markedly increased at
lower temperatures (10-20'C) with Q10 factors between 3 and 7 (Fig. 2 B). Such
temperature dependence is much higher than that previously reported for ion
channels (Q10 = 1.3; Coronado et al., 1980; Barrett et al., 1982) but is within the
range generally reported for Na+-coupled transporter fluxes (Kippen et al.. 1979: De
Smedt and Kinne, 1981; Brot-Laroche et al., 1986; Maio and Berteloot. 1991) and
currents (Schultz and Zalusky, 1964; Bergman an,' Bergman. 1985: Jauch et al..
1986).

Pre-Steady-State Currents
Pre-steady-state currents associated with the cotransporter activity were recorded in
oocytes expressing the cloned cotransporter. Pre-steady-state kinetics are priceless
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in kinetic modeling because they give direct access to the time constant of the
rate-limiting step in the transport cycle. It is widely recognized that it is practically
impossible to determine individual rate constants only on the basis of a steady-state
treatment (Roy et al., 1991). As observed in Fig. 1, current traces obtained from
voltage-clamped RNA-injected oocvtes typically reached a steady state slowly in
response to a positive voltage pulse from a negative holding potential. For the rabbit
Na+/glucose cotransporter. such relaxation was only observed in response to a
positive voltage pulse in the presence of high external Na'I concentration ([Na÷]o > 30
mM) from a negative holding potential. Transients were not observed in the nominal
absence of Na- ions (choline replacement). in the presence of Na- ions and sugar, or
in the presence of Na- ions and 100 p.M phlorizin (Fig. 3). In addition, there appears

I (nA) 00 Figure 3. Na* /glucose cotrans-
600 100 Na 60N•Na + phlorizin porter pre-steady-state cur-

300 , 300 +50mv rents. Current tr zcs were re-I ordcd at ,ix potentials (- 150.
00 - I 1 44PiIW0 10. - -0. -3' 0. 10. and 50

I-15mV mV) from V,, = -5O mV and
0 40 80 0 40 80 were not subtracted for leak

600 N case 600 100 Choline current. Records were obtained

- 300 + 50 mV during the same experiment in
the presence of 100 mM [Na*]I

0 (top left): in the presence of 100
-300. • 01 .7- mM [Na- 1cand 100 ýlM phlori--500. zin (top right): in the presence

0 40 80 0 40 80 of 100 mM [NaIo, and I mM
TIME (ms) TIME (ins) [aMDG],, (bottom left); and in

the presence of 100 mM cho-
line-Cl (bottom right). Only current traces recorded in the 100 mM Na' medium show current
transients. Note the increase in the current scale for current traces recorded in the presence of
100 mM [Nat 1, and 1 mM [IaMDGI,. At I/, = - 150 mV. steady-state currents were - 155 nA
(Na+), -136 nA (Na+ + phlorizin). -373 nA (Na+ + sugar). and -126 nA (choline).
Steady-state phlorizin-sensitive currents (Nat ± phlorizin) were - 19 nA and represent 9% of
the steady-state sugar-dependent currents (Na+ ± sugar) measured at the same potential.
This steady-state phlorizin-sensitive current indicates that some Na÷ ions are translocated in
the absence of sugar (Na+ leak current). (Reproduced from Journal of Membrane Biology,
1992, 125:49-62. by copyright permission of Springer-Verlag New York Inc.)

to be an inverse relationship between the pre-steady-state current and the external
concentration of sugar and a direct correlation between the amplitude of the
pre-steady-state charge transfer and the amplitude of the sugar-dependent current
(Loo et al., 1992; Parent et -L., 1992a).

The pre-steady-state current was voltage dependent with a time constant
decreasing from 13 (50 mV) to 2 ms (-30 mV). It was impossible to separate
pre-steady-state currents from capacitive transients at potentials more negative than
the holding potential (Parent et al.. 1992a). These characteristics suggest that the
pre-steady-state currents are associated with the cotransporter and probably result
from the translocation of the empty cotransporter as we will see later.
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Pre-steady-state currents were also highly dependent on the temperature.
temperature dependence of the pre-steady-state currents was also investig
between 10 and 20'C. Current traces, recorded at Vm = +50 mV in the presenm
100 mM [Na+],,, were fitted to two exponential functions to account for
noncompensated capacitive transient and the pre-steady-state current. The r,
ation time constant T decreased sharply as a function of the bath temperature
Qio = 3.4 (our unpublished observations).

Voltage Dependence of External Na I and Sugar Steady-State
Kinetics
The single relaxation observed under pre-steady-state conditions is caused b\
rate-limiting step in the transport cycle and the characteristics of the pre-ste
state currents can impose strong limitations on the individual rate const;
Steady-state kinetics are otherwise essential in characterizing the sequenc
reaction steps that leads to sugar transport and in addressing questions such a,
cotransportcr stoichiometry and the actual voltage dependence ot Na- ions.

As we have seen. our experimental svstem is quite "ell suited for steady-'
kinetics. [he magnitude of the sugar-dependent currents i,) was found to dce
only upon the membrane potential. the external Na-. and the external "
concentrations, and to be completely reversible upon washout of the substrate.
specificity allowed us to devise a series of steady-state kinetic experiments whe
was measured sequentially, on a single oocyte. as a function of the external Na-
concentration (Fig. 4) and as a function of the external substrate concentration 1
5) between 0 and -200 mV.

To investigate the voltage dependence of Na- ions binding to the transpo
steady-state sugar-dependent currents (iQ) were measured in the presence of 0.
and 20 mM [aMDG],, with [Na+]o varying from 2 to 100 mM. The increase of i,
function of [Nal,, was best described by a Hill plot with an apparent coul
coefficient n of 2 for all sugar concentrations (see Figs. 5 and 6 of Parent el
1992a). The kinetic parameters obtained from an experiment performed in
presence of 1 mM [aMDGbo are shown in Fig. 4. K' was voltage depenc
decreasing from 53 to 3 mM from -30 to -200 mV. and i"",d was weakly ,ol
dependent. KN• was also dependent on the external sugar concentration.
separate series of experiments, K' was shown to decrease from 30 to 5 mM at I
-70 mV and from 14 to 1 mM at Vm = -150 mV when IaMDG,, was increased I
0. 1 to 20 mM.

The temperature dependence of Ký" and i" was investigated between 22
32°C. as it becomes difficult to measure i, and therefore to assess kinetics below 2
The results of an experiment conducted in the presence of 1 mM ICtMDGJ,,
[Na+1,, varying from 2 to 100 mM are shown in Fig. 6. The apparent Hill cout
coefficient n was not affected by the change in temperature and ranged fron
(220C) to 1.9 (32 0C) (Fig. 6 C). At saturating external sugar concentration. therc
no temperature dependence of K',' The increase in cotransporter currents is
exclusively to an increase in i"' . While KN increased from 3 to 53 mM at 320C.
increased from 2.5 to 54 mM at 22°C over the same potential range. From
experiment at 32'C and four others at 22°C, K,' was found to decrease fro
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(SEM = 6; N = 5) to 17 mM (SEM = 1; N = 5) between -30 and -70 mV (Fig.
D). In contrast, i'a was highly temperature dependent (Fig. 6 E). At -190 mV, "'
increased from -195 nA at 22°C to -600 nA at 320 C (Q 0 = 3.1). At -30 mV, iN;,
increased from - 123 nA at 22°C to -321 nA at 32'C (Q10 = 2.7). This is the fir,
time, to our knowledge, that the temperature dependence of the Na+/glucos
cotransporter kinetics for Na, ions is being reported.

The influence of external sugar concentrations on steady-state kinetics was als

K Nao(mM) -160 -80

45-- ' Vm (mV)

30-M 1m.. 
-100

1 mM
15 . 2"

0 - I .- 200
-160 -80 0 Na

I ma (nA)
Vm (mV)

Figure 4. Voltage dependence ol 'i, and K . Steady-state sugar-dependent currents wer
measured consecutively on the same oocvtc in the presence of 1 mM ftaMDGJ,, with fly
external [Na÷ ],, varying from 2 to 100 mM (NaCI was replaced by choline-Cl) and were fitted t
the following equation:

iNa
M. [Nal" (1

i K =gNa)nO~ + [Na]

where [Na+I0 is the external Na÷ ion concentration. n is the apparent coupling coefficien
i"' is the maximum current at saturating external Na+ concentration. and K , is the [Na+lmax 

0

that gives half-maximum current. The best fit was obtained with an apparent couplin
coefficient n of 1.9 (1.7-2.3) over the complete potential range. (Left) Kf')' was dependent upo
the membrane potential and the external sugar concentration. As measured in two differer
oocytes. K' decreased with negative potentials from 53 "- 2 mM (-30 mV) to 2.7 ± 0.5 mP
(-190 mV) in the presence of I mM JaMDGJ0 and K', decreased from 30 ± 1 mM (-30 mr
to I ± 0.5 mM (- 190 mV) in the presence of 20 mM [aMDGIo. (Right) In the presence of
mM [aMDG]o, i" increased with negative potentials from -321 ±t 9 nA (-30 mV) to -600:
47 nA (- 190 mV). Error bars represent the error on the estimation of K" and i" calculate
with Eq. 1 using actual current values. Data are shown as filled symbols, and solid lines sho
K0.5 and ia simulated using the rate constants of the kinetic model (Fig. 8) with 10 x 10
carriers oocyte-. The dotted lines show the model predictions beyond the experimental dat.
Modified from Parent et al. (1992b).

measured. Sugar-dependent currents (i,) were recorded in the presence of 2. 10, 31
50. and 100 mM [Na+],, as a function of the external aMDG concentration.
increased as a function of [aMDG],,, and the relationship between the sug,
concentration and the magnitude of i, was well described by the Michaelis-Mente
equation. The results of these experiments are summarized in Fig. 5.Na aM D O

in contrast to K N,5 , Ka" was not intrinsically voltage dependent. its w ltal
dependence was rather a function of [Na+ ,, (Fig 5). At 100 mM [Na K], K,'t wi
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independent of the membrane potential with a mean value of 230 li.M (SEM =
N = 8) measured between - 10 and - 150 mV. The K .DC, is comparable to the val
obtained by "4[C1oMDG uptake in Xenopus oocvtes expressing the clon
Nay,gelucosc cotransporter ikeda ct al.. 1989). As fNa),, was gradually reduc
from 100 to 2 mM. K;,,', bccame increasingly dependent upon the membra

""DG

K? O...i .i / .,
.~5  rn)-160 -80

Vm (my')
2 Na ,

4 40100

.10 Na /

0 20

-160 -.30 Q00 Na

Fig~ure 5. \oltawec tlcfl l tL n L or , '' I nd K:"''' :'. a function or INa i .Na" 1,, was var
Irom Ito to ) m toNI (chohinc-, I tU iiDltronLtl r. Wnd ior cach i.*,N J,, stcadv-state sugar kinel
kcrc measured wvith cn'ht conccntr.aions oxMD(;).. from 21) (.l1 to IW) mM. Steady-st

,ugar-dcpcndcnt currents i. %%crc tlfted to the foHlOWhIn equation:

K.MDG cr•MDG,,,max •VlLUI

where [aMDGI,, is the external aMDG concentration. is the maximum current
saturating, aMDG concentration, and K.,"'ID' D is the l[tMDGI,, that gives half-maximi
current. (Left) Klt)( was measured experimentally with 2 (A). 10 (0). and 100 (0) ni
INa-],. At 100 mM [Na",,. K;',1;[ appeared independent of the membrane potential witl
mean value of 230 (SEM = 50..N = s between - I1 and - ISO miV. The %oltagec dependel
otK K;'t," increased at lo%%cr [Na A. .t It1 mM [Na'J - .. 1_. increased from 360 ± 13
885 -t 15 p.M between -150 and -70 mV. whereas at 2mM [Na 1,,, K 1  increased from
to 7.2 mM o(er the same potential range. In the absence of membrane potential (0 m'
K',1,*t) would be 8 mM at I0 mM [Na ,T, and 10 mM at 2 mM [Nal,,. (Riht) K'm

i'rnt, (rght) w'cre measured at 10 (0) and 100 (0) mM INa" ,, on the same oocVte,. ",
voltage dependent between - 10 and -4(0 mV but showed saturation at higher potentii
• ,MaDI; values obtained for [Na [,, bctween 10 and 100 mM were not found to be significar/mux

different at each potential ut t )Sr;• .- \t 100 mM [Na 1,. i'¶ -was 268 , n A(- 150m'"v-4 nA (-50lmV). and - 15-- II nat -10 mV). At It) mM [Na,,. "• was -22

22 nA (-I SO mV). - 176 _L 9 nA (-5t) mV). and -120 ± 14 nA (- I) mV). Error b
represent the error on the estimation of K;,\,(; and ,, calculated with Eq. 2 using act
current values. Solid lines show AK;:"';' and ,"j')(; simulated with the rate constants of
model (Fig. 8) and an estimated 15 x 10" carriers oocyte- , The dotted lines show the mo
predictions beyond the experimental data. Moditied from Parcnt et al. (1992M.

potential (Fig. 6) and K;Ir)(i decreased fivefold between - 70 and - [SO mV. In fE
the K;"; ' measured at all [Na" 1, approached the same limiting value of 230 R.M
- 150 mV. which suggests that negative membrane potential may partially compt
sate for the decrease in Na" ion eradient. In other words. K:'Di is a function of 1
electrochemical gradient for Na- ions and may be decreased to its limiting va
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C

300

0.30 JI20*C
0.15 D

S0

-200 -100 0 (A) "
-350

B

(nA) 20"C -700 1 E

n
-500-1 2130*C I_________-1000 1

-200 -100 0 -200 -150 -100 -50 0

Vm (mV) Vm (mV)

Figure 6. (Left) Temperature dcpcndence of K,),""" and i'luc..' sucar-
dependent currents (i.) were measured on the same oocvte at 20'C (A) and 300C (O) in the
presence of the 1(R) mM Na* medium wkidh six external 1)-Clucose concentrations varving from
20 4M to 10 mM1. Sugar-dependent currents (i) measured at 20 'C before and after the pulse
of temperature were not significantlv different. (/1) , measured at 30'C (0) ranged
from 380 t 72 to 460 t 161 i±M and the values measured at 20'C (A) ranged from 200 ± 44 to
390 ±- 102 lLM. Note that KD-' measured at D= - 190 and Vm = -30 mV seemed slightly
higher at 32'C than at 22*C. but more experiments are needed to determine if this is
significant. (B) iD-gluc was temperature dependent. il)--Iucos, ranged from 275 ± 17 (- 190 mV)
to 134 ± 17 nA (-30 mV) at 20'C (A) as compared with 900 54 (-190 mV) and 360 t 40 nA
(-30 mV) at 30 0C (0). Q11 factors for i"Oucow were 3.3 at - 190 mV and 2.7 at -30 mV. Error
bars represent the error on the estimation of K,,-0u"` and jiU-O-u from actual current values
using Eq. 2. (Right) Temperature dependence of n. K", and iN, . (C) The apparent coupling
coefficient n was independent of the bath temperature and membrane potential. At 22'C (M).
n = 1.8 (SEM = 0.1: N = 5) was not significantlv different than n = 1.9 (SEM = 0.1: N = 5) at
32'C (0). (D) K. was not dependent upon the external temperature. From - 190 to -30 mV.
K,ý', increased from 2.7 ± 0.5 to 53 ± 2 mM at 32'C (0) and from 2.5 ± I to 54 ± 21 at 22 0C
(). (E ) i" increased with temperature. i ranged from - 195 -, 17 to - 123 _ 9 nA at220 C

(E) and from -600 ±, 47 to -321 ± 9 nA at 32°C (0) between - 190 and -30 mV. Qt0 factors
were 3.1 (-190 mV) and 2.6 (-30 mV). Error bars represent the error on the estimation of

Ksand iN, from actual current values using Eq. 1.

either by increasing [Na+ I,, to 100 mM or by increasing the membrane potential from
0 to - 200 mV.in ummry,/daMDG

In summary, K''5 was found to be dependent upon [Na*],, and upon the
membrane potential. The effect of membrane potential was stronger at low [Na*],
(2-30 mM). This effect is compatible with an ordered binding mechanism where the
apparent voltage dependence observed at low [Na4 ), would only be secondary to the
voltage dependence of the Na, ion binding step.

To further characterize the effect of temperature on the transport cycle.
KD-lucne0 and t-D'gluc•• were measured on the same oocyte at both 20 and 300 C (Fig. 6.
A and B). In the presence of I(M) mM [Na I,, increasing the temperature from 20 to

. 4, .
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30VC did not affect K0-5-glucos but significantlv enhanced axucose The temperature
dependence of e.-uco between 20 and 300C was not a function of the membrane
potential. Qio ranged from 3.3 to 2.7 from -190 to -30 mV. The significant
temperature dependence of m-D°dU''S' and the absence of temperature effect on
KgD-glucose

0.5 are similar to results reported for transporter fluxes in guinea pig intestinal
BBMV (Brot-Laroche et al.. 1986) and in human intestinal BBMV (Malo and
Berteloot. 1991).

Revisiting a Classical Kinetic Model for the Na+/Glucose
Cotransporter
The next challenge was then to interpret these observations in terms of sugar
transport. We chose to examine an ordered kinetic model to describe the Na+ /glucose
cotransport since the large allosteric effect of [Na* ],, observed for K'."G is compati-
ble with an ordered binding mechanism. The steady-state results also provided an
estimate of the cotransportcr stoichiometrv (2 Na': 1 S): demonstrated that the
binding of external Na ions is voltage dependent and that sugar binding is not
voltage dependent: and failed to reveal large steady-state Na+ leak current. In
parallel, the characteristics of the pre-steady-state currents are expected to signifi-
cantly curtail the range of the individual rate constants valid for each reaction step.
Fig. 7A shows an ordered kinetic model for the Na "glucose cotransporter that takes
into account the effect of potential on the cotransporter steady-state and pre-steady-
state currents. The sugar transport was described as a simultaneous event occurring
through six distinct reaction steps. The binding of Na+ ions to the cotransporter was
ordered rather than random and the model has mirror symmetry (Segel, 1975).
External Na÷ ions bind to the empty carrier as had been suggested for the
Na+/glucose transport in rabbit intestinal BBMV (Hopfer and Groseclose, 1980;
Kessler and Semenza. 1983: Kaunitz and Wright. 1984) and in chicken intestinal cells
(Restrepo and Kimmich. 1985a). Rapid equilibrium was not assumed and each
voltage-dependent reaction step was described by an Eyring-type barrier (luger
and Jauch. 1986). The empty carrier was assumed to be negatively charged (Aronson,
1978; Kessler and Semenza. 1983; Restrepo and Kimmich. 1985b: Lapointe et al.,
1986: Schultz. 1986) and the cotransporter binds two Na÷ ions. Both Na+ binding
and carrier translocation may be voltage dependent as suggested by the voltage
dependence of K, ~Na, and i"ua• The absence of voltage dependence of K•.Dt

observed in our experiments at saturating [Na+],, strongly indicates that sugar
binding is not voltage dependent per se. Translocation of the partially loaded
complex CNa, accounted for the small cotransporter current measured in the
absence of sugar (Umbach et al., 1990).

The steady-state concentrations of individual carrier states were solved using
the King and Altman (1956) diagrammatic method. No analytical solution was
developed for the model. Rather. we used numerical simulations to work out
simultaneously the pre-steady-state time course and the steady-state kinetic param-
eters as they are described by two different sets of equations (see Appendix of Parent
et al.. 1992b). The following were generated simultaneously: (1) the current time
course during a potential pulse in the absence and in the presence of sugar; (2) the
steady-state I-V relationship; and (3) the variation of Ksu far, isugar, K0.a, and i'' as a
function of applied voltage and of external cosubstrate concentration. In addition,
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simulations were performed assuming a constant internal (trans) Na' ion concentra-
tion of 20 mM (Dascal, 1987) and a constant internal sugar concentration of 50 ±LM
(Umbach et al., 1990). The initial simulations were performed with a transporter
turnover number of 0.1 s- '. Optimization of the computer-generated simulations was
accomplished by eye. Rate constants were modified gradually to improve the
agreement between the model predictions and the experimental values.

Our LN

k, cap (&A) OICY" IN]

rl [Na]' 35 exp (0.7g) Na]"

S80000 exp (-0.3) 500 exp(0.3) 10 50 m
kv r Ml ,Mot -2

[CNa4PzI' [[c I" [Maja]" 0.3kn kn a• ] -C't2. [CNaj)"

(sr-,, IS!
[S]' i [Sr.

k~jk.. 5k. I 10 m 01 20 800 2X10 7 mol

t[c~~r SCNa) I" 50
k, (SCNa2 I' - [SCNa2 j"

50

Figure 7. Transport model for the Na'/glucose cotransporter. (Left) Electrical properties of
the cotransporter were described by a six-state transport model with the empty carrier bearing
two negative charges. The six states included those effectively contributing to sugar transport
so the phlorizin-bound CNaPz' complex was not accounted for. There were two binding sites
for Na+ ions and one binding site for sugar. Sugar transport can occur after the binding of the
two Na+ ions (ordered binding). The binding of the two Na+ ions to the carrier was described
as a single reaction step. This may imply that binding of the first Na' ion to the carrier is in
rapid equilibrium (faster than any other rate) and that binding of the second Na+ ion to the
carrier is the rate-limiting step. or that there are two identical binding sites for Na* ions. Rate
constants k12, k21, k16, k61, k 5f, and ks, can be modulated by potential and/or [Na+ ]-. a' and a"
are phenomenological constants that describe the fraction of the electrical field sensed by the
Na+ binding to its external and internal sites, respectively. 5 is the fraction of the electrical
field sensed by the empty ion-binding site on the carrier during membrane translocation with
a' + a" + 8 = 1. 1I is the electrochemical potential FVIRT. Membrane surface charges and
unstirred layer effects at the membrane boundaries were assumed to be negligible. (Right)
Rate constants of the Na+/glucose cotransport kinetic model that were found to he
compatible with our results. The numerical values were found by numerical simulations.
Numerical values for rate constants kq and k - were mistakenly published as 4 x 10' and 0.3.
respectively, in the original paper. They are shown here with the actual numbers k; 4 = 2 x 107

and k52 = 1.4 as they were used for all simulations. An erratum was published in Journal of
Membrane Biology, volume 130. page 203. Equations used for all simulations were detailed in
the Appendix of Parent et al., 1992b. Units of the rate constants arc either s s- I tol or s-
Mol- 2 . Modified from Parent et al. (1992b).

A single set of rate constants was found to account for all our results as shown in
Fig. 7 B. Since we did not look for all possible numerical combinations, we cannot
rule out that a different set of rate constants will give the same agreement. or that a
more complex model would also reproduce our results. Nonetheless, our observa-
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tions are compatible with a negatively charged carrier with two Na- binding sites
located within 25-35% of the membrane electrical field (ca' = 0.3). The Na÷ ion
binding sites on the empty carrier would traverse 60-80% of the membrane electrical
field during translocation (6, = 01.7). Although that would leave no voltage depen-
dence for internal Na' ion bindine (since by definition, ox" + j + (x' = I). voltage
dependence at this site cannot definitively be ruled out in the absence of steady-state
kinetic experiments performed as a function of [Na, 1,. We expect this point to he
directly investigated in the near future since new techniques are now available that
allow this question to be addressed specifically. As expected. the so-called Na- leak

100mM Na 100Na + xMDG Figure 8. (Left) Model simula-
. i I I tion of the current time course

200 -+ 200 , * ÷50mVI ,howing the pre-steadv-statc
050i- current with the oocvte capaci-

2 2 i tive current in the presence of

-150mv1 1)0 mM JNa-.,. Current traces
.:,scre simulated or I... - 510

0 TIME(ms) 80 ' TIME(ms) 80 and V,;,, = 4-50 mV Il= -5
mV) usine the rate constants of

-200 * Vm (mV) Fig. 7. but for k., = 3 1 . and
f0 arc shown Isolid lines) over the
ri actual current traces (dots).
1-140 Simulated pre-steady-state cur-

Is (mA) rents relaxed from -50 to +50
mV with a time constant of

- 15 ms. No transient current was generated from -50 to -150 mV. The model also
accounted for the tail (OFF) currents back at -50 mV. (Right) Current traces were simulated
in the presence of 100 mM [Na+],, and I mM faMDG I,, at VIm = - 150 and Vm = +50 mV and
are shown (solid lines) superimposed to actual data (dots). (Bottom) Steady-state sugar-
dependent I-Vcurve predicted by the model (solid line) is shown superimposed over the actual
data (E). The dashed line shows the predicted carrier-mediated Na' leak current in
the absence of external sugar. Simulations were performed assuming [NaJ1, = 20 mM.
[aMDG]I, = 50 p.M, and 6 x 101" carriers oocvtc -. The total membrane current was the sum o1
the oocyte background currents and the sugar-evoked carrier currents. Computer simulations
of the current time course during a pulse of potential were carried out with a time internal Al =
10-50 p.s. The carrier pre-steadv-state current was estimated as the sum of all voltage-
dependent reaction steps (Lauger et al.. 1981: Roy ct al.. 1991) with i(t) = -F [2a'(Cjkt1 -
C, k, 1) - 28(Cjkj,, - CGk ,,)I. Experimental data as shown in Fig 1. Modified from Parent ct al.
(1992h).

current (translocation of the partially loaded carrier CNa_) was insignificant in the
presence of external sugar.

Rate-limiting steps for sugar transport are dependent upon the membrane
potential, the external [Na' ]. and the external [sugar]. In the presence of saturating
100 mM [Na'],, and I mM [S],,, the rate-limiting step for sugar transport is the
outwardly directed translocation of the empty carrier C' -- C" for membrane
potential more positive than -43 mV. This is of physiological significance since the
membrane resting potential for the relevant epithelial cells is around -40 mV
(Parent et al., 1988). In the membrane potential range between -43 and - 134 mV,
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the rate-limiting step becomes the dissociation of internal Na+ ions. Because we did
not assume rapid equilibrium, k12 (Na÷ ion-binding rate constant) can become rate
limiting but only under definite conditions: membrane potentials more negative than
- 134 mV (- 134 to -ox) and external [Na+J < 10 mM.

The model also accounts for the observed current time course at all membrane
potentials in the presence of external Na+ ions (Fig. 8. left) and after the addition of
sugar (Fig. 8. right). Pre-steady-state currents are caused by the rapid reorientation
of the cotransporter in the membrane electrical field. More specifically. they are
accounted for bv the reaction steps CNa', - C' C"during a positive pulse ot
potential in the presence of external Na+ ions ([Na 4, > 30 mM). The relaxation is a
function of both Na+ dissociation rate and the carrier translocation. while the
magnitude of the current is determined by the proportion of CNa_ species available
at the holding potential. The absence of pre-steady-state currents after the addition
of sugar to a Nat-rich medium results from the low sugar dissociation rate constant
(k0, : 20 s-'). which therefore makes the dissociation of CNaS' into CNa', verv
unlikely. As a result, when the potential is stepped from -50 to +50 mV. the
clockwise reaction CNa, - C' - C" responsible for the pre-stcady-statc currcnt i,
negligible. In fact. pre-steady-state currents are predicted to relax with the same
time constant but would generate only 1014 of the current observed in the Na-rich
medium. This modest peak current together with the noncompensated capacitive
transient probably account for our failure to detect experimentally pre-steady-state
currents in the presence of sugar. Both ON and OFF currents are crucial in limiting
rate constants k12, k_,, k16, k61 , and k 32. For instance, the values of rate constants kzj
should be between 200 and 600 s-1, k16 between 25 and 55 s-, ko1 between 3 and 5
s-1, andki, between I and 30 s-'.

Conclusions and Future Directions
This paper reviewed the main characteristics of the steady-state and pre-steady-state
currents of the Nat/glucose cotransporter as well as the voltage dependence of the
kinetics for sugar and Na÷ ions. Pre-steadv-state currents associated with charge
redistribution were recorded in the presence of external Na+ ions. According to our
model, they result from the consecutive reorientation of the carrier states CNa_ and
C' in the membrane electrical field. K' was a function of the membrane potential at
all external sugar concentrations, suggesting a true Na÷ well effect. The voltoe
dependence of K .DG was otherwise a function of the external Na+ ion concentra-
tion, which suggests that it is only secondary to the voltage dependence of NaI ions.
All these observations were accounted for by a six-state kinetic model where the
external Na÷ ion binding and the carrier translocation both need to be influenced by
the membrane potential to account for the cotransporter voltage dependence. The
work described here was performed with the cloned rabbit Na÷/glucose cotrans-
porter expressed in Xenopus oocytes, but a similar study conducted with the cloned
human Na÷/glucose cotransporter (Loo et al., 1992) has yielded similar results so
far.

As more cotransporters are cloned, one may reasonably expect that electrophys-
iology will become a prominent investigative tool in cotransport. Already, some other
transporters including the Na+/CI-/GABA transporter (Mager et al., 1992: Risso et
al., 1992) and the y+ amino acid transporter (Kavanaugh et al.. 1992) have been
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shown to give rise to sizable and specific currents. Interestingly, pre-steady-state
currents were also reported for the Na+/CI-/GABA transporter (Mager et al..
1992), which suggests that pre-steadv-state currents may be a bona fide property of
Na÷-coupled transport proteins.

As this story unfolds. we are tempted to paraphrase a historic quote and
conclude that it was "a giant step for us. but a small step overall." Indeed. what is
interesting is what can be accomplished from here. Three major axes define the
short-term goals: the study of the direct regulation of the Na÷ /glucose cotransporter
by kinases and G proteins: measuring the cotransporter kinetics as a function ot
internal Na+ ions and sugar using a combination of whole-cell recordines and
macro-patches (Hilgemann et al.. 1991) in transfectcd mammalian cells: and reeval-
uation of the pre-steady-state current characteristics using the open-oocyte. vaseline-
gap voltage-clamp technique ([aglialatela et al.. 1992). developed originally for
studying the gating currents of cloned channels expressed in Xenoputs oocvtes.

While the regulation of ion channels by phosphorylation-related mechanisms
has been studied for quite some time. there is very little known about the possible
regulation of Na coupicd ttrnsporters nv pnosphorx.iation. Althougi there is not
evidence so far that kinases play a functional role in vivo. numerous possible
phosphorylation sites were rcccntl% tundcrlincd in the secondarv structure of the
Na I/glucose cotransporter after Kennellv and Krebs (1991) revised the canonical
rules determining the consensus sequences for phosphorylation sites. Among the
potentially interesting sites, the following are conserved between the rabbit and the
human clones. There is one consensus sequence for phosphorylation by protein
kinase A (cAMP and cGMP) at Ser415 and two consensus sequences for phosphory-
lation by protein kinase C at Ser4l8 and Ser3O3 (Wright et al., 1992). Phosphoryla-
tion may be involved in the fine tuning of the cotransporter activity and may up or
downregulate the cotransporter activity depending on the load. For instance, one can
imagine that during periods of high demand, phosphorylation could directly increase
the voltage dependence of the Na+ ion binding step (a' > 0.3). therefore reducing
the need for a large negative membrane potential to stimulate the cotransporter
activity. On the other end of the spectrum. phosphorylation could be responsible for
reducing the overall sugar transport (i,,) by decreasing the rate constant for the
rate-limiting step without affecting K', and K.IDo. Of course, these are only
speculations but they illustrate the type of rigorous analysis that the innovative
application of electrophysiology in the cotransport field makes possible.

However insightful they are. kinetic models simply provide a theoretical frame-
work and cannot substitute for structural models. We still don't know the physical
nature of the translocation process and the physical nature of the interaction of Na
ions and sugar at their binding sites. The translocation and the energy transduction
mechanisms will ultimately be elucidated in concert with the tertiary structure of the
Na÷ /glucose cotransporter.
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Introduction
Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine. 5HT) is transported across brain (Ross and Renyi,
1967). placental (Balkovetz ct al.. 1989). pulmonary (Lee and Fanburg, 1986), and
platelet (Lingjarede. 1971: Rudnick. 1977) plasma membranes by a Nal- and
Cl--dependent transporter that exhibits marked sensitivity to tricyclic and heterocy-
clic antidepressants. including imipramine and paroxetine (Fuller and Wong. 1990).
Although the native configuration of the 5HT transporter (SERT) has vet to be
elucidated, recent cDNA cloning studies (Blakelv et al.. 1991a: Hoffman ct al.. 1991:
Ramamoorthv. S.. A. L. Bauman. K. R. Moore. H. Han. T. Yang-Feng, A. S. Chang,
V. Ganapathv. and R. D. Blakelv. manuscript submitted for publication) have
revealed that single cDNAs are sufficient to confer antidepressant- and cocaine-
sensitive 5HT transport on transfected mammalian cells. Initially reported as distinct
sequences. both rat brain and basophilic leukemia cell (RBL) cDNAs encode
identical 630 amino acid proteins (see below), modeled with - 12 transmembrane
(Th) domains and cytoplasmic NH, and COOH termini presumed to lie in the
cytoplasm. The NH, and C l-(I- termini are the most diverent regions in compari-
son of rSERT with other members of a symportcr gcne family (Blakelv. 1992), now
known to contain homologous Na - and Cl -dependent transporters for "y-aminobu-
tvric acid (GABA: Guastella ct al.. 1990: Clark et al.. 1992). norepinephrine (NE;
Pacholczvk et al.. 1991!). dopaminc (DA: Kilty et al.. 1991: Shimada et al.. 1991),
glycine (Smith et al.. 1992: Guastella et al.. 1992), proline (Fremeau et al., 1992), and
betaine (Yamauchi et al.. 1992).

The human norepinephrine transporter (hNET) shares with rSERT the ability
to induce antidepressant- and cocaine-sensitive monoamine transport on transfected
HeLa cells (Pacholczyk et al., 1991). although substrate and antagonist selectivities
are distinct. Cocaine blocks both NE and 5HT transport across similar concentration
ranges. On the other hand. NE transport induced by hNET is antagonized more
potently by secondary amine tricyclic antidepressants such as desipramine and
nortriptyline than by the tertiary amine congeners imipramine and amytriptyline
(Pacholczyk et al.. 1991). whereas transport of 5HT induced by rSERT exhibits a
reversed antidepressant selectivity (Blakely et al., 1991a). Notably, tricyclic antide-
pressant potencies generally vary between 5HT and NE transporters by 100-fold or
less. and thus many of these compounds may be viewed as only partially selective. In
contrast, selective agents such as the NET transport antagonists nomifensine and
mazindol and the 5HT transport selective antagonists paroxetine and citalopram
differ in potencies for the two carriers by more than several orders of magnitude
(Fuller and Wong, 1990; Blakely et al., 1991a; Pacholczyk et al., 1991). Substrate
recognition may also involve shared determinants of the two carriers as structure
activity studies point to the critical dependence on the protonated amine groups of
both 5HT and NE (and antagonists) for transporter recognition (Koe et al., 1976;
Maxwell et al.. 1976; Dc Paulis et al.. 1978; Maxwell and White, 1978). Thus, the
hNET and SERT cDNAs are likely to encode domains contributing common and
distinct features of substrate and antagonist recognition. In this regard, hNET.
rSERT, and the DA transporter form a local cluster of more closely related carriers
within the larger family of transporter molecules, suggesting their evolution from a
common ancestor with pharmacologic characteristics common to all three mono-
amine transporters.
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The sites (or domains) responsible for differential substrate specificity. shared
recognition of cocaine and tricvclic antidepressants. and conserved mechanistic
features (Na*/CI- coupling. etc.) have vet to be determined. The large size and
complex topology predicted for the 5HT carrier warrants consideration of multiple
approaches to the investigation (it the structural underpinnings of transporter
function. One approach. the construction and analysis of chimeric proteins, has
proven succcssful in the structural analysis of growth factor receptors (Yan et al..
I1991). (i protein-coupled receptors (Frielle ct al.. 1988: Kobilka et al.. 1988). G
proteins (Masters ct al.. !)XS). and Ion channel molecules (Stocker ct al.. 1991: Li et
al.. 19•)2). Where successful. such chimeras provide an assavable phenotype rather
than a potentially uninformative ioss ti function mutation. Drawing from this
paradigm. we have utilized recombinant DNA techniques and the polymerase chain
reaction (PCR: Saiki et al.. 1988) ito construct various rSERT expression plasmids
bearing truncated or chimeric NH, and COOH termini to identify or eliminate
domains likely to be responsible for SERT expression. specificity, and regulation.
Initial tindings from these experiments suggiest that recions critical for monoamine
'Liistra,:c :ind anta,,onist r'couniit ion Ic \\ ithin the rei-ons hordered h\ the NH,- and
()()lt1-tcrminai suhstitutions and truncations, such as certain hihl\ conserved TM
Jomains anod i1en cnin,.c, loops..\dditio!nallv. ýincc siniticant alterations of NH, and
COOH termini can he achieved w ith little or no loss of function, these regions may
provide targets for 'cpitope-tag ,trategies e.g.. Campbell ct al.. l092) suited to
transporter purification and visualization.

Methods
Restoration of the rSERT 5' End

Rat midbrain total RNA was purified using the guanidinium, cesium chloride
centrifugation method of Chirgwin as detailed by MacDonald et al. (1987). Oligonu-
cleotides were synthesized from nucleotide phosphoramidites on a DNA synthesizer
(model 39)1, Applied Biosystems. Inc.. Foster Citv. CA), manually deprotected in
NH 40OH. lyophilized and resuspended in dH20. and used in PCR reactions without
additional purification. First strand eDNA was synthesized from I p-g RNA using the
Superscript (GIBCO BRL. Gaithersburg, MD) preamplification system with random
hexanucleotide primers. First strand reaction mix was amplified with 3 U of Hot Tub
DNA polvmerase (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights. IL) for 30 cycles (94'C for I
min. 45°C for 2 min. and 72°C for 3 min). followed bv a final 12-min extension at 720C.
PCR reactions were performed in 100 pLl with oligonucleotides ()10 pmol/reaction)
derived from the rat brain 5HT transporter 5' end (antisense 5'-AGGTCC-
GAATTCAATCCATCrrCTTGCCCCAGGTCTCCCGCTCCC-3') and 5' noncod-
ing sequences of the Mayser et al. (1991) and Hoffman et al. (1991) cDNAs (sense
5'-CCGCTCGAGCTFTCCGTCTTGTCCCCATAACC-3'). Underlined bases of the
sense oligonucleotide correspond to an added Xhol site for cloning. PCR product
was digested with Xhol and Styl. gel purified, and ligated with Xhol/Styl digested
rSERT (Blakely et al.. 1991a). The resulting ligation product was sequenced by the
dideoxy chain termination method (Sanger, Nicklen, and Coulson. 1977) and found
to contain a sequence identical to the 5' noncoding and NH, terminus of the Mayser
et al. (1991) and Hoffman ct al. (1991) cDNAs. The amended clone is hereafter
referred to as rSERT. while the original rat brain 5HT transporter cDNA is
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designated rSERT(86-630) to indicate its status as a 5HT transporter cDNA partial
clone with its first in-frame methionine at amino acid 86 of rSERT.

Generation of Chimeric rSERT

The general scheme for generation of transporter chimeras is given in Fig. 1.
Oligonucleotides (sense 5'CCGCCTCTCTTAAGGAGAGACTGGCCTATGG-
CAT-3', antisense 5'-CCGCCCCCTTGGTCGCCGTCGCGGGGCGCCAGC-3')

PCR hNET to Obtain Plasmid with Digest rSERT to Liberate Internal
Attached NH2 and COOH Termini Sty I/Afl II Fragment Lacking NH2 and

(ollgos contain Sty I and Aft II Sites) COOH Termini

ATG STOP ATG STOP

T7 T17 rSERT

StylI Aft 11

amponapo

Gel Purify DNA Fragments
Ligate to Form Chimera

ATG STOP

7 7 

Chim3

amp orn

Figure 1. Scheme for construction of rSERT/hNET chineras. Depicted is the procedure for
the construction of chimera 3, which possesses NH2 and COOH termini derived from hNET
and the core of the 5HT carrier encoded by rSERT.

were designed to amplify the hNET plasmid (100 ng plasmid. 100 pmol primers, 100
i.1 reaction volume, 3 U Hot Tub polymerase, 30 cycles of PCR as above, including an
additional 10-min extension on the initial cycle) so as to generate a complete linear
plasmid with 5' and 3' sequences from hNET at either end, including NH,-terminal
(1-52) and COOH-terminal (587-617) amino acid residues, bordered by unique Styi
and AfMl restriction sites (underlined in oligonucleotide). Ligation of the PCR
product to a 1.6-kb Styl/AflIl fragment of rSERT generated chimera 3 (1-52
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hNET/75-607 rSERT/587-617 hNET). Chimeras 4 and 5 were synthesized in the
same basic scheme from the same starting DNAs, but in each case an internal,
unique restriction site from the polylinker of pBluescript SKII- was substituted for
the site encoded by one of the PCR oligonucleotides. This resulted in a linear hNET
molecule with either the NH,- or COOH-termina' '-quences attached to pBlue-
script, permitting a complementary ligation ivalently digested rSERT.
Specifically. chimera 4 (1-52 hNET '75-630 rSE ormed bv (a) digesting the
hNET PCR product with Styl and Notl and k 6ation of this product with
Stvl/Notl-digested rSERT. Chimera 5 (1-607 rSERT/587-617 hNET) was formed bv
(a) digesting the hNET PCR product with Kpnl and Afll and (b) ligation of this
product with Kpnrl/Aflil-digested rSERT. After ligation. primnary transformants
were sequenced across amplification regions of hNET and adjoining sequences of
rSERT to insure an absence of errors in the PCR or ligation reactions. Supercoiled
plasmid DNA was prepared for transfections by alkaline ivsis followed by column
chromatography (QIAGEN !nc.. Chatsworth. CAI,.

5HT Transport and Ligand Binding to Transporters Expressed in
Transiently Transfected HeLa Cells

.0 min before transfections. HeLa monolavcrs ( 100.000;'well)., cultured in 24-well
plates. were infected with recombinant vaccinia virus strain VTF7-3 containing T7
RNA polymerase. at 10 pfu in 100 p.1 as previously described (Blakely et al.. 1991a.
b). Plasmids with cDNAs encoding the complete rSERT cDNA, truncated coding
sequences. or chimeric transporters were transfected as liposome suspensions (Lipo-
fectin; GIBCO BRL: 1 .g DNA, 3 pLg lipid per well) in a total volume of 350 p1/well.
pBluescript SKII- was transfected under identical conditions in separate wells on the
same plate. 6 h after transfection, transfection mixes and free virus were removed
from wells by aspiration and wells were preincubated for 15 min at 37"C in 400 R1

Krebs-Ringers-HEPES (KRH) medium (120 mM NaCI. 4.7 mM KCI. 2.2 mM CaCI,,
1.2 mM MgSO 4, 1.2 mM KH 2POI. 10 mM HEPES, 1.8 g/liter dextrose, pH 7.4).
Transport assays (15 min. 37°C) were initiated by the addition of 5-[l,2-3H(N)]hy-
droxytryptamine creatinine sulfate ([3H]5HT, 20 nM final concentration. DuPont/
NEN, Boston, MA) diluted in KRH supplemented with pargyline and L-ascorbate
(100 p.M final) with or without various concentrations of unlabeled 5HT and
antagonists. After three 1-ml washes with ice-cold KRH medium, cells were solubi-
lized in 500 .l1 of 1% SDS and released radioactivity was assessed by scintillation
spectrometry. Nonspecific [3H]5HT transport was determined by assays of cells
transfected with the plasmid vector (pBLuescript SKII-; Stratagene. La Jolla, CA)
on the same plate and subtracted from the data. Rates derived from assays
performed in triplicate are presented as picomoles 5HT accumulated per cell per
minute ± SEM. Kinetic constants (Kin, V,,,) were obtained by nonlinear least-
squares fits (Kaleidagraph) of substrate/velocity profiles assuming a single popula-
tion of noninteracting sites obeying Michaelis-Menten kinetics. To assess surface
density of 5HT transporters in transfected cells, cDNA or vector-control transfected
cells were washed with 2 ml KRH and then preincubated at 22 0C with 450 p.1 KRH
media for 15 min before the addition of 50 p.1 of various concentrations of [12I]RTI-
55 (313-[4-iodophenylltropan-213-carboxylic acid methyl ester tartrate: DuPont/
NEN). Binding of ligand was assessed in triplicate after 1 h following three 1-ml
washes with ice-cold KRH medium and solubilization of cells in 1% SDS. Competi-
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tion experiments were conducted at 100 nM [-2511RTI-55 -+ increasing concentra-
tions of unlabeled RTI-55, cocaine, and paroxetine. Parallel incubations were
"conducted -± 10 p.M cocaine to assess nonspecific binding. Levels of nonspecific
binding were equal to that observed with cells transfected with the plasmid vector
alone and were subtracted from the data to yield specific [1251]RTI-55 binding.
Relative expression levels of rSERT and rSERT chimeras were estimated at a
concentration of [1251]RTI-55 (500 nM) above the apparent K& of the ligand (220
nM).

Results and Discussion
Following publication of the rat brain (Blakely et al., 1991a) and rat basophilic
leukemia (Hoffman et al., 1991) cell 5HT transporter cDNAs, differences were
apparent in the NH, and COOH termini of the two carriers as predicted from
conceptual translations of each open reading frame (ORF). The rat brain 5HT
transporter was predicted to be encoded by a h07 amino acid protein while the RBL
5HT carrier was predicted to be encoded bv a 653 amino acid protein. Both cDNAs
induced saturable. Nay-dependcnt 5HT uptake on transfected cells with similar
pharmacologic properties (sensitivity to antidepressants. cocaine. etc.). After rese-
quencing of the rat brain 5HT transporter cDNA with deoxyinosine and 7-deazagua-
nine nucleotides to search for overlooked sequencing compressions, a single base
misread was apparent in the region of the rat brain 5HT transporter cDNA encoding
the NH2 terminus (base 132 of original sequence read as GG rather than G).
Sequencing of the RBL cDNA (kindly provided by B. Hoffman, National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD) in the same manner revealed multiple differences in the
RBL sequence encoding the COOH terminus and the 3' noncoding region, also
attributable to sequencing errors. Apart from these differences, both cDNAs are
identical in regions encompassing transmembrane (TM) domains 1-12 and both
hybridize to a single mRNA localized to rat brain and peripheral regions known to
express the 5HT transporter. With the correction of sequencing errors, both brain
and peripheral 5HT transporters appear to be the products of a single gene. In
support of this conclusion, an orphan transporter sequence published by Mayser et
al. (1991) is identical to our corrected sequence, and thercfore appears to encode a
5HT transporter as well. Interestingly, the correction of the base misread in the NH,
terminus of the rat brain transporter cDNA results in the utilization of a different
reading frame before base 132 and surprisingly the absence of an initiating methio-
nine. The next in-frame methionine present on the rat brain 5HT transporter cDNA
lies two amino acids before TM1 but possesses a good translation initiation sequence
(AAGATGG) according to Kozak (1986). Initiation of translation from this methio-
nine would result in the synthesis of a 545 amino acid polypeptide lacking the

Figure 2. cDNA sequence of rSERT. Solid lines indicate hydrophobic stretches likely to form
TM domains in the 5HT car ýer. Arrows indicate the positions of oligonucleotides used to
amplify the missing 5' sequence in our original cDNA isolate. New sequences are those 5' to
the EcoRI site that bordered the original clone. A vertical line denotes the plasmid/cDNA
boundary. The asterisk over base 132 indicates the position of a compression in initial
sequencing reactions, read erroneously as CCAGGC rather than CCAGC in Blakely et al.
(1991a).
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putative cytoplasmic NH_,-terminal tail sequences common to, though not conserved
across, all members of the GABA/NET transporter gene family.

To restore 5' noncoding and coding sequences to the rat brain 5HT transporter
cDNA. we utilized PCR on rat midbrain cDNA with oligonucleotidcs derived from
the 5' end (antisense oligonucleotide) of our original clone and 5' noncoding
elements (sense oligonucleotide) of the Mayser et al. (1991) and Hoffman et al.
(1991) cDNAs. Fig. 2 presents the sequence of the restored rat brain 5HT trans-
porter (rSERT). with the added sequence appearing upstream of the NH, terminal
EcoRl site. including an initiator mcthionine at base 115 in agreement with the RBL
transporter sequence. As differences between the COOH termini of the rat brain
and RBL 5HT transporters appear to arise from sequencing errors in the report of
the RBL cDNA (Blakely, R.. and K. Moore. unpublished observations), the 5HT
carrier from both sources is encoded by an identical 630 amino acid subunit. This
conclusion is underscored by identitication of a human 5HT transporter (hSERT.
Ramamoorthy. S.. A. L. Bauman. K. R. Moore. H. Han, T. Yang-Feng, A. S. Chang.
V. Ganapathy. and R. D. Blakely. manuscript submitted for publication). Fit. 3
depicts an alignment of the rSERT and hSERT coding sequences. hSERT was aiso
found to be encoded by a 630 amino acid polypeptide and overall exhibits 92i amino
acid identity. Note that the predicted NH, termini are absolutely conserved for the
first 10 amino acids, while Mct86. the likely initiation site of our initial cDNA isolate.
is not conserved. The greatest region ot divcrgence between the two carriers is in the
NH 2 terminus before TM1, where 20 of the 52 amino acid changes occur. This
divergence, along with the observation that a 5HT transporter encoded by rSERT(86-
630) is functional in transfected cells (Blakely et al., 1991a), suggests that the NH,
terminus is of little importance in establishing the defining features of the 5HT
carrier. Although the NH, truncated transporter induces antidepressant and cocaine-
sensitive 5HT transport in transfected cells. overall expression levels are markedly
clevated with the restoration of 5' sequences including the proper initiation codon
(see below), revealing that this region is important for proper translation. stability, or
export of the 5HT carrier. Since substrates must move across the plane of the
membrane, and the TM domains of the GABA/NET gene family exhibit the greatest
extent of sequence identity (Blakely, 1992), the poorly conserved NH 2 and COOH
termini may play only a minor role in substrate recognition and translocation for
members of this gene family. In support of this idea. Mabjeesh and Kanner (1992)
have utilized limited proteolysis of the GABA (rGAT1) transporter reconstituted
into membrane vesicles to argue that major portions of both NH 2 and COOH termini
are not required for GABA transport.

To examine the importance of the NH 2 and COOH termini in defining transport
activity, we swapped major portions of the presumed cytoplasmic tails of hNET for
analogous amino acids of rSERT, either separately or combined. The scheme for the
transfer is given in Fig. 1. An hNET expression construct was amplified to generate a
linear fragment containing roughly two-thirds of the NH, (1-52) and COOH (587-
617) termini of hNET, connected at either end to pBluescript SKII-. As the 5' ends
of the oligonucleotides for hNET amplification encode rSERT Styl and Aflll sites
(absent from the plasmid vector), digestion of rSERT with both of these enzymes
and ligation to the similarly digested hNET PCR product yield an rSERT chimera
with major portions of NH 2 and COOH termini derived from hNET (chimera 3). To
yield an acceptor fragment possessing only one end of hNET, the PCR fragment was
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digested with either Styl or AMilI in combination with an enzyme in the plasmid
unique to both hNET and rSERT. Ligation of identically cut rSERT into these
acceptor fragments yields chimeric rSERT molecules containing only the NH,
(chimera 4) or the COOH (chimera 5) terminus of hNET. The putative topology ot
chimeric and truncated rSERT molecules examined in this study is illustrated in Figs.
4 and 5.

Transport characteristics of the chimcric molecules were assessed 0 11 altcr
plasmid transfection of vaccinia-T7 infected HeLa cells. Since in our experience
expression levels can vary bctwecn virus preps by approximately twotold. care \\as
taken to make comparisons between mutant and control plasmids transfected and
assayed in parallel. As demonstrated in Fig.6. the restoration of the NH' terminus to

rSERT
I ' -I

Figure 4. Putative topological

representation of rSERT pro-
tein and mutants encoded by

Chrm3 chimera 3 and rSERT(86-630).
Heavy solid lines indicate do-
mains transferred from hNET.

rSERT
86-630

the rSERT cDNA boosts maximal capacity of the 5HT transporter
2.64 ± 0.18 x 10-17 mol/cell per min) by > 30-fold relative to our original cDNA.
rSERT86-630 (V a,, = 8.29 ± 0.84 x 10- "1 mol/cell per min). In addition, the Km for
5HT transport was found to be reduced for rSERT86-630 (100 ± 17 nM) relative to
rSERT (467 ± 35 nM). In contrast to substantially reduced 5HT transport observed
with an NH,-terminal truncation. transfection of the rSERT chimera bearing NH_-
and COOH-terminal domains from hNET (chimera 3) resulted in a near-normal
induction of 5HT uptake with a transport Vmajc 67% of rSERT levels. Chimera 3
transport K, was only slightly reduced (315 ± 50 nM). NE transport was not induced
by transfer of hNET domains into rSERT, nor did transfection of the plasmid vector
alone yield 5HT or NE transport above nontransfected controls.
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Although it is clear from these experiments that 5HT transport is induced by
rSERT bearing major portions of hNET NH, and COOH termini, we consistently
observed a 30-50% reduction in 5HT transport capacity with this chimera. To
explore which of the two recgions of rSERT was responsible for this effect, we
constructed two additional chimeras. Chimera 4 bears sequences encoding the first
52 amino acids and 5' noncoding elements of the hNET cDNA with the rest of the
transporter formed by rSERT sequences. Chimera 5 is composed of rSERT except
for residues t)08-630 and 3' noncoding sequences that are replaced by the analogous
domain of hNET. SHT transport assays conducted with these chimeras are shown in
Fig. 7. Replacement of the rSERT COOH terminus and 3' noncoding sequences in

rSERT

I-

\_J

Figure 5. Putative topological
representation of rSERT pro-
tein and mutants encoded by

Chim4 chimeras 4 and 5. Heavy solid
lines indicate domains trans-
ferred from hNET.

Chim5

chimera 5 yielded 5HT transport indistinguihable from rSERT (chimera 5:
Vm.x 5.93 ± 0.68 x 10-17 mol/cell per min, Km = 513 ± 98 nM: rSERT:
Vmix =5.84 ± 0.36 x 10 -i7 mol/cell per min. Km = 459 _ 53 nM). Chimera 4. how-
ever, exhibited a twofold reduction in 5HT transport Km (233 ± 35 nM) and a 49%
reduction in Vm.. These findings indicate that the substitutions made in the NH,
terminus of rSERT have more pronounced effects on induced 5HT transport activity
than those made in the COOH terminus. We cannot rule out at this point that the
observed changes in transport activity of transfected chimeras arise from 5' noncod-
ing elements of hNET, although we transfected with saturating concentrations of
plasmid DNA to attempt to mitigate against this possibility. Nonetheless, experi-
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ments with chimeras 3, 4, and 5 indicate that significant substitutions within NH, and
COOH termini of rSERT can be achieved using analogous domains of a distinct
transporter without altering the carrier's ability to recognize and translocate 5HT.

To determine if alter,. ,rns in the NH, and COOH termini altered antagonist
specificity of rSERT. .. examined 5HT transport induced by either rSERT or
chimera 3 for sensit' ".v to selective 5HT and NE uptake inhibitors. As shown in Fig.
8. 5HT transport of both rSERT and chimera 3 was sensitive to low concentrations o0
the 5HT-s,2lective antagonist paroxetine (rSERT K, = 678 ± 35 pM: chimera 3
K, = 495 _ 33 pM). Similarly. neither construct induced 5HT transport sensitive to

,imliensine. a potent and selective NE transport antagonist (hNET K, = 7.68 nM:
Ik.cholczvk et al. [19911). Thus. substitutions within NH, and COOH termini ot

2.5

2.0

> 1.5

S 1.0

zE

0.5

0.0 =4- 1
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Concentration 5HT (pM)
Figure 6. Transport of 5HT in |ieLa cells transfected with rSERT, rSERT86-630. and
chimera 3 plasmids. Uptake assays on HeLa cells transfcctcd with SERT (filled circles).
rSERT86-630 (filled squares), and chimera 3 (filled triangles) were performed at different 5HT
concentrations in triplicate as described in Methods. Curves are nonlinear, least-squares curve
fits of data. assuming single. nonintcracting sites exhibiting Michaclis-Menten kinetics.
Transtections with vP'uescript performed in parallel were used to assess nonspecific 5HT
uptake in HeLa cells aid were subtracted from the data.

rSERT not only fail to alter substrate specificity and translocation. but also yield no
discernible effects on antagonist selectivity and potency. These data focus attention
on the TM domains (particularly 1-2 and 5-8; Blakely et al.. 1991a, Blakely, 1992) and
intervening loops as key determinants of defining features of monoamine transport
antagonist recognition. In support of these conclusions. Kitayama et al. (1992) have
identified residues within TM domains 1. 7. and 8 of the dopamine transporter which
alter cocaine ligand recognition and/or dopamine transport. Recently, we have also
identified similar TM residues in hNET and rSERT which, when mutated. abrogate
NE and 5HT transport. respectively (Blakely, R. D., unpublished observations).

As outlined above, consistent reductions in maximal capacity were noted in
expression experiments with chimeras 3 and 4, but not with chimera 5. These changes
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could arise from differences in the amount of cell surface expression ot mutant
transporters or in alterations in the intrinsic activity of individual transporter
molecules. To address this issue. one requires a probe for cell surface expression of
wild-type and mutant 511T transporters in small numbers of transfected cells.
Recently, the cocaine analouc 1':'IRRTI-55 has been introduced as a high-atfinitx
probe for the 5HT transporter in brain (Boja et al.. 1992) and platelet (Wall et al..
1093) membranes. We ob,,crvcd that I 1:!1RTI-55 binds reversibly to cells transtectcd
with rSERT at levels markedly abovc those obser-ed for mock-transfected iHoeLi
•clls. w ith effective inhibitilon kt bindin, achieved Mhen assays v. crc conducted in the
presence of the competitive 5I tT transport antagonists paroxetine i ICý,, 3.S nri\

6.0
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U

15-• 3.0T

U,. .o
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Figure 7. Transport of 5HT in HcLa cells transfcctcd with rSERT. chimera 4. and chimera 5
plasmids. Uptake assays on HcLa cells transfccted with SERT (filled circles), chimera 4 (filled
vquares). and chimera 5 (filled tnanelhs) %crc performed at different 5HT concentrations in
triplicate as described in Methods. ('urvcs are nonlinear, least-squares curve fits of data.
assuming single. nonintcracting sites exhibiting Michaclis-Menten kinetics. Transfcctions %-ith
pBluescript performed in parallel werc used to assess nonspecific "griT uptake in HeLa cells
and wcre subtracted from the data.

and cocaine (ICq, = 560 nM). As demonstrated in Fig. 9. ['5I1]RTI-55 exhibits
saturable, high-atfinity specific binding to transfected HeLa cells when 10 p.M
cocaine (or nontransfected cells) is used to define nonspecific binding. A Scatchard
transformation of specific -'-•liRTI-55 binding indicates that the ligand detects a
single population of noninteracting sites of high atfinitv. K,1 = 220 nM. The quantity
I ', Brn., also gives an estimate of the maximal turnover rate of individual 5HT
transporters in transfected HeLa cells, which for these particular experiments yields
a value of approximately four per second. This turnover is in good agreement with
values obtained from human platelet (eight per second: Talvenheimo ct al.. 1979)
membranes. Thus. 1 51JRTI-55 appears to be a suitable. high specific activity ligand
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for the detection of surface pools of 5HT transporters in transfected cells. To
determine if the reductions in 5HT transport observed with chimeras resulted from
changes in surface density, we next examined the binding of [1'1]RTI-55 to HeLa
cells transfected with rSERT, chimera 3, or chimera 5 (depicted in Fig. 10).
Compared with rSERT, a small reduction (28%) in [1251]RTI-55 binding %%a:ý
observed for chimera 5, which exhibits wild-type levels of 5HT transport activity. In
contrast, cells transfected with chimera 3 exhibited a marked 70% reduction in
[1f'IRTI-55 binding levels. These data indicate that the reductions seen in chimeric
transporter uptake assays are probably attributable to changes in surface density ()I
functionally equivalent 5HT carriers.

120

100

801 87

.~ 60 T

i AO

I 20

o .........."1 ........ : ....... :........I I

10 10-9 10-8 10 .7

Inhibitor Conceniratlon (M)

Figure 8. Antagonist sensitivity of 5HT transport induced by rSERT and chimera 3. 5,HT
uptake assays were conducted as described in Methods with rSERT (]illed or open circles) and
chimera 3 (filled or open squares) transfected HeLa cells in the presence or absence o1
increasing concentrations of the 5HT transport-selective antagonist paroxetine (filled circles
find squares) or the NE transport-selective antagonist nomifcnsinc. Assays were performed in
triplicate and inhibition was expressed as a percentage of assays performed in the absence ot
antagonists. Transtecctions with pBluescript performed in parallel were used to assess
nonspecific 5HT uptake in HeLa cells and were subtracted from the data.

In summary, single, highly homologous 630 amino amino acid polypeptides
encode rat and human 5HT transporters, members of the GABA/NET gene famil,.
Hydrophobicity analysis and topological considerations indicate the presence of 12
TM domains with cytoplasmic NH_, and COOH termini. The greatest identity across
members of the GABA/NET gene family and between SERT species homologues
occurs within the TM domains and specific intcrvc,iing loops, whereas NH 2 and
COOH termini display the least conservation. These latter regions, as explored with
chimeras synthesized from rSERT and hNET. can tolerate significant substitutions
from analogous regions of other members of the GABA/NET transporter gene
family without major alterations in substrate recognition and translocation or
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antagonist selectivity and potency. Even the apparently complete loss of the NH,
terminus, as assessed in rSERT86-630, our original rat brain 5HT transporter isolate.
induces significant Na+-dependent 5HT transport in transfected HeLa cells with
retained sensitivity to antidepressants and cocaine (Blakely et al.. 1991a). Thus. it is
likely that the intervening TM domains (particularly TM 1-2 and 5-8: Blakely, 1992)
and/or connecting loops possess residues responsible for defining features of 5HT
transport. Finally. these findings suggest the possibility for substitution of nove!.
useful epitopes within NH 2 and/or COOH termini for protein purification, trans-
porter visualization, and subcellular trafficking studies.
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Introduction
In epithelial cells of the kidney and the small intestine, transport of amino acids
proceeds via specialized transporters (Hopfer. 1987; Mircheff et al.. 1982). Net
absorption of amino acids from the lumen into the blood depends on active
ion-coupled transporters located in the brush border membrane and facilitated
transporters located in the basolateral membrane. Active transport systems are
known to be coupled either to the inwardly directed Na'. CI-, or H+ gradients or to
the outwardly directed K* gradient (Berry and Rector. 1991). For example, system
A, which transports alanine and glycine. and system ASC, which prefers alanine.
serine. and cvsteine. are coupled to the inwardly directed Na÷ gradient (McCormick
and Johnstone. 1988). The recently cloned acidic amino acid transport system XA.G-
is coupled to both the inwardly directed Na4 and the outward directed K+ gradients
(Heinz et al., 1988: Kanai and Hediger. 1992). Transporters of [3-amino acids are
coupled to the inwardly directed Na' and C1- gradients (Wolff and Kinne. 1988). In
contrast. system L. which has a preference for branched chain and aromatic amino
acids ilcucinc. isoleucinc. valinc. phcnylalaninc). is not Na- dcpcndent (Tate et al..
1989).

Clues to the specificity of amino acid transport systems have been provided by
studies of patients with inborn errors of transport. For example, dibasic amino
aciduria (lysinuric protein intolerance), which is characterized by impaired renal and
intestinal absorption of lysine. arginine. and ornithine, but not cystine, suggests that
a system exists that is specific for the transport of dibasic amino acids (Simell, 1989).
A characteristic of this defect is impaired growth and reduced plasma ornithine
levels, which in the liver affects the urea cycle. The disease may be caused by a defect
in the Na +-independent transport system for lysine. arginine, and ornithine known as
system y+. In the mouse, system y+ has recently been characterized and found to
possess 14 predicted membrane spanning regions (Kim et al., 1991; Wang et al.,
1991). Oocvte expression studies confirmed that this protein mediates the uptake of
dibasic amino acids but not cystine. Whether this transporter is defective in dibasic
amino aciduria remains to be determined.

Since both cystine and dibasic amino acids are malabsorbed in the kidney and
jejunum of patients with the autosomal recessive disease cystinuria. it is assumed that
these amino acids are transported via a single kidney- and intestine-specific trans-
porter that is different from y+ (Segal and Thier. 1989). There is disagreement as to
the Na, dependence of this transporter and to the existence of a second high Km
renal transport system for cystine alone. Another genetic defect of proximal tubule
transport is Hartnup disease, which is a characterized by deficient transport of
neutral amino acids but not of amino acids and glycine (Jepson. 1978). Investigation
of these inborn errors of transport requires information on the molecular structure
of the transporters involved. Expression cloning has been used to isolate kidney- and
intestine-specific cDNAs from rat (clone D2. Wells and Hediger, 1992; NAA-Tr,
Tate et al.. 1992) and rabbit (rBAT. Bertran et al., 1992a) that stimulate the
transport of amino acids when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. D2 and rBAT are 82%
identical at the amino acid sequence level and both clones induce the high affinity
uptake into oocytes of a previously unreported broad spectrum of amino acids
including cystine and dibasic and neutral amino acids. Clone NAA-Tr has a coding
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sequence identical to that of D2 but was reported not to transport dibasic amino
acids.

We review here our data on the expression cloning and characterization of clone
D2 (Wells and Hediger. 1992), which encodes a type ll-like membrane protein. \Vc
discuss our findings with 4F2 heavy chain, a sequence homologue of D2. which %%c
show also induces amino acid transport when expressed in Xenopus oocytes. but
which has different transport characteristics (Wells et al.. 1992: Bertran et al..
1992b). We propose that D2 and 4F2 are members of a novel gene family of proteins
that are involved in the activation of amino acid transport through a prcviouli\
undescribed mechanism.

Expression Cloning and Isolation of Clone D2
Expression studies using Xenopus oocytes were performed to examine whether
expression cloning could be used to clone cvstine transporter cDNAs. Injection ot
mRNA from rat kidney and jejunum into oocvtes resulted in a substantially greater
uptake of 'C-i.-cystine compared with water-in'ected controls (Fig. I At ). The uptdkc
for kidney was - 25-fold more than that for jejunum. Size-fractionation of the kidnc\
mRNA led to the identification of an RNA size ranec at 1.8-2.5 kb that strongi\
induced cvstine uptake (Fig. I A. inset). This size range was used to construct a1
unidirectional cDNA library using the expression vector pfl1uescript (Stratagene. La
Jolla, CA). The library was screened using the techniques that evolved during the
expression cloning of the Na+/glucose cotransporter from rabbit small intestine
(Hediger et al., 1987). Progressively smaller pools were analyzed until a clone (D2)
that induced cystine uptake 200-400 times above that of control oocytes was isolated
(Fig. 1 A: see also Wells and Hediger, 1992). Hybrid depletion of D2 from kidney
mRNA by incubation with an antisense oligonucleotide to the 5' end of D2 resulted
in a decrease in cystine uptake to near background. suggesting that D2 is responsible
for the majority of the cystine uptake induced by total mRNA (Fig. 1 B). Northern
blot analysis of rat kidney and intestine RNA showed that clone D2 hybridized
intensely to a band at 2.2 kb and weakly to another at 4.4 kb. No hybridization was
apparent for rat RNA from heart, liver, lung, spleen. brain, skeletal muscle, and
pancreas.

Expression studies of oocytes injected with D2 cRNA demonstrated that. in
addition to inducing the uptake of cystine, D2 also induces the uptake of dibasic and.
interestingly, neutral amino acids (Fig. I C). A transport system of cystine and
dibasic and neutral amino acids has not been previously described for the kidney.
although some previous inhibition studies that addressed cystine uptake in perfused
tubules or brush border membrane vesicles have included data that suggested a more
broad substrate specificity for renal and jejunal dibasic amino acid transporters than
is generally assumed (Foreman et al., 1980: Biber et al., 1983).

Inhibition studies using D2 cRNA-injected oocytes showed that cystine and
dibasic or neutral amino acids in excess inhibited the uptake of I4C-labeled cystine.
neutral amino acids, and dibasic amino acids (Wells and Hediger, 1992). This
suggested that the uptake for these different classes of amino acids proceeds via the
same transporter. Uptake of both neutral and dibasic amino acids is stereospecific
for L-amino acids. The Km for L-cystine is 63.7 p.M, which is in accord with high
affinity cystine transport (VoelkI and Silbernagi, 1982; Schafer and Watkins, 1984).
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D2-induced amino acid transport is mostly (60-100%) Na* independent. The
D2-induced uptake, however, is able to generate a high concentration gradient (up to
100-fold for cystint), suggesting that the driving force for transport may be provided
by the translocation of other solutes.

Predicted Structure of the D2 Protein
The size of the D2 cDNA is 2279 nucleotides and corresponds to the message size
observed in Northern analvsis (Wells and Hediger. 1992). The deduced amino acid
sequence is 683 amino acids long and there are seven potential N-glycosylation sites.
all toward the COOH-terminal end. In vitro translation studies in the presence of
pancreatic microsomal membranes indicate that at least some of these sites are
N-glycosylated. An internal hydrophobic region at the N-terminal end which is
predicted to be membrane spanning makes it likely that D2 codes for a type 11
membrane glycoprotein with a hydrophilic cytoplasmic NH, terminus, a single
membrane-spanning domain, and an extraccllular COOH terminus (Fig. 2). This
structure is unlike that of most previously cloned channels and transporters. which
have multiple membrane-spanning regions. A potassium channel with a single
transmembrane region, however, has been recently cloned (Takumi et al.. 1988). We
have identified a leucine zipper motif (Buckland and Wild. 1989) toward the COOH
terminus (residues 548-569) of the D2 protein, which raises the possibility that the
protein undergoes dimerization (e.g.. association to a second subunit).

Sequence Homologies to the D2 Protein
Search of protein sequence databases demonstrated significant similarity between
the proposed extracellular COOH-terminal domain of the D2 protein and a family of
carbohydrate-metabolizing enzymes (Wells and Hediger, 1992). These proteins
include cx-amylases and cx-glucosidases from both prokaryotic and eukaryotic organ-

Figure 1. Expression cloning. (A) Screening of a rat kidney eDNA library for cystine transport
results in the isolation of clone D2. The uptakes of 1

4C-labeled L-cystine (2.2 j±M) irmoXenopus
oocytes injected with water, rat kidney cortex. jejunum mRNA, or clone D2 cRNA are shown.
All uptakes were performed in the presence of 100 mM Na+. The inset shows peak uptake
induced by injection of a 1.8-2.5-kb size fraction of mRNA. Each column represents the mean
uptake of five to eight oocytes and the standard error is indicated by the error bars. (B) D2 is
responsible for most if not all of the cystine uptake induced by rat kidney cortex mRNA. The
hybrid depletion of D2 mRNA by incubation with an antisense oligonucleotide corresponding
to the 5' end of clone D2 is shown. The mean of the uptake into water-injected oocytes has
been subtracted. Columns 1 and 4 show uptake into oocytes injected with rat kidney mRNA
and with clone D2 cRNA, respectively. Columns 2 and 5 show that uptake of both is decreased
to 4-5% of baseline after incubation with an antisense oligonucleotide: incubation with a
sense oligonucleotide (columns 3 and 6) has a minimal effect. (C) D2 induces the transport of
cystine as well as dibasic and neutral amino acids but not proline, taurine, acidic amino acids,
or glucose. D2 cRNA-injected oocytes (filled bars) take up dibasic and neutral amino acids
only. Open columns represent water-injected oocytes. Cv, L-cyStinc: Or, L-ornithine, Ci4
L-citrulline (Ci); Ta, taurine; gic; D-glucose. All other amino acids used are indicated by the
single letter code and are L-amino acids.
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isms (Fig. 2). Sequence identities between the D2 amino acid sequence and those of

members of this family are as high as 41%. D2 shares conserved residues with the

members of this family. Of note are asparagine and aspartic acid residues postulated

in porcine pancreatic amylase either to be part of the catalytic site (Asp 312 of D2) or
to serve as Ca-"-binding sites (Asn 211 and Asp 281 of D2: see Fig. 2). There is also

significant sequence similarity (29% identity) to the human and mouse 4F2 heavy

chain cell surface antigen (Quackenbush et al.. 1987: Teixeira et al.. 1987). This
antigen is a type II membrane glycoprotein. as has been postulated for the D2

protein, and has a transmembrane domain at a position similar to D2.

COOH Figure 2. Predicted structure
683 of the rat kidney and intestine

specific D2 protein. The D2
leucmez,•ip. I protein is predicted to be a

--- type I1 membrane glycoprotein
with a hydrophilic cvtoplasmic

Ni!, terminus, a ,ingle mnem-

a-amylases and brane-spanning domain, and an

Homology to the a-glucosidases cxtraccllilar COOH terminus.

4F2 heavy chain There are seven potential N-
cell surface glycosylation sites, indicated by

antigen Aso 311 -
Z 

-

Asp 281 - diamonds. The leucinc zipper
is marked by a vertical line.

Asn 211 -- The COOH-terminal domain
is homologous to a family of
carbohydrate-metabolizing en-

p p m zymes, which includes cL-amy-
emba n lases and ca-glucosidases from

m N both prokaryotic and eukary-
otic organisms. D2 shares con-
served residues with the mem-
bers of this family: Asn 211 and

D2 MEMBRANE GLYCOPROTEIN Asp 281 are predicted to corre-
spond to the proposed Ca-"-binding ligands Asn 100 and Asp 107 porcine pancreatic amylase.
Asp 311 is predicted to correspond to a catalytic aspartic acid residue of porcine pancreatic
amylase (see Wells and Hediger. 1992). There is significant similarity of the D2 protein to the
human and mouse 4F2 heavy chain cell surface antigen (29% amino acid sequence identity)
which is, like D2. a type II membrane glycoprotein.

Examination of the Function of the 4F2 Antigen Heavy Chain
The 4F2 cell surface antigen is a 125-kD disulfide-linked heterodimer composed of

an 85-kD glycosylated heavy chain and a 41-kD nonglycosylated light chain (Teixeira

et al., 1987). The antigen is associated with cell activation and tumor cell growth. It

was originally identified by the production of a mouse monoclonal antibody (mAb4F2)

against the human T cell tumor line HSB-2. Northern blot analysis with a mouse

heavy chain eDNA probe has demonstrated that 4F2 heavy chain expression is

widespread in mouse tissues. 4F2 expression is induced during the process of cellular

activation, and remains at constant levels in exponentially growing cells. The
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function of the 4F2 proteins, however, has been unclear despite nearly at decade of
research.

The similarity between the D2 and 4F2 amino acid sequences suggested that the
two proteins might have ,Inillar untion001S. We. as, well ats Murer and colligcaus.
injected 4F2 heavy chain cRNA into oocytes and determined that it also induces thle
uptake of dibasic and neutral amino acids up to threefold over controls (Bertrafl et
al.. 1992b: Wells et al.. I Ti?). The substrate specificity and Na.1 dependence of
transport is different fromn that Induced by eRNA from clone D-. hut has Some
imilaity to that of s\Nie x i Klin kct aL. ilt)L)j \V u et Ii.. 1l)1l ). lhJC K_. )I

4F2-induced areainine untake Is 43 J..\l. This P, similar I(o the A. values for waler-
injected oocytes (Intrinsi c ictivity. 4S .M) 02--Iinjectedi oocytes (74 p.Mf). anid
y-injected oocvtes ( 70' WM). and is representative of high affinity transport.

Comparison of D2,. 4F2,. and i7 +-induced Amino Acid
Transport
I he p rpe rt e 04 lIfi I .III i;!7 Il ',Pur k tudIlu ILCC Ll M\ I _. - 11a \ A :IV :uiL :kl\

usina.V0e1MAopu. cvte k:M11c"1101 -IIOC J4wis;s',m In F3ii,. Pie d iflereni properties
of the expressed transport 1%\\ II 14ell aC summainnieZLI hDek.

D2

D2 and its rabbit counterpart induce the high affinity uptake of dibasic and neutral
amino acids as well as cvstine (see also Fig. I1). The transport is _- V4c independent
of Na

4F2
4172 induces uptake of dibasic and neutral amino acids hutt. in contrast to D2. this
does not include cystine. Thie uptake of the neutral amino acids leucinec and
methionine is > 80c( Na- dependent. %Ohereas the uptalke of dibasic amnino acids is,
Na+ independent (Fig!. 33 B). LikewIse. the inhibition of artuinine but not ILeuCine by
.-n excess of neutral amnino aicids 6i ncLuding, homnoscrine ) is N~t a dependen~t4 .

3C). This pattern of Na - dependence displayed by 4F2 wais unexpected and has [lot
been noted before for an amino acid transport system.

MethvI-amino-isobutvric acid ( MeAIB). at Specific sulbstrate of the N'a -

dependent system A. has no effect on 4172-induced arglinine uptake ([:Iiz. 3 D) '. thlus

ruling out the possibility that 41`2? activates system A. Intte rest ingly. cxstinc. which Is
not taken up by 41- 2 cRNA-Injected oocytes. causes at 5(J( decrease in 41:2-Induced
arginine uptake but has no effect on leucine uptake (Fig. 3 D).

System v' mediates the Na w-indupendent uptake of dibasic ami .no acids but not
cystine (Fig. 3.4 ). In contrast to 4F2. v -does not mediate transport of the neutral
amino acids leucine and methionine. Other neutral amnino acids suich as horroserine.
however, are transported by system y' but only in the presence of Na *. In compari-
son. 4F2 shows a much wider spectrum of Na --dependent neutral amino acid uptake
than system y -
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Functional Models for D2 and 4F2
The single transmembrane domains of D2 and 4F2 make these proteins unlike
previously cloned transporters (e.g., the y' transporter), all of which have multiple
membrane-spanning regions. The sequence simi'laritv hetweeni D2 and glucosidases
suggests that D2 may be a carbohydrate-metabolizing enizyme. We have been unable.
however, to demonstrate ci-amvlase or maltase activitv in cellular fractions from
D32-injected oocvtes. D2 and 4F2 might function ats reg~ulators of transporters.
perhaps by acting ats regulatory subunits of heterodimeric transporters. The 41`2
heavy chain exists as a heterodimer attached to at smaller. nonalycosvlated lig-ht chain
whose structure and function are unknown. If D2 and 41`2 function ats reg~ulator\
subunits, It will he important to establish the structures of the transporters; they arc
associated with. In oocytes. these proteins may' associate with endogeneous transport-
ers to induce uptake. D32-induced amino acid transport, however. hats different
characteristics from intrinsic amino acid transport in oocvtes. suggesting that activa-
tion of an intrinsic oocvte transporter by D-2 requires significan t upregulawin of that
transporter or a change in its substrate specificity. [hei mouse blsoyttransporter

lv it aNa *-independent transporter ý% ith a broad ~tbiratc specificitv tor netirafl
and dibasic amino acids, and there Is some evidence for wecak I) activ ity in oocx ic,
(Van Winkle et al.. 1988).

4F2- and system v, -induced amino acid transport share some characteristics"
(see Fig~. I). although there are sigznificant differeceics. [or example. thle sodiumII
requirement for 4F2-induced transport of dibasic and neutral amino acids and that
described for sy-stem v- is different. This suggests that in animal tissues. 41`2 is

Figure 3. D2. 4172. and ys-injected oocytes demonstrate different patterns of amino acid
uptake. (A1) Comparison of D2. 4172. and vt-indluced amino acid transport. Oocytes injected
with water or Nwith cRNA from the rat D-1. mouse W(Kim et al.. 1991). or human 4172 heat'.,
chain (Quackenbush et at.. 1987) were assaved 3 d (cvstine. Lvs. Lcui or 4 d (all others) after
injection for the uiptake of 100 p.MI (cvstine. Lys. L~cui or 1-1.p\t (all othecrs) radiolahtkcd
amino acids. All incubations were 1 h and were performed in the presence of It) mNI N.1-
Error bars represent the standard error. Open bars. water-injected. filled bars. 4F2-iniected:
Shaded bars. % -Injected: lzvnzontallY striped I'arý. D21-inliccted. (/?) 4F2-induced uptake ol
leucine and mettiionine but not arginine and lysine is sodium dependent. (Jocytes %%cre
injected with water or 4172 cRNA and assayed 3 d later for uptake of 1 ýIS pM 'C-argininle.
lysine. leucine. or methionine in the presence of tOO mM Na- (fl/led bars) or 100)mM NMDG)
(shaded hors). The data shown represent uptake into 4F2-injected ooevtes minus uptake ini
water-injected oocytes. (C) Inhibition of 4F2-induced arginine uptake b\ necutral aminloaclkd\
is sodium dependent. Oocytes were injected with water or 4F2-cRNA and assayed 3 d alter
injection in the presence of either 100 mM Na* (Jilled bars) or lIW mMl NMIDG (shad/ed bar%)
for uptake of 15 I.LM '4 C-arginine alone or in the presence of 2 mM of an unlabeled inhibitor
amino acid. Uptake into water-injected oocytes wats subtracted and the percentage of uptake
in the presence oif an inhibitor was calculated: uptake in the absence of any inhibitor \%as
considered to be 1010%. HlS. homoserine. (D) MeAIB, a specific substrate (it sstem A. has no0
effect on the 4F2-induced arginine uptake, cystine causes a 50%' decrease in argi nine uptake
hut has no effect on leucine uptake. Oocytes injected with water or 4F2-cRNA were assayed ',
d after injection for uptake of 15 p.M 1

4 C_-labeled arginine (iet,) 1 or leucine (nh)alone .';'d in
the presence of 2 mM (0.5 mM for cystine) of an unlabeled amino acid, as indicated. Al\l
uptakes were performed in the presence of I0(W mM Na *. Open bars, water-injected ooc"tes:
filled bars, 4F2-cRNA-injected oocytes.
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unlikely to be an activator of system y'. It is conceivable, however, that 4F2 activates
an amino acid transport system that is similar to system y*.

Our data on D2- and 4F2-induced amino acid transport do not rule out the
possibility that these type 1I membrane glycoproteins are themselves transporters.
The homology of the large extracellular domains of D2 and 4F2 to glucosidases.
which bind to specific oligosaccharides. could be taken as an indication that this
domain rcprcsents a specific binding site: for example. it could form a binding site for
amino acids. The functional transporters may consist of several D2 or 4F2 polypep-
tides whose single membrane-spanning domains oligomcrize to form homooligo-
meric pores that translocate amino acids.

Understanding the mechanisms involved in D2- and 4F2-induccd amino acid
transport may lead to important insights into the Na÷ dependency and substrate
specificity of amino acid transport systems. Further experiments involving expression
of D2 and 4F2 in transformed cell lines in addition to oocvtes will clarifv the role of
this new family of proteins in amino acid transport.

Localization of the D2 mRNA in the Rat Kidney Proximal
Tubule S3 Segment
To examine wNhether D)2 is involved in high affinitv transport of cystine in the
proximal straight tubule (the latter part of S2 and all of $3). wke have carried out
combined in situ hybridization and immunocytochemistry experiments and deter-
mined the site of expression of D2 mRNA in the kidney tubule (Kanai et al., 1992).
Hybridization of 'S-labeled D2-antisense mRNA to a whole kidney section is shown
in Fig. 4. The low magnification view shows dense hybridization to tubules in the
outer stripe of the outer medulla, whereas the signal was absent from the inner stripe
of the outer medulla. The signal was also detected over tubules in medullary rays,
projecting into the cortex. D2 antisense RNA hybridized to the same tubular
segments in the outer stripe of the outer medulla which were immunopositive with
the anti-ecto-ATPase antibody that is specific for the S3 segment. These studies
demonstrated that D2 mRNA is strongly expressed in the S3 segment of the rat
kidney proximal tubule. Weak staining was also observed in the S I and S2 segments.
The signal was absent in all other parts of the kidney. This S3 specific expression of
D2 mRNA coincides with the site of high affinity transport of cystine and other
amino acids.

Potential Role of D2 in Cystinuria
Except for neutral amino acid transport. D2 exhibits chi, -Isiý:'c and a tissue-
specific expression similar to those previously described toi , i 1,norter predicted
to be defective in cystinuria (Segal et al.. 1977: Segal anti I N14). A defect of
the D2 protein could explain the impaired cystinc and dibl.it mnino acid excretion
seen in cystinuria. given potential compensation of neutral amino acid uptake by
other neutral amino acid transporters (e.g., system L). Our results from hybrid
depletion experiments, which suggest that D2 is responsible for most if not all of the
renal cystine transport, are consistent with the potential role of D2 in cystinuria. A
defect of the D2 protein could conceivably be involved in Hartnup disease, which is
characterized by impaired reabsorption of neutral amino acids. As a first step toward
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Figure 4. Localization of the D2 mRNA in kidney proximal tubule S3 segments. Low Power.
bright field micrograph showing the pattern of hybridization of the D2 antisense cRNA probe
(35S-labcled) in 5SiLm cryostat sections of para formaldchwde -fixed rat kidnev. A strong signal is
present in tubules from the outer stripe of thc outer medulla. whereas the signal is absent tromi
the inner stripe of thc outer medulla. The positive tubules show a pattern of distribution that Is
characteristic of the S3 segment of the proximal tubule. This was confirmed by immunostain-
ing adjacent sections using antibodies specific for different segments ot the proximal tubule
(Kanai ct al.. 1992).
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studying the role of D2 in these diseases we have cloned, sequenced. and character-
ized a human D2 cDNA (Lee et al., 1993). The availability of this sequence will allow
us to examine the D2 gene in patients with renal aminoacidurias.

Conclusion
Our data suggest that D2- and 4F2-induced amino acid uptakes most likelx represent
the activities of separate transport systems with some characteristics of svstems v
and b,.. We conclude that these type 11 membrane glycoproteins represent a new
family of proteins which induce amino acid transport with distinct characteristics.
possibly functioning as transport activators or regulatory subunits of transporters.
The study of additional subunits associated with these proteins may lead to further
insights into their in vivo function. The 4F2 light chain, for example. may represent a
system y-like transport protein and its study may provide important insight into the
role of 4F2 during cell activation and tumor cell growth. In addition. the availability
of a human D2 clone will facilitate studies into the potential role of members of the
D2 family in normal and abnormal amino acid transport such as occurs in cvstinuria.
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